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Dear Friends, Customers and Collectors,

It feels like only yesterday when I embarked on my joint venture with Claude Cohen at Monaco 
Legend Group. However, in reality, five years have already flown by, and I couldn't be more 
pleased to announce our 11th auction in Monaco. It has been an incredible journey thus far, 
providing me with the opportunity to master a profession and explore various approaches 
to the business and the passion for watches that I share with all of you. Thanks to your trust 
and support, we have been successful in finding new homes for some of the most exquisite 
watches to have graced the global market. I cannot express my gratitude enough!

Recently, several market analysts have recognized us as the fourth-leading force in the 
auction market for timepieces. For me, after a career spanning over 35 years, it is a true 
honour to achieve this level and to be mentioned alongside the major auction houses with 
which I have always been both a customer and a friend. I hope this is just the beginning. 

The joy of working alongside my family, especially now that my daughter Carlotta has joined 
the team, has invigorated me with more strength and new energy. I sincerely hope we will 
continue to welcome new friends, new enthusiasts, and new adventures! I believe that, upon 
reading this catalogue, you will recognize the exceptionally high level of quality and rarity 
we are now able to present, having selected the finest watches from around the globe. 

I look forward to seeing you all in Monaco and wish you the best of luck at the auction.

Davide Parmegiani

THE ROLEX CONNOISSEURS’ COLLECTION

Lot 113 • Rolex Milgauss 6541

Lot 278 • Rolex DateJust 6304Lot 206 • Rolex Padellone 8171

Lot 35 • Rolex Moon Phase 6062

Lot 199 • Rolex Centregraph 3347

Lot 140 • Rolex Gmt-Master 6542

LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
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ZENITH / In New Condition, Limited 
Edition, El Primero Revival A386, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, Brown “Tropical” Counters, 
With Box and Papers, Reference 03.P386.400/07

Brand Zenith
Model El Primero Revival A386
Reference 03.P386.400/07.C840
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2019
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 400
Case N° 543702
Movement N° 643641
Dimensions 37.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Cloth and Additional Strap

Stainless steel chronographs have maintained an enduring allure 
in the collecting community, celebrated for their rugged and 
dependable aesthetic, seamlessly transitioning from casual to 
formal settings. The evolution of chronographs took a significant 
turn in the late 1960s when both Zenith and Heuer introduced 
automatic chronograph movements, revolutionizing the world of 
timekeeping. In 1969, Zenith made history with the introduction 

of the groundbreaking “El Primero” movement, celebrated for 
its innovation with an extraordinary high frequency of 36 000 
beats per hour, ensuring unparalleled timekeeping performance. 
The “El  Primero” debuted with two iconic models: the A386 
in stainless steel and the G381 in 18k yellow gold, both shar-
ing distinctive aesthetics, including a 37.5 mm case with wide, 
faceted lugs and pump pushers. The present watch, the Zenith 
El Primero A386 Revival Reference 03.P386.400/07.C840, is a 
limited edition of 49 pieces designed by Phillips in Association 
with Bacs & Russo, commemorating the 50th Anniversary of the 
El Primero movement. This stainless steel marvel pays homage 
to the original A386 models, retaining their iconic design ele-
ments. A truly exceptional example, this El Primero A386 Revival 
features an eggshell dial with three additional counters, adorned 
with brown sub-dials. This design choice is a nod to the brown 
hues fashionable in design and apparel during the 1960s, cre-
ating a unique and stylish visual identity. The sub-dials, in three 
shades of brown, pay homage to the “tricolor” registers of the 
original A386. Powered by the automatic caliber 400, this time-
piece is presented in unworn condition, complete with a stain-
less steel bracelet, an additional strap, and all of its accessories. 
Zenith’s “El Primero” remains an iconic name among chrono-
graph wristwatches, and this limited edition Revival serves as a 
wonderful tribute to the groundbreaking 1969 model.

€ 7,000 – 14,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Fine and 
Elegant, Huitieme, Automatic Chronograph 
Wristwatch in Steel, Reference 25644ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Huitieme Chronograph
Reference 25644ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2126
Case N° C51829
Movement N° 295648
Dimensions 40.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

It was 1986 when Audemars Piguet unveiled its inaugural 
automatic chronograph wristwatch featuring a date indication. 
Originally introduced without a specific collection name, these 
timepieces earned the moniker “Huitieme” in certain market cat-
alogues from 1988 onwards. The reference 25 644, a trailblazer 
in many aspects, was not only the pioneer AP model available 
in tantalum but also offered in yellow gold, platinum and steel 

variations like the present lot. Encased in a refined stainless 
steel frame, the current wristwatch showcases a warm white 
dial adorned with petite baton indexes and a contrasting black 
tachymeter scale. With hands and sub-counters mirroring the 
case color and positioned unconventionally at 6-9-12,  the date 
window at three o’clock, this timepiece achieves a harmonious 
balance in both design and color palette. Bearing a “C” serial, 
this particular watch stands as an early specimen of this refer-
ence. Presented in very nice overall condition, this sophisticated 
steel Huitieme chronograph emerges as an ideal summer com-
panion and stands out as a perfect purchase due to its historical 
importance, collectible nature, pioneering materials, elegant 
design and limited availability.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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GERALD GENTA / Iconic and 
Attractive, Octagonal Perpetual Calendar 
and Moon Phase Automatic Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, With Box, Reference G 2983.4

Brand Gerald Genta
Model Perpetual Calendar Moon Phase
Reference G 2983.4
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2208
Case N° 37200
Dimensions 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Gérald Genta, the visionary mind behind horological game 
changers like the Royal Oak and the Nautilus, didn’t just revo-
lutionize the face of modern watchmaking. In the throes of the 
late 1980s quartz crisis, Genta boldly ventured into highly com-
plicated timepieces. By 1991, he introduced the Octogonal col-
lection, a testament to his daring approach and innovative spirit. 

The Octogonal collection showcased Genta’s mastery, featuring a 
powerful 8-sided case, a nod to his iconic designs. This collection 
became a playground for the Maestro, who fearlessly explored 
various complications right from its inception. Among the myriad 
creations, the perpetual calendar and moon phase combination 
exemplify the pinnacle of watchmaking artistry, as embodied by 
the lot presented here. Crafted in solid yellow gold, the stepped 
bezel with overhanging segments, “Vendôme” type lugs, and the 
distinctive octagonal shape infuse the watch with a harmonious 
blend of sportiness and elegance. The white cream dial serves as 
the perfect canvas for the perpetual calendar, boasting subsidi-
ary dials for day, date, and month. At 12 o’clock, the moon phase 
window introduces a touch of enchantment with its deep blue 
allure. Driven by the automatic caliber 2208, this timepiece has 
earned admiration from enthusiasts for its remarkable capability 
to seamlessly accompany a man throughout every moment of 
the day, like a ride on a taxi. Beyond its technical prowess, this 
Gérald Genta Octogonal Perpetual Calendar is a manifestation 
of the Maestro’s vision, a testament to the fusion of innovation, 
elegance, and timeless craftsmanship.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Fine and Precious, 
Calatrava, Automatic Wristwatch in White 
Gold, Made for the opening of Boutique Pisa 
Orologeria in Milan, Full Set, Reference 5296G

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 5296G
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2008
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 324 SC
Case N° N°11/25, 4451620
Movement N° 3643577
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

Patek Philippe has consistently prioritized its partnerships with 
retailers, a testament to its commitment to fostering strong con-
nections within the industry. In celebration of this collaborative 
spirit, a limited edition reference 5296 Calatrava model was 
created to mark the inauguration of the Patek Philippe Boutique 
at Pisa Orologeria in Milan, Italy, in 2008. This exclusive release 

was produced in both pink gold and white gold, with each variant 
restricted to a mere 25 examples. Among these highly coveted 
pieces, the present example shines as an exceptional specimen. 
Encased in 38 mm of 18k white gold, it boasts a sophisticated 
aesthetic complemented by a black leather strap and matching 
18k white-gold buckle, creating an irresistibly handsome appear-
ance. Remarkably well-preserved, the hallmarks and the person-
alization on the back, “Edizione Limitata Pisa Orologeria 2008,” 
remain intact and clear, attesting to its almost unworn condition. 
The watch features a distinctive two-toned silvered dial, adorned 
with white-gold Breguet numerals set against a polished chap-
ter ring. The outer minute divisions alternate between red and 
silvered accents, with a red hand indicating the center seconds. 
Positioned at 3 o’clock, a date aperture adds a practical touch 
to the overall design. The circular case, sapphire crystal display 
screw back, and meticulous craftsmanship further enhance the 
watch’s clean and classic aesthetic. Beyond its visual appeal, this 
timepiece is equipped with self-winding functionality and boasts 
water-resistant qualities. It comes complete with its Certificate 
of Origin, confirming details such as the case, movement, and 
sale date, alongside its original box and booklets. This limited 
edition Patek Philippe stands as a testament to the brand’s ded-
ication to craftsmanship, exclusivity, and enduring partnerships 
with esteemed retailers.

€ 20,000 – 40,000

 4
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 5

CARTIER / Fine and Elegant Tank 
Americaine Rectangular-shape Wristwatch 
in White Gold And Diamonds With Pavè 
Diamond-set Dial, Reference 2489

Brand Cartier
Model Tank Americaine
Reference 2489
Case Material White Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Strap
Year 2000's
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber 157
Case N° 604882MG
Dimensions 19 x 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Among the many Tank models that Cartier has produced, such 
as the Cintrée, the Chinoise, or the Louis Cartier, all of which are 
simply fantastic, arguably the most revered remains the Tank 
Américaine, introduced in 1989. The present lot is an example 
of reference 2489, crafted in 18-carat white gold, absolutely 
stunning in its design and captivating when adorned. The watch 
is powered by a highly precise quartz movement. The sizable 

crown with an intricately carved diamond is flawless in its pres-
ervation, just like the beautiful dial that complements it perfectly. 
Notably, the dial is exceptionally rare, featuring a pave of inter-
woven diamonds alternating with small windows adorned with 
the Cartier logo, creating a captivating checkerboard pattern. 
Adding to the opulence of this diamond-studded crown and dial 
structure, the white-gold case is embellished with two strips of 
diamonds. This exquisite timepiece is not only a testament to 
Cartier’s mastery in design and craftsmanship, but also a rare 
and coveted addition to any discerning collector’s ensemble.

€ 6,000 – 12,000

 6

CARTIER / Special and Refined, Art 
Deco Engine-Turned Dial Pocket Watch in 
Yellow Gold, With Yellow Gold Cartier Chain

Brand Cartier
Model Pocket Watch
Case Material Yellow Gold
Year 1990's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 5020
Case N° A107981 - 3984
Dimensions 48 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Yellow Gold Cartier Signed Chain

The present Cartier yellow-gold pocket watch is a splendid rep-
resentation of the Art Deco era style when pocket watches were 
the epitome of style and sophistication. Cartier, renowned for its 
exquisite craftsmanship and luxury creations, has left an indeli-
ble mark on the world of horology, and this pocket watch stands 
as a testament to the brand’s enduring legacy. In a lovely original 
condition, the pocket watch captures the essence of Art Deco 
aesthetics with its large bezel and remarkably thin profile. A true 
recall from a time when pocket watches were the sole wearable 

objects for telling time, this piece embodies the elegance and 
refinement of an era bygone. The remarkable preservation of 
this timepiece is evident in its sharp edges, finely preserved to 
the point where they could almost cut. The dial is a captivating 
canvas adorned with an engine-turned guilloché decoration, 
harmonizing seamlessly with Roman numerals, an outer-minute 
track, and elegant hands crafted in striking blue steel. This open-
face pocket watch not only exudes charm on the outside but also 
retains its original allure inside, with well-engraved serial num-
bers providing a glimpse into its history. To complement this hor-
ological gem, the watch comes with a precious yellow-gold chain, 
also signed by Cartier, adding an extra layer of luxury and sophis-
tication. Cartier, synonymous with timeless elegance and refined 
design, has been a pioneer in luxury watchmaking. The brand’s 
influence extends beyond the functional aspects of timekeeping, 
turning watches into cherished pieces of art. This Cartier pocket 
watch, with its significance and great preservation, is not just a 
timepiece but a living testament to the brand’s commitment to 
luxury and sophistication.

€ 5,000 – 10,000

26 27



ROLEX / Extremely Well Preserved 
and Attractive, Day-Date, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Onyx Dial, 
With Warranty, Reference 18 038

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18038
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1987
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3055
Case N° 9839669
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

The allure of Rolex extends beyond the conventional, and a cap-
tivating chapter in its history involves the occasional use of pre-
cious hard stones in Datejusts and Day-Dates. These exceptional 
creations, often overlooked, have now become the focal point of 
intense interest among collectors and those seeking the rare 
and extraordinary. Their scarcity arises from the fragile nature 
of these dials, prone to breakage during production, resulting 
in increased manufacturing costs. This inherent challenge adds 
to the desirability of these watches among collectors. Since its 

introduction in 1956, the Day-Date has been synonymous with 
glamour and luxury. The iconic aesthetic of this reference has 
solidified its place as a constant in Rolex’s production, engi-
neered not just as a robust, automatic, and precise timepiece 
but occasionally featuring extraordinary dials crafted from pre-
cious hard stones. These exceptional timepieces deviate from 
the conventional design by omitting canonical indexes, show-
casing only the applied crown logo at 12 o’clock. The present 
Rolex reference 18 038 stands as a remarkable example of this 
unique tradition, boasting a striking onyx dial. The exceptional 
state of preservation of the case is immediately evident, with 
the Japanese Rolex sticker on the back almost fading into the 
background against the beauty of the black onyx dial. The gilt 
printing, hands, and applied logo contribute to an elegant con-
trast, ensuring immediate and crystal-clear legibility. To enhance 
the watch’s linearity, this 18 038 comes with its original warranty, 
a distinctive feature printed in Japanese, a touch that passion-
ate collectors and aficionados will undoubtedly appreciate. In 
its entirety, this Rolex Day-Date reference 18 038 with an onyx 
dial represents not only a rare and visually striking timepiece 
but also a testament to Rolex’s ability to blend innovation, luxury, 
and meticulous craftsmanship.

€ 30,000 – 60,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU

 7
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ROLEX / Iconic and Sought After, Daytona, 
Automatic Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, 
With Box and Papers, Reference 116500LN

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 116500LN
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2020
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4130
Case N° 521Y84E4
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Booklets and 

Additional Oyster Bracelet

The Daytona lineage finds its roots in the 1960s when Rolex 
formed a significant partnership with the iconic Daytona 
International Speedway, solidifying the link between Rolex and 
the world of motorsports. Introduced in 1963, the Daytona 
model was meticulously crafted to meet the exacting stan-
dards of professional race car drivers, swiftly evolving into 
an emblem of high-performance and precision timekeeping. 

The reference 116500LN pays a respectful tribute to its illus-
trious heritage while embracing a contemporary elegance. 
The 40-mm-steel case is harmoniously paired with a black 
Cerachrom bezel, featuring a tachymetric scale that accentu-
ates the watch’s inherently sporty character. Setting it apart 
from other modern Daytonas, the present model is a result of a 
special request from a distinguished client. Given the costum-
er’s longstanding association with the boutique, he was granted 
the privilege of adorning this Daytona with a captivating grey dial, 
typically found on white-gold models. The legibility is excep-
tional, with the grey dial and steel case highlighting the three 
black subdials, giving the timepiece a sporty yet refined allure. 
Adding a touch of unprecedented elegance, a Jubilee bracelet, 
a never-seen sight on a Daytona, graces this exceptional time-
piece. Alongside the original box and guarantee, the watch also 
includes the original Oyster bracelet. Powered by the in-house 
Rolex caliber 4130, it guarantees smooth chronograph function-
ality, a testament to Rolex’s unwavering commitment to horolog-
ical excellence. The Rolex Daytona Reference 116500LN stands 
as a powerful testament to the enduring legacy of the Daytona 
collection, encapsulating the essence of racing and precision 
timekeeping. Seamlessly blending heritage and modernity, this 
timepiece stands as a symbol of unyielding excellence.

€ 20,000 – 40,000

 9

ROLEX / Distinctive and Very Attractive, 
Precision, Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
With Box and Service, Reference 9919

Brand Rolex
Model Precision "Flying Saucer"
Reference 9919/8
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1967
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 225
Case N° 1597898
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Service

In an era dominated by Rolex’s pioneering strides in useful, tool-
based wristwatches, the Rolex Precision “Disco Volante” refer-
ence 9919 emerges as a hidden treasure, a lesser-known dress 
timepiece that gracefully defies the conventional Rolex aesthetic 
of the 1960s. Its ultra-round, almost flying saucer-like design 
sets it apart, making it a unique departure from the more recog-
nizable sporty silhouettes associated with the Crowned Brand, 

and positioning it as a rival to the elegance found in Audemars 
Piguet or Patek Philippe dress watches of that time. Crafted with 
precision and exclusivity, the ref. 9919 boasts a robust 36 mm 
18K yellow-gold case, adorned with intricate bezel detailing, a 
testament to the meticulous craftsmanship synonymous with 
Rolex. The screw-down case back, a feature of durability and 
reliability, ensures the watch’s exceptional condition is not just 
an aesthetic marvel but a lasting legacy. This particular time-
piece, preserved in outstanding condition, features a champagne 
dial that adds a touch of warmth and sophistication. Its manual 
winding caliber 225, a testament to Rolex’s commitment to pre-
cision, powers the watch, embodying the artistry of watchmak-
ing in its purest form. The scarcity of the Rolex Precision “Disco 
Volante” reference 9919 adds to its allure, as very few were pro-
duced, and even fewer have stood the test of time. The watch’s 
design integrity remains fully intact, with deep and clear serial 
numbers and the iconic Rolex crown on the back, marking its 
authenticity and heritage. For the discerning Rolex collector or 
those seeking to add a unique piece to a diverse collection, this 
9919 presents an unparalleled opportunity. Perfectly encapsu-
lating the spirit of an era defined by understated elegance, this 
Rolex Precision is a rare expression of artistry, history, and the 
enduring allure of timeless design, coming with box and service.

€ 3,000 – 6,000

30 31



PATEK PHILIPPE / Rare and 
Oversized, Rectangular-shape Gondolo Style 
Curved, Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With 
Enamel Explosion Arabic Numbers Dial

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Rectangular Gondolo Style
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1919
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 10'''
Case N° 288077
Movement N° 192931
Dimensions 24 x 42 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

In the 1910s, wristwatches gained increasing popularity 
among businessmen, becoming a prominent accessory. A few 
years prior to the onset of the Great Depression in 1929, Patek 
Philippe crafted the present wristwatch, adhering to the impec-

cable style standards of that era. The case exhibits a two-body 
composition with a hinged case back, very thin straight lugs, 
and is meticulously fashioned in 18k yellow gold. Notably, this 
case stands out for its distinctive larger size, measuring 24 × 
42 mm, making it a contemporary and noteworthy timepiece 
compared to other Patek Philippe productions of the same peri-
od. Referred to by Italian collectors as “carta da gioco” (playing 
card), the design was conceived to sit perfectly on the wrist, and 
despite its age, it has been well-preserved with minimal signs 
of wear, notably visible oxidation on the case. The silvered dial 
enhances readability with its generously sized painted Arabic 
Dauphine numerals, an inner-minute track, and elegant blued 
spade/pear-shaped hands, creating a harmonious and timeless 
aesthetic. This exquisite timepiece stands as a remarkable tes-
tament to Patek Philippe’s unwavering commitment to quality 
and foresight, showcasing an utterly contemporary design that 
anticipated its time. Despite being well over a century old, the 
watch remains in exceptional condition, a true marvel that has 
gracefully retained its history and grandeur. The enduring legacy 
of this watch speaks volumes about the timeless craftsmanship 
and enduring elegance synonymous with Patek Philippe.

€ 10,000 – 20,000

 10
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ROLEX / Iconic and Sought-after, Daytona, 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, With Silver 
Micro Floating Daytona Dial, Reference 6239

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 6239
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1966
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 722
Case N° 1520092
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Rolex Daytona, a pinnacle in the realm of wristwatches, 
stands as a beacon for collectors and enthusiasts globally. Its 
legacy is deeply intertwined with the rich tapestry of horologi-
cal history. The piece presented in this auction, a distinguished 
Rolex Daytona 6239, epitomizes the essence of this iconic time-
piece. Crafted from enduring stainless steel, this watch stands 
testament to nice preservation, showcasing its original pump 
pushers, a robust twin-lock winding crown measuring 6 mm 

in width, and a crisp steel graduated bezel. The argenté dial, 
adorned with the subtle micro floating Daytona signature at 
12 o’clock, exhibits applied baton numerals featuring luminous 
material dots. The small signature can be found on some early 
examples of Daytona, making them very rare and collectible. A 
harmonious blend of elegance and functionality, the black sub-
sidiary counters contribute dynamic movement to the dial while 
captivating with their impeccable preservation. Delving into 
the history of the Rolex Daytona unveils a fascinating narrative. 
Launched in the early 1960s, the Daytona series was conceived 
in collaboration with the world of motorsports. Its nomenclature 
is a nod to the iconic Daytona International Speedway, signify-
ing its affiliation with the high-speed universe of professional 
race car driving. Reference 6239, a trailblazer in the Daytona 
lineage, introduced the tachymeter scale engraved on the bezel, 
a defining feature that became synonymous with the model. 
The watch’s timeless design, coupled with its functionality 
and association with the racing world, has solidified the Rolex 
Daytona 6239 as an emblematic collector’s piece. This partic-
ular Rolex Daytona 6239 encapsulates an era, a legacy, and the 
relentless pursuit of excellence that defines the Rolex brand.

€ 30,000 – 60,000

 12

ROLEX / Beautiful and Sporty, 
GMT-Master II “Batman”, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, With Black and 
Blue Bezel, Reference 126710BLNR

Brand Rolex
Model GMT-Master II
Reference 126710BLNR
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2020's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3285
Case N° 09V5A486
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Missmatching Warranty 

of the same reference

In 1954, Rolex introduced the GMT-Master to meet the needs 
of pilots requiring a 24-hour time display for specific time zones. 
The Rolex GMT-Master II, a revolutionary evolution, features 
a new caliber enabling swift hour hand adjustments forward 
or backward in one-hour increments. This innovation ensures 

the continuous movement of the minute hand, enhancing the 
watch’s efficiency and accuracy. The Rolex GMT-Master II ref. 
126710BLNR, a highlight of 2019, updates the immensely pop-
ular and recently discontinued black and blue “Batman” version 
from the previous generation. Recognized as the “Batman” for 
its distinctive black and blue bezel, and alternatively as “Batgirl” 
with the Jubilee bracelet, it inherits advancements from the pre-
vious year, including the caliber 3285 with an increased power 
reserve of 70 hours and the patented cerachrom bezel. This 
bezel, crafted from a single piece of blue ceramic with black 
color subsequently applied, is a patented feature. Notably, the 
numerals on the two-tone bezel are coated with a thin layer of 
platinum. The GMT-Master II, presented here in its latest itera-
tion and remains in truly remarkable conditions. This sought-af-
ter example is considered a classic collectible in the realm of 
watches.

€ 8,000 – 16,000

34 35



PATEK PHILIPPE / Very 
Well Preserved and Extremely Rare, 
Padellone, Perpetual Calendar, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With Box and 
Certificate of Origin, Reference 3448

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Padellone
Reference 3448
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1971
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 27-460 Q
Case N° 325524
Movement N° 1119168
Dimensions 37.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Certificate of Origin and Envelope

In the horological landscape of 1962, Patek Philippe boldly 
introduced the reference 3448, a groundbreaking timepiece that 
marked a significant leap in watchmaking history. Not only was 
it the first automatic perpetual calendar wristwatch produced in 
series by any manufacturer, but it also distinguished itself with 
an elegantly oversized and slim case crafted by the skilled hands 
of Antoine Gerlach. Replacing its predecessors, the manually 
wound references 1526 and 2497, the reference 3448 show-
cased the exquisite caliber 27–460 Q (“Q” for Quantiême), an 
automatic movement built on Patek’s first automatic caliber 

12–600 AT introduced in 1953. In 1981, the model made way 
for the reference 3450, which introduced a leap year indica-
tion, but it is the reference 3448, affectionately nicknamed the 

“Padellone” by Italian collectors, that continues to capture the 
hearts of connoisseurs. Adored for its oversized 37.5 mm diam-
eter case with clean, angular lines, and a symmetrical, balanced 
dial, the reference 3448 is a testament to timeless design and 
technical innovation. Of the 586 examples produced, mainly 
were cased in yellow gold, only around 130 were cased in white 
gold, 2 in platinum and 1 in pink gold are known to exist to date. 
The present watch, manufactured in yellow gold in 1971, stands 
as a marvel of preservation, with sharp lines, well-defined lugs, 
and crisp gold hallmarks. The dial, a work of art in itself, features 
indelible ink, beady divisions, baton and square indexes, and a 
deep blue moon phase that adds a touch of enchantment. What 
elevates this particular watch to a truly sensational level is the 
fact that, over 50 years later, it is accompanied by its certificate 
of origin and box. Such a feature is a rarity in the world of vin-
tage watches, making this timepiece not only sought after but 
an exceptionally attractive prospect for collectors hungry for rare 
and exceptional objects. In the symphony of horological achieve-
ments, the Patek Philippe 3448 plays a distinctive and enduring 
note, and this greatly preserved specimen with its original acces-
sories is a prized melody that resonates through time.

€ 140,000 – 280,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU

 13
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Elegant and 
Precious, Golden Ellipse Wristwatch 
in White Gold, Diamond Set Bezel 
and Blue Dial, Reference 4382

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Golden Ellipse
Reference 4382
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 16-250
Case N° 2764851
Movement N° 1390531
Dimensions 23 x 28 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The presented lot is a true testament to refinement — a hand-
wound 18K white-gold wristwatch featuring a diamond-adorned 
bezel and a captivating blue dial embellished with four dia-
monds. This timepiece not only showcases Patek Philippe’s mas-
terful artistry but also exemplifies their ability to craft objects of 
unparalleled beauty and elegance. Each detail is a stroke of art, 

harmoniously contributing to the overall allure of this exquisite 
piece. Patek Philippe introduced the Golden Ellipse model in 
1968, showcasing a distinctive shape that harmoniously suits 
both male and female wrists. Its minimalistic and exceptionally 
elegant design swiftly captured public admiration, establish-
ing itself as one of the most sought-after models in the market. 
The oval-rounded rectangular case draws inspiration from the 
“Golden Ratio,” a mathematical concept discovered by ancient 
Greek scholars, celebrated for its divine proportions evident in 
architectural marvels and artistic masterpieces over the centu-
ries. Throughout its production history, various versions of the 
Golden Ellipse have emerged, showcasing diverse dials and 
materials. The featured reference  4382 represents the lady 
manual winding Ellipse, distinguished by a diamond-set bezel 
with 52 brilliant cut diamonds (0.36 CT), snap-on case back and 
sapphire crystal. This particular model boasts an elegant blue 
dial adorned with 4 diamond-set quarter indicators and mini-
malistic dauphine hands. The cabochon crown, matching the 
dial’s color, adds the final touch of refinement to this exquisite 
timepiece.

€ 5,000 – 10,000 – NO RESERVE

 15

PATEK PHILIPPE / Historically 
Important and Highly Decorative, Dome 
Solar-Powered Electromechanical 
Table Clock in Gilt Brass

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Dome Table Clock
Case Material Gilt Brass
Year 1970's
Movement Type Solar powered Quartz
Caliber 17-250
Movement N° 872615
Dimensions 12.5 x 22 cm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Patek Philippe display desk clock presented here is a true 
gem in the world of horology, standing out as one of the rarest 
and most remarkable timepieces ever crafted by the esteemed 
brand. With meticulous attention to detail and a design that 
reflects the classic mid-century aesthetic, this clock features 
revolutionary solar technology, an innovation that sets it apart. 
In 1948, Patek Philippe established its Electronic Division, sig-
naling a commitment to exploring cutting-edge technologies 
in timekeeping, including photoelectric, electronic, and nucle-
ar advancements. The division’s groundbreaking achievement 

was the creation of the solar clock, a pioneering timepiece that 
earned Patek Philippe a Swiss patent for clocks equipped with 
photoelectric cells. The cylindrical brass case, adorned with a 
geometric wave pattern on its panels and a domed top, exudes 
mid-century charm. The solar cells, ingeniously integrated on 
top of the dome, showcase the brand’s dedication to blending 
innovation with classic design elements. The silver dial features 
an applied brushed gilt chapter ring with circular indexes, com-
plemented by gilt dauphine hands, creating a harmonious and 
visually appealing composition. At the heart of this remarkable 
timepiece is the 17–250 caliber, a 17 lignes pocket watch move-
ment that operates through a tandem powering system—utilizing 
both solar power and a backup lithium battery. This innovative 
mechanism, incorporating a remontoir train and winding the 
barrel spring, ensures the clock’s accuracy for over a year. The 
case’s thoughtful design allows for manual adjustment of the 
solar panel to face a light source, optimizing its energy absorp-
tion. Patek Philippe’s dedication to innovation is further exempli-
fied by the awarded Swiss patent for their solar clock technology. 
Today, these early pieces stand as scarce and highly sought-after 
collectibles, representing a pinnacle in horological ingenuity.

€ 12,000 – 24,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU

38 39
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Highly 
Exclusive and Sought-After, Royal 
Oak, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 

“Tropical” Brown Dial, With Warranty 
and Service, Reference 14790ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 14790ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1997
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2225
Case N° 2263, D-88081
Movement N° 448758
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty, Service, Additional 

Links and Booklets

The Royal Oak marked a significant departure in the Audemars 
Piguet universe, representing the brand’s inaugural venture 
into the realm of sports watches. It earned distinction as the 

premier luxury timepiece crafted from steel with an integrated 
bracelet. From its inception, the Royal Oak showcased a remark-
able diversity, being produced in an array of materials, including 
full gold, platinum, tantalum, and often adorned with precious 
stones. This versatility contributed to its widespread adoration 
among the elite clientele of the brand. The offered lot stands as 
an excellent example of the smaller diameter model, reference 
14790ST, meticulously crafted entirely in steel. The watch fea-
tures the distinctive octagonal-shaped bezel, secured by eight 
visible hexagonal screws, and is accompanied by an integrat-
ed bracelet crafted from stainless steel. The gray anthracite 
tapisserie dial, synonymous with the Royal Oak, has undergone a 
captivating transformation into a rich “Tropical” brown hue. The 
dial is adorned with applied baton indexes, a date aperture at 
3 o’clock, and elegant baton hands. Presented in excellent con-
dition, the watch comes complete with a range of accessories, 
including its original warranty, Wempe service documentation, 
two additional links for the bracelet, and accompanying booklets. 
This Royal Oak exemplifies Audemars Piguet’s enduring commit-
ment to craftsmanship, innovation, and timeless design, making 
it a prized addition to any discerning collector’s ensemble.

€ 14,000 – 28,000

 17

ROLEX / Very Attractive and Well 
Preserved, Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, Agate Dial, With Box, 
Papers and Service, Reference 18038

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18038
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1986
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3055
Case N° 9486671
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers and Service

The Rolex Day-Date reference 18 038 is a distinguished and 
timeless model that has earned admiration for its classic design 
and exceptional craftsmanship. When paired with semi-precious 
stones, this iconic timepiece transcends the ordinary, becom-
ing a rare and exclusive collector’s item. Introduced in the late 
1970s, what sets the present 18 038 apart is the addition of a 

mesmerizing white agate dial, elevating the watch to a level of 
sophistication and individuality that is unparalleled. White agate, 
characterized by its milky appearance, introduces a sense of 
purity and luxury to the watch. The swirling patterns and sub-
tle variations in the stone create a dial that is not only visually 
striking but also a testament to Rolex’s commitment to using 
the finest materials. The day and date windows at the 12 o’clock 
and 3 o’clock positions, respectively, seamlessly integrate into 
the pristine white agate dial, as do the Arabic 6 and 9 numerals 
set with diamonds. The 36 mm case of this specimen, meticu-
lously crafted from 18-carat gold, is very nicely preserved, and 
the iconic President bracelet, synonymous with the Day-Date 
collection, further enhances the luxurious feel of the timepiece. 
The white agate dial variant of the Day-Date 18 038 is a state-
ment of refined taste and individuality. The uniqueness of the 
agate dial ensures that each timepiece is one-of-a-kind, catering 
to those who seek exclusivity in their wrist wear. Adding to its 
preciousness is the original box, warranty, and service that come 
with the watch, making it absolutely unmissable for collectors 
and enthusiasts alike.

€ 20,000 – 40,000

40 41



ROLEX / Sought After and Very Well 
Preserved, Pre Daytona Manual Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, With Silvered Dial, Reference 6238

Brand Rolex
Model Pre Daytona
Reference 6238
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1967
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 722
Case N° 1697071
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Within the esteemed circle of Rolex aficionados, the growing 
popularity of reference 6238 has solidified its status as a coveted 
collector’s item. Produced from the early 1960s until 1967, the 
reference 6238 earned its moniker as the “Pre-Daytona,” pav-
ing the way for subsequent models by relocating the tachyme-

ter scale from the dial to the bezel. Notably, the “Pre-Daytona” 
stands out as the inaugural Rolex chronograph featuring a sil-
vered sunburst finished dial, officially termed “cadran soleil 
argenté.” This innovative dial provided the ideal backdrop for 
the newly designed hands, presented for the first time in a sleek 
straight baton form. The rarity of quality reference 6238 watches 
elevate their allure, and the present specimen ranks among the 
most exclusive, attractive, and well-preserved examples to grace 
the auction market. The distinguished three-body case in yellow 
gold retains its factory finishing, original proportions, and crisp 
edges, showcasing minimal signs of wear. With the majority of 
reference 6238 models cased in stainless steel and only a frac-
tion in gold, particularly in 18 karat, this specimen emerges as 
an extraordinary find. Noteworthy for its exceptional condition 
and adorned with such a rare dial, the present lot is a must-have 
for collectors of vintage Rolex sports watches. This specimen, 
often deemed the “Holy Grail” among true watch enthusiasts, it 
is a horological history with this exceptional reference 6238, a 
testament to Rolex’s legacy of craftsmanship and enduring style.

€ 70,000 – 140,000
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ROLEX / Exceptional and Rare, Datejust, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
With Black Gilt Dial, Reference 1601

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 1601
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1964
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1575
Case N° 1007986
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Introduced in the post-World War II era, in 1945, to commem-
orate Rolex’s 40th anniversary, the Rolex Datejust stands as an 
enduring symbol of horological excellence. Regarded not only 
as an iconic timepiece for the brand but also as a global horo-
logical legend, the Datejust holds the distinction of being one 
of the longest continuously produced models in Rolex’s storied 
history. Following the ref. 6600 series, Rolex unveiled the ref. 
1600 series in 1959, featuring the newly developed cal. 1565. 

This marked a pivotal moment, shaping the Datejust into what is 
now recognized as the first modern iteration. Departing from the 
Rolex Bubbleback aesthetic, the ref. 1601 introduced a sleeker 
case design, setting the stage for the model’s enduring success. 
The present lot, a captivating example of the reference 1601, 
crafted entirely from yellow gold, dates back to 1964. The watch 
not only boasts a beautifully preserved case with crisp hallmarks 
and bevels but also features a dial that exudes charm with its 
supercool black gilt composition and gold baton indexes. The 
iconic fluted bezel, a hallmark of the Datejust series, remains 
sharp, adding a touch of sophistication to the watch’s overall 
design. Complementing the ensemble, the timepiece is adorned 
with a president bracelet, known for its timeless elegance. One 
of the standout features of the Datejust is its ability to instan-
taneously change the date at midnight, a technological marvel 
that set it apart from its competitors. This functionality, coupled 
with its timeless design, contributes to the enduring popularity 
of the Datejust series. As a beautiful embodiment of Rolex’s leg-
acy, this Datejust Ref. 1601 in yellow gold is a timeless tribute to 
elegance and precision. For collectors and enthusiasts alike, this 
watch represents a chance to own a piece of horological history 
that continues to stand the test of time.

€ 10,000 – 20,000

 20

ROLEX / In Very Nice Conditions and 
Highly Collectible, GMT-Master, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, With Black Dial, Rolex 
Sticker, Box, Warranty, Booklets and 
Additional Links, Reference 16750

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master
Reference 16750
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1981
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3075
Case N° 6661645
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Booklets and Additional Links

Rolex introduced the GMT-Master in 1954 to meet the needs 
of pilots seeking a watch capable of displaying 24-hour time for 
a selected time zone. Building on the success of this model, in 
1959 Rolex unveiled its successor, the reference 1675, which 
remained in production until 1980. While the reference 1675 

enjoyed an extended run, Rolex introduced numerous changes 
and variations, ranging from dial and bezel modifications to case 
and bracelet designs. The featured lot with the reference 16 750 
stands out for its impeccable condition, which has stood the test 
of time, as evidenced by the original Rolex sticker still present 
on the back. Noteworthy features include a stainless steel case 
in excellent condition, adorned with a well-preserved chapter 
ring that gracefully exhibits signs of gradual fading. The matte 
dial with open minutes showcases a stunning yellow-ocher hue, 
complemented by hands that have aged magnificently, add-
ing a charming character to the entire timepiece. This opulent 
watch, boasting the aforementioned captivating features, is fur-
ther enhanced by the timeless stainless steel Jubilee bracelet. 
Additionally, the watch comes complete with its original Box, 
Warranty, Booklets, and Additional Links, making it a compre-
hensive and collectible package for enthusiasts and collectors.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Rare and Attractive, 
Explorer II “Freccione” Automatic Wristwatch 
in Steel, Black Tiffany Dial, Reference 1655

Brand Rolex
Model Explorer II
Reference 1655
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1977
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1570
Case N° 5381318
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1971, a new frontier was explored with the birth of the 
Explorer II, a timepiece designed for those venturing into the 
depths of darkness—like the intrepid spelunkers navigating 
uncharted territories. This masterpiece, the Explorer  II ref-
erence  1655, fondly known as the “Freccione,” carries the 

spirit of adventure in every tick. The dial is a canvas of distinc-
tion, adorned with a unique “T Swiss T” designation beneath 6 
o’clock, distinguishing it from its predecessors. The luminous 
indexes, now transformed into an exhilarating hue, add a touch 
of mystique to this extraordinary timepiece. The dial, a capti-
vating dance of time and aging, reveals a beauty that only time 
can bestow. Every glance is a journey through history, where the 
black dial not only captivates with its allure but also boasts a 
rare signature —indicating a distinguished association with the 
renowned Tiffany & Co. Tiffany, synonymous with elegance and 
prestige, took a step into the world of watches in 1947, curating 
a collection that included the finest from Rolex, including this 
exceptional Explorer. This collaboration adds an extra layer of 
rarity and prestige, making this timepiece a coveted trophy for 
the discerning collector. In the world of rare timepieces, the 
Explorer II “Freccione” stands tall as an emblem of adventure 
and exclusivity. Embrace the journey into the extraordinary with 
a watch that transcends its utilitarian roots, emerging as a true 
masterpiece—a legacy of exploration, elegance, and enduring 
style.

€ 20,000 – 40,000

 21 TIFFANY & CO.
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ROLEX / Extremely Fine, Attractive 
and Striking, “Piccolino”, Antimagnetic 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Pink Gold, With 
Tachymeter Scale Dial, Reference 3055

Brand Rolex
Model Piccolino
Reference 3055
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1951
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 10
Case N° 789900
Dimensions 30 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature A similar watch is illustrated in "Time to 

Race - Edition 1" by John Goldberger and 
Cesare Maria Mannucci at Page 120-121 
and was the personal watch of Enzo Ferrari

The Rolex reference 3055, produced between the 1930s and 
reintroduced in the 1950s, is one such specimen, distinguished 
by its entirely novel case design compared to its predecessors. 

Despite its petite dimensions of 30 mm, it features a chrono-
graph function, making it a truly unique and innovative timepiece. 
The reference 3055 was initially crafted in the 1930s with olive-
shaped pushers, and later in the 1950s, it experienced a revival 
with an updated dial and rectangular push pieces, similar to the 
present lot. This watch, affectionately known as the “Piccolino” 
by Italian collectors, was touted in period advertising as the 
smallest chronograph in the world. It was available in stainless 
steel for 1 025 Italian Lire, while the yellow-gold version had 
around 200 examples produced. The rarest version is the pink 
gold, reportedly manufactured in only 20 examples, and sold for 
2 000 Italian Lire. The example offered here belongs to the rarest 
batches, crafted in precious pink gold and remarkably preserved 
despite its over 70 years of age. The three-body case with its 
tonneau shape, snap-on case back, concave fluted lugs, and 
stepped bezel exhibits excellent preservation, with visible serial 
numbers and hallmark. The silvered dial, adorned with applied 
baton and dot pink gold numerals, features subsidiary seconds 
at 9 o’clock and a half-instantaneous 30-minute recorder with 
a subsidiary dial at 3 o’clock. The rarity, exceptional condition, 
and distinctive features make this lot a unique and compelling 
opportunity for collectors of vintage steel chronographs, show-
casing the enduring allure of Rolex’s groundbreaking designs.

€ 8,000 – 16,000
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ROLEX / Sporty and Attractive, Milgauss, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, White Dial, 
With Box and Papers, Reference 116400

Brand Rolex
Model Milgauss
Reference 116400
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2008
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3131
Case N° M666738
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

The Milgauss series was introduced in 1956 and was initially 
designed for scientists and engineers working in environments 
with strong magnetic fields. The third generation of this family, 
embodied by the reference 116 400, continues this legacy with 
a resilience that goes beyond the ordinary. Its magnetic resis-
tance of up to 1 000 gauss is a testament to Rolex’s commitment 
to innovation, ensuring that the watch maintains its precision 

even facing tough challenges. Crafted from Rolex’s signature 
Oystersteel, the 40 mm case of the Milgauss Ref. 116 400 is 
robust but elegant. The example here offered is presented in 
remarkable conditions with a solid Oyster bracelet. Beneath 
the surface, the Milgauss Ref. 116 400 is powered by the Rolex 
Caliber 3131, a self-winding mechanical movement that guar-
antees precision and reliability. The movement is encased with-
in the Oyster case, which not only protects the delicate mech-
anisms from external elements but also elevates the watch’s 
water resistance to a depth of 100 meters. Available with dif-
ferent type of dials (blue, black..) the present specimen has the 
unusual and rarely seen white one, with its clean and uncluttered 
design. The contrasting orange lightning bolt-shaped seconds 
hand adds a playful touch, reminiscent of the original Milgauss 
models from the 1950s. This vibrant detail not only enhances 
the legibility of the watch but also injects a burst of energy into 
its overall aesthetic. Perfect companion for those who appreci-
ate the fusion of form and function, this watch is offered with its 
original box and papers.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Very Rare and Well Preserved, 222 “Jumbo”, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, With Dark Grey 
Dial, Box, Papers and Tag, Reference 44018

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model 222 "Jumbo"
Reference 44018
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1977
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1121
Case N° 522207
Movement N° 686198
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers and Tag

In the vibrant horological landscape of the 1970s, three icon-
ic sport-luxury watches emerged as pioneers: Patek Philippe’s 
Nautilus, Audemars Piguet’s Royal Oak, and Vacheron 
Constantin’s 222. While the first two brands sought the brilliance 
of Gerald Genta, Vacheron Constantin turned to the visionary 
designer Jorg Hysek to create a timepiece that would stand as a 
symbol of elegance and innovation. Launched in 1977, the 222 
was a sporty yet refined creation: the reference 44 018, affec-
tionately known as the “Jumbo,” embodies a striking tonneau 

case of 37 mm, distinguished by its clever monobloc construc-
tion featuring sharp facets and angles. The iconic Maltese Cross, 
proudly displayed at the lower right of the case top, adds a touch 
of distinction. With a production limited to around 700 pieces, 
the Jumbo remains a rare gem in the world of luxury sports 
watches, resulting in a masterpiece that seamlessly integrated 
an ultra-thin tonneau case, an integrated flat-link bracelet and 
a screw-down bezel to enhance water resistance. Nestled with-
in the 222 is the ultra-thin, automatic caliber 1121, Vacheron 
Constantin’s version of the esteemed Jaeger-LeCoultre cali-
ber 920. The present example, with its desirable dark grey dial, 
stands as a testament to the 222’s enduring allure. The lumi-
nous hour markers, aged to an appealing light tone, add a touch 
of vintage charm. In truly remarkable condition, this Vacheron 
Constantin 222 “Jumbo” still has the original box, papers and 
tag and not just represents a watch but a collector’s dream: an 
exceptional luxury sports wristwatch that transcends time and 
trends. A legacy born from the marriage of Vacheron Constantin’s 
heritage and Jorg Hysek’s avant-garde vision. The watch became 
so popular in recent years that in 2022, Vacheron unveiled a new 
editions. Named Historiques 222, this series pays homage to the 
brand’s rich heritage by skillfully reinterpreting its historical roots. 
The reception has been nothing short of thrilling, with enthusi-
asts expressing tremendous excitement and anticipation. As a 
result, the current market reflects the model’s desirability, com-
manding notably high prices and elevating vintage examples, 
such as the present lot, into coveted and collectible treasures.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / Iconic and Attractive, GMT-
Master, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
With Black Dial, Reference 16750

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master
Reference 16750
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1982
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3075
Case N° 7245895
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Additional Black Bezel

Rolex unveiled the GMT-Master in 1954, innovating the world 
of aviation watches by providing pilots with a timepiece capable 
of displaying 24-hour time for a designated time zone. Building 
on the success and the pioneering spirit of this model, Rolex 
introduced its successor in 1959, the reference 1675. The 1675 
enjoyed a remarkable production span until 1980, during which 
Rolex introduced numerous updates and variations to this model, 

encompassing changes in the dial, bezel, case, and bracelet to 
meet evolving aesthetics and technological advancements. The 
piece presented in this lot is an exquisite example of this refer-
ence, the 16 750, which stands out for its notable features and 
exceptional preservation. The stainless steel case of this partic-
ular model is in outstanding condition, showcasing a well-main-
tained bezel. The matte dial is adorned with open minutes and 
radiates an absolutely gorgeous yellow-ocher luminescence in 
the indexes and hands, aging in a way that adds an incomparable 
charm and character to the timepiece. This watch, lavish in its 
presentation and historical significance, is further enhanced by 
its luxurious stainless steel Oyster bracelet, providing durability 
and timeless style. Additionally, this lot includes an extra black 
bezel, offering versatility and a fresh aesthetic for the watch’s 
appearance. The reference 16 750, with its refined features and 
enduring design, represents a pivotal chapter in the evolution of 
Rolex’s GMT-Master series, making it a coveted piece for collec-
tors who appreciate both the functionality designed for aviators 
and the elegance suited for any occasion.

€ 9,000 – 18,000
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OMEGA / Very Rare and Attractive 
Seamaster Military Wristwatch in 
Steel, Made for the Pakistani Air 
Force, Reference 135.004–63

Brand Omega
Model Seamaster
Reference 135.004-63
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1964
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 286
Case N° 20476993
Movement N° 20476945
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Omega, a brand synonymous with groundbreaking watchmak-
ing, proudly showcases its rich heritage rooted in sports time-
keeping—a legacy of precision and reliability that has spanned 
generations. This narrative comes to life on the Omega website, 
underscoring the brand’s unwavering commitment to crafting 
exceptional wristwatches. This historical tapestry of the 1960s 

when the Pakistan Air Force sought nothing but the best, turn-
ing to Omega for a special model. The Pakistan Air Force (PAF) 
was founded on August 14, 1947, and has played a crucial role 
in Pakistan’s defense. Since its inception, it has gone through 
various phases, distinguishing itself in the Indo-Pakistani War of 
1965 and engaging in technological modernization. The PAF has 
participated in international peacekeeping and relief missions. 
Despite challenges, the air force has maintained high standards 
of preparedness. In 1964, the reference 135 004 emerged, a 
testament to Omega’s prowess in creating timepieces that are 
not only reliable but also extraordinary. This reference was craft-
ed in two versions, with the present watch belonging to the first, 
featuring a serial number of 20’476’XXX—a true rarity with fewer 
than 100 pieces. Behold a timepiece that transcends the ordi-
nary—the present lot is a meticulously preserved stainless steel 
specimen, where the case showcases clear and deep engravings 
on the back. The dial, a testament to the passage of time, has 
aged gracefully, adorned with a captivating patina that enhanc-
es the allure of its indexes and hands. This exceptional military 
watch isn’t just a timekeeping instrument: it’s a rare and perfect 
embodiment of Omega’s legacy.

€ 6,000 – 12,000
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PARMIGIANI / Incredibly Rare 
and Precious, Grand Complications, Toric 
Minute Repeater, Wristwatch in Pink 
Gold, Calibrated Baguette Diamond-Set 
Bezel and Black Guillochè Dial, With Box 
and Papers, Reference PF009274

Brand Parmigiani
Model Toric Minute Repeater
Reference PF009274-01
Case Material Pink Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2000's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 250
Case N° N°6608
Movement N° 010660
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Certificate of Authenticity

A living dream, the Toric line draws inspiration from the first 
timepiece designed by Michel Parmigiani in 1996. Launched 
two years later, in 1998, this model featured single or dou-
ble stepped knurled bezels, javelin hands and often intricately 
guilloché dials. The specimen here offered is no exception and 
features some incredible details. Superb example of the innova-
tive design of the Maison, the most distinguished trait is surely 
the minute repeating function, housed in an 18k pink gold case 
and activated by a sliding button on the side. Personification of 
Michel Parmigiani’s signature as a watchmaker, this timepiece 
achieves the most pleasing aesthetical design and proportion 
with a precious baguette diamond-set bezel. The black dial 
breaks the pattern of the whole configuration attracting with 
its dark color and the incredibly highly crafted guillochè dial. It 
is further embellished with applied 6 and 12 Arabic numbers 
and the counter for constant seconds at 9 o’clock. Exceptionally 
rare, with such finesse, the present example is well-preserved in 
excellent overall condition and further offered with the box and 
certificate of authenticity.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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BUECHE GIROD / Oversize and Very 
Attractive, Oval Maxi, Curved Shape Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, With Roman Numbers Dial

Brand Bueche Girod
Model Oval Maxi
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Dimensions 28 x 56
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In the horological tapestry of 1947 Bienne, a luminary named 
Vital Bueche embarked on a journey that would redefine Swiss 
craftsmanship. Founding Bueche Girod, he artfully combined his 
last name with that of his wife, Edwige Girod, setting the stage for 
a legacy of brilliance. Over the ensuing years, the brand’s Swiss 
engineering prowess garnered international acclaim, and its 
meticulous detailing captivated discerning customers worldwide. 
From the 1950s to the 1970s, Bueche Girod’s watch mecha-
nisms gained such admiration that esteemed watch-houses, 
including the revered Cartier, turned to them for cases and man-
ual winding movements. Today, vintage Bueche Girod watches 

are a rare find, making them highly coveted by collectors who 
appreciate the brand’s unique contribution to horology. The 
present Oval Maxi, an exquisite example of Bueche Girod’s dar-
ing mid-20th-century designs, pays homage to an era of mod-
ern and inspirational innovations and has the same look of the 
iconic Oval Maxi made by Cartier. Its generously proportioned, 
curved case, unconventional for its time, remains an epitome of 
allure and boldness in watchmaking, transcending the norms 
of both the past and present. Crafted in yellow gold and nicely 
preserved, the slender case of this Oval Maxi is a testament to 
Bueche Girod’s commitment to excellence. The dial, adorned 
with the classical “Cartier-style” layout, features a white back-
ground with boldly painted black “exploding” Roman numerals, 
a distinctive touch that sets it apart. Every element, from the 
case to the movement and dial, bears the signature of Bueche 
Girod. For true connoisseurs, this watch is an exciting find with a 
million-dollar look, offering a glimpse into the unparalleled ele-
gance and craftsmanship of Bueche Girod. A rare gem that cap-
tures the essence of mid-20th century watchmaking innovation, 
it stands as a testament to the brand’s enduring legacy in the 
world of haute horlogerie.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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CARTIER / Fine and Charming, Pasha, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With 
Silvered Dial, Box and Papers, Reference 820901

Brand Cartier
Model Pasha
Reference 820901
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1986
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2824-2
Case N° 0281
Dimensions 37.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

In the illustrious history of Cartier, the Pasha stands as a true 
icon with a design that is both unique and inimitable. Its origins 
are intertwined with a fascinating story, said to have originat-
ed from the explicit request of a powerful sultan of Marrakech, 
aptly named Pasha. The captivating narrative traces back to 
1933 when, after numerous tests, Sultan El Glaoui received his 
specially crafted Tank, later christened as the Pasha. By 1943, 

this distinctive model officially entered Cartier’s prestigious 
catalogues. The present Pasha, bearing the reference 820 901, 
exudes a magnetic blend of power and elegance. Its round yel-
low-gold case, adorned with the iconic “Vendôme”-type lugs, 
sets the stage for a timepiece that captures attention effort-
lessly. The smooth bezel, adorned with the iconic blue cabo-
chon screw and secured by a small chain, further adds to the 
watch’s distinctive charm. The silvered dial of this Pasha is a 
canvas of sophistication, featuring quarter Arabic numerals, a 
central square with a minute track border, and a date display 
positioned between 4 and 5 o’clock. This arrangement not only 
ensures excellent legibility but also contributes to the watch’s 
overall character and beauty. Exceptionally rare and somewhat 
alternative, this Pasha stands out for its distinct personality and 
aesthetic appeal. Beyond its function as a timekeeping instru-
ment, it is a testament to Cartier’s ability to blend history, inno-
vation, and elegance seamlessly. For collectors and connoisseurs 
seeking a timepiece with a captivating backstory and a unique 
visual identity, the Cartier Pasha Reference 820 901 is definitely 
an extraordinary choice.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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PIAGET / Elegant and Precious, Lady’s 
Bracelet Automatic Wristwatch in White Gold, 
With Bark Finish and Black Lacquered Dial

Brand Piaget
Model Black Tie-Emperador
Reference 9231 A 6
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P
Case N° 231617
Movement N° 739914
Dimensions 22 x 22 mm, Total Lenght 165 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
In the mid-20th century, Piaget made waves by introducing 
ultra-thin movements, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 
and the world’s thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 
1960. Exemplifying Piaget’s unwavering commitment to inno-
vation and style, this white gold integrated bracelet watch 

stands as a testament to the brand’s mastery in both horology 
and design. This particular watch pays homage to the brand’s 
heritage while embracing modern aesthetics, showcasing the 
evolution of Piaget’s approach to the watches design. The entire 
timepiece, from the rounded-square case to the integrated 
bracelet, has been manufactured in solid white gold with a gor-
geous “bark” finish which adds a tactile dimension to the whole 
aesthetics. Piaget’s artistry in crafting this distinctive texture not 
only enhances the visual appeal but also serves as a testament 
to the brand’s attention to detail. The luxurious lacquered black 
dial exudes sophistication and mystery. The minimalistic design 
is adorned with refined tridimensional hour markers, ensuring 
a sleek and modern look with its false-prospective effect. The 
integration of the dial with the overall structure of the watch 
underscores Piaget’s commitment to creating timepieces that 
are both functional and aesthetically compelling. In the world 
of haute horlogerie, this Piaget white gold integrated bracelet 
watch with its “bark” finish stands as an exemplary blend of form 
and function.

€ 3,000 – 6,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PIAGET / Very Rare and Attractive, Dual 
Time Wristwatch in White Gold, With Guillochè 
Dial, Retailed by Asprey, Reference 612104

Brand Piaget
Model Dual Time
Reference 612104
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 6P1
Case N° 288437
Movement N° 764343 - 764470
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with a 
rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. In 
the mid-20th century, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-
thin movements, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and 
the world’s thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. 
The present 18k white-gold watch is a testament to Piaget’s 
dedication to pushing the limits of creativity and craftsmanship. 

Standing out as a true gem, its distinguishing feature lies in its 
rare dual time-zone complications, a captivating innovation that 
adds a layer of practicality to its aesthetic. The dial, adorned 
with a magnificent engine-turned guilloché decoration, serves 
as a canvas for the dual time complications. Within this intricate 
design, two different dials for two distinct timings coexist. The 
silver and black dials, both boasting unmistakably Breguet-style 
numerals, create a harmonious balance of aesthetics and func-
tionality. The bezel, adorned with pyramidal motifs, integrates 
two thin crowns at 3 and 9 o’clock, allowing precise adjustment 
of the dual time zones. However, what elevates this timepiece is 
the prestigious Asprey signature on the dial. Since 1847, Asprey, 
nestled on 167 New Bond Street in London, has been synony-
mous with luxury, having supplied watches to Middle Eastern 
royalty from renowned brands like Rolex, Patek Philippe, and, 
notably, Piaget. This watch, presented in excellent condition, is 
a rare find with its dual time complications and the distinguished 
Asprey signature. Its appealing design, two distinct movements, 
further combining a textured dial and case, makes it a true col-
lector’s item.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very 
Rare and Attractive, Royal Oak Quantieme 
Perpetuel, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
With “Yves Klein” Blue Dial, With Extract 
From the Archives, Reference 25820ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Quantieme Perpetuel "Yves Klein"
Reference 25820ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2000
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2120/2802
Case N° N°151, E-33617
Movement N° 424985
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

The Royal Oak Perpetual Calendar seamlessly merges two of 
Audemars Piguet’s enduring icons — the Royal Oak model and 
the perpetual calendar complication. Introduced in 1996, the 
reference 25 820 became a pinnacle of horological achievement, 
boasting the intricate leap year indicator alongside the perpetual 
calendar. This particular reference, produced until 2013, exem-
plifies exclusivity with a total production count of 1 235 exam-
ples. The variants include steel, yellow-gold, platinum, pink-gold, 

steel/platinum, tantalum/yellow-gold, tantalum/platinum, and 
tantalum/pink gold. Each variant represents a blend of rarity and 
sophistication, adding a layer of distinction to this remarkable 
timepiece. Audemars Piguet’s legacy in crafting complicated 
watches of the highest caliber is well manifested in this creation. 
The movement, the exceptional caliber 2120, holds the title of 
being the world’s thinnest automatic movement with a full rotor 
at the time. This dedication to precision and innovation has long 
been synonymous with the brand. Accentuating the allure of the 
present watch is the striking “sapphire blue” dial, affectionately 
known as the “Yves Klein” within the horological community. A 
homage to the renowned French artist, Yves Klein, celebrated for 
his vibrant blue monochrome artworks, the dial mesmerizes with 
its vivid hue. Although the watch was born with the standard grey 
dial, the Yves Klein one was added by Audemars Piguet as a spe-
cial request of an important client. The iconic, symmetrical lay-
out of the four subdials with white text and the small tapisserie 
background, a trademark of Audemars Piguet, adds depth and 
dimensionality to the design. Encased in a meticulously crafted 
steel case, the watch stands as a testament to both engineer-
ing precision and aesthetic elegance. This particular piece, pre-
served in excellent condition, is poised to meet the discerning 
tastes of even the most demanding Royal Oak collectors. An 
embodiment of Audemars Piguet’s commitment to excellence, 
this Royal Oak Perpetual Calendar is a rare and cherished piece 
of horological artistry.

€ 70,000 – 140,000
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ROLEX / Iconic and Attractive 
GMT-Master II Automatic Wristwatch 
in Steel, Box, Booklets, Receipt and 
Additional Link, Reference 16 710

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 16710
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1991
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3185
Case N° X296751
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Booklets, Receipt and Additional Link

The inception of the Rolex GMT Master dates back to 1954, 
marked by the introduction of the reference 6542. Remarkably, 
this iconic model continues its production today, known as the 
GMT Master II. Distinguishing itself, the GMT-Master II boasts a 
movement that allows independent adjustment of the hour hand. 
This unique feature permits one-hour adjustments without halt-

ing the second hand or causing any disruption to the minute or 
24-hour hands. The featured timepiece is a splendid represen-
tation of this enduring lineage, impeccably preserved over time. 
Its stainless steel case is adorned with the iconic bracelet, and 
the black dial showcases luminescent markers, Mercedes-style 
hands, and a distinctive red arrowhead indicating the 24-hour 
scale. The bidirectional revolving bezel, calibrated for 24 hours, 
exhibits the classic two-tone design in black and red, affection-
ately known as the “Coke” bezel. This watch is complemented 
by its original Rolex Box, Booklets, Receipt, and an Additional 
Link, enhancing its desirability and completeness for discerning 
collectors.

€ 7,000 – 14,000

 34

ROLEX / Very Well Preserved and Very 
Rare, Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, UAE Armed Forces Dial, With 
Box and Service, Reference 18238

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18238
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1996
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° W845832
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Service and Cloth

The Rolex Day-Date, a groundbreaking timepiece introduced in 
1956, marked a pivotal moment as the brand’s first wristwatch 
to feature the simultaneous display of both the day and date 
through apertures on the dial. Esteemed as one of Rolex’s most 
iconic models, the Day-Date has served as a canvas for creative 
exploration, giving rise to a myriad of unusual and rare cre-

ations. Particularly noteworthy are the distinctive dials crafted 
during the 1950s–1980s, adorned with company logos, team/
event emblems, military insignias, and the signatures of Middle 
Eastern rulers. Among these exceptional timepieces is the pres-
ent reference 18 238, created as a special order for governments 
or prominent royals, showcasing the “UAE Armed Forces” Hawk 
logo on its dial. Rolex’s enduring appeal has consistently extend-
ed to Sheiks, military officials, and ruling elites in the Middle East. 
This specific timepiece, accompanied by its original box and ser-
vice documentation, stands out not only for its unique historical 
significance but also for its striking dial and the exceptionally 
rare addition of Arabic calendar indications, an uncommon fea-
ture seldom encountered in the market. The remarkable state of 
preservation observed in both the case and the President brace-
let further enhances the allure of this special edition Day-Date. 
As a rare and distinctive gem within the realm of Rolex collect-
ibles, the reference 18 238, with its unique history and design, 
represents a coveted treasure for discerning collectors who seek 
a piece of horological artistry that transcends the ordinary.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Rare, Highly Attractive 
and Very Well Preserved, Triple Calendar 
Moon Phases, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Reference 6062, With Box, Property 
of the Rolex Connoisseurs Collection

Brand Rolex
Model Moon Phase Triple Calendar
Reference 6062
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1952
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 655
Case N° 911140
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box
Literature This specific watch is published in "Rolex, 

Collecting Modern and Vintage Wristwatches 
Vol.1" by Osvaldo Patrizzi, at page 410 
This specific watch has been sold in 
the famous “The Mondani Collection of 
Rolex Wristwatches” Auction of 13 May 
2006 as lot 301 for 164.000 CHF
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The Rolex Reference 6062 stands as a monumental achieve-
ment in horological craftsmanship, masterfully combining ele-
gance with technical innovation to forge a watch of timeless 
appeal. Within the prestigious old catalogue of Rolex, the 6062 
occupies a unique position as one of the mere two models to 
feature the enchanting moon phase complication, alongside the 
8171. Yet, the 6062 distinguishes itself through its exclusive 
case design, incorporating a sturdy screw-back case that signifi-
cantly enhances its water resistance — a notable feat for its era. 
Unveiled at the Basel Fair in 1950, the reference 6062 signified 
a critical milestone for Rolex, marking the brand’s initial venture 
into automatic wristwatches endowed with both date and moon 
phase functions within a waterproof casing. Offered in stainless 
steel, yellow gold, or pink gold, this model catered to a variety of 
preferences with its diverse dial options. Among the yellow gold 
productions, merely a handful have emerged on the collectors’ 
market, each displaying unique index configurations such as the 
esteemed “Pyramid” indexes featured in this example. These 

“Pyramid” indexes, alongside the broad luminous hands, con-
tribute to a dial layout that is as unique as it is legible, albeit with 
the indexes positioned more obliquely and inward than standard, 
and the hands containing a larger amount of luminous material 
than other variants. Crafted by Genex, the acclaimed case-mak-
ing division of Gay Frères in Geneva, the gold case carries the 
master case maker’s mark 12 — evidence of its superior quality 
and authenticity. Remarkably, the case back preserves the rare 
inscription “Registered Design — Modele Depose,” highlighting 

the watch’s unparalleled preservation and scarcity. The dial of 
this reference 6062 radiates with a captivating light tobacco 
patina, imbuing it with personality and an enduring charm. The 
deep blue numerals on the outer track, in conjunction with the 
exquisitely designed day and date windows, further augment 
the dial’s enchantment. The moon phase disk, executed by Stern 
Frères using the refined blue enamel champlevé technique, is a 
testament to the meticulous attention to detail and exemplary 
craftsmanship that went into the watch’s creation. In pristine, 
nearly new old-stock condition, with all original engravings intact 
on the case back, this Rolex Reference 6062 is a remarkable dis-
covery for the discerning collector. Its scarcity, exceptional state, 
and superior craftsmanship position it as a true masterpiece of 
horology, destined for admiration and value across generations. 
Its exclusivity is further highlighted by its old origin from one of 
the most esteemed collections worldwide, the Mondani collec-
tion, and its 2006 auction sale. The strap, preserved as depicted 
in the Mondani catalogue, maintains a link to its noble history. 
This specific reference 6062, with its rare “Pyramid” indexes dial, 
epitomizes the pinnacle of Rolex’s artistry and innovative spirit. 
Part of the Rolex Connoisseurs Collection, it presents a singular 
acquisition opportunity for the most perceptive of collectors and 
horology aficionados, offering not just a remarkable watch but 
also a tangible segment of Rolex’s illustrious heritage.

€ 600,000 – 1,200,000
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ROLEX / Charismatic and Colorful, 
Datejust, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Wood Dial, With Warranty, Reference 6917

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 6917
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1978
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2135
Case N° 5758860
Dimensions 26 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty and Booklets

The Datejust ref. 6917 encapsulates history, comfort, and func-
tionality, gracing the wrists of powerful and influential women 
throughout time. A petite timepiece with a commanding pres-
ence, this elegant yellow-gold watch stands out with its highly 
coveted wood dial, making it a distinctive addition to any collec-
tion. The wood dial, aged gracefully over time, presents a cap-
tivating range of shades, lending the watch a visually stunning 

and graphic appearance. Accentuated by applied yellow-gold 
baton numerals and a date aperture at 3 o’clock, this charming 
Datejust effortlessly transitions from casual to formal, adapting 
seamlessly to any lifestyle. Rolex, known for its innovation, has 
explored various dial designs over the years, experimenting with 
hard stones and unconventional materials. The wood dial on this 
Datejust, while adding a touch of fragility, elevates its desirability 
among collectors. Offered in great condition, this watch features 
its original yellow-gold President bracelet, ensuring both style 
and durability. Beyond its aesthetic allure, this particular ladies’ 
Rolex comes with a striking special dial and retains its original 
warranty, adding a layer of authenticity to its provenance. A tes-
tament to Rolex’s commitment to both craftsmanship and inno-
vation, this Datejust ref. 6917 is a timeless piece that transcends 
trends, making it a prized possession for discerning collectors.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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ROLEX / Important and Attractive, 
Submariner, Automatic Wristwatch in 
White Gold, Blue Bezel and Black Dial, With 
Box and Booklets, Reference 126619 LB

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 126619LB
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 2020's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3135
Case N° 929TU121
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Booklets

The Rolex Submariner, a paragon of sporty sophistication, has 
gracefully evolved over the years, embracing different sizes, 
date and no-date versions, and an array of materials for its case, 
bracelet, and bezel. In its versatile nature, Rolex has masterfully 
ventured into creating more elegant and precious renditions of 
this iconic model. A prime example of this evolution is the refer-

ence 126 619 LB, affectionately known as the “Cookie Monster,” 
released in 2020. While white-gold Submariners are not an 
entirely new concept, the 126 619LB marks a historic moment 
by pairing the luxurious white-gold finish with a distinctive black 
Maxi dial and a captivating blue Cerachrom bezel top ring. This 
exquisite specimen includes an integral Rolex 18K white-gold 
Oysterlock bracelet, boasting a folding deployant clasp for both 
security and comfort. The scratch-resistant sapphire crystal 
ensures lasting clarity, safeguarding the beauty of the time-
piece. The 41 mm three-body solid case introduces thinner lugs 
compared to its predecessor, the reference 116 619. The case 
also features a screwed-down solid case back, Triplock winding 
crown, and a graduated unidirectional revolving bezel in blue 
ceramic. The silver deeply engraved Arabic numerals every 10 
minutes, along with a dive triangle and a luminous pip at the 
60-minute position, add a touch of functionality to the overall 
design. Presented in exceptional condition, this Submariner 

“Cookie Monster” is a coveted opportunity for any watch enthusi-
ast. The blend of elegance, precision, and the iconic Rolex legacy 
makes this timepiece a remarkable addition to any discerning 
collector’s ensemble.

€ 18,000 – 36,000
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ROLEX / Very Rare and Highly 
Special, Cellini King Midas, Wristwatch 
in White Gold, With Baguette Sapphire-
set Bezel, Reference 4620

Brand Rolex
Model Cellini King Midas
Reference 4620
Case Material White Gold and Sapphires
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1976
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 651
Case N° 4288836
Dimensions 24 x 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1964, Rolex unveiled the King Midas, a bold assertion of opu-
lence and weightiness in the watchmaking realm. Named after 
the legendary King Midas of Greek mythology, renowned for his 
golden touch, this timepiece became the heaviest gold watch 
of its era, weighing an impressive 150 to 200 grams. Carved 
from a single block of 18k yellow or white gold, it featured a 
manually wound movement and a distinctive asymmetrical 

case with an integrated bracelet. While the initial trilogy of King 
Midas watches (references 9630, 3580, and 4315) showcased 
a design inspired by the Greek Parthenon, Rolex later expand-
ed the collection to include variations with a rectangular case, 
exemplified by this extremely rare reference 4620. It is believed 
that only nine examples were ever produced under this special 
reference number, making this specimen one of the most cov-
eted and elusive creations by the brand. Crafted in white gold, 
this Cellini King Midas 4620 stands out as a paragon of refine-
ment. The case is remarkably fresh, adorned with crisp and deep 
hallmarks on the back, while the bracelet, slightly slimmer and 
lighter weight compared to its counterparts, enhances wearabil-
ity without compromising its luxurious appeal. The dial, exuding 
extreme elegance, features subtle channel engravings. However, 
the true stars of this horological masterpiece are the decorated 
upper and lower parts of the case, embellished with baguette 
sapphires. Meticulously set and cut in a way that requires no glue 
to stick together, they stand as a testament to Rolex’s commit-
ment to precision and artistry. This extraordinary timepiece, in 
exceptional condition, is a charismatic and precious relic with an 
important historical pedigree. Embodying understated elegance, 
the Rolex Cellini King Midas 4620 is a rare fusion of craftsman-
ship, rarity, and horological history.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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ROLEX / Special and Refined, Day-
Date, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Black Tropical Brown Dial, With Additional 
Yellow Gold Bracelet, Reference 1803

Brand Rolex
Model Day-Date
Reference 1803
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1973
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 3489645
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Additional Bracelet

This iconic timepiece seamlessly marries practicality with 
sophistication, originally conceived as Rolex’s pinnacle of lux-
ury. Exclusively crafted in precious metals, the Day-Date has 
evolved into a symbol that encapsulates power, precision, and 
the mechanical perfection that Rolex is renowned for, making it 
an unequivocal favorite among watch enthusiasts. Among the 

Day-Date’s distinguished line, Reference 1803 stands out as a 
paragon of timeless elegance. Our featured timepiece exem-
plifies the epitome of luxury—a stunning yellow-gold Day-Date 
adorned with a rare and captivating black tropical brown dial. 
Witness the transformation as the black hue gracefully transi-
tions into a beautiful brown, adding a touch of allure suitable for 
both formal affairs and everyday life. Preserved in great condi-
tion, this exquisite watch proudly displays its original yellow-gold 
president bracelet. The yellow-gold case remains fresh and radi-
ant, seamlessly extending its opulence onto the captivating black 
tropical dial featuring an English calendar. The luminous hands 
gracefully dance across the surface, accentuating the harmony 
between form and function.

€ 7,000 – 14,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Iconic 
and Very Attractive, Royal Oak Dual-Time, 
Power Reserve, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Steel, Box and Papers, Reference 26120ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Dual Time
Reference 26120ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2000's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2329/2846
Case N° N°0399, F86855
Movement N° 635825
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

Introduced in the 1990s, the Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Dual 
Time stands as a testament to the luxury brand’s commitment to 
innovation and timeless design. Crafted for the globetrotters of 
its era, this horological masterpiece pays homage to the revered 
Royal Oak Jumbo ref. 5402, embodying its iconic proportions 

with a contemporary twist able to simultaneously displaying 
two time zones. Encased in a 39-mm-diameter stainless steel 
case, reminiscent of the original’s dimensions, the Royal Oak 
Dual Time ref. 26 120 exudes sophistication. Launched in two 
variants — a white dial and the alluring black dial of the present 
example — this timepiece presents a striking fusion of tradition 
and modernity. The dark grand tapisserie dial sets the stage for a 
display of four complications in white and red accents, ensuring 
optimal legibility. The intricate dial showcases a date function at 
2 o’clock, a second time zone with day and night indication at 6 
o’clock, and a power reserve indication at 9 o’clock. The intrica-
cy of the self-winding calibre 2329/2846, is evident in its 263 
parts, making it beat at a frequency of 28 800 vph, providing a 
substantial 40 hours of power reserve. Discontinued in 2015, the 
present example not only embodies the rich legacy of the Dual 
Time collection but also comes in great conditions. Accompanied 
by its original warranty and box, this timepiece encapsulates the 
spirit of a bygone era still remaining a timeless companion for 
the discerning collector, while the black variant dial exudes a 
captivating masculine appeal, adding a touch of bold elegance 
to the wrist.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / Absolutely Rare and 
Incredibly Well Preserved, Daytona, “Big 
Red” Chronograph in Steel, With Box 
and Warranty, Reference 6265

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 6265
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1985
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 727
Case N° 9323852
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Additional Link

In the horological landscape of 1969, Rolex introduced the ref-
erences 6263 and 6265 simultaneously, marking a significant 
moment in the history of the Daytona line. Both models featured 
the inclusion of the word “Oyster” on the dial, a first for the 
Daytona series, along with the innovative screw pushers. These 

models were powered by the caliber 727, an evolution of the 
Valjoux caliber 72 and the final iteration of this movement, fol-
lowing calibers 72A, 72B, 722, and 722-1. The showcased lot is 
a specimen of the reference 6265, distinguished by its metallic 
graduated bezel. Crafted in stainless steel, the case, comple-
mented by a striking Oyster bracelet, showcases remarkable 
sharpness in the lugs, a satin finish, and an overall state of pres-
ervation that is truly remarkable. The bezel’s incredible condition 
adds to the watch’s allure, creating a visually stunning timepiece. 
The dial of this Rolex Daytona 6265 is a masterpiece in itself. 
The vibrant silver color, adorned with applied baton numerals, 
luminous dots, and a black subsidiary dial, forms a perfect com-
position. The “Big Red” Daytona inscription in the middle of the 
dial adds a distinctive touch. The exceptional conservation and 
unique features make examples like this highly sought after in 
the market, especially when accompanied by the original box 
and papers. This Rolex Daytona 6265 is a wearable and timeless 
symbol for those seeking an iconic Cosmograph Daytona with a 
touch of history and rarity. This offering represents an opportu-
nity not to be missed by collectors and enthusiasts looking for 
something truly special.

€ 60,000 – 120,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Well 
Preserved Calatrava Automatic Waterproof 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Sweep 
Centre Seconds Silver Dial, With Box

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Calatrava
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber P2499/2
Case N° 12293
Movement N° 68773
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Connect Audemars Piguet to the solo, albeit iconic, Royal Oak 
is rather simplistic. Before the advent of the model designed by 
Gerald Genta in 1970 and in all its more than 140 years of history, 
Audemars Piguet has always played a leading role in the world of 
watchmaking for its highly complicated watches equipped with 
numerous complications such as calendars or moon phases 

but also for some very elegant dress watches. The present 
handsome and classic mid-century Audemars Piguet time only 
offered here is surprising in all its essentiality. This watch has 
been manufactured in the 1950s and presents the classic size, 
for the time, of the case with 34 mm. The elegant and thin case 
is decorated with long downward turned lugs and the water-
proof screw back. Fully realized in 18k yellow gold, it has been 
admirably preserved and is equipped with an extremely fine and 
original Audemars Piguet movement 2499. The lovely argentè 
dial is in overall pleasing conditions: the original color has been 
nicely preserved, still very sharp and shiny are the applied baton 
numerals in yellow gold. The entire composition leaves no space 
for imagination but remains faithful to the essentiality with the 
mere presence of thin hands in gold for hours and minutes and 
the central one for the seconds. This one is true fine watch for 
the real connoisseurs of tasteful timepieces of the mid-century.

€ 12,000 – 24,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Absolutely Rare, Special and Very 
Attractive, Tank, Rectangular Shape 
Wristwatch in White Gold With Florentine 
Style Engraving, Blue Dial, Reference 6840

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Tank
Reference 6840
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 1003
Case N° 401803
Movement N° 580813
Dimensions 25 x 32 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Vacheron Constantin stands as the world’s oldest watch brand, 
boasting an uninterrupted production history since its inception 
in 1755 by Jean-Marc Vacheron. In a mere fortnight, the atelier 
crafted its inaugural models featuring intricate “complications.” 
The pivotal year 1819 marked a momentous union with Francois 

Constantin, giving rise to the esteemed Vacheron Constantin 
house a trailblazer in the creation of some of the most exquisite 
and complex mechanical watches globally. The brand’s narrative 
is one of ceaseless invention and innovation at the pinnacle of 
horology. Vacheron’s collections embody various facets of watch-
making, interpreting timeless classicism and elegance. Over 
its centuries-long journey, Vacheron Constantin encountered 
challenges, including the Great Depression. Yet, these trials did 
not impede the company from producing exceptionally craft-
ed timepieces that stood out for their design. The showcased 
rectangular watch, created around the 1950s during a period of 
fervor and adversity, echoes the sinuous lines characteristic of 
Art Deco aesthetics prevalent at that time. The strategic use of 
white gold and Florentine finishing in the case design proves to 
be a triumphant choice, imparting preciousness and dynamism 
to the timepiece. The blue dial, adorned with baton indexes, and 
hands, pays homage to the glories of a bygone era. A rare beauty, 
this Vacheron Constantin exemplifies classicism and exclusive 
elegance, the very essence of the brand’s distinguished legacy.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Highly Attractive 
and Commemorative Limited Edition, Calatrava, 
Automatic Wristwatch in White Gold, Cloisonné 
Enamel Dial Featuring a Steam Locomotive, 
With Original Warranty, Reference 5089 G-075

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava "Train"
Reference 5089G-075
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2019
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 240
Case N° 6191445
Movement N° 7150095
Dimensions 38.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Booklet Warranty and Leather Pochette

The reference  5089, part of the Rare Handcrafts Collection, 
made its debut in 2014 to commemorate Patek Philippe’s 175th 
Anniversary. Each year thereafter until 2019, the Stern family, 
stewards of the company since 1932, commissioned a limited 

series of 40 wristwatches, pocket watches, and dome clocks, 
featuring rare handicraft skills to preserve these art forms. 
Introduced in 2018, the “Steam Locomotive” series, exemplified 
by the present lot, remains in exceptional condition, accompa-
nied by the original book, warranty, and booklets. Belonging to 
one of these highly sought-after sets, the reference 5089 G-075 
in white gold is a rare gem, likely produced in very limited num-
bers, with each cloisonné enamel dial being a unique, handmade 
creation by Patek Philippe’s rare handicrafts division. The exqui-
site dial, crafted using the cloisonné enamel technique, show-
cases incredible tonal effects, a testament to the skill of the best 
enamelers in the industry. This watch is a magnificent tribute to 
Patek Philippe’s commitment to preserving ancient crafts, ensur-
ing their survival while captivating collectors and connoisseurs. 
The dial, featuring a legendary steam locomotive emitting a 
plume of smoke, is a masterpiece of cloisonné enamel. Intricate 
details of the locomotive’s bodywork, smoke, wheels, and tech-
nical elements are meticulously shaped using 75 cm of gold wire 
by skilled artisans. With its charming interplay of color and lumi-
nosity, this watch not only revisits a glorious past in a modern 
context but also stands as a testament to Patek Philippe’s endur-
ing legacy of excellence in watchmaking, marked by mastery in 
both technique and subject matter.

€ 90,000 – 180,000
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JAEGER LE COULTRE / Gorgeous 
and Elegant, Master Control, 1000 Hours 
Perpetual Calendar, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Steel, Black Dial, Reference 140.8.80.S

Brand Jaeger Le Coultre
Model Master Control 1000 Hours Perpetual 
Reference 140.8.80.S
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2000's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 889/440/2
Case N° N° 515
Movement N° 2985654
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1833, following the invention of a machine that could cut 
watch pinions from steel, Antoine LeCoultre (1803–1881) 
opened a small laboratory at Le Sentier, where he put his 
watchmaking skills to create high quality timepieces. From that 
moment on, many other innovations came and in 1884 he added 
another milestone on the horology highway with the creation of 

the first instrument to measure the micron and in four years, he 
would have received awards at the inaugural Universal Exhibition 
in London for his breakthrough work on a lever-winding mech-
anism. Realized in steel, the reference 140.8.80 S, such as the 
present watch is a solid timepiece that, despite the use of one of 
the hardest materials available, is comfortable and charming. It 
features a 37 mm stainless steel case powered by a self-winding 
movement with lots of complications: the black dial has applied 
dagger numerals, four subsidiary dials indicating the month at 12 
o’clock, the day at 3 o’clock, the date at 9 o’clock and phases of 
the moon at six o’clock.

€ 3,000 – 6,000
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EBERHARD / Nice and Attractive 
Scafodat Automatic Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, With Pink Gold Bracelet 
and Box, Reference 11532-1

Brand Eberhard
Model Scafodat
Reference 11532-1
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 1960's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 261-1234
Case N° 354
Dimensions 35,5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Eberhard & Co.’s legacy as one of the largest manufacturers of 
watches in Switzerland is intertwined with its pioneering spir-
it, notably marked by the launch of its first chronograph wrist-
watch in 1919. The Scafodat Automatic Reference 11532-1 
is a living testament to this rich history, an embodiment of the 
brand’s commitment to precision, style, and enduring quality. 

Manufactured in the vibrant era of the 1960s, the Reference 
11532-1 captures the spirit of that time with its pink-gold case 
and matching bracelet, exuding an unmistakable charm that 
transcends the decades. The clean dial is in great conditions 
without any sign of use with applied hours indexes and dauphine 
hands. The pink-gold bracelet complements the watch’s design 
with a luxurious touch, ensuring that it sits elegantly on the wrist 
and the inclusion of the original box adds a touch of authenticity, 
underscoring the meticulous preservation of this vintage time-
piece. The Swiss precision that defines Eberhard & Co. is evident 
in every detail of this Scafodat Automatic. The intricate crafts-
manship and attention to detail are showcased in the caliber 
261-1234, a testament to the brand’s commitment to innovation. 
Beyond its functional excellence, the watch becomes a tangible 
piece of history, reflecting the legacy of a brand.

€ 5,000 – 10,000
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ROLEX / Fresh to the Market, Astonishing 
and Well Preserved, Daytona, Chronograph 
Wristwatch in 18 Kt Yellow Gold, With 
“Paul Newman Lemon” Dial, Tropical 
Outer Scale, Reference 6241, from the 
Personal Collection of Renato Della Valle

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona "Paul Newman"
Reference 6241
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1969
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 727
Case N° 1947341
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box
Literature Coming from the Personal Collection 

of Renato Della Valle

Manual winding Daytonas continue to hold a cherished status 
among collectors. It is widely recognized that these watches 
can be categorized based on several defining characteristics: 

calibre specifications, with four subsequent references featur-
ing calibre 727 (introduced in the late 1960s) and three earli-
er models equipped with previous calibres (72B, 722, 722-1). 
The distinction also extends to the type of bezel, such as steel/
gold for the 6239/6262 and 6265, or acrylic for the 6240, 6241, 
6264, and 6263. Further classifications include screw-down 
pushers (6240, 6263, and 6265) or pump pushers (for all other 
references). However, the most prominent and influential factor 
in their categorization remains their dial style: whether it’s the 
classical design or the iconic "Paul Newman" version. Initially 
designed with a presumed focus on the American market, the 
Daytona "Paul Newman" quickly captivated enthusiasts world-
wide, establishing itself as one of the most compelling phenom-
ena in the watch collecting arena. Deciphering the hierarchy 
of Paul Newman dial rarities stands as an initial challenge for 
budding watch specialists. At the pinnacle are the Paul Newman 
exotic dials featured on precious metal Daytonas, totalling three 
distinct configurations: champagne with black subdials and gold 
graphics, black with champagne subdials and black graphics, 
and grèné yellow with black subdials and white graphics. The 
latter, affectionately known as the "Lemon," is the least fre-
quently seen publicly, yet its striking and unconventional config-
uration makes it the most intriguing. Among the extraordinary 
discoveries "in the wild" is an authentic family-owned Rolex Paul 
Newman with a "Lemon" dial.
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The lot presented here is a remarkable specimen of the refer-
ence 6241 in yellow gold, introduced in 1965. Boasting a slightly 
wider metal bezel featuring an acrylic insert for the first time, it 
is part of the Daytona lineage powered by the calibre 727. The 
yellow-gold case with a screw-down back is impeccably pre-
served in its original condition, with the spotlight naturally falling 
on the exceptionally well-preserved Paul Newman Lemon dial. 
The dial boasts a highly appreciative champagne background, 
black recessed subsidiary counters with white minutes/seconds 
tracks, an outer black track transitioning into a captivating brown 
tropical hue, and a black Daytona signature at six o'clock. This 
watch represents an extraordinarily rare opportunity for vintage 
Rolex collectors, being one of the coveted "Holy Grail" models. 
Its allure is further heightened by its exotic and charming con-
figuration, making it one of the very few to have been crafted in 
this distinctive style. Fresh to the market, Monaco Legend Group 
takes pride in presenting this stunning 18K yellow-gold refer-
ence 6241 with a Paul Newman dial, affectionately nicknamed 
in Italian as the "Limoncino." Consigned by the family of the orig-
inal owner and originating from the private collection of Renato 
Della Valle, the present watch was bought in the early '90s in the 
renowned Capuano jewellery of Via Veneto, Rome, as identified 

from the original crocodile leather strap still bearing the name 
of the shop. Mr. Renato Della Valle is a businessman, real estate 
entrepreneur, and investor with extensive experience in growing 
businesses and a particular interest in innovation. He initiated 
his career in 1961 at "il Giorno" newspaper in Milan, overseeing 
special services and new initiatives. Swiftly advancing, he joined 
Gabetti in 1963, later becoming Director of Sales at Castello Real 
Estate, significantly increasing company revenues within three 
years. In 1969, he founded Della Valle Immobiliare in Milan. 
From 1975 to 1978, he held the CEO position at Giorgio Armani, 
concurrently owning a 25% stake. In 1985, he established SIB, 
pioneering real estate services for banks, addressing non-per-
forming loans with all Italian banks through ABI. Expanding into 
technology, he founded Diffusion Phone in the late 1980s, intro-
ducing the first coloured mobile phone without an antenna for 
Hagenuk, securing an agreement with Ferrari Auto to produce 
phones featuring the Ferrari logo. In 2005, he ventured into the 
pharmaceutical industry, founding NMTECH in London. In 2017, 
he entered personalized medicine, establishing Drug-PIN, where 
he currently serves as CEO and a primary investor.

€ 600,000 – 1,200,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Rare and 
Very Attractive, Lady’s Wristwatch 
in White Gold, With Concealed Dial, 
Retailed by Beyer, Reference 3086/14

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Lady's Wristwatch
Reference 3086/14
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 7'70
Case N° 2604968
Movement N° 1101737
Dimensions 16 x 28 mm, Total Lenght: 155 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Beyond their celebrated complications, the brand’s commitment 
to magnificence extends to the creation of exquisite masterpiec-
es tailored for women. This narrative unfolds with a remarkable 
example, the Patek Philippe Reference 3086/14, a true embod-
iment of the brand’s unparalleled dedication to horological 
artistry. This ladies’ bracelet watch stands as a testament to 
Patek Philippe’s pursuit of elegance and precision. Meticulously 

crafted in luxurious white gold, the timepiece showcases not 
only the richness of its precious metal composition but also 
the finesse in design details. The bracelet, itself a work of art, 
boasts the sophisticated Clous de Paris decoration on the inner 
part, adding a textured refinement to its overall aesthetic. One 
distinguishing feature of this horological marvel is its concealed 
dial, a symbol of the brand’s ability to seamlessly blend sophis-
tication with subtlety. Adorned with applied baton indexes, the 
discreet dial provides a sense of understated opulence, ensur-
ing that the watch emanates timeless grace. The allure of this 
Reference 3086/14 is further heightened by its association with 
the esteemed retailer Beyer, as indicated by the signature proud-
ly displayed on the dial. Beyer, established in 1760, holds the 
distinction of being one of the oldest watch shops globally, with 
a longstanding history intertwined with Patek Philippe. Serving 
as an authorized dealer, Beyer has played a pivotal role in mak-
ing Patek Philippe timepieces accessible to discerning clientele. 
The ladies’ bracelet watch, with its white-gold composition, 
Clous de Paris detailing, concealed dial, and association with 
the esteemed Beyer, emerges as a true horological masterpiece. 
Beyond fleeting trends, it embodies the essence of enduring 
luxury, a seamless fusion of artistry, precision, and heritage that 
defines the legacy of Patek Philippe.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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PIAGET / Refined and Catching, 
Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch in White Gold, 
With Onyx Bezel and Diamond Set Dial, 
Reference 92002 A 6, Additional Links

Brand Piaget
Model Lady’s Bracelet
Reference 92002 A 6
Case Material White Gold and Onyx
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P2
Case N° 399189
Movement N° 822437
Dimensions 24 x 24 mm, Total Lenght 170 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Additional Links

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with a 
rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. In 
the mid-20th century, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-
thin movements, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and 
the world’s thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. 

Crafted with a captivating onyx and diamond composition, the 
here offered Piaget 70s bracelet watch exemplifies the brand’s 
unparalleled expertise in harmonizing precious materials with 
precise watchmaking. The watch case stands out for its unique 
square shape, boasting an onyx bezel comprised of four rectan-
gular elements seamlessly interlocked. The bracelet, adorned 
with a bark-like texture, not only reflects the artistic sensibilities 
of its era but also maintains a contemporary appeal. Adding to 
the allure is a diamond pavé-set dial that artfully contrasts with 
the onyx bezel. To seamlessly integrate this radiant masterpiece 
without compromising brand visibility, Piaget ingeniously places 
its iconic name directly on the sleek glass. A noteworthy detail 
lies between these elements, an additional frame reminiscent 
of the bark motif found on the bracelet, further enhancing the 
watch’s aesthetic charm. Preserved in remarkable conditions 
with addition links, this Piaget 70s bracelet watch is a testament 
to the brand’s mastery, showcasing a seamless blend of timeless 
design and cutting-edge craftsmanship.

€ 7,000 – 14,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Attractive and Rare, Submariner, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Gorgeous 
Tropical Dial, With Warranty, Receipt, 
Booklets and Anchor, Reference 1680

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 1680
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1973
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1570
Case N° 3309836
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty, Receipt, Booklets and Anchor

The Rolex Submariner Date, reference 1680, made its debut in 
1969, presenting enthusiasts with a groundbreaking model avail-
able in both stainless steel and 18k yellow-gold cases. Notably, 
it marked the introduction of a date function and a cyclops 

lens in the plexiglass, enhancing its functionality and aesthet-
ics. The yellow-gold variant, a further milestone, represented 
Rolex’s inaugural serial production of a Submariner encased in 
precious metal, blending luxury with professional capabilities. 
Reference 1680 in yellow gold set a new standard, catering to 
clients desiring a combination of opulence and professional 
features. The featured specimen is an exceptional representa-
tion of this model, boasting its original dial and a unidirectional 
blue bezel designed for decompression time measurements. 
In excellent overall condition, the 1680 exhibits a meticulously 
crafted case with sharp edges, well-proportioned dimensions, 
and distinctive bevels. The dial showcases a fascinating tropi-
calization effect, imparting a subtle and intriguing brown hue, 
very rare to find on this model. Adorned with nipple indexes, 
this watch stands as one of the most noteworthy yellow-gold 
Submariners to grace recent auctions. Additionally, the watch is 
complemented by its original yellow-gold Oyster bracelet, add-
ing to its allure and completeness. Its significance is heightened 
by the inclusion of the original Warranty, Receipt, Booklets, and 
Anchor, underscoring its rarity and collectible value.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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ROLEX / Very Fine and Rare, Datejust, 
Automatic Wristwatch in White Gold, With 
Gorgeous Brown Tropical Dial, Reference 1601

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 1601
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1962
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1565
Case N° 926223
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

At the close of the Second World War, Rolex introduced the 
Datejust—a horological marvel that not only celebrated the 
brand’s 40th anniversary but also etched its name as one of the 
most iconic watches globally. Continuously produced since its 
inception, the Datejust stands as a testament to Rolex’s enduring 
legacy. The evolution of the Datejust took a significant stride in 
1959 with the introduction of the ref. 1600 series, featuring the 
revolutionary cal. 1565. Departing from the Rolex Bubbleback 

design, this series laid the foundation for the modern Datejust, 
transcending its predecessors. What set it apart was its ground-
breaking ability to instantaneously change the date precisely 
at midnight, a feature that catapulted the Datejust ahead of 
its competitors. This masterpiece is a stunning example of the 
Reference  1601, crafted exclusively from white gold—a true 
embodiment of opulence and sophistication. The case exudes 
a captivating allure with crisp hallmarks and sharp bevels, while 
the dial adds an extra layer of charm with its supercool brown 
topicalization gracefully spreading in the upper-right part. The 
original black dial has been transformed into a rich brown-
ish-maroon hue over the decades, telling a tale of time and sun-
kissed wear.

€ 16,000 – 32,000
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UNIVERSAL GENEVE / Attractive 
and Sophisticated, Tri-Compax, Triple 
Calendar Chronograph Wristwatch in Pink 
Gold, With Moon Phases, Reference 12552

Brand Universal Geneve
Model Tri-Compax
Reference 12552
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1940's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 287
Case N° 1244460
Dimensions 36.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Universal Genève’s journey into chronographs began in 1917, 
and nearly two decades later the brand unveiled its inaugural 

“Compax,” setting the stage for a series of compelling varia-
tions. Coveted for their diverse designs and larger sports watch 
cases, vintage Universal Genève timepieces hold a special place 
in the hearts of enthusiasts. Among their impressive collec-
tion, the Tri-Compax stands out as the epitome of the brand’s 

iconic craftsmanship. Introduced in 1944 to celebrate the 
brand’s 50th anniversary, the Tri-Compax swiftly ascended to 
become Universal’s flagship model, cementing its status as one 
of the most distinguished timepieces in the brand’s repertoire. 
Boasting a combination of complications that was unparalleled 
in the early ’40s, this watch garnered widespread admiration for 
its technical prowess. The timepiece here offered captivates at 
first glance with its pink-solid gold case, meticulously preserved 
and adorned with inset calendar adjusters, square buttons, and 
a snap-on case back, all meticulously crafted in a harmonious 
blend of pink and gold. The dial, impeccably proportioned and 
exuding glamour in silver, is adorned with applied pink dot 
indexes that harmonize with the case. Subsidiary dials, an outer 
minute’s graduation, and apertures for days of the week, months, 
and moon phases contribute to the dial’s allure. What distin-
guishes the Tri-Compax and contributes to its enduring allure 
is the seamless fusion of intricate mechanical design with an 
elegantly presented dial. It is this perfect marriage of complex-
ity and sophistication that continues to make the Tri-Compax a 
cherished and highly sought-after masterpiece among discern-
ing collectors today.

€ 3,000 – 6,000 – NO RESERVE
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PIAGET / Glamorous and Striking, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With 
Black Baguette Diamonds Dial, Diamond Set 
Bezel and Bracelet, Reference 12336 C 151

Brand Piaget
Model Bracelet Watch
Reference 12336 C 151
Case Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Year 1980's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 12P1
Case N° 384894
Movement N° 7796837
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-
tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th 
century, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin move-
ments, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s 
thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond 
technical prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision 
with artistic innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. Its 

iconic timepieces like the Altiplano, Possession, and Polo reflect 
the brand’s commitment to pushing boundaries. The lot here 
presented is an exquisite yellow gold and diamond-set Piaget 
wristwatch from the 1980s, encapsulating the distinctive style 
of that era. This timepiece not only reflects the fashion trends of 
the period but also stands as an intriguing example of innovative 
bracelet designs and construction techniques. Distinguished by 
its yellow-gold integrated bracelet, adorned with channels tex-
ture decoration, this wristwatch epitomizes the creativity and 
craftsmanship prevalent during the 1980s by Piaget. Adding a 
touch of opulence, the bracelet is further adorned with double 
lines of diamonds that elegantly echo the brilliance of the dia-
monds set into the bezel. Preserved in excellent overall condition, 
this timepiece is a testament to the enduring quality of Piaget’s 
craftsmanship: the glossy black dial is one of the very few to 
have been embellished with 12 baguette diamond indexes and 
offers a striking contrast, further emphasizing the watch’s luxuri-
ous character. Powering this elegant timepiece is the automatic 
caliber 12P1, showcasing Piaget’s commitment to horological 
innovation. This yellow gold and diamond-set Piaget wristwatch 
from the 1980s not only encapsulates the spirit of its era but also 
stands as a remarkable example of meticulous craftsmanship 
and design innovation.

€ 15,000 – 30,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Rare and Catching, Datejust, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel and Yellow Gold, 
With Khanjar Logo Dial, Reference 16013

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 16013
Case Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Year 1978
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3035
Case N° 5650485
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

1945 marked the 40th anniversary (also called jubilee) of the 
founding of Wilsdorf&Davis, the parent company of Rolex, and 
the event was celebrated with the introduction of the new 
Datejust model. As the years went by, various innovations were 
introduced and a further important change for the Datejust fam-
ily came in ’77, when the entire Rolex Datejust range received 
the new cal. 3035 equipped with a rapid date display. This fea-
ture added a further element of interest to the model, which, in 

the meantime, had become an authentic best-seller. The pres-
ent Rolex Datejust is a reference 16 013, part of the quick-set 
date function family, manufactured in stainless steel and yel-
low gold. The three-piece case with screw down back and gold 
crown has an 18k yellow-gold faceted bezel and a crystal with 
cyclops lens. It remains in great condition, as does the jubilee 
bracelet in steel with inner links in gold. The champagne dial 
with applied gold baton indexes, outer minute divisions, date 
aperture and luminous dots is incredibly fresh looking and well 
preserved. Most notably, the watch is fitted with a “Khanjar” dial, 
featuring the Khanjar symbol at 6 o’clock, a part of the national 
emblem of Oman. It has become known in the recent years for 
being depicted on special watches directly commissioned by 
the Sultan of Oman, His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said al Said. 
When found on a wristwatch, the Khanjar automatically makes 
them extremely rare and are considered among the world’s most 
sought-after collectable pieces such as the present lot.

€ 5,000 – 10,000
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ROLEX / Very Fascinating and Fine Oyster 
Perpetual Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
With Attractive Sector Dial, Reference 6564

Brand Rolex
Model Oyster Perpetual
Reference 6564
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1955
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1030
Case N° 82410
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Reference 6564, a true masterpiece crafted by Rolex, encap-
sulates the essence of everyday elegance with its exceptional 
versatility and unparalleled wearability. Manufactured in 1955, 
this Reference 6564 stands as a testament to Rolex’s unwaver-
ing commitment to excellence. The stainless steel case, a bea-
con of durability and refinement, has gracefully withstood the 
test of time, preserving its allure in impeccable condition over 
the years. The dial of this extraordinary timepiece is a rare trea-

sure—a sector white dial that has aged with an ethereal grace, 
acquiring a captivating patina that speaks volumes about the 
countless moments it has witnessed. With applied baton index-
es and luminous material, each glance at the dial is a journey 
into the past, a visual symphony of sophistication and history. At 
its heart beats the caliber 1030, a marvel of precision and reli-
ability. Adorned with a supple leather strap, the Reference 6564 
offers a tactile experience that complements its visual elegance. 
Whether it’s worn for a casual day out or a formal occasion, this 
Oyster Perpetual seamlessly blends into any setting, making it 
the quintessential choice for those who appreciate the fusion of 
style and substance.

€ 2,000 – 4,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Iconic and 
Valuable, Nautilus “Jumbo”, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, With Extract from 
the Archives, Reference 3700/1

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Nautilus
Reference 3700/1
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1978
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 28-255C
Case N° 538511
Movement N° 1306833
Dimensions 42 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

In the realm of Patek Philippe’s illustrious creations, one mas-
terpiece has carved a unique space in the hearts of aficionados—
the iconic Nautilus. Born in 1976, this horological gem, con-
ceptualized by the visionary Gerald Genta, seamlessly marries 
form and function. This Nautilus is a remarkable specimen of the 
exceedingly rare reference 3700/1, making its debut alongside 
the inception of this iconic collection. Encased in stainless steel, 
the watch boasts a captivating bezel, and the impeccably pre-
served bracelet has developed a charming patina, infusing the 
timepiece with character and charisma. The service anthracite 
ribbed dial is a testament to purity and precision, adorned with a 
dotted minute track and baton hour indexes. This Nautilus, pre-
served in excellent condition, transcends its utilitarian origins to 
become a collector’s dream—a rare and exceptional treasure in 
the world of horology.

€ 60,000 – 120,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Extremely Rare 
and Attractive, Ellipse Lady’s Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, With Blue Dial, Reference 4226/905

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Ellipse Lady
Reference 4226/905
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 16-250
Case N° 2771902
Movement N° 1391522
Dimensions 22 x 26 mm, Total Lenght: 167 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Launched in 1973, the “Mini-Ellipse” ref. 4226 has left an endur-
ing mark as a bestseller in the Patek Philippe line, maintaining its 
popularity well into the 1980s. This distinguished reference was 
made available in both opulent yellow gold and pristine white 
gold, providing enthusiasts with a range of choices in terms of 
dial, strap, and bracelet variations. The Ellipse stands out with its 
distinctive two-body, solid case, featuring a convenient snap-on 

back crafted from luxurious yellow gold. Enhancing its allure, the 
watch boasts an integrated bracelet meticulously woven from 
the same precious metal. The watch’s overall condition is noth-
ing short of exceptional, showcasing the meticulous care it has 
received over the years. However, what truly sets this timepiece 
apart is its mesmerizing blue-colored dial. The deep blue hue, 
coupled with the elegance of yellow-gold baton indexes, creates 
a visually striking contrast against the lustrous yellow-gold case. 
This particular example is undoubtedly among the finest speci-
mens that a discerning collector could hope to acquire, embody-
ing the timeless appeal of this iconic model.

€ 6,000 – 12,000 – NO RESERVE
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OMEGA / Very Elegant and Unusual, 
“Haute Couture” Pendant Pocket Watch 
in Pink Gold, With Leather Strap

Brand Omega
Model Haute Couture
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1955
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 244
Case N° 11219249
Movement N° 13740690
Dimensions 20 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

This unusual Omega watch is part of the “Haute Couture” col-
lection, crafted in rose gold. It is a refined and precious jewel 
that combines craftsmanship and timeless luxury. Initially con-
ceived as an elegant pocket watch with a pendant and chain, this 
masterpiece has undergone an extraordinary transformation to 
adapt to modern tastes and everyday practicality. The rose gold 
case, with its warm and enveloping tone, embodies timeless ele-
gance and impeccable craftsmanship characteristic of Omega. 

Originally reflecting a classic spirit of bygone eras, this watch has 
embraced a contemporary aesthetic through recent adaptations, 
including a high-quality leather strap with a buckle. This detail 
not only adds a touch of modernity but also makes the watch 
wearable on the wrist with style and versatility. At its pulsating 
core, the watch houses the Caliber 244 movement, a testament 
to Omega’s tradition of watchmaking excellence. This particular 
timepiece is a precious 18-carat rose gold edition from 1955. 
French hallmarks attest to the authenticity and origin of this 
watch, confirming its connection to the renowned French jewelry 
of the 1950s. With its captivating history, refined design, and dis-
tinctive details, this Omega “Haute Couture” watch represents 
an excellent fusion of past and present. An authentic expression 
of style, this timepiece is more than a mere accessory: it is a 
symbol of timeless sophistication and an extraordinary watch-
making tradition.

€ 3,000 – 6,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Elegant and Rare, 
Rectangular-Shape Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Sapphire Index Dial, With Certificate 
of Origin and Box, Reference 3405/2

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Rectangular Watch
Reference 3405/2
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1967
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 23-300
Case N° 2624390
Movement N° 797536
Dimensions 27 x 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Certificate of Origin and Additional Strap

The Patek Philippe reference 3405/2 stands as an embodiment 
of a bygone era, exuding a timeless elegance and captivating 
allure. Produced between 1958 and the early 1970s, this watch 
is a representative piece from a period of great flair, showcasing 
Patek Philippe’s commitment to craftsmanship and design. The 
reference 3405/2 presented here is a particularly captivating 

example. Crafted entirely in 18k yellow gold by the case maker 
Ed. Wenger SA (key number 1), it boasts a luxurious and opu-
lent presence. The wide sides, straight downturned lugs, and 
snap-on back contribute to the watch’s overall nicely preserved 
appearance. Unlike some variations that feature a dual-tone 
white and yellow-gold bracelet and dial, this watch maintains a 
singular focus on the warmth and richness of yellow gold, mak-
ing it a distinctive and remarkable piece. The dial of the refer-
ence 3405/2 introduces a captivating detail that breaks the pat-
tern of gold, the hour and minute indexes adorned with baguette 
and brilliant sapphires. This subtle touch of blue against the sea 
of gold adds a hint of color and refinement to the overall design, 
elevating its aesthetic appeal. Accompanied by the certificate 
of origin, box, and an additional leather strap for more formal 
occasions, this Patek Philippe timepiece is not only a watch but a 
precious artifact from an era characterized by unmatched crafts-
manship and style. It stands as a testament to the brand’s legacy 
of creating enduring and captivating timepieces that continue to 
mesmerize watch enthusiasts and collectors alike.

€ 15,000 – 30,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Rare, Striking 
and Catching, Moonphase Power Reserve 
Automatic Wristwatch, in Steel, Black Dial, 
Box and Papers, Reference 5085/1A

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Neptune Moonphase Power Reserve
Reference 5085/1A
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2006
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 240 PS
Case N° 4281211
Movement N° 3170075
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

The Neptune Moonphase Power Reserve 5085/1A boasts a 
robust yet elegant aesthetic, thanks to its stainless steel case 
and bracelet. The design exudes sophistication with clean 
lines and balanced proportions, a testament to Patek Philippe’s 
meticulous attention to detail. The celestial dance of the moon 

phases on the dial adds a poetic touch, while the practical 
48-hour power reserve indication enhances its functionality. 
This extraordinary timepiece was made in 2006, the production 
started in 1998, combines the allure of a stainless steel case 
and bracelet with cutting-edge automatic movement, show-
casing Patek Philippe’s commitment to precision, innovation, 
and timeless style. At the heart of this masterpiece beats the 
self-winding 240 PS movement, the same used on the famous 
nautilus ref. 5712, a pinnacle of Swiss watchmaking engineer-
ing by Patek Philippe. This caliber ensures exceptional precision 
and a substantial power reserve, marrying advanced technology 
with artisanal craftsmanship. The Neptune Moonphase Power 
Reserve transcends the mere measurement of time: it becomes 
an instrument of precision and a work of art. The black dial with 
Arabic indexes and luminescent hands guarantee legibility in any 
setting, while the transparent sapphire crystal case back allows 
a mesmerizing view of the intricate movement and meticulously 
executed decorations. The concealed double deployant clasp 
on the stainless steel bracelet adds a touch of discrete luxury, 
embodying the brand’s dedication to both form and function.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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ROLEX / Precious and Esteemed, 
Submariner, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
Black Matte Dial, With Box, Reference 1680

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 1680
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1977
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1570
Case N° 5367750
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

The Submariner stands as one of the most iconic, if not the 
most iconic, timepieces ever produced by Rolex, cementing 
its status as one of the most coveted models in the history of 
horology. Its inaugural production began in 1953, and the model 
was officially launched at the Basel World Fair in 1954, marked 
by references 6204 or 6205. Subsequent years witnessed the 
introduction of other noteworthy models such as the 6538 

Big Crown or Coroncione, along with the 5513 and 5512. In 
a pivotal move, Rolex ceased the use of gilt/silver-gilt dials on 
Submariner watches in 1965–1966, transitioning to white print-
ing. However, a more significant shift occurred in the late 1960s 
with the introduction of the 1680 model, marking a momentous 
milestone in the Submariner’s evolution. The 1680 was the first 
Submariner to feature a date function, symbolizing the transfor-
mation from a specialized tool watch to a mass-market fashion 
accessory. This particular lot represents a distinguished member 
of the reference 1680 series with all-white writing on the dial. 
The black matte dial showcases a closed six on the depth rating 
and a precisely centered “L’ in the name ROLEX in relation to the 
base of the crown symbol. The watch exudes elegance with its 
well-preserved Oyster bracelet, sharp edges, and an untouched 
graduated bezel. A true beauty, this 1680 model encapsulates 
the Submariner’s timeless appeal for collectors and enthusiasts.

€ 8,000 – 16,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Incredibly 
Rare and Historically Important, 
Calatrava, Automatic Wristwatch in White 
Gold, Turquoise Color Dial, With Extract 
from the Archives, Made for Colonel 
Muammar Gaddafi, Reference 3606/3

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 3606/3
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1979
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 28-255
Case N° 529637
Movement N° 1288198
Dimensions 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives
Literature A similar watch was sold at Christie's 

“Important Watches” Auction Dubai, 22nd 
March 2019 as lot 161 for 187,500 USD

The timepiece presented here is an exceptional Calatrava, dis-
tinguished for several compelling reasons. Specifically tailored 
for the Middle Eastern market, it stands out as a special order 
commissioned by non other than Colonel Muammar Gaddafi 
to commemorate his Labor Day speech in Libya in 1978. The 
unique dial color, a pale green hard stone, is a nod to his “Green 
Book” and is further enriched with a personalization which states 

“Partner of the Colonel, Muammar Gaddafi”. The white-gold case 
of this reference 3606/3 boasts a simple yet elegant design, 
adorned with a geometrically decorated bezel and a well-pre-
served snap-on back. The exceptional white-gold bracelet fea-
tures distinctive decorations and a signed folding clasp. The dial, 
with its rare and unusual pale green hue, showcases alpha hands 
and is truly remarkable. In addition to these distinctive features, 
this watch is a rarity on the market, representing one of the most 
intriguing opportunities for collectors globally. It stands as one 
of the very limited special requests directly realized by Patek 
Philippe over the years. Furthermore, the watch is accompanied 
by an extract from the archives, confirming its material and pro-
duction in 1979, its subsequent sale on August 31 of the same 
year, and the inclusion of the “special dial.” This timepiece, with 
its unique history and exceptional craftsmanship, is a noteworthy 
addition for discerning collectors.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Exceptional 
and Possibly Unique Configuration, 
Asymmetrical Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Made by Gilbert Albert With Geometric 
Bark Finish Engraving, Reference 3270

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Gilbert Albert
Reference 3270
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1960
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 13,5-320
Case N° 2612472
Movement N° 986395
Dimensions 19 x 30 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature This specific watch has been sold at 

Antiquorum's “Collector's Pocket Watches, 
Wristwatches, Clocks” Auction Geneva, 12th 
April 2003 as lot 151 for CHF 11,500

Renowned for his avant-garde and distinctive approach to jewelry 
and watchmaking, Gilbert Albert left an indelible mark on Patek 

Philippe during their noteworthy collaboration in the 1960s and 
1970s. A prime example of their creative synergy is the celebrat-
ed “Patek Philippe Gilbert Albert” collection. Albert’s creations 
for Patek Philippe, like the reference 3270 are wearable works of 
art. The reference 3270, designed for the feminine wrist with a 
refined taste, is a testament to Albert’s artistic prowess. Produced 
in limited numbers from 1960 to 1961, these watches showcase a 
unique blend of horological mastery and creative expression. This 
specific example, crafted in 18K yellow gold, boasts an excep-
tionally preserved geometric bark finish on its asymmetric case. 
The delicate yet distinct decoration, a hallmark of Gilbert Albert’s 
designs, typically fades with time and use, making this piece a 
rare find. The case, with its slightly curved triangle shape, features 
an inner rhombus with the dial divided into segments by bold 
black lines, creating a visually striking and dynamic composition. 
Despite the limited production of the ladies asymmetric collec-
tion, this reference stands out as a possibly unique configuration. 
While Gilbert Albert’s collaboration with Patek Philippe may not 
have been extensive in terms of quantity, the impact of his work 
on the brand’s legacy is undeniable. His designs have transcended 
mere timekeeping instruments, becoming cherished collectors 
items that reflect the intersection of high-end watchmaking and 
avant-garde design.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Attractive 
and Elegant, Calatrava, Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, With White Roman 
Numbers Dial, Reference 3744

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Hobnail Calatrava
Reference 3744
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber E27
Case N° 2783204
Movement N° 1501179
Dimensions 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature Coming from the Personal Collection 

of Renato Della Valle

In the illustrious lineage of Patek Philippe timepieces, the 
Reference 3744 stands as a testament to the brand’s commit-
ment to both classical elegance and technological innovation. 
Introduced in 1978 and in production until 1999, this exquisite 

timepiece is a proud member of the “Clous de Paris” family, cel-
ebrated for its enduring charm and horological prowess. Crafted 
with a 33 mm yellow-gold case adorned with a hand-engraved 

“clou de Paris” pattern, the watch emanates a timeless allure. 
The case, meticulously made by Wenger, exudes quality crafts-
manship, a hallmark of Patek Philippe’s dedication to excel-
lence. The quartz caliber E27 not only ensures precision but also 
contributes to the slim and elegant profile of the watch. As part 
of the “Clous de Paris” family, the Reference 3744 is a proud 
successor to Patek Philippe’s “experimental” Beta 21, marking 
the brand’s foray into series production of quartz watches. The 
white dial, adorned with painted Roman numerals, is a canvas 
of understated sophistication. The simplicity of design allows 
for easy readability and underscores the timeless appeal of 
the watch. The Reference 3744, with its classic aesthetic and 
cutting-edge quartz movement, is a symbol of versatility and 
refined taste. Furthermore, the watch comes from the Personal 
Collection of Renato Della Valle.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Rare and 
Fine, Rectangular Gondolo-Style Wristwatch in 
Platinum, Hinged Back, Applied Breguet Arabic 
Numbers Dial, With Extract from the Archives

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Rectangular Gondolo Style
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1928
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9'''
Case N° 606623
Movement N° 817679
Dimensions 23 x 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

In the vibrant ’20s, as wristwatches found their place on the 
wrists of businessmen, Patek Philippe created a superb exam-
ple of the Art Deco modern style, a wristwatch that stands as 
a prominent exponent of the roaring twenties. This rectangu-

lar masterpiece, presented here, is arguably one of the most 
exquisite oversized watches ever produced by Patek Philippe. 
Manufactured just one year before the onset of the Great 
Depression in 1929, this wristwatch epitomizes the perfect 
standard of style of its time. The platinum case, with its hinged 
case back, features thin straight lugs and has been meticulously 
designed to fit seamlessly on the wrist. Despite its age, the watch 
has been remarkably preserved, showcasing the enduring crafts-
manship of Patek Philippe. The dial, faithful to the case, boasts 
a beautifully preserved silver color, adorned with applied num-
bers in the iconic Breguet style. The gentle curved case, enriched 
with spade-shaped hour hands, contributes to the majesty of 
this timepiece, making it one of the most elegant watches of its 
era. Today, it retains an impressive and contemporary feel, tran-
scending the boundaries of time. Accompanied by the extract 
from the archives, confirming its material, production in 1928, 
and subsequent sale on 12th March 1929, this Patek Philippe 
Art Deco Platinum Wristwatch is a journey into the elegance and 
sophistication of the roaring twenties, a true testament to the 
timeless allure of Patek Philippe’s craftsmanship.

€ 18,000 – 36,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Exceptional 
and Desirable, Royal Oak Quantieme 
Perpetuel, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Skeletonized Dial, With Box and Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 25636BA

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Quantieme Perpetuel
Reference 25636BA
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 2014
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2120/2800
Case N° N° 060, C68223
Movement N° 324238
Dimensions  39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Extract from the Archives

In the ever-evolving landscape of luxury sports watches, the 
Audemars Piguet Royal Oak has etched its place as a cultural 
icon since its debut in 1972. A significant milestone emerged 
twelve years later with the introduction of the first Royal Oak 
featuring a perpetual calendar complication, a groundbreaking 

achievement considering the automatic caliber’s snug fit with-
in an 8.8 mm thick case. The Royal Oak Quantième Perpétuel, 
born from this ingenuity, became a canvas for Audemars 
Piguet’s experimentation, notably introducing skeletonized 
dials and movements, a rarity in the 1980s wristwatch scene. 
Reference 25 636 BA, crafted in yellow gold, is a vintage marvel 
that encapsulates this era of innovation. A limited production of 
only 156 pieces between 1986 and 1997 makes this reference 
a rare find, accentuated by its distinction as the first Royal Oak 
to boast a sapphire case back, offering a captivating view of the 
hand-engraved movement. In excellent condition, this timepiece 
asserts a strong and powerful identity, amplified by the allure 
of its solid yellow-gold bracelet complementing the case. The 
skeletonized dial, a testament to Audemars Piguet’s pioneer-
ing spirit, reveals the intricate dance of the movement. The four 
subsidiary dials, adorned with light-toned outer rings, contribute 
to the overall luminosity of this vintage masterpiece. Adding to 
its historical significance, this particular timepiece represents 
the very rare configuration with non-leap years. Accompanied 
by its original box and extract from the archives, this Audemars 
Piguet Royal Oak Quantième Perpétuel Reference 25 636 BA is 
a vintage marvel that seamlessly blends innovation and crafts-
manship.

€ 100,000 – 200,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very 
Elegant and Tasteful Royal Oak Dual 
Time, Night and Day indication, Power 
Reserve, Wristwatch in Pink Gold, With 
Certificate of Origin, Reference 26120OR

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Dual Time
Reference 26120OR.OO.D002CR.01
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2007
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2329/2846
Case N° N°183, F86539
Movement N° 635904
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin and Booklet

The Audemars Piguet Royal Oak is an icon that echoes the bril-
liance of master watchmaker Gerald Genta. Genta’s genius also 
graced the designs of the Patek Philippe Nautilus and the Cartier 
Pasha, solidifying his legacy as a true horological visionary. The 

Royal Oak, undoubtedly Audemars Piguet’s magnum opus, 
continues to captivate enthusiasts with its diverse materials, 
complications, and dimensions. This showcased masterpiece, 
Reference 26 120, seamlessly blends history with innovation. 
In production from 2006 to 2018, it pays homage to the orig-
inal Royal Oak Dual Time reference 25 730 but boasts a larger 
39  mm case. Crafted in 18k pink gold, this automatic time-
piece features a tonneau-shaped case in impeccable condition, 
adorned with the original leather bracelet. The dial, a canvas of 
elegance, showcases a “Grande Tapisserie” decoration comple-
mented by applied pink gold luminous baton indexes. Subsidiary 
dials grace the design, indicating the days of the month at 2, the 
second time zone at 6, and a graduation for the power-reserve 
indication between 8 and 11. A charming day/night indication 
further enhances the lower left section of the dial. The case is 
secured by gold hexagonal nuts and screws, a distinctive fea-
ture of the Royal Oak. The sapphire crystal reveals a self-wind-
ing marvel, the Cal. 2329/2846, adorned with rhodium-plated 
fausses cotes decoration. Accompanied by an Audemars Piguet 
certificate this timepiece isn’t just a watch: it’s a statement of 
refined luxury and exquisite craftsmanship.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Extremely 
Fine and Elegant, Lady’s Bracelet-Watch 
in Platinum, With Diamonds Set Bezel

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Lady's Bracelet-Watch
Case Material Platinum and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 1434
Movement N° 41816
Dimensions 4 x 21 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

With a legacy dating back to 1881, Audemars Piguet has con-
sistently demonstrated expertise in crafting complications, 
leaving an indelible mark on the world of horology. Renowned 
for its audacious yet traditionally refined timepieces, the brand’s 
journey culminated in the groundbreaking release of the Royal 
Oak models in 1972, now revered as some of the most coveted 
timepieces in the market. While the Royal Oak basks in recent 
acclaim, Audemars Piguet has also ventured into the realm of 
precious stones, particularly diamonds, and opulent materials 

like platinum. The featured lot epitomizes the brand’s mastery in 
crafting exquisite and opulent creations. This timepiece, a testa-
ment to the skills of true artisans, transcends the boundaries of a 
conventional watch. Its design is remarkably simple, resembling 
more of a meticulously crafted bracelet than a typical timepiece. 
Executed in platinum, the openwork style pattern of the bracelet 
and the platinum case is adorned with diamonds, adding a touch 
of glamour to its understated elegance. Preserved in impeccable 
condition, the platinum case and structure seamlessly integrate 
into a bracelet that ensures comfortable wear. This splendid and 
graceful work of art stands as a luxurious example, capturing the 
essence of the art deco period with fluid lines, opulent platinum, 
and a diamond-set bezel. It is a testament to Audemars Piguet’s 
ability to create objects of timeless beauty, merging craftsman-
ship with luxury.

€ 6,000 – 12,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Extremely 
Attractive and Absolutely Astonishing, Royal 
Oak, Automatic Wristwatch in Pink Gold, 
Skeletonized Dial, Reference 15305OR, 
With Box and Warranty

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 15305OR.OO.D088CR.01
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 2013
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3129
Case N° N°0335, H87529
Movement N° 868783
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Warranty

Skeleton watches have been a captivating presence throughout 
the annals of horological history, showcasing the exquisite art of 
skeletonization. This intricate process involves stripping away 
the traditional watch dial, unveiling the mesmerizing beauty of 
the movement within. Distinguished watchmakers of the highest 
caliber, such as Audemars Piguet, elevate this artistry by not only 
exposing the movement but also adorning it with meticulous 

decorations. In the early years of the new millennium, Audemars 
Piguet responded to the fervent desires of Royal Oak enthusi-
asts with the introduction of reference 15 300. This landmark 
timepiece marked a significant moment, featuring Audemars 
Piguet’s first in-house movement, the caliber 3120. Taking this 
commitment to craftsmanship further, the open-worked version, 
reference 15 305, made its debut at the SIHH 2010. It housed 
the caliber 3129, a refinement of its predecessor, boasting 253 
meticulously crafted parts that display hours, minutes, and 
seconds. The intricate artistry of hand-decorated movement 
components required the skilled touch of a watchmaker with 
exceptional dexterity. Preserving the structural integrity of the 
movement without the presence of a conventional dial, while 
ensuring reliability and accuracy, demanded an extraordinary 
level of expertise. The reference 15 305 remained in production 
until 2020, featuring a slate gray open-worked dial adorned with 
pink gold applied hour markers and Royal Oak hands enhanced 
with luminescent coating. Crafted in 2013 from 18-karat pink 
gold, this Royal Oak exemplar retains the iconic octagonal case 
design by the legendary Gerald Genta. The bracelet, also in 
18-karat pink gold, incorporates an AP folding clasp, ensuring 
a secure and stylish fit. Exceptionally well-preserved, this time-
piece stands out as a vividly modernist embodiment of skeleton-
ized artistry. As a testament to its Royal Oak lineage, this watch 
not only captivates with its visual allure but also boasts excellent 
condition and completeness with accompanying accessories.

€ 80,000 – 160,000
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PIAGET / Elegant and Tasteful, Bracelet 
Wristwatch in White Gold, With Onyx Dial 
and Diamond Set Bezel, Reference 9403 D 2

Brand Piaget
Model Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 9403 D 2
Case Material White Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P
Case N° 251736
Movement N° 7402858
Dimensions 32 X 30 mm, Total Lenght 190 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
In the mid-20th century, Piaget made waves by introducing 
ultra-thin movements, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 
and the world’s thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 
1960. Beyond technical prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends 
Swiss precision with artistic innovation, particularly in high-jew-
elry watches. Piaget’s mastery in crafting elegant and sophisti-

cated jewelry watches has reached its zenith in the ’70s and is 
exemplified by this exceptional bracelet watch that stands out 
with unparalleled craftsmanship and a style rarely witnessed 
in the market. Constructed from precious 18k white gold, this 
wristwatch is a true gem, showcasing a level of artistry that is 
a hallmark of the Piaget brand. To elevate the bezel, diamonds 
are strategically placed, adding a luxurious touch and further 
enhancing the watch’s overall allure. The uncommon onyx dial, 
known for its deep and mysterious allure, continues to captivate 
with its brilliant glow, adding a touch of rarity and refinement to 
the timepiece. Clean and minimalistic, the dial proudly bears 
the Piaget emblem at 12 o’clock, surrounded by original hands, 
and eschews traditional hour markers, emphasizing a sense of 
understated sophistication. Remarkably well-preserved, this 
watch is a testament to Piaget’s mastery in handling special 
and intricate materials, showcasing the brand’s commitment to 
excellence. With all its subtle yet luxurious details, the present 
watch stands as a testament to Piaget’s position at the pinnacle 
of jewelry watch manufacturing, offering a unique and captivat-
ing timepiece.

€ 7,000 – 14,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Elegant and 
Catching, Ellipse Lady, Chain Bracelet 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With Diamond Set 
Bezel, Dial and Bracelet, Reference 4137/908

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Ellipse Lady
Reference 4137/908
Case Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Year 1986
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 16-250
Case N° 2814656
Movement N° 1412208
Dimensions 24 x 24 mm, Total Lenght 167 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives and Additional Links

Radiating an air of sophistication, the present refer-
ence  4137/908 captivates with its beautiful sunburst blue 
metallic dial, ensuring it remains an irresistible spectacle for 
those who encounter it. Within the Ellipse lady family, this model 
has been subject to exploration on multiple fronts, be it in terms 

of materials (yellow or white gold), dial variations (blue, brown 
or adorned with diamonds), or even the distinctive configuration 
of the bracelet. The dial of this particular specimen is nothing 
short of stunning, enhanced by the presence of four brilliant-cut 
diamonds that elevate its allure. The bezel, equally impressive, is 
adorned with dazzling, fine diamonds, contributing to the overall 
majestic aesthetic of this wrist masterpiece. Complemented by 
diamond indexes, slender hands, and the breathtakingly beauti-
ful dial, the present lady’s watch is meticulously preserved and 
stands in great overall condition. A noteworthy detail that sets 
this lot apart is the incredibly intricate bracelet, a rare configu-
ration featuring small interlinked rings embellished with various 
lines of diamonds. To the best of our knowledge, this unusual 
bracelet configuration marks a distinctive feature, making this lot 
a unique find within the collection. The perfect fusion of exqui-
site jewelry craftsmanship and Swiss horological artistry, this 
watch is poised to enchant collectors and connoisseurs with an 
appreciation for finely bejeweled timepieces.

€ 10,000 – 20,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Rare and 
Precious, Nautilus, Quartz Wristwatch 
in White Gold, White Dial, With Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 3900/1G

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Nautilus
Reference 3900/1G
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1990
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber E 23 SC
Case N° 2876067
Movement N° 1554883
Dimensions 32 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

In the intriguing narrative of Nautilus models, it’s fascinating to 
revisit the introduction of the ref. 3700 in 1976, a time when the 
model faced challenges in finding its audience due to its per-
ceived oversized design, a departure from the prevailing norms. 
Patek Philippe, adept at addressing market nuances, respond-
ed by diversifying the Nautilus family, offering options for both 

men and women. Men, of course, had the iconic jumbo ref. 3700 
and the subsequent mid-sized ref. 3800 at their disposal, while 
women were presented with the smaller yet elegant ref. 4700, 
featuring a selection of jeweled options. Amidst this array, the 
ref. 3900 emerged as a rare enigma. Sporting a men’s refer-
ence number (initiating with the number 3) and equipped with a 
quartz movement, the ref. 3900 aimed at versatility, earning the 
affectionate moniker “boy-size.” Produced for a limited period 
from approximately 1984 to 1990, the reference showcased a 
diverse spectrum of dial and case variations, making it a coveted 
addition for collectors seeking to complete their ensemble with 
this elusive gem. Research suggests that nearly half of the ref. 
3900 production was crafted in stainless steel, rendering the 
white-gold specimen presented here a rarity in its own right. The 
allure of this specific piece is heightened by the presence of a 
white dial, considered one of the rarest variants, further enhanc-
ing its desirability. In essence, the present watch in nice con-
ditions, stands as an exceptionally appealing and sought-after 
timepiece, weaving a compelling chapter into the intriguing tale 
of Nautilus watches.

€ 25,000 – 50,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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GERALD GENTA / Elegant and 
Colorful, Retro Jumping-Hour, Wristwatch 
in Steel, With Box, Reference G.3624

Brand Gerald Genta
Model Retro
Reference G.3624
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2000's
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber GQ 7R
Case N° 79847
Movement N° 956402
Dimensions 28 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

After years of triumphant collaborations with various manufac-
turers as a designer, Gérald Genta naturally took the initiative 
to establish a company bearing his name in 1969, dedicated to 
crafting timepieces of unparalleled prestige for a select group of 
collectors. Genta’s creations stand out for their use of precious 
materials, irresistible design, and audacious complications. In 

the late 1990s he unveiled the first retrograde watch, seamlessly 
combining jumping hours and retrograde minutes. This intricate 
and demanding mechanism reflects the distinctive DNA of the 
company, perfectly marrying innovative designs with complica-
tions that demand exceptional craftsmanship. Over the years, 
Genta transformed the retrograde time display into one of his 
signature elements, featuring playful dials representing Disney 
characters alongside more traditional examples. The exquisite 
timepiece presented here is a splendid representative of the 
reference G.3624. Crafted in stainless steel and accompanied 
by a meticulously executed bracelet of the same material, the 
round case has been very nicely preserved, with the engraving 
on the case back still remarkably clear. The dial is adorned with 
a captivating and colorful waves guilloché engraved decoration. 
Positioned at 6 o’clock, the jumping hour adds a touch of charm, 
while between 8 and 4, the retrograde minutes sector in mother-
of-pearl is adorned with large Arabic numerals. This meticulous 
combination of design elements showcases the artistic prowess 
and technical innovation synonymous with Gérald Genta’s cre-
ations.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Well Preserved 
and Attractive, Oyster Perpetual Date, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With 
Blue Dial and Warranty, Reference 15 238

Brand Rolex
Model Date
Reference 15238
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1990
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3135
Case N° E102814
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

The 15 238 stands out not only for its undeniable beauty but also 
for its innovative features, making it a noteworthy addition to 
Rolex’s legacy. As an automatic watch encased in a waterproof 
case, its significance is further amplified by the implementation 
of the quick-set feature. This feature allows for easy adjustment 
of the date once the crown is in position 2, adding a layer of prac-

ticality to its timeless design. A crucial enhancement in this ref-
erence lies in the increased jewel count, now boasting 31 jewels 
compared to the previous 27. This improvement is attributed to 
the utilization of the new caliber 3135, showcasing Rolex’s com-
mitment to advancing their timepiece technology. Despite these 
advancements, the size of the case and lug width remains con-
sistent with the previous model, maintaining the classic propor-
tions that Rolex enthusiasts appreciate. The allure of the 15 238 
is heightened by its crisp yellow-gold case and distinctive reed-
ed bezel, two features that elevate its desirability. The watch’s 
exceptional condition is a testament to its careful preservation, 
with the original green Rolex sticker on the case back serving as 
a symbol of quality. The captivating blue dial, characterized by its 
electric color, features gold applied baton numerals, luminous 
accents, and hands, creating a harmonious and visually striking 
composition. Adding to its authenticity, this watch is accompa-
nied by its original warranty, confirming the serial number and 
further establishing its provenance. In essence, the Rolex 15 238 
seamlessly combines functionality, elegance, and meticulous 
craftsmanship, solidifying its status as a timeless and coveted 
timepiece.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN /
Striking and Very Rare, Minute Repeater 
Pocket Watch in Yellow Gold, With Box and 
Extract from the Archives, Reference 6575

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Pocket Watch Minute Repeater
Reference 6575
Case Material Yellow Gold
Year 1962
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 19
Case N° 382598
Movement N° 568459
Dimensions 54 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Extract from the Archives

The present lot showcases the remarkable evolution of horo-
logical design, offering a glimpse into the imaginative minds 
of watchmakers who pushed the boundaries of innovation. 
Vacheron Constantin, alongside esteemed firms like Patek 
Philippe, crafted timepieces that not only displayed technical 
prowess but also exuded extraordinary beauty and creativity. 

This particular minute-repeating pocket watch, staying true to 
the Vacheron Constantin tradition, is a testament to the brand’s 
exceptional craftsmanship. Its remarkable condition makes it a 
truly rare gem for collectors of pocket watches, providing further 
insight into the company’s rich heritage and horological savoir 
faire. First thing to strike is the large bassine case, measuring 
an impressive 54 mm. Owning a pocket watch with a minute 
repeater, a marvel of watchmaking science, was not mere-
ly a symbol of status but a demonstration of refined taste and 
appreciation for Vacheron Constantin’s artistic and technical 
mastery. The striking light dial is adorned an elegant “Inverted 
Explorer” dial, with applied gold 3, 9 and 12 in Arabic numerals 
and constant seconds at 6 o’clock, adding a touch of elegance to 
this timepiece. On the side of the band, the slide that activates 
the mesmerizing sound of the minute repeater awaits, capti-
vating enthusiasts and connoisseurs alike. To further enhance 
its allure, this watch is accompanied by a Vacheron box and an 
extract from the archives, confirming its production in 1962. 
This Vacheron Constantin Minute-Repeating Pocket Watch rep-
resents a rare privilege for collectors. Its combination of techni-
cal excellence, artistic beauty, and historical significance make it 
a truly exceptional addition to any horological collection.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Rare and 
Very Important, Day Date, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With Bark 
Finish Engraving and Qaboos Signature, 
Retailed by Asprey, Reference 1807

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 1807
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1974
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 3746228
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Warranty

Introduced in 1955 and released a mere year later, the Rolex 
Day-Date swiftly earned acclaim for its charm, yet paradoxically 
remained somewhat undervalued despite its sophisticated com-
plication indicating both the day of the week and the date. The 
presented timepiece, an impactful reference 1807, stands out as 

an extraordinarily rare Day-Date for several noteworthy reasons. 
Foremost, the 18k yellow-gold case is remarkably preserved, 
showcasing great conditions. However, the true distinction lies in 
the watch’s unique “bark finish” bezel and bracelet, an unusual 
feature denoted by the concluding digit of the reference num-
ber — the number 7 — specifically identifying the bark decoration. 
The scarcity of this motif, extending to the central band of the 
bracelet, renders this watch exceptionally charming. The dial is 
equally captivating, featuring a rare combination of yellow-gold 
indexes set against a striking electric blue background. Adding 
to its allure is the coveted red Qaboos signature at 6 o’clock, 
known for its association with special watches commissioned 
directly by the Sultan of Oman, His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin 
Said al Said. The case back is engraved Asprey as the Sultan’s 
early Rolex timepieces were only available at the London-based 
retailer. Timepieces bearing his signature are highly sought after, 
marking them as some of the world’s most desirable collectibles. 
This particular lot, accompanied by its original warranty and very 
precious box with Khanjar logo, serves as a testament to Rolex’s 
exceptional craftsmanship and the rarity that defines sought-af-
ter Day-Date models. With its unique features and historical sig-
nificance, this watch holds a special place among collectors and 
enthusiasts alike.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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CARTIER / Iconic and Very Attractive, 
Pasha, Perpetual Calendar Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With Box 
and Papers, Reference W30026

Brand Cartier
Model Pasha Perpetual Calendar
Reference W30026
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1991
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 889/1
Case N° 0505
Movement N° 2500224
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

In 1985, Gerald Genta undertook a transformative redesign of 
the Cartier Pasha, initially conceived for the Pasha of Marrakech. 
This redesign removed the protective grid from the dial while 
preserving the distinctive chain with a screw cap, shaping the 
model into the iconic form recognized today. As often seen with 
highly sought-after models, additional complications were intro-

duced, elevating an already captivating timepiece to new heights 
of allure for collectors and enthusiasts alike. The present Pasha 
perpetual calendar wristwatch, launched in the early 1990s and 
powered by an automatic movement, represents a captivating 
early example from this sought-after series. The 38 mm yel-
low-gold case encapsulates the distinct aesthetic introduced by 
Genta, featuring a wide bezel, a cabochon sapphire-set crown 
cap secured by a short length of chain, and the iconic Vendome 
lugs with sculptured ends. The dial, an emblem of Cartier’s 
design language, boasts a matte silver surface adorned with 
painted radial Roman numerals. Subsidiary dials for the day, 
week, and months, alongside a leap year indicator, provide a 
functional and elegant layout. The moon phases are elegantly 
displayed in a blue oval aperture at 12 o’clock. Crucially, this par-
ticular timepiece is powered by an automatic movement, distin-
guishing it from later quartz editions and contributing to its his-
torical significance from a collector’s standpoint. Gerald Genta’s 
designs, experiencing a resurgence, reflect the visionary ideas of 
the 1990s, a period when manufacturers explored particularly 
unusual and whimsical timepieces. The present lot, offered with 
the original box and papers, with its nostalgic charm, stands as a 
testament to Genta’s ingenious contributions to horology during 
that era.

€ 12,000 – 24,000
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ROLEX / In NOS Conditions and Very 
Attractive, Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Platinum, Black Lacquered Diamond-set 
Dial, With Warranty, Reference 118206

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 118206
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 2001
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° P347408
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

A timeless icon in the realm of watch collecting, the Rolex Day-
Date traces its roots back to its inception in 1956. Swiftly earning 
acclaim as one of the most revered models from the esteemed 
Geneva manufacture, the Day-Date manifested in an impressive 
array of models, showcasing the brand’s creative prowess and 
commitment to adapting to evolving tastes and the demands 
of discerning clientele. The Rolex Day-Date reference 118 206, 

presented here, is encased in platinum, the epitome of prestige 
and considered the zenith among non-sport models. The 36 mm 
diameter case, coupled with the smooth bezel, imparts an 
understated appearance, while the density of platinum ensures 
a strong presence on the wrist. The striking contrast between 
the classic design and the material’s weight enhances the 
watch’s allure. The captivating black lacquered dial provides a 
perfect counterpoint to the light-toned platinum case, while the 
applied baguette and brilliant cut diamonds add an extra layer 
of preciousness, elevating this timepiece to exceptional status. 
Distinguished by its solid platinum case, this watch has been 
impeccably preserved in New Old Stock conditions, retaining 
the green sticker with the reference on the back and showing no 
evident signs of wear. Accompanied by its original warranty, this 
platinum Day-Date embodies a multitude of highly sought-after 
qualities, including timeless dimensions and design, understat-
ed luxury, rarity, and reliability. This watch is sure to captivate 
collectors with its enduring appeal, offering a fusion of elegance, 
craftsmanship, and enduring allure that defines the essence of 
Rolex’s horological legacy.

€ 24,000 – 48,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Unique, Colorful and 
Absolutely Attractive, Datejust, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, Wimbledon Dial, 
Tourmaline and Diamond Bezel, With 
Box and Papers, Customized and Retailed 
by Asprey, Reference 126 300

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 126300
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2022
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3235
Case N° N°1/1, 512Q09F6
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Case and Movement
Accessories Box, Asprey Warranty, Invoice 

and Additional Links

Asprey has a rich legacy of retailing customized Rolex watches, 
dating back to the 1970s when the Omani government com-
missioned a series of bespoke “Omani” dial Rolex timepieces as 
gifts for British SAS soldiers involved in suppressing the Dhofar 

Rebellion from 1970 to 1976. Over the years, this British luxury 
jeweler, in collaboration with the Bamford Watch Department, 
has produced limited editions of customized Rolex Submariners, 
Milgausses, and Daytonas. Presenting a diverse range of Rolex 
models, including the Cellini, Oyster Perpetual Lady-Datejust, 
and the 18 kt. Everose version of the Oyster Perpetual Yacht-
Master with the patented Oysterflex strap. Among these, the 
Datejust is a noteworthy model customized by Asprey in its 
distinctive style, similar to the lot presented here. Derived from 
the coveted Datejust 126 300 in Steel, Asprey has undertaken a 
complete transformation of the watch’s layout. The steel bezel 
undergoes a stunning metamorphosis, adopting a captivating 
green hue courtesy of baguette tourmaline, complemented by 
baguette diamonds. Notably, Rolex introduced a special dial for 
the Datejust II in 2009, symbolizing the collaboration with the 
Wimbledon series. This Wimbledon dial features a slate grey 
face with Roman markings accentuated by a traditional green 
tint. The exclusive Wimbledon dial, bearing the Asprey signature, 
adds a distinctive touch. This unique timepiece, engraved on the 
case back as 1/1, and fully customized by Asprey on a special 
request of a VIP client, is a testament to its exclusivity. Presented 
with its custom purple Asprey box and papers, the watch encap-
sulates the pinnacle of craftsmanship and personalized luxury.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Well Preserved 
and Elegant Rectangular-shape Wristwatch 
in Pink Gold, With Fancy Lugs and Pink Dial

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Fancy Lugs
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9'90
Case N° 625277
Movement N° 834420
Dimensions 23 x 37mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The showcased “Art-Deco” timepiece stands as a pinnacle of ele-
gance crafted by the renowned Patek Philippe. The offered lot 
impeccably preserves the pink-gold case, featuring a convenient 
snap-on back and generously proportioned, gracefully curved 
overhanging lugs. The substantial glass, elevated to a strategic 
height, accentuates the lugs, creating a harmonious connection 
with the exquisite pink dial. Adorned with applied Roman and 
dot numerals, including a subsidiary seconds dial at 6 o’clock 

and delicate hands, the dial is a canvas of sophistication. This 
particular model houses the rectangular manual winding cali-
ber 9“'90, a reliable and aesthetically pleasing movement that 
Patek Philippe proudly employed in numerous shaped wrist-
watches. Notably, this masterpiece is one of the few rectangu-
lar movements crafted by Patek, measuring 13 × 25.6 mm. Its 
production spanned two batches: numbers 830 000 to 839 999 
between 1934 and 1950, and movement numbers 970 000 to 
977 889 between 1947 and 1967. This highly attractive work 
of art not only reflects Patek Philippe’s mastery but also holds 
a unique place in the brand’s history. As one of the supreme 
designers of modern-day timepieces, Patek Philippe’s enduring 
legacy is exemplified by this exceptional creation.

€ 5,000 – 10,000

128 129
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Rare and Very 
Well Preserved, Square Shape, Manual Winding 
Wristwatch in White Gold, With Silvered Dial

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Square Shape
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber K2001
Case N° 16400
Movement N° 77195
Dimensions 30 × 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Nicknamed “Cioccolatone” for its resemblance to a square of 
chocolate, the present Audemars Piguet mid-size example 
stands as a distinctive timepiece that encapsulates the spirit 
of the 1950s. The watch’s large, square shape and curved pro-
file perfectly capture the zeitgeist of the era, echoing the grand 
curves characteristic of contemporary American design during 
that period. This Audemars Piguet midsized “Cioccolatone” is a 
remarkable example of the brand’s artistically flamboyant design 

language from the mid-20th century: embracing clean lines and 
biomorphic shapes, Audemars Piguet created a unique aesthet-
ic with this organic, square-shaped wristwatch. The rounded 
stepped lugs, bezel, and slightly curved case contribute to the 
watch’s artistic allure. Manufactured in solid white gold, the 
present specimen has been exceptionally well-preserved, main-
taining its crisp original condition since it was first produced. 
The deep serial numbers on the back serve as a testament to 
its authenticity. The watch features a gorgeous configuration 
with the seconds positioned at six o’clock, enhancing its visual 
appeal. The elegant silvered dial has gracefully aged, adorned 
with white-gold baton indexes, creating a harmonious blend 
appreciated by both traditionalists and nonconformists alike. 
The avant-garde and industrial design of this timepiece exempli-
fy the beauty and artistic creativity for which Audemars Piguet is 
renowned. It stands as a testament to the brand’s commitment 
to pushing the boundaries of watch design, showcasing elegant 
simplicity and the purity of its form. This Audemars Piguet is a 
piece of wearable art that reflects the brand’s innovative spirit 
and enduring aesthetic appeal.

€ 10,000 – 20,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Rare 
and Absolutely Striking, Bracelet 
Automatic Wristwatch in White Gold, 
Grossular Garnet Dial, With Extract from 
the Archives, Reference 5279BC

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Bracelet Wristatch
Reference 5279BC
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1971
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2120
Case N° 64947
Movement N° 123262
Dimensions 31 X 36.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives and Service Invoice

The present Audemars Piguet ref 5279BC, a testament to the 
brand’s commitment to elegance, simplicity, and exceptional 
artistry, emerges as a true embodiment of purity. Encased in 
white gold, this slender and discreet timepiece, a simple yet 

sophisticated creation, distills the essence of Audemars Piguet’s 
commitment to the art of watchmaking. The choice of white gold 
lends an air of lightness and refinement, embodying the image of 
a perfect gentleman’s watch. The brand, known for its bold and 
audacious creations, strikes a harmonious balance by offering 
classical masterpieces, and this reference 5279BC stands as a 
prime example of this duality. Preserved in remarkable condi-
tion, the tonneau case of this watch is a study in elegance and 
precision. What sets this timepiece apart are its striking and rare 
features. The satin-engraved finish on both the case and bracelet 
speaks to the meticulous craftsmanship invested in every detail. 
A distinctive and unusual touch is the use of the grossular garnet 
stone, revealed in a breathtaking green flame pattern against a 
black backdrop nd confirm by the extract, an enigma that capti-
vates with every glance. Adorned with white-gold baton index-
es and hands, this Audemars Piguet masterpiece goes beyond 
the ordinary, leaving observers not only in silent admiration but 
also sparking a sense of curiosity and attraction. This 5279BC 
is a remarkable original piece, a fusion of simplicity, rarity, and 
undeniable charm.

€ 9,000 – 18,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN / Fine 
and Attractive Chronograph Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, With Two Tone Tropical Telemetric 
and Tachymetric Scales Dial, Reference 4072

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Chronograph
Reference 4072
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 492
Case N° 302500
Movement N° 466429
Dimensions 34.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Vacheron Constantin’s chronographs from the first half of the 
previous century stand out as some of the most alluring and 
meticulously crafted timepieces of their era. Within the Swiss 
brand’s notable achievements, the reference 4072 emerges as 
an iconic and highly coveted vintage model. A true masterpiece 

of horological design, it remained in production from 1938 until 
the late 1960s, with various dial options available. The rarity of 
the caliber V492, featured in the present lot, adds to its exclusivi-
ty, with only a limited number, estimated to be 214 in yellow gold 
and even fewer in pink gold, manufactured. Distinguishing this 
particular example are the square-shaped pushers, contributing 
to its individuality within the reference 4072 series. The overall 
condition and aesthetic appeal of this wristwatch are outstand-
ing. The three-body case, featuring an inclined bezel and con-
cave lugs, while the deep hallmarks attest to its authenticity. The 
two-tone dial has undergone a beautiful tropical transformation, 
displaying a rich patina. The black painting of the inner telemeter 
and outer tachymetric scale and seconds track remains vivid and 
untouched. The concentric engine-turned decoration on the two 
subsidiary dials for seconds and the 30-minute register adds a 
fascinating layer of detail. The applied dart and Roman numerals 
on the dial gracefully mirror the age, creating a seamless aes-
thetic. Completing the dial at 12 o’clock is the iconic Vacheron 
signature, adding a subtle touch of brand identity. Characterized 
by its understated and minimalist design, this chronograph 4072 
exudes a highly contemporary elegance, making it an enchanting 
wristwatch that transcends time with its timeless allure.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Elegant 
and Timeless, Open Face Pocket Watch 
Converted into Wristwatch, in White-
gold, With Breguet Numerals

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Converted Pocket Watch
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1930's Converted in the Late 1980's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 607158
Movement N° 816165
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The timeless elegance and inherent virtue of a pocket watch 
reach new heights when considering one crafted by the 
renowned Swiss brand Patek Philippe. The legacy of Patek 
Philippe is one steeped in a rich history of precision, craftsman-
ship, and unparalleled quality. Known for pushing the boundaries 
of horological innovation, Patek Philippe has established itself as 
a true icon in the world of luxury timepieces. In the 1980s, rec-
ognizing the enduring appeal of the pocket watch, a discerning 

owner made a remarkable decision to transform this horologi-
cal treasure into a wristwatch. Seeking the expertise of a trust-
ed jeweler, the owner opted to integrate two fixed lugs, seam-
lessly anchoring a wrist strap and allowing the pocket watch to 
transition effortlessly to wrist wear. The outcome is a stunning 
timepiece that retains its original charm and captivates with its 
simplicity, showcasing a perfect blend of heritage and modernity. 
The circular case, featuring a rounded bezel and a snap-on back, 
is meticulously crafted in white gold, maintaining its allure in 
remarkably appealing conditions. The brushed silver dial boasts 
the rarity of applied Breguet numerals, adding a touch of sophis-
tication. Positioned at 6 o’clock, a subsidiary second dial com-
plements the overall aesthetic, accompanied by the distinctive 
Breguet hands that further accentuate the watch’s classic appeal. 
This unique creation not only testifies to the enduring allure of 
Patek Philippe but also exemplifies the brand’s commitment to 
individuality and craftsmanship. As a result, this transformed 
pocket-to-wrist watch stands as a testament to the timeless leg-
acy and innovation that define Patek Philippe’s illustrious journey 
in the world of haute horlogerie.

€ 2,000 – 4,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Exceptionally Well Preserved and 
Oversized, Calatrava, Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, Guillochè Dial, With Box and 
Certificate of Origin, Reference 4624

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Calatrava
Reference 4624
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 453/3B
Case N° 323362
Movement N° 493656
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Certificate of Origin

Amidst the economic challenges of the 1940s and 1950s, 
Vacheron Constantin, one of the most venerable Swiss watch-
makers, embraced a shift towards crafting time-only watches. 
The economic landscape demanded a focus on affordability 
without compromising on the exquisite artistry that defined the 

brand. The result was watches like the present reference 4624, 
a captivating response to an era defined by financial constraints. 
The Vacheron Constantin Reference 4624, often regarded as 
the counterpart to Patek Philippe’s Reference 570, was born 
during this period of economic frugality. While complications 
took a back seat, the emphasis on design and elegance reached 
new heights. This oversized manual wind dress watch is a tes-
tament to that era, leaving an indelible mark with its sheer size 
and sophistication. Encased in a warm and lustrous pink gold 
case, this 4624 has concave lugs that exudes a timeless charm, 
a reminder of an age where craftsmanship was the true hall-
mark of luxury. The watch has stood the test of time, retaining 
its excellence and bearing crisp hallmarks. The true star of this 
horological symphony is the silvered dial. Adorned with meticu-
lous perlage for minutes and seconds, it is a canvas that reflects 
the refined taste of its era. A more intricate guilloché decoration 
serves as a backdrop for applied gold indexes, elevating the 
dial to a level of sophistication that transcends its utilitarian 
purpose. In an era where subtlety often defined elegance, the 
Reference 4624 breaks the mold with its oversized presence. 
The watch commands attention with its size, a bold statement of 
timeless style that refuses to be confined by conventions. Adding 
a touch of authenticity, this large vintage Vacheron Constantin 
comes with its certificate of origin and box.

€ 8,000 – 16,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Extremely Rare 
and Sought After, Nautilus “Jumbo”, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Very Rare Dorè 
Dial and Additional Black Dial, with Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 3700/1

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Nautilus
Reference 3700/1
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1978
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 28-255
Case N° 537342
Movement N° 1304730
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives and 

Additional Black Dial

The Patek Philippe Nautilus, among Patek’s masterpieces, has 
garnered a special place in the hearts of enthusiasts in recent 
years due to its unique design. Unveiled by Patek Philippe in 
1976, the Nautilus has evolved into a classic collector’s item. 
As one of the first luxury stainless steel sports models available, 
it gained recognition for its masculine appeal and sporty aes-
thetic. Designed by Gerald Genta, the creative mind behind the 

Audemars Piguet Royal Oak, the Nautilus draws inspiration from 
the portholes of ships. The initial model, the reference 3700/1, 
was in production until 1981 and featured a straight brace-
let. Its successor, the reference 3700/11, introduced in 1980 
with a tapered steel bracelet, continued production until 1990. 
The Nautilus represented a groundbreaking moment for Patek 
Philippe, introducing a new dimension to the luxury watch-
making world, a stainless steel sports model that provided a 
welcome alternative to smaller gentlemen’s dress timepieces 
fitted on leather straps. The showcased lot is an exceptionally 
charming representative of the 3700/1 model, entirely crafted in 
yellow gold. Preserved in remarkable condition, it exudes a solid 
and substantial presence on the wrist, combining elegance with 
a subtle allure. The rarity of this specimen, given the low produc-
tion numbers of yellow-gold Nautilus Jumbo models, enhances 
its appeal for passionate collectors. What makes this watch even 
more captivating is its versatility, presented with an addition-
al classical black dial with channeled decoration and applied 
numerals, it is equipped with an incredibly rare Dorè variant of 
the dial. The Dorè variant, produced in very limited quantities 
for the Nautilus 3700, adds an extra layer of uniqueness to this 
timepiece. The Patek Philippe Nautilus has earned its status as 
a classic and elegant sports watch, standing as one of the most 
significant and desirable sports watches to date. Versions in gold, 
particularly the yellow-gold Nautilus Jumbo, are highly sought 
after in today’s market, making this presented lot a truly appeal-
ing and rare find for passionate collectors.

€ 120,000 – 240,000
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ROLEX / In Exceptional Conditions 
and Sought-After, Submariner, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, Black 
Matte Dial, Reference 5513

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 5513
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1977
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1520
Case N° 5030178
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Among the most instantly recognizable timepieces in the rich 
tapestry of watchmaking history, the Rolex Submariner stands as 
an absolute icon. This legendary model traces its roots back over 
seven decades to the unveiling of the reference 6204 in 1953. 
The Submariner’s journey continued with pivotal references 
like the 6538 Big Crown, the 5512, and the 1680, the inaugu-
ral model featuring a date indication. In 1962, Rolex introduced 

the references 5513 and 5512, marking the next phase in the 
evolution of the Submariner line by incorporating innovative 
crown guards for enhanced strength and durability. The dials 
of these timepieces exhibit various configurations, ranging from 
gilt with golden or mixed gold/silver graphics to matte dials with 
white graphics introduced in 1967, and later, in the ’80s, glossy 
versions with white graphics. The presented 5513 from 1977 
stands out for its original condition, featuring a well-preserved 
black graduated bezel and an alluring matte black dial. The dial’s 
aesthetics beautifully harmonize with the light ocher tone of the 
luminous numerals and hands, creating a visually captivating 
ensemble. The tonneau-shaped stainless steel case showcas-
es crisp edges and bevels, attesting to its remarkable preser-
vation. Adding to its charm, the watch comes with its original 
Rolex Sticker still intact on the case back, confirming its nearly 
New Old Stock overall condition, a testament to the timepiece’s 
exceptional state of preservation.

€ 14,000 – 28,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Rare and Historic, Bubbleback, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel and Yellow 
Gold, Hooded Lugs, Two-Tone and Central 
24 Hours Indication Dial, With Gay Fréres 
Steel and Gold Bracelet, Reference 3065

Brand Rolex
Model Bubbleback
Reference 3065
Case Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Year 1945
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 9 3/4
Case N° 385900
Dimensions 32 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Exceptional example of horological heritage, this extraordinary 
Rolex Bubbleback Reference 3065 is a marvel with hooded lugs 
that ranks among the most coveted variants of this legendary 
series. Beyond its historical significance, what sets this time-
piece apart is its captivating combination of a stainless steel and 
yellow-gold case, a distinctive feature that instantly captures the 

eye. The hooded lugs of the 3065 contribute to its unique appeal, 
showcasing the evolution of Rolex design during this era. The 
stainless steel and yellow-gold case create a harmonious blend 
of materials, adding a touch of elegance to this already iconic 
model. A testament to the care it has received, this timepiece 
is characterized by a nice preservation. The case, as well as the 
grain de riz bracelet, exhibit charm and beauty which enhanc-
es the overall aesthetic and collectible value of the watch. The 
rare two-tone dial of this Bubbleback maintains its original state, 
adding a layer of authenticity to its allure. The outer part of the 
dial follows the classical layout with a harmonious mix of Arabic 
and baton indexes, exemplifying the timeless design principles 
that Rolex is renowned for. However, the inner part of the dial 
introduces a rare and seldom-seen feature, a 24-hour indication 
of the time. This unconventional configuration adds a layer of 
complexity and rarity, setting this watch apart from its contem-
poraries. This Bubbleback 3065 with hooded lugs is a journey 
into the past, a reflection of Rolex’s innovation and design prow-
ess. The combination of exceptional rarity, special dial configura-
tion, and nice condition makes this watch a prized possession for 
discerning collectors. As a beacon of horological history, it stands 
as a testament to the enduring allure of Rolex’s early creations.

€ 8,000 – 16,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Extremely Rare 
and Very Well Preserved, Calatrava in Yellow 
Gold, Fancy Lugs, Breguet Numbers Dial, With 
Extract from the Archives, Reference 1589

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava Fancy Lugs
Reference 1589
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1951
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 12-120
Case N° 302990
Movement N° 967746
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

From an artistic perspective, the ’40s till the’60s witnessed the 
emergence of Abstract Expressionism, a movement with notable 
figures like Mark Rothko and Jackson Pollock in America. This 
movement, characterized by its emotionally charged and self-ex-

pressive intensity, conveyed a sense of rebellion, anarchy, and 
distinct idiosyncrasy. Meanwhile, in Switzerland, Patek Philippe 
remained unswayed by this current, steadfastly upholding its 
principles of linearity and refinement. Exemplifying this com-
mitment is the Patek Philippe reference 1589, presented here. 
Introduced in 1944, it belongs to the first series featuring the 
calibre 12“'120 movement, akin to the watch at hand, and the 
second series equipped with the calibre 12”'400. The watch’s 
elegant case perfectly encapsulates Patek’s vision for a wrist-
watch suitable for formal occasions, characterized by subtlety, 
an inclined bezel, and concave lugs. The well-preserved yel-
low-gold case still bears visible hallmarks. The dial is a testa-
ment to Patek Philippe’s commitment to refinement, boasting a 
brushed silver surface adorned with applied yellow-gold Breguet 
numerals, outer dot minute indexes, and a subsidiary seconds 
dial. The yellow gold feuille hands add a finishing touch to the 
dial’s elegance. The watch presented for sale is believed to be 
one of only three examples of a yellow-gold reference 1589 with 
Breguet numerals known to have appeared in public to date. In 
an era dominated by Abstract Expressionism, Patek Philippe 
stood as a beacon of timeless sophistication and classical design.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE /Fresh to the 
Market, Very Important and Extremely Rare, 
Cushion-shaped Single Button Split Seconds 
Chronograph, Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Vertical Registers, With Patek Philippe Service, 
Extract from the Archives, Former Property of 
Sir Henry Segrave, Record-Setting British Racer

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Split-Seconds Single-Button Chronograph
Reference  7J
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1927
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 13
Case N° 606828
Movement N° 198142
Dimensions 34 x 43 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Service Box, Extract from the Archives, 

Double Service and Mr. Tortella and 
sons "deep-study" documentation

Literature Similar example of Patek Philippe’s 
Split-seconds Monopusher with the 
same Victorin Piguet movement that 
have been sold in recent years:
 › 1996, 20th April, Antiquorum’s “Important 
Watches, Wristwatches and clocks” Geneva 
Auction, lot 263 for CHF 707,500

 › 1999, 14th November, Antiquorum’s “The 
Art of Patek Philippe, Legendary Watches” 
Geneva Auction, lot 448 for CHF 2,973,500

 › 2006, 13th November, Christie’s “Important 
Pocket Watches and Wristwatches” Geneva 
Auction, as lot 266 for CHF 2,372,000

 › 2014, 10th June, Sotheby’s “Watches” New 
York Auction, as lot 175 for USD 2,965,000

Sir Henry O'Neal de Hane Segrave Amelia Earhart

Close up of Amelia Earhart's wristHarry Gordon Selfridge Jr.
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This exceptional timepiece stands as a testament to the power 
of watches to encapsulate stories, embodying history itself. It 
unveils a narrative steeped in resilience, fatality, and friendship, 
marking it as a potentially unique offering at auction, both in its 
configuration and its unparalleled story. Highlighting its signifi-
cance, two similar pieces are permanently displayed at the Patek 
Philippe Museum in Geneva, with a notable history of similar 
examples fetching high million-dollar figures at auction. Crafted 
in the late 1920s, this yellow-gold cushion-shaped chronograph 
by Patek Philippe is exceedingly rare, appealing to collectors for 
its unique design and the large, yet elegant cushion-shaped case, 
which was unusual for its time. The silvered dial, adorned with 
striking black enameled Breguet numerals, vertical counters, an 
outer tachymeter scale, and Art-Deco decorations, renders this 
watch not just a timepiece but a relic of its era. The watch’s prov-
enance is unmatched, elevating it to one of the most significant 
and historically important wristwatches ever crafted by Patek 
Philippe. The movement, manufactured by Victorin Piguet before 
the Great Depression in 1927 and sold during this period in 
1929, carries a fascinating history, underscored by the engraving 
“de Hane Segrave - from H.G.S.Jr 1929.” The recipient, Sir Henry 
O'Neal de Hane Segrave, an American-born English racer known 
for his world speed records, received this watch as a gift from 
Harry Gordon Selfridge Jr., son of the American retail magnate. 
This piece not only symbolizes their friendship but also journeys 
through a captivating history involving aviation and motor rac-

ing legends. The watch's narrative deepens with its connection 
to Amelia Earhart, the American aviation pioneer and the first 
woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. Earhart became 
an influential figure in aviation, setting numerous records and 
promoting commercial air travel, marking this incredible Patek 
Philippe as a piece worn by figures of monumental historical sig-
nificance. Its journey, from Segrave to Earhart, through moments 
of triumph and tragedy, imbues this watch with a soulful charac-
ter rarely found in timepieces. Offered for the first time at auc-
tion, this watch is not merely a part of Patek Philippe's illustrious 
history but a tangible piece of American and global heritage, with 
evidence that the watch was owned and worn extensively by all 
three characters, Selfridge, Segrave and Earhart. Additionally, 
photographic proof is found showing Segrave and Earhart wear-
ing and enjoying the watch during their time of ownership. It 
has been meticulously restored by Patek Philippe, with doc-
umentation from the Atelier, an Extract from the Archives, and 

"deep-study" documentation by Mr. Tortella and sons. This sale 
represents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to acquire a watch 
that transcends timekeeping, offering a direct link to the wrists 
and lives of iconic 20th-century figures.

€ 500,000 – 1,000,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Very Fascinating and 
Well Preeserved, Datejust Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel and Pink Gold, 
With Arabic Date, Reference 1601

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 1601
Case Material Stainless Steel and Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel and Pink Gold
Year 1968
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1565
Case N° 1809994
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Datejust, Rolex’s iconic timepiece, traces its origins back 
to 1945 when the Swiss luxury watchmaker introduced refer-
ence 4467 to commemorate its 40th anniversary. This model, 
featuring a coin-edge bezel and a date aperture, marked the 
inception of the Datejust series and introduced the distinc-
tive “Jubilee” bracelet. Fourteen years later, Rolex continued 
to evolve the Datejust, introducing the reference 1601, which 

became a symbol of prestige and a cherished piece among 
watch enthusiasts. The showcased timepiece, a rare example 
of the reference 1601, distinguishes itself further by embracing 
a two-tone composition, combining the durability of steel with 
the elegance of pink gold. Pink-gold Rolex vintage watches are 
a rarity, as Rolex ceased the use of pink gold around the 1970s. 
The scarcity of these watches on the market stems from this 
limited production period, making them highly sought after by 
collectors. The three-body case of this Datejust is exceptionally 
well-preserved, exhibiting no apparent signs of wear, with even 
the green sticker on the case back still intact. The Jubilee brace-
let, a hallmark of Datejust models, features inner links crafted in 
pink gold, mirroring the material used for the bezel and baton 
indexes. Notably, the calendar wheel is in Arabic, suggesting that 
this watch was likely intended for the Middle East market, a dis-
tinctive touch that adds to its uniqueness. The rare combination 
of materials, coupled with the special calendar configuration, 
makes this particular Datejust a highly coveted and sought-after 
timepiece for collectors and enthusiasts alike.

€ 5,000 – 10,000
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ROLEX / Very Attractive and Rare, Mid-
Size Datejust Automatic Wristwatch in 
White Gold, Silvered Sweep Center Seconds 
and White Gold Bracelet, Reference 6627

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 6627
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1962
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1160
Case N° 939003
Dimensions 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Finding a watch from the 1960s in impeccable condition is 
definitely a rare feat. The rarity increases even further when a 
timepiece boasts a distinctive extendible bracelet full in white 
gold, making it a truly exceptional find. Enter the Rolex Oyster 
Perpetual reference  6627, a mid-size gem with the coveted 
31 mm-wide Oyster case in 18k white gold. The waterproof case, 
a testament to Rolex’s commitment to durability, has withstood 

the test of time admirably, maintaining its integrity and appeal. 
The dial of this timepiece is adorned with a splendid silvered hue, 
complemented by baton applied indexes and an outer minute 
track. A practical and visually appealing jump date window with 
the Cyclop lens graces the 3 o’clock position. The hour, min-
ute, and seconds hands complete the dial’s well balanced and 
elegant structure. Notably, the Rolex Oyster Perpetual refer-
ence 6627 strikes a harmonious balance between sophistication 
and everyday wearability. Its captivating aesthetic makes it an 
ideal choice for those seeking a watch that seamlessly transi-
tions from formal occasions to daily use. In a market where 
vintage watches from this era are often elusive, this particular 
timepiece stands out not only for its timeless design but also for 
its excellent condition, making it a remarkable and sought-after 
acquisition for any collectors.

€ 5,000 – 10,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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CARTIER / Large and Attractive, 
Gondole Jumbo, Wristwatch in White 
Gold, With Stepped Case and White Dial

Brand Cartier
Model Gondole Jumbo
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 97B
Case N° 970510373
Dimensions 37 x 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1972, Cartier embarked on a significant venture by intro-
ducing the exclusive “Louis Cartier Collection,” a distinguished 
series comprising twelve opulent gold timepieces. A standout 
within this collection is the Gondole “Jumbo,” serving as a tes-
tament to the brand’s unwavering dedication to timeless design 
and precision craftsmanship. As a homage to elegance, this 
timepiece transcends fleeting fashion trends and stands as a 
true design marvel, reaching new heights of sophistication. This 
masterpiece, a proud member of the esteemed Cartier collec-

tion, showcases the brand’s commitment to timeless design and 
precision craftsmanship. The Gondole “Jumbo” is available in 
both yellow and white gold, featuring an expansive and distinc-
tive design influenced by art deco aesthetics. Its elegant dou-
ble-stepped case, reminiscent of TV-shaped designs from its era, 
adds a touch of vintage charm. Whether presented in a vertical or 
horizontal orientation, the off-white dials are adorned with clas-
sic Roman numerals, chemin de fer markings, and blued steel 
hands. Notably, a discreet “Paris” signature indicates exclusivity, 
denoting that these pieces were solely available at the brand’s 
flagship Paris Place, Vendôme store. The white-gold variant 
offered here encapsulates all these characteristics and proudly 
represents the horizontal family of the Cartier Gondole “Jumbo.” 
In the current era, marked by a surge in vintage Cartier timepiece 
popularity, this well-preserved example boasts remarkable wrist 
presence. As a “jumbo” model, it makes a bold and confident 
statement, achieving a perfect equilibrium between substance 
and style. The white-gold construction adds a modern touch to 
the classic Gondole design, reaffirming its status as a timeless 
accessory for individuals with discerning tastes.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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PIAGET / Absolutely Fine and Very 
Attractive, Beta 21, Rectangular Shaped Wrist 
Watch, in White Gold, With Pavè Diamond-set 
Dial, Case and Bracelet, Reference 14105

Brand Piaget
Model Beta21
Reference 14105
Case Material White Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material White Gold and Diamonds
Year 1975
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber XP4
Case N° 258350
Movement N° 731559
Dimensions 33 x 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature This specific watch has been sold at 

Phillips “The Geneva Watch Auction: 
EIGHT” Auction, 10-11 November 
2018 as lot 154 for CHF 27,500

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-

tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th cen-
tury, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin movements, 
setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s thinnest 
automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond technical 
prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision with artistic 
innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. In approximate-
ly 1970, Piaget introduced the reference 14 105, a timepiece 
that remained in production until around 1976. This release 
coincided with the launch of the Beta21 movement, unveiled at 
the Basel Fair in April 1970. To accommodate the sizable rectan-
gular shape of the movement, Piaget crafted a series of watches, 
including reference 14 105, 14 101, and 14 102, all featuring 
a substantial case size. The highlighted timepiece, part of this 
series, boasts a magnificent three-stepped case made of white 
gold and adorned with diamonds. The dial is a true work of art, 
enhanced with a snow-setting technique, where diamonds are 
meticulously placed side by side, creating a play on variations 
in diameter. Additionally, the quarters on the dial are marked by 
two sapphires each, adding an extra layer of sophistication to 
this already precious timepiece. The original owner of this piece, 
from the first version, had it fitted with a white gold and dia-
monds bracelet by Corum. This specific specimen is exception-
ally well-preserved, evident in the deep engravings on the back

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Rare and Very 
Well Preserved, Submariner, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With Black Dial, 
Retailed by Tiffany & Co, Reference 1680

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 1680
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1972
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1570
Case N° 2976184
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Rolex Submariner ref. 1680, introduced in 1966, marked a 
significant evolution in the iconic Submariner lineage by incor-
porating a Cyclops date function. Initially launched in stain-
less steel with the coveted red “Submariner” dial, Rolex later 
unveiled a luxurious version in 18K yellow gold, ushering in a 
new era of elegance and functionality. This yellow-gold variant 
not only retained the professional capabilities of the Submariner 
but also added a touch of opulence to the esteemed diver’s 

timepiece. Offered with two dial options, the present example 
stands out with its well-preserved matte black nipple dial and 
matching black bezel insert, creating a timeless and sophisticat-
ed aesthetic. The overall condition of this watch is exceptional, 
evidenced by the presence of the original sticker on the back, a 
rarity that enhances its desirability among collectors. What ele-
vates this Submariner 1680 to an even more exclusive status is 
the prestigious Tiffany & Co. signature on the dial, something 
extremely rare to find on a black dial. The collaboration between 
Rolex and Tiffany & Co. dates back to the 1950s, spanning about 
four decades. During this period, watches with the Tiffany & 
Co. signature became highly sought after, embodying a unique 
blend of craftsmanship and luxury. The inclusion of the Tiffany 
& Co. signature not only adds an extra layer of exclusivity but 
also serves as a testament to the historical significance of this 
timepiece. As a symbol of excellence, the Tiffany boutique has 
been a destination for discerning collectors seeking the finest 
and most attractive wristwatches. Today, this exceptional Rolex 
Submariner ref. 1680 with the coveted Tiffany & Co. signature 
awaits a fortunate connoisseur, offering a rare opportunity to 
enrich their collection with a true horological gem.

€ 50,000 – 100,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU

 95 TIFFANY & CO.
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Rare and 
Impressive, Calatrava, Automatic Wristwatch 
in White Gold, Diamond Bezel and Lacquered 
Diamond-set Dial and Bezel, Retailed 
by Tiffany, Reference 5297G, Full-set.

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 5297G
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2020
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 324
Case N° 6384081
Movement N° 7299204
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Booklets and Tag

In a design characterized by sleek, sharp lines and a round case, 
the Patek Philippe Calatrava stands as a timeless and iconic cre-
ation that has endured through generations. Drawing inspiration 
from the archetypal reference 96 of the 1930s (the inaugural 

Calatrava model) the case architecture remains a testament 
to enduring elegance. The present watch, reference  5297G, 
emerges as one of the most precious and rare offerings to grace 
the market. Crafted in luxurious white gold, this timepiece is 
adorned with 68 diamonds, totaling approximately 0.77 carats, 
meticulously selected for their internal flawlessness and graded 
between D to G in color. The certificate of origin accompanying 
the watch attests to the exceptional quality of these diamonds. 
The watch is not only remarkably preserved but also uniquely 
precious, with diamonds on the bezel mirrored on the glossy 
back dial featuring 8 brilliant-cut diamonds and 3 baguettes. 
Adding to its exclusivity, the dial bears the double signature 
of the historic American boutique, Tiffany & Co. Tiffany & Co. 
remains the only retailer worldwide whose name is allowed on 
a Patek Philippe dial, rendering any Tiffany-signed timepiece 
exceedingly sought after. Accompanied by its full set of acces-
sories, this watch is undeniably a collector’s piece, embodying 
the marriage of unparalleled craftsmanship and prestigious 
design—a true testament to the enduring legacy of the Patek 
Philippe Calatrava.

€ 30,000 – 60,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU

 96 TIFFANY & CO.
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ROLEX / Rare and Oversize, 
Precision Wristwatch in Steel, With 
Guillochè Dial, Reference 8029

Brand Rolex
Model Precision
Reference 8029
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1952
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 10.5
Case N° 897235
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In the 1940s and ’50s, this timepiece stood out as a substantial 
watch, challenging the prevailing trend of smaller timepieces. It 
would have been an anomaly amid the status quo of more dimin-
utive watches. These watches are presumed to be exceptionally 
rare, given their infrequent appearance on the market. The refer-
ence 8029, dating back to the early fifties, is a testament to this 
rarity. Its unusual size, particularly in steel, was uncommon for 
luxury brands in the post-WWII era, making it a truly rare find. 

This lot represents one of Rolex’s most remarkable steel over-
sized Calatrava timepieces, showcasing a 38 mm diameter, an 
uncommon feature for Rolex standards. The stylish and elegant 
concave lugs, though slightly less massive than the rest of the 
case, add to its unique allure. Over the past years, the slim steel 
case has been meticulously preserved by one of the most prom-
inent Rolex collectors, just worn few times and never restored, 
evident in the impeccable edges. The dial is undeniably rare and 
harmoniously complements the material of the case with its 
silvered guilloche color, which has gracefully aged, imparting a 
charming patina. Adorned with baton indexes, center seconds, 
and dauphine steel hands, the dial adds to the timepiece’s over-
all rarity and uniqueness. This lot is groundbreaking and uncon-
ventional, making it a must-have for every watch aficionado 
aspiring to build a collection of the highest caliber, characterized 
by rarity and, above all, quality.

€ 12,000 – 24,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Extremely Rare and Attractive, 
Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in Pink Gold, 
With Pink Diamond-set Dial, Reference 1803

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 1803
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 1973
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 3275759
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

A true icon in the realm of horology, the Rolex Day-Date refer-
ence 1803 stands as an enduring symbol of both exceptional 
craftsmanship and refined luxury. Unveiled in 1956, the Day-
Date, affectionately known as the “President,” earned its dis-
tinguished title due to its close association with world leaders, 
influencers, and visionaries who were drawn to its sophisticated 
design and advanced features. In the embodiment of precious 
pink gold, the Day-Date 1803 epitomizes the timeless elegance 

for which Rolex is renowned. The warm and rich tones of the 
pink-gold case exude a subtle opulence, harmonizing flawless-
ly with the iconic President bracelet, a design element integral 
to the Day-Date’s identity. Beyond its technical prowess, the 
Day-Date 1803 is a potent symbol of status and success, having 
achieved global acclaim as the first wristwatch to prominently 
display the day of the week in full upon its introduction. As a 
vintage collector’s dream, the Rolex Day-Date reference 1803 in 
pink gold encapsulates not only the brand’s illustrious history but 
also represents a lasting legacy of elegance. In its nearly 70-year 
journey, this watch has undergone various embellishments, yet 
the appeal of the tone-on-tone configuration remains limitless 
for passionate collectors. The offered timepiece, meticulous-
ly preserved since its manufacture in 1973, presents a unique 
and luxurious twist with its non-traditional pink dial. This exqui-
site dial showcases the lavish addition of applied brilliant and 
baguette diamond indexes, an exceptionally rare feature that 
adds a touch of opulence and uniqueness. A genuine gem in 
every sense, this Rolex Day-Date 1803 is the pinnacle for any 
connoisseur, embodying not just a watch, but a piece of history 
and elegance that transcends time.

€ 35,000 – 70,000
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ROLEX / Highly Rare and Attractive, 
Oysterquartz Day-Date, Wristwatch in White 
Gold, With Electric Blue Dial, Reference 
19019, Published in “Collecting Rolex 
Wristwatches” by Osvaldo Patrizzi

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date Oysterquartz
Reference 19019
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1978
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber 5055
Case N° 5576006
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature This Specific Watch is Published in "Collecting 

Rolex Wristwatches" by Osvaldo Patrizzi, 
at page 273 This specific watch has been 
sold in the famous “The Mondani Collection 
of Rolex Wristwatches” Auction of 14 
May 2006 as lot 127 for 14.160 CHF

While Rolex has long been synonymous with precision mechan-
ical movements, the 1970s and 1980s marked an era of 
innovation as the brand ventured into the realm of in-house 
quartz movements. The result was the creation of the Rolex 

OysterQuartz series, featuring the caliber 5055, a quartz move-
ment that rivaled the accuracy of its automatic counterparts. 
Among these remarkable timepieces is the present Rolex Day-
Date OysterQuartz reference 19 019. The OysterQuartz series 
showcased Rolex’s commitment to innovation, introducing 
quartz movements that maintained the precision for which Rolex 
is renowned. What sets this OysterQuartz apart is its audacious 
and eye-catching dial. Rolex produced a variety of distinct dials, 
ranging from those fitted with wooden-made dials, to others fur-
ther embellished with precious gemstones, or even a “Pyramide” 
motif and the present variant boasts an electric blue hue, elevat-
ing its aesthetic appeal. The applied baton indexes add a touch 
of refinement, while the German calendar further enhances the 
watch’s international allure. Encased in full 18k white gold, this 
Day-Date OysterQuartz is a rare gem. The choice of white-gold 
sets it apart, as the more common variation is found in yellow 
gold. The case and the integrated bracelet, both in very good 
condition, suggesting that this timepiece has been cherished 
and gently worn sparingly throughout its life. During its era, the 
OysterQuartz model struggled to find widespread apprecia-
tion, resulting in limited production quantities and the majority 
manufactured in yellow gold. Which means that the rarity of this 
white-gold variant adds an extra layer of exclusivity, making it a 
sought-after collector’s item. In the symphony of Rolex time-
pieces, the OysterQuartz Ref. 19 019 in white-gold stands as a 
unique note, an embodiment of innovation and distinctive design.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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ROLEX / In New Old Stock Conditions, 
Astonishing GMT Master II, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, Retailed by Tiffany, With 
Box, Warranty and Receipt, Reference 16710, 
Originally Purchased by John Goldberger

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 16710
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1992
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3185
Case N° N280977
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Booklet, Tag, 

Cloth and Tiffany Receipt

In the horological timeline spanning from 1989 to 2007, the 
Rolex GMT-Master  II ref. 16 710 emerged as a notable suc-
cessor to the previous ref. 16 700, boasting an upgraded cal. 
3185 and a remarkably slim case that earned favor among 
watch enthusiasts. This reference not only demonstrated a 
commitment to quality timekeeping but also introduced a GMT 
hand that could be individually adjusted, adding practicality to 
its repertoire. The 18-year production span of the ref. 16 710 
witnessed three distinct generations. The earliest generation, 

produced until 1997, featured Tritium, followed by an upgrade 
to Luminova until 1999, and finally, Superluminova took the 
spotlight from 2000 until the reference’s discontinuation in 
2007. The present Rolex GMT-Master II ref. 16 710, manufac-
tured in 1992, stands as a unique opportunity for collectors. 
Notably, it showcases an all-black bezel insert, contributing to 
its distinct character. What sets this particular timepiece apart 
is its impeccable preservation, as the stainless steel case and 
bracelet remain in new old-stock condition, a testament to the 
care bestowed upon it by the previous owner, the iconic figure 
in the watchmaking industry, Auro Montanari, known as John 
Goldberger. John Goldberger’s connection with this Rolex GMT-
Master II adds an extra layer of significance. During a 1992 trip 
to the USA, he personally acquired the watch from the Tiffany 
Boutique in Beverly Hills, as evidenced by the original receipt 
bearing the name “Auro Montanari.” The timepiece, complete 
with its green sticker on the back, retains the original warranty 
stamped by Tiffany, accompanied by a jeweler-signed box and 
all other original accessories. The black dial proudly bears the 
American retailer’s signature at 6 o’clock, maintaining impec-
cable conditions. This exceptional lot is not only a horological 
gem but also a comprehensive collection piece. Offered with an 
incredible array of accessories, in new conditions, and originat-
ing from an esteemed collection, this Rolex GMT-Master II ref. 
16 710 holds a place of prominence as one of the most appealing 
and collectible examples of its kind, an embodiment of crafts-
manship, history, and meticulous preservation.

€ 40,000 – 80,000

 100 TIFFANY & CO.
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ROLEX / Fresh to the Market, Never 
Appeared in Auction to Our Knowledge, 
Outstanding and Extremely Rare, 
Oversize Split-Seconds Chronograph 
Wristwatch in Steel, Property of John 
Goldberger, Published on the Cover of the 
Book “100 Superlative Rolex Watches”

Brand Rolex
Model Split-Seconds Chronograph
Reference 4113
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1942
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 55 VBR 17 2/3’’’
Case N° 051321
Dimensions 44 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Cheese Knife Caseback Opener

Literature This specific watch is published in John 
Goldberger Book “100 Superlative Rolex 
Watches” on the front cover and at page 62-63.

Similar example of reference 4113 that 
have been sold in recent years: 
 › 2000, 15th November, Christie’s “Important 

Pocket Watches and Wristwatches” Geneva 
Auction, as lot 355 for CHF 213,250

 › 2004, 24th April, Antiquorum’s 
“Exceptional Horological Sale Celebrating 
Antiquorum's 30th Aniversary” Geneva 
Auction, lot 704 for CHF 234,500

 › 2006, 14th May, Antiquorum’s “The 
Mondani Collection of Rolex Wristwatches 
/ Important Collectors Wristwatches, 
Pocket Watches & Clocks” Geneva 
Auction, lot 293 for CHF 738,500

 › 2011, 16th May, Christie’s “Important 
Watches” Geneva Auction, as 
lot 129 for CHF 1,035,000

 › 2013, 13th May, Christie’s “Important 
Watches” Geneva Auction, as 
lot 88 for CHF 1,107,750

 › 2016, 14th May, Phillips “START-STOP-
RESET: 88 Epic Stainless Steel Chronographs” 
Geneva Auction, as lot 56 for CHF 2,405,000

 › 2019, 9-10 November, Phillips “The 
Geneva Watch Auction: X”, as 
lot 139 for CHF 1,940,000
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The Rolex split-seconds chronograph Reference 4113 stands as 
one of the rarest and most sought-after treasures in the realm of 
Rolex watches, encapsulated by a single word: Unique. It is dis-
tinguished as the only split-seconds chronograph ever produced 
by Rolex, crafted uniquely in 1942, which adds to its exclusivity. 
With a case diameter of 44 mm, it not only represents the largest 
case Rolex has ever made to date but also remains one of the 
thinnest split-seconds chronographs ever produced, highlight-
ing its extraordinary nature. For these reasons, among others, 
it has achieved the status of one of the rarest icons in Rolex's 
collection. Produced in 1942, the Reference 4113 was made in 
a highly limited edition of only 12 examples, with serial numbers 
ranging from 051313 to 051324. This limited production run 
makes it one of the most exclusive and hardest-to-find Rolex 
pieces. The split-second or double-chasing chronograph mech-
anism is a notable complication that allows for the precise mea-
surement of different time intervals, facilitated by dual start/stop 
and reset buttons. Despite extensive research, the full history of 
this model remains partly shrouded in mystery. Initially intended 
for aviation pilots, it seems these watches eventually gravitated 
towards the Italian market and found a niche in the automotive 
world, a theory supported by the presence of both a telemetric 
scale, for military or aeronautical use, and a tachymeter, more 
commonly associated with racing. The intriguing details sur-
rounding the Rolex Reference 4113 contribute to its allure and 
mystique. Its 44 mm stainless steel case is significantly larger 
than many chronograph models of its time, exuding strength and 
timeless elegance. The finely crafted thin lugs, with their metic-
ulous attention to detail and distinctive side step, enhance its 
appeal. The dial features clear applied baton and Arabic indexes 
and large sub-dials for the chronograph functions, ensuring the 

watch's readability at a glance. At its core, the renowned Valjoux 
55 VBR movement, known for its reliability and precision, under-
scores the watch's exceptional quality and performance. Given 
its rarity and extremely limited availability on the market—with 
only 8 known specimens to the public today—the Rolex 4113 
has become a highly coveted collector's item. Surviving exam-
ples fetch significant prices at auction, reflecting its esteemed 
place among watch enthusiasts and cementing its status as 
an iconic and highly desirable piece in horological history. The 
example presented here, fresh to the market and never before 
seen at auction, comes directly from the esteemed collection of 
Auro Montanari, also known as John Goldberger. Known for his 
meticulous care of timepieces, Goldberger's ownership guar-
antees the highest attention to preserving this watch's integrity. 
Notable features include the deeply engraved and clearly visible 
serial numbers on the case back and the original stepped lugs, 
still sharply defined. The dial, with its oversized sub-counters, 
dual scale, and applied baton/Arabic numerals, remains striking, 
showcasing the enduring beauty and functionality of this excep-
tional timepiece. Accompanied by the now-iconic cheese knife 
case opener, a unique gift to Goldberger from a fan, this watch's 
mystery and exclusivity not only lie in its technical prowess but 
also in its unique history, making it a true gem for Rolex enthusi-
asts and elite collectors. Never featured in posters, mentioned in 
Rolex catalogs, or made available on the public market, it occu-
pies a special place in horological lore, known mostly through 
anecdotes, thus enhancing its mystique and solidifying its status 
as a testament to Rolex's enduring legacy.

€ 2,800,000 –  5,600,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Fine 
and Extremely Well Preserved, Calatrava, 
Automatic Wristwatch in White Gold, Iraq 
Coat of Arms Logo Dial, With Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 3445

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 3445
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1980
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 27-460
Case N° 332087
Movement N° 1233011
Dimensions 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

Produced in the three gold colors and in platinum, reference 3445 
is the first Patek Philippe automatic timepiece to feature the sim-
ple date complication and is an exemplar of understated simplicity 
yet at the same time is a highly sophisticated automatic timepiece. 
In common with all great design, it has transcended fashion to 

become one of the most enduring classics. Known by collectors 
as the “monodate”, reference 3445 was the first Patek Philippe 
calendar watch to be made in the series, it was in production for 
20 years between 1961 and 1981. The case design of the model 
evolved over time, with three series recognized. The first series 
was made until the late 1970s and features an acrylic crystal and 
a lower bezel, and was produced by Antoine Gerlach, one of the 
greatest Geneva casemakers. Gerlach was also responsible for the 
second series of cases, featuring a higher bezel due to the intro-
duction of the sapphire crystal. Finally, the last series was man-
ufactured in-house by Ateliers Réunis, Patek Philippe’s own case 
making firm, and features a spare glazed display back. Cased in 
white gold, the present watch is an impressively original and won-
derfully preserved example of reference 3445. Adding a further 
level of attraction is the signature on the dial of the coat of arms of 
state emblem of Iraq. The symbol is composed by a golden-black 
eagle looking towards the viewer’s left: it represents the Eagle of 
Saladin bearing a shield of the Iraqi flag and holding a scroll below 
with the Arabic words Jumhuriyat Al-’Iraq or Republic of Iraq. The 
one depicted on the present watch is different from the first one 
Iraq had until a few years ago for the presence of three green stars 
in the vertical white band on the eagle’s shield, opposed to the two 
stars of the UAR. Right under the Patek Philippe signature is also 
present the “takbir”.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very 
Elegant and Rare Configuration, Tonneau 
Shape Bracelet Wristwatch in White Gold, 
With Lapis Lazuli and Diamond-Set Dial

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Bracelet Watch
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 2003
Case N° B56160
Movement N° 210464
Dimensions 27 x 33
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Audemars Piguet, renowned for its Royal Oak collection and 
Perpetual Calendar function watches, has also crafted a splen-
did array of gem-set jewelry watches that captivate with their 
elegance, refinement, and innovative design. The showcased 
Audemars Piguet timepiece is a harmonious blend of these 
qualities, showcasing the brand’s commitment to skillful crafts-
manship. The integrated 18k white-gold bracelet, featuring a 

delicately light structure, is not only visually striking but also 
a testament to Audemars Piguet’s mastery in watch design. 
Despite the passage of time, the bracelet retains its pristine con-
dition, with the gold clasp proudly displaying deep and clear hall-
marks, a symbol of the brand’s commitment to excellence. The 
rectangular-rounded case boasts a distinctive bezel pattern, mir-
roring the intricate design of the bracelet, creating a unique and 
captivating effect. This harmonious synchronization between the 
bracelet and bezel adds a layer of sophistication to the watch, 
making it a true work of art. The dial, a mesmerizing focal point, 
is adorned with a field of diamonds on the inner part, creating 
a dazzling play of light. The outer portion, crafted from delicate 
lapis lazuli stone, introduces color, movement, and luminosity to 
the entire timepiece. The geometric pattern is interrupted only 
by the iconic AP logo at 12 o’clock, rendered in gold, a subtle yet 
impactful detail. Offered in remarkable condition, this Audemars 
Piguet jewelry watch from the 1980s stands as a testament to 
the brand’s legacy of creating captivating and glamorous time-
pieces that transcend the realms of horology and jewelry crafts-
manship.

€ 6,000 – 12,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very 
Attractive and Precious, Royal Oak, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Pink Gold, Grand Tapisserie 
Dial, With Box and Papers, Reference 15500OR

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 15500OR
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 2021
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4302
Case N° MU3631A
Movement N° AY6361
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Bookltes, Additional 

Links and Leather Strap

Since its groundbreaking debut in 1972, the Audemars Piguet 
Royal Oak has stood as a beacon of innovation, redefining 
the concept of luxury steel sports watches. Designed by the 
visionary Gerald Genta, it introduced an iconic octagonal bezel, 
inspired by a diver’s helmet, and set the stage for a new era in 

watchmaking. In 2019, the Royal Oak continued its evolutionary 
journey with the introduction of the Reference 15 500, succeed-
ing the Reference 15 400. This modern classic features a sleek 
41 mm case housing the new in-house caliber 4302. Notably, 
the updated movement extends the power reserve to an impres-
sive 70 hours, enhancing the practicality of this timepiece for 
everyday wear. The 15500OR presented here elevates the Royal 
Oak legacy with a case crafted in precious pink gold. The iconic 
octagonal-shaped bezel, fastened with 8 hex-shaped solid gold 
screws, exhibits a finely brushed finish on the front and a pol-
ished beveled edge, creating a harmonious balance between 
simplicity and sophistication. The signature “grande tapisserie” 
dial pattern in black adds an element of timeless elegance, fea-
turing applied 18 kt rose gold luminous index hour markers and 
matching baton-shaped hands with luminous fills. Positioned 
at 3 o’clock, the date aperture seamlessly integrates into the 
dial, while the outer extremity hosts a white-printed seconds 
track, adding a touch of sporty flair. The hexagon-shaped crown, 
meticulously crafted in 18 kt rose gold, bears the engraved AP 
logo on its brushed finish top, symbolizing the brand’s commit-
ment to detail. This 15500OR comes complete with its original 
green box, booklets, and card warranty, underscoring its status 
not just as a watch but as a timeless modern classic that effort-
lessly blends style and substance.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Rare, Striking 
and Catching, Annual Calendar Automatic 
Wristwatch, in White Gold, Black Dial, With 
Extract from the Archives, Reference 5035G

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Annual Calendar
Reference 5035G
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2000
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 315/198
Case N° 4100901
Movement N° 3132268
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

When Patek Philippe introduced the reference 5035 in 1996, 
marking the world’s inaugural Annual Calendar wristwatch, it 
curiously omitted a complication that had been a hallmark of its 
perpetual calendars for seventy years: the moon phase indica-
tor. However, this absence was admirably replaced by another 

intriguing feature. The upgraded movement performed some-
thing deceptively simple, automatically adjusting the calendar 
for months with 30 or 31 days, requiring the owner to man-
ually adjust the date only once a year at the end of February. 
This innovation garnered immediate attention and earned the 
prestigious title of “watch of the year” from the Swiss maga-
zine Montres Passion during a time when such accolades were 
scarce. The production included 2500 pieces for each metal 
variant: yellow, white, and pink gold, as well as platinum. While 
the dial remained highly legible and perfectly balanced, certain 
new features were introduced to distinguish the watch from a 
perpetual calendar. For instance, the date is not indicated by an 
auxiliary dial, as seen in many perpetual calendars, but rather by 
the number in an aperture at six o’clock, enhancing readability. 
Another unique feature is the presence of a center seconds hand, 
a rarity among perpetual calendars. The bold Roman numer-
als and hands are equipped with a luminous coating, a rarity 
in Patek timepieces. As a final touch, for the first time, an IV is 
used instead of a IIII at the four-o’clock position. Preserved in 
remarkable condition, the current white-gold example with con-
cave lugs and a screwed-down transparent case back exhibits 
pleasing proportions and deep hallmarks. The black dial adds a 
touch of beauty to the overall aesthetics.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Absolutely 
Fascinating and Elegant, Mini Cobra, 
Automatic Bracelet Wristwatch in White 
Gold, Electric-Blue Diamond-Set Dial, With 
Certificate of Origin, Reference 8690.180

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Mini Cobra
Reference 8690.180
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1979
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2062
Case N° B13342
Movement N° 176336
Dimensions 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin

Audemars Piguet stands as a paragon of versatility in watch-
making, effortlessly traversing the realms of ultra-classic dress 
watches to the bold luxury sports models epitomized by the 
Royal Oak. The presented timepiece, known as the “Cobra,” is 
the dressier sibling of the iconic Royal Oak, striking the perfect 

balance between elegance and sportiness. In recent times, 
the “Cobra” has gained popularity for its unique design, and 
the ladies’ version offered here is a rare gem that has seldom 
appeared in the market. Despite its minimalistic size, crafted 
in precious 18k white gold, it exudes a captivating charm with 
attention to every detail. Also referred to as the “Mini-Cobra,” 
this timepiece features a distinctive rope-twist pattern that 
adorns both the case and the integrated bracelet, setting it 
apart in terms of decoration. Unlike typical smaller patterns, the 
large mesh of this unique design elevates the watch’s flashy yet 
sophisticated look, allowing the blue dial to shine. Powered by 
an automatic movement, the watch seamlessly combines com-
fort with style. The deep blue background of the dial enhanc-
es the white printing and diamond indexes, creating a visually 
striking ensemble. The case, crafted by C. R. Spillman, and the 
bracelet, signed by the maker “GRG,” further add to the allure of 
this stunning timepiece. Beyond its captivating aesthetics, this 
Audemars Piguet “Cobra” Ladies Dress Watch encapsulates the 
heritage of case manufacturers, embodying a perfect fusion of 
elegance and sportiness. With great preservation and a unique 
design seldom seen in recent years, this watch is a testament 
to Audemars Piguet’s ability to create timepieces that stand the 
test of time and is further offered with the original warranty.

€ 6,000 – 12,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Rare and Very 
Attractive, Royal Oak, Automatic Wristwatch 
in White Gold, Diamond-Baguette Set Bezel 
and Indexes, Mother-of-Pearl Dial, With Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 14840BC

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 14840BC
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1994
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2225
Case N° N°40, D-16999
Movement N° 392784
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from The Archives

Bejeweled sports timepieces represent a new trend, a departure 
from traditional notions where gem-set watches were primari-
ly reserved for formal occasions. In the 1990s, a shift occurred, 
giving rise to a small production series that seamlessly blended 

the utilitarian spirit of sports watches with the ethereal luxury 
of bejeweled timepieces. Renowned for pioneering the luxu-
ry stainless steel sports watch market, the Audemars Piguet 
Royal Oak may not immediately evoke images of opulent gem-
set timepieces. Yet, within its repertoire, exist such extravagant 
variants, including the mesmerizing ref. 14 840. A rare mid-sized 
variant measuring 36 mm in diameter, the ref. 14 840 boasts an 
array of gem-set variations within its reference, each showcas-
ing unique combinations of dials, gems, and settings. Realized 
in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the ref. 14 840 stands out as 
a truly striking creation. The cool allure of the white-gold case 
and bracelet of the present watch sets the stage for a dazzling 
display of luxury, with 24 baguette-cut diamonds adorning the 
bezel, complemented by brilliant and baguette indexes on the 
dial. Amidst this radiant spectacle, the light mother-of-pearl 
dial with shades of pink captivates with its elegance and charm. 
A marvel of rarity and execution, the Audemars Piguet Royal 
Oak Ref. 14 840 is a mesmerizing creation that appeals to the 
most discerning connoisseurs and novice collectors alike, for its 
unparalleled beauty and exquisite craftsmanship.

€ 40,000 – 80,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / In Outstanding Conditions 
and Very Attractive, Submariner, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Blue Dial, With Warranty, Reference 
16 618, to Felicitate the Highest Selling 
Birra Peroni’s Distributor of the Year

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 16618
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1998
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3135
Case N° U571931
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

Originally crafted solely in stainless steel, the Submariner under-
went a transformation in response to evolving tastes, introducing 
models in alternative materials like yellow gold, exemplified by 
the reference 16 618 showcased here. Produced between 1988 
and 2008, this opulent version marked a luxurious chapter in the 

legacy of the world’s most sought-after divers’ watch. The 18K 
yellow-gold case and bracelet elevate the tool watch’s durabili-
ty, blending stylish proportions with opulence. Contrasting with 
the electric blue dial and bezel, the yellow-gold case enhances 
the overall aesthetic impact. Featuring the newly introduced cal-
ibre 3135, akin to its stainless-steel counterpart, the ref. 16 618 
represents the final generation of gold Submariner models, 
retaining the thinner traditional case and nostalgic aluminum 
bezel insert. The case back bears a unique inscription: “Birra 
Peroni—Per un Gran 1998” at the edges, accompanied by the 
name of the distributor in the center. This timepiece was given 
to Felicitate the Highest Selling Birra Peroni’s Distributor of the 
Year 1998 by the company, commemorating outstanding sales 
achievement as the company’s best-seller in Italy that year. The 
Peroni company, established in 1846 in Vigevano, Italy, expand-
ed its success with a second brewery in Rome. Moving to Rome 
in 1864, the company thrived, becoming a prominent brew-
ing entity in unified Italy. By the 1990s, it achieved worldwide 
distribution. SABMiller acquired the company in 2003, and in 
February 2016, the Japanese brewing giant Asahi finalized its 
purchase, further cementing Peroni’s international presence. 
This well-preserved ref. 16 618 is accompanied by its original 
warranty, making it a compelling addition to any collection, a tes-
tament to Rolex’s pursuit of luxury.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / Iconic and Attractive GMT 
Master II Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
With Black Dial, Full-Set, Reference 16 710

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 16710
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1992
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3185
Case N° N335393
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Additional Link

The Rolex GMT Master, initially introduced with the refer-
ence 6542 in 1954, has evolved into the contemporary GMT 
Master II, a testament to its enduring popularity and Rolex’s 
commitment to horological excellence. The GMT-Master  II 
boasts a movement with an independently adjustable hour hand, 
a practical feature allowing seamless adjustments in one-hour 
increments without affecting the precision of the second hand, 

minute hand, or 24-hour hand. This specific timepiece exem-
plifies the pinnacle of GMT-Master II craftsmanship, retaining 
its pristine condition and showcasing the timeless allure of the 
collection. The stainless steel case, coupled with the iconic 
bracelet, not only ensures durability but also contributes to an 
enduring and harmonious design. The black dial is adorned with 
luminescent markers, Mercedes-style hands, and the distinctive 
red arrowhead 24-hour indicator, infusing an element of sophis-
tication. Adding both functionality and visual appeal, the bidirec-
tional revolving bezel is calibrated for 24 hours and features the 
iconic two-tone black and red configuration known as the “Coke” 
bezel. This design element has become synonymous with the 
GMT-Master II and enhances the overall aesthetic of the watch. 
To further attest to its exceptional craftsmanship, the watch is 
accompanied by its original Rolex box and warranty, provid-
ing reassurance of its authenticity and elevating its desirability 
among collectors. In conclusion, this GMT Master II stands not 
only as a precision timekeeping instrument but also as a symbol 
of Rolex’s unwavering dedication to innovation, precision, and 
timeless style across several decades of horological mastery.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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ROLEX / Very Well Preserved and 
Attractive, Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Platinum, Lapis Lazuli Dial and Diamond-set 
Bezel, With Box and Papers, Reference 18346

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18346
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 1996
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° W459851
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers, Tags and Cloth

The Rolex Day-Date stands as a timeless icon in the world of 
luxury timepieces, epitomizing elegance and horological inno-
vation since its debut in 1956. It goes beyond mere functional-
ity to symbolize status, success, and refined taste. The present 

18 346, belonging to the double-quick-set family of Day Dates, is 
an exquisite platinum timepiece that sets new standards in lux-
ury watchmaking. Distinguished by its classic design, it achieves 
new levels of elegance with the addition of a diamond bezel and 
a lapis lazuli dial. The brilliance of the diamonds encircling the 
watch elevates the Day-Date 18 346 to unparalleled glamour, 
creating a captivating contrast against the lapis lazuli dial. This 
semi-precious stone, chosen for its deep blue hue and charac-
teristic golden flecks, imparts a sense of regality and mystique 
to the timepiece. Each dial is a unique work of art, showcasing 
the natural beauty of the stone. The 6 and 9 indexes with Roman 
numerals are adorned with brilliant-cut diamonds, echoing 
those present on the bezel. The harmonious interplay between 
the sparkle of diamonds and the deep, celestial blue of the lapis 
lazuli dial results in a watch that is not only a precision timekeep-
ing instrument but also a symbol of status and refinement. The 
attention to detail extends to the platinum President bracelet, 
ensuring a perfect union of form and function. Offered with its 
box, warranty, and tags, the Day-Date 18 346 with a diamond-set 
bezel and lapis lazuli dial stands as a beacon of luxury, capturing 
the essence of timeless sophistication.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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ROLEX / Oversize and Elegant, 
Chronometre, Wristwatch in Pink Gold, 
With Fancy Lugs, Reference 4119

Brand Rolex
Model Chronometre
Reference 4119
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1944
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 10 1/2
Case N° 346794
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Rolex, renowned for its high-quality and utilitarian sports watch-
es, has a documented history of inventive designs, especial-
ly in its early years. While the brand has leaned towards more 
essential and practical case designs over time, examples like 
the Rolex Chronometre Reference 4119 stand as a testament 
to Rolex’s capacity for ingenuity and aesthetic taste. Crafted in 
the brand’s early history, this beautiful timepiece captures the 
essence of Rolex’s inventive spirit with a distinctive flair. Its style 

is both essential and refined, focusing on an elegant aesthetic 
and delicate shape that sets it apart. Unusually large for its era, 
the pink-gold case is adorned with tiny geometric lugs, adding 
a touch of sophistication to the entire watch. The non-Oyster, 
snap-back case, well-preserved, showcases deep and clear 
engravings on the back, featuring the iconic Rolex crown and 
serial numbers. The dial, with applied baton and Roman numer-
als, an outer dot-minute track, and pink Dauphine hands, exudes 
a timeless charm. The subsidiary seconds at 6 o’clock, adorned 
with a charming patina, adds character to this vintage beauty. 
This Rolex Chronometre Reference 4119 boasts a design from 
the 1940s that remains absolutely elegant even by today’s stan-
dards. Beyond being a timepiece, it’s a timeless expression of 
Rolex’s commitment to both innovation and refined aesthetics, 
making it a coveted piece for collectors who appreciate the 
enduring allure of vintage elegance.

€ 5,000 – 10,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PIAGET / Refined and Attractive, Mystery 
Bracelet Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Onyx 
and Pavè Diamond Dial, Reference 9025 B2

Brand Piaget
Model Mystery
Reference 9025 B2
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1980's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P2
Case N° 316323
Movement N° 7807870
Dimensions 30 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-
tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th cen-
tury, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin movements, 
setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s thinnest 
automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond technical 
prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision with artistic 

innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. The company’s 
mastery extended to manufacturing elegant and sophisticated 
jewelry watches for both men and women. The present Piaget 
watch is a captivating fusion of elegance, refinement, and innova-
tion, a testament to the brand’s remarkable skill. Crafted entirely 
in 18k yellow gold, this sparkling wristwatch is impeccably pre-
served. The 30 mm perfectly circular case, adorned with deep 
hallmarks, bears witness to its untouched nature, likely never 
having undergone polishing. The dial is a masterpiece, featuring 
an onyx chapter ring in perfect condition, complemented by a 
circular pavé setting of cut diamonds that adds a unique sparkle. 
The dauphine handset for the minute ensures extreme legibili-
ty and the diamond used for the hour hand is beautiful, it turns 
with all the inside circular onyx disc, making this watch a true 
piece of the “Mistery” collection. Piaget watches are renowned 
for their beauty and fine finishing, characterized by slender cases 
and sophisticated designs such as this 9025 B2. The rare pavè 
diamond-set dial surrounded by onyx stone reflects Piaget’s dis-
tinctive approach of incorporating various stones into their dials. 
This watch is powered by a hand-wound Cal.9P2 movement, 
introduced as the successor to the ultra-thin Cal.9P in the “80s. 
The result is a timeless piece that seamlessly blends Piaget’s 
legacy of craftsmanship with contemporary design and technical 
prowess.

€ 4,000 – 8,000 – NO RESERVE
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THE ROLEX CONNOISSEURS’ COLLECTION

ROLEX / Very Rare and Incredibly 
Preserved, Milgauss, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, Gorgeous Black 
Honeycomb Dial, Reference 6541

Brand Rolex
Model Milgauss
Reference 6541
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1958
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1066
Case N° 412194
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature A similar watch was sold at Phillips “The 

Geneva Watch Auction: XVII” Auction, 13-14 
May 2023 as lot 25 for CHF 2,238,000

The Rolex Milgauss stands as a timepiece with a captivating nar-
rative, often lauded as one of the most avant-garde creations 
from the esteemed brand adorned with the crown. Its intriguing 
history centers on its purpose: it was designed to excel in envi-
ronments with high electromagnetic fields, specifically in labo-

ratories and electro-engineering settings. The key to its impec-
cable functionality lies in a "bell" crafted from soft iron, acting 
as a "Faraday cage" to shield the watch from external electro-
magnetic influences. The name "Milgauss" itself is a blend of 

"Mil," meaning thousands, and "Gauss," the unit for measuring 
magnetism. The inaugural model, released in 1954, was the 
reference 6543. However, it was the iconic reference 6541, like 
the present lot, that marked the first use of the distinctive "bell," 
making it a cult piece among collectors. Characterized by the 
thunderbolt hand for seconds and the honeycomb dial, the 6541 
exemplifies Rolex's foresight and innovation. Distinguished by 
its bidirectional revolving graduated bezel featuring a red-col-
ored triangle instead of the other one available with a smooth 
surface, the present 6541 showcases meticulous preservation. 
The three-body stainless steel case retains its distinctive fea-
tures, including the inclined bezel, screwed-down case back and 
crown, and the innovative anti-magnetic soft iron protecting cap. 
The dial is a visual delight, boasting a black surface adorned with 
the unmistakable honeycomb pattern. The rare and early config-
uration with luminous round and applied steel faceted triangular 
indexes, along with steel dauphine hands, enhance its aesthetic 
appeal. A testament to Rolex's forward-thinking approach, the 
Milgauss has evolved into a must-have for every sports watch 
collection, embodying a perfect blend of functionality and style.

€ 250,000 – 500,000
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ROLEX / Fine and Attractive, GMT 
Master II, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel 
and Yellow Gold, Brown Dial, Reference 
16713, With Box and Papers

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 16713
Case Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Year 1989
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3185
Case N° L280994
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklets

The Rolex GMT-Master  II ref. 16 713, commonly known as 
the “Root Beer,” is indeed a notable and distinctive timepiece 
within the Rolex lineup. Introduced in the late 1980s and pro-
duced until 2007, the Root Beer GMT-Master II has become a 
sought-after collector’s item for its unique design and historical 
significance. The allure of the “Root Beer” lies in its stainless 

steel and yellow-gold case, a harmonious blend that commands 
attention. The sun-burst brown dial, reminiscent of a delecta-
ble treat, complements the caramel and chocolate tones of the 
bezel. The bezel showcases a captivating interplay of golden 
brilliance and earthy warmth, creating a visual symphony on 
the wrist. Maintaining its allure, the 16 713 here offered is in 
excellent condition, with meticulous attention to detail evident 
in the massive lugs and crisp edges. The robust proportions and 
wide, visible bevels contribute to its overall elegance. One of the 
notable features of this particular “Root Beer” is the unblem-
ished dial, a rare find considering the tendency of ref. 16 753 
dials to flake over time. The two-tone composition of case and 
bracelet, with gold for a touch of opulent sparkle and steel for 
durability, makes it the ultimate sporty-chic accessory, a perfect 
companion for those who appreciate both style and substance. 
For discerning enthusiasts of fine Rolex collectibles, this present 
lot embodies rarity, craftsmanship, and a timeless aesthetic that 
transcends eras.

€ 6,000 – 12,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Well Prerserved and Iconic, Cioccolatone, 
Wristwatch in Pink Gold, With Silvered 
Sweeps Centre Seconds Dial, Reference 4737

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Cioccolatone
Reference 4737
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber P454/5B
Case N° 333180
Movement N° 509696
Dimensions 35 x 43 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Affectionately nicknamed “Cioccolatone” for its striking resem-
blance to a square of chocolate, the Vacheron Constantin 
Reference  4737 embodies the artistic flamboyance of the 
mid-20th century. This iconic timepiece, unveiled in the 1950s, 
seamlessly encapsulates the spirit of the era, mirroring the 
grand curves of contemporary American design that defined 
the period. The design language of Vacheron Constantin during 

this epoch was nothing short of an artistic flamboyance. The 
Reference 4737, with its clean lines, biomorphic shapes, and 
distinctive square profile, stands as a testament to the brand’s 
commitment to pushing the boundaries of conventional design. 
Rounded stepped lugs, a subtly curved case, and bezel contrib-
ute to the watch’s avant-garde charm, exemplifying the artistic 
creativity that Vacheron Constantin is renowned for. The manual 
4737 in pink gold here offered remains a well-preserved exem-
plar. Vacheron Constantin’s production of the 4737 included vari-
ations with both automatic and manual movements, featuring 
subsidiary seconds, center seconds, date apertures, and even 
rare triple calendar examples with a moon phase. This partic-
ular configuration, boasting center seconds and avoiding a date 
display, caters to the tastes of traditionalists and nonconform-
ists alike with the Maltese Cross unusually located at 6 o’clock 
instead of the classic position at 12. Its elegant simplicity and 
the purity of design elevate it as a symbol of mid-20th century 
sophistication. The watch is not just a timepiece, it is a window 
into a bygone era, capturing the avant-garde, industrial design 
that echoed the artistic zeitgeist of the time. As anyone explores 
this exquisite timepiece is not merely acquiring a watch but a 
piece of history, a tangible embodiment of Vacheron Constantin’s 
dedication to aesthetic innovation while upholding the highest 
standards of precision and craftsmanship.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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PIAGET / Very Rare and Attractive, 
Bracelet Wristwatch in White Gold, With 
Diamond and Onyx Set Dial, Bracelet 
and Diamond Bezel, Reference 12336

Brand Piaget
Model Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 12336.C.125
Case Material White Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material White Gold, Diamonds and Onyx
Year 1980's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 12P1
Case N° 345577
Movement N° 7911516
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-
tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th cen-
tury, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin movements, 
setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s thinnest 
automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond technical 
prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision with artistic 
innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. Its iconic time-

pieces like the Altiplano, Possession, and Polo reflect the brand’s 
commitment to pushing boundaries. Piaget, the esteemed Swiss 
luxury watchmaker and jeweler, has a storied history of crafting 
exquisite ladies bracelet watches that seamlessly blend preci-
sion timekeeping with elegant design. The brand’s venture into 
women’s watches, initiated in the mid-20th century, rapidly gar-
nered acclaim for its innovative approach to both watchmaking 
and jewelry. This exceptional creation presented here is not only 
a perfect fit for the wrist of any discerning lady but also appeals 
to the taste of a worldly man. The round case, expertly crafted in 
solid white gold, showcases remarkable preservation with deep 
engravings on the back. The primary material is white gold, har-
moniously adorned with brilliant-cut diamonds of varying dimen-
sions that grace the links, dial, and bezel. Adding a captivating 
chromatic alternation to the ensemble, the watch features black 
onyx stones used for both the bracelet and dial. The “channeled” 
motif repeats on both elements, creating a mesmerizing stripes 
effect that captures attention and admiration. The watch, with 
its absolute elegance, embodies the quintessential Piaget style 
that has earned the brand recognition and admiration among 
enthusiasts worldwide. A fusion of technical precision, creativity, 
and luxurious design, this Piaget ladies’ bracelet watch stands as 
a testament to the brand’s enduring commitment to excellence.

€ 20,000 – 40,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Precious and Sought After, 
GMT Master II, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Steel, Engraved Khanjar Logo on the 
Case Back, With Black and Red Bezel, 
Reference 16710, Box and Papers

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 16710
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2003
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3185
Case N° Y231280
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers and Tag

Launched in 1989 and in production until 2007, the GMT-
Master  II 16 710 is a testament to Rolex’s commitment to 
engineering precision and aesthetics design. Introduced as a 
replacement of the 16 760, the defining feature of this model is 
the black and red bidirectional aluminum bezel, reminiscent of 

the iconic Coca-Cola can and earning it the affectionate moniker 
“Coke.” This unique design is not just a visual statement but also 
serves a practical purpose with its precision GMT movement, 
allowing wearers to track two time zones simultaneously. Crafted 
with a robust stainless steel case and the enduring Oyster brace-
let, the Rolex GMT-Master II 16 710 “Coke” is a symbol of dura-
bility and functionality. The present example in stainless steel 
has been preserved in truly remarkable and great conditions of 
both case and dial. The back shows the engraved official royal 
crest of Oman: also known as Khanjar, this logo has nowadays 
become more appreciated and sought after by collectors due 
to the limited productions of these special specimens, given as 
gifts to dignitaries at events, government seminars. The GMT-
Master II 16 710 “Coke” offers a unique blend of elegance and 
practicality, making it a noteworthy addition to any horological 
enthusiast’s collection and is even more so when offered with its 
full set and its special personalization.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Well Preserved and 
Collectible, Daytona, Automatic Chronograph 
Wristwatch, in White Gold, Yellow Mother-of-
Pearl Dial, With Full Set, Reference 116519

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 116519
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2003
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4130
Case N° Y489311
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklet

The Rolex Cosmograph Daytona, introduced in 1963, emerged 
as a symbol of precision for racing drivers and has now become 
one of the absolute icon of horology. In a short-lived yet impact-
ful chapter beginning in 2002, Rolex introduced the “Daytona 
Beach,” a playful and unconventional variation of this legendary 
timepiece. Crafted in four vibrant colors: green, blue, pink, and 

yellow, with dials made of green chalcedony, turquoise and 
pink or yellow mother-of-pearl, the “Daytona Beach” models 
came complete with lizard straps in matching hues. Initially 
met with a mix of surprise and amazement for their bold appeal, 
these models have, in recent years, gained recognition for their 
undisputed beauty, establishing them as not only collectible 
but also highly wearable. In 2003, Rolex produced the present 
yellow mother-of-pearl variant, showcasing the brand’s ability 
to infuse eccentricity while staying true to its origins. This spe-
cific specimen, featuring a well-preserved white-gold case and 
a “Y” serial, serves as a representative of the “Daytona Beach” 
family. Offered with its original guarantee and yellow presenta-
tion box, the watch is exceptionally well-preserved, evident in 
the green Rolex sticker on the back. Beyond its playful exterior, 
the Cosmograph Daytona “Beach” is a mirror of 21st-century 
design, embodying simplicity, timelessness, and unparalleled 
fascination for horology enthusiasts. Recognized as one of the 
most collectible modern versions of the Daytona, this legendary 
chronograph continues to captivate, showcasing Rolex’s ability 
to transcend conventions and redefine the boundaries of watch-
making.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Extremely 
Well Preserved, Concept Split Seconds 
Chronograph GMT Royal Oak Wristwatch 
in Titanium, Openworked Dial, With 
Box and Papers, Reference 26650TI

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Concept Split-Seconds 

Chronograph GMT
Reference 26650TI
Case Material Titanium
Bracelet Material Rubber Strap
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4407
Case N° GH0560C
Movement N° DE1365
Dimensions 43 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Warranty

The introduction of a fresh Royal Oak Concept always marks a 
significant occasion. Since 2002, this collection has served as 
a testing ground for Audemars Piguet, amalgamating inventive 
technical advancements with cutting-edge design. Merging 
futuristic aesthetics, ergonomics, high technicality, and perfor-
mance, the Royal Oak Concept collection ventures into new tech-
nical territories with this latest titanium model. The Audemars 
Piguet Reference 26650TI is one of the most refined and dis-
tinctive creations of this renowned Swiss maison. It features a 

43 mm case and bezel crafted from titanium, complemented by 
anti-reflective sapphire crystal glass and case back, alongside 
push buttons and a screw-down crown made of black ceram-
ic, designed for water resistance up to 50 meters. Its open-
worked dial boasts a black flange, applied indexes, and Royal 
Oak hands in white gold, all treated with a luminescent coating 
for enhanced visibility. Adorned with a black rubber strap, the 
watch ensures comfort and security on the wrist with an AP tita-
nium deployant clasp and features a system for easy strap inter-
changeability. The movement at the heart of this masterpiece is 
an example of watchmaking excellence: it is the Caliber 4407, 
showcasing functionalities such as a split second chronograph, 
GMT function, function selector, hours, and minutes, all powered 
by an automatic movement. The Split Second complication was 
exceptionally scarce in Audemars Piguet’s wristwatch selections, 
with just one documented instance prior to 1996. This particular 
watch was sold in 1949 and currently resides in a prestigious pri-
vate collection. Moreover this caliber guarantees an impressive 
power reserve of 70 hours, illustrating the blend of innovation 
and tradition that the Royal Oak Concept collection continues to 
represent. The Reference 26650TI not only offers extraordinary 
chronometric precision but also makes a style statement with 
its distinctive design and high quality finishes. This Audemars 
Piguet model is bound to capture the attention of luxury watch 
enthusiasts and collectors, embodying Audemars Piguet’s repu-
tation for creating watches that combine advanced functionality 
and sophisticated aesthetics.

€ 140,000 – 280,000
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CARTIER / Highly Attractive 
and Iconic, Tortue, Tonneau Shape 
Wristwatch in Pink Gold, Diamond-set 
Case, With Warranty, Reference 2498

Brand Cartier
Model Tortue
Reference 2498
Case Material Pink Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2000's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 430 MC
Case N° 844232MG
Dimensions 34 x 42 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

The Cartier Tortue, a true embodiment of Cartier’s rich watch-
making heritage, stands as an iconic collection characterized by 
its distinctive barrel-shaped case. Originating in 1912, the Tortue 
model marked a departure from conventional watch shapes 
with its distinctive shaped case, inspired by the gentle curves 
of a tortoise shell. Designed during the Art Deco era, the Cartier 

Tortue quickly gained popularity for its unique aesthetic and 
ergonomic appeal. The curvature of the case, tapering towards 
the ends, provided both comfort and a sophisticated silhouette. 
This design language echoed the prevailing artistic trends of the 
time, making the Tortue a symbol of avant-garde elegance. Over 
the years, Cartier has continued to refine and expand the Tortue 
collection, introducing various materials, complications, and dial 
designs. Among the exceptional variations, the present Tortue in 
pink gold with a diamond-set case and a guilloché engine-turned 
dial stands as a pinnacle of luxury. Crafted in sumptuous pink 
gold, the case is adorned with meticulously set diamonds, ele-
vating its allure to new heights. The guilloché engine-turned dial 
further accentuates the opulence, displaying intricate patterns 
achieved through meticulous craftsmanship. Every re-edition of 
the Cartier Tortue, whether adorned with precious metals, dia-
monds, or intricate complications, serves as a testament to the 
Maison’s commitment to watchmaking craftsmanship, luxury, 
and distinctive design. As a timeless symbol of Cartier’s horologi-
cal prowess, the Tortue continues to be a classic choice for those 
who value the fusion of art and precision in watchmaking. The 
black Roman numerals and the inner minute track add nuanced 
details that underscore the elegance and distinctive identity of 
the Cartier Tortue.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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CARTIER / Limited Edition Number 
1/100, Very Elegant, Panthère Manchette, 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold and Black 
Lacquer, Reference WGPN0017

Brand Cartier
Model Panthère de Cartier Manchette
Reference WGPN0017
Case Material Yellow Gold and Black Laquer
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold and Black Laquer
Year 2010's
Movement Type Quartz
Case N° N°001/100, 4215
Dimensions 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Tag

Elegance and artistry converge in the Panthère de Cartier, a time-
piece that transcends the boundaries between watch and jewel. 
Born in the vibrant ’80s and reimagined for the modern era, it 
stands as a true style icon, a symbol of unapologetic sophistica-
tion for women who command attention. The present Panthère 
de Cartier “Manchette” watch is not merely a timekeeping instru-
ment: it is a breathtaking work of art in its own right. Crafted 

with meticulous precision, this cuff watch is a masterpiece of 
manufacturing, harnessing the beauty of precious yellow gold. 
What sets it apart is the exquisite addition of black lacquer on 
select links, creating a mesmerizing tiger effect that adds a touch 
of fierceness to its inherent elegance. The intricate pattern on 
the tiny and elegant golden dial harmonizes seamlessly with 
the bracelet, offering a sense of continuity and logical design. 
Powered by a quartz movement, this limited edition Panthère 
de Cartier “Manchette” is part of an exclusive series comprising 
only 100 pieces, with the present specimen holding the distin-
guished position of number 1, an accolade proudly engraved on 
the back. Preserved in exceptional condition, this watch comes 
with the Cartier tag, symbolizing the brand’s unwavering commit-
ment to perfect harmony in every creation. The iconic gold-finish 
steel sword-shaped hands elegantly indicate the time, adding a 
final touch of sophistication to this rare and collectible timepiece. 
The Panthère de Cartier cuff watch is not just an accessory, it is 
an embodiment of Cartier’s pursuit of perfection and a celebra-
tion of timeless beauty.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Fine and 
Rare, Fancy Large Curled Lugs Wristwatch 
in Pink Gold, With Guilloché Dial, Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 2549

Brand Patek Philippe
Model "Turtle" Fancy Lugs
Reference 2549
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1954
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 10-200
Case N° 683056
Movement N° 742277
Dimensions 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives
Literature Archive image courtesy of Mr. Tortella 

and sons "deep-study" documentation

A rare masterpiece from Patek Philippe, the present wristwatch, 
identified as Reference 2549 and crafted in 1954, exemplifies a 
unique and exceptional combination of elegance and rarity. This 
specific reference is part of the exclusive “Turtles” collection, a 
set of 9 different references manufactured by Patek Philippe for 
a brief period between 1954 and 1955, with an approximate 
production of only around 200 pieces. The case, skillfully crafted 
by Markowsky and distinguished by the key number 8, show-

cases a subtle yet distinctive variation in design across these 
references. Notably, the attention is drawn to the intricate, and 
at times, substantial lugs, each boasting unique shapes and 
placements. These nuanced differences add an extra layer of 
sophistication to the overall aesthetic, highlighting the meticu-
lous craftsmanship and attention to detail inherent in each vari-
ation. Manufactured in 1954, the here offered reference 2549-1 
is exceptionally rare, with scholars attesting that fewer than 36 
examples have ever been crafted. At present, only 2 examples 
in pink gold are known to exist. The 18k pink gold case show-
cases distinctively overhanging horn-shaped curled lugs and an 
enlarged multi-stepped bezel, creating an extraordinary design 
that sets it apart from its counterparts in the “Turtles” collection. 
The two-tone silvered guilloché dial is a masterpiece executed 
by Stern-Freres, adorned with applied Arabic and dagger indexes 
set in a guilloché chapter ring. This dial features an unusual lay-
out with the inner circular part displaying a plain surface, a rarity 
on Patek Philippe’s creations. The swan neck precision regulator 
within the manual-winding Cal. 10–200movement is meticu-
lously adjusted to temperature and 5 positions, attesting to its 
precision and craftsmanship. With its exceptional history, very 
limited production numbers, and an incredibly rare configuration, 
this Patek Philippe Reference 2549 is a testament to the brand’s 
commitment to timeless design and unparalleled craftsmanship. 
It represents an exceptional piece of horological history, offering 
discerning collectors the opportunity to own a truly rare and cov-
eted timepiece.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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PIAGET / Attractive and Distinctive, 
Bracelet Wristwatch in White Gold, 
With Lapis Lazuli Dial and Diamond 
Set Indexes, Reference 9771 D 2

Brand Piaget
Model Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 9771 D 2
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P2
Case N° 378009
Movement N° 780212
Dimensions 35 x 35 mm, Total Lenght 200 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
In the mid-20th century, Piaget made waves by introducing 
ultra-thin movements, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 
and the world’s thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 
1960. Beyond technical prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends 

Swiss precision with artistic innovation, particularly in high-jew-
elry watches. The timepiece here offered represents a pinnacle 
of creative excellence from the 1970s, exemplifying Piaget’s 
ingenuity. Adorned with a captivating lapis lazuli dial, this watch 
stands as a testament to the striking fashion and impeccable 
watchmaking of its era. The dynamic interplay of colors on the 
dial, coupled with the brilliance of diamond-set indexes, forms 
a visually arresting composition that captivates discerning watch 
collectors. Radiating a charming retro aesthetic, this Piaget 
watch is not just a relic but a contemporary delight, offered in 
remarkable conditions after over four decades. Crafted with 
precision in white gold, both the case and bracelet showcase 
the enduring mastery of Piaget’s creativity. The meticulously 
designed weave bracelet gracefully embraces the wrist, while 
the lapis lazuli infuses the entire composition with luminosity 
and vibrancy. Adding an extra touch of luxury, diamond indexes 
are strategically placed at each quarter of the dial, elevating the 
overall aesthetic. This timepiece, a fusion of timeless design and 
enduring craftsmanship, remains a modern companion, inviting 
you to relish its elegance every day.

€ 7,000 – 14,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Elegant and 
Iconic, Golden Ellipse, Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, Blue Dial, Reference 3848

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Golden Ellipse
Reference 3848
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 215
Case N° 2997278
Movement N° 1342336
Dimensions 27 x 32 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Golden Ellipse model by Patek Philippe, introduced in 1968, 
boasts a distinctive shape that harmoniously complements both 
male and female wrists. Its initial, inherently minimalistic, and 
extraordinarily elegant design captivated the public’s attention, 
swiftly earning its place as one of the most sought-after mod-
els in the market. The inspiration behind its rounded rectangular 
case lies in the “Golden Ratio,” a mathematical concept discov-

ered by ancient Greek mathematicians. This ratio’s divine pro-
portions have graced some of the most exquisite architectural 
marvels and artistic masterpieces throughout the centuries. 
Since its debut, the Golden Ellipse has undergone various iter-
ations, showcasing diverse dials and materials. In 1977, Patek 
Philippe introduced the reference 3848, which remained in pro-
duction until 1998, succeeding the earlier “Ellipse” model, ref-
erence 3648. The distinctions between these two models lie in 
the bezel cut and movement, with the reference 3848 emerging 
as one of the brand’s most triumphant releases. This particular 
model, crafted entirely in yellow gold, exhibits a striking aes-
thetic with concealed lugs, a snap-on case back, and a sapphire 
crystal. The captivating Satine blue dial is adorned with applied 
gold baton indexes and complemented by yellow-gold baton 
hands, creating a visually appealing contrast. Powering this time-
piece is the caliber 215, distinguished by the prestigious Seal of 
Geneva quality mark, ensuring the highest standards of watch-
making craftsmanship. As a testament to Patek Philippe’s endur-
ing legacy, the Golden Ellipse reference 3848 remains an iconic 
and successful model, embodying the brand’s commitment to 
excellence and timeless design.

€ 4,000 – 8,000 – NO RESERVE
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Extremely 
Important, Historical and Well Preserved, 
Open Face Art-Deco Square Pocket 
Watch, in Platinum, With Diamonds and 
Emeralds Set Case, Special Ordered in 
1928 for King Alexander I of Yugoslavia

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Pocket Watch
Case Material Platinum, Diamonds and Emeralds
Year 1928
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 16
Case N° 607467
Movement N° 820956
Dimensions 40 x 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

Behind the quintessence of a Patek Philippe watch often lies a 
unique story of direct collaboration with important clients, imbu-
ing each timepiece with an aura of exclusivity and authenticity. 
This practice transforms these watches into bespoke works of 
art. The object of these customization was often pocket watch-
es that, despite their extraordinary craftsmanship and unique 
design with special shapes, nowadays often do not receive 
the attention they deserve on the market. These extraordinary 
pieces represent a perfect blend of watchmaking capability and 
design creativity, with shapes that defy conventional standards. 
The watch offered here is certainly a perfect example of this con-
cept, with an absolutely unique case and ornamentation. The 
platinum case has an unusually square shape, rarely used by 
Patek in its history for pocket watches, and has been beautifully 
preserved. On the sides, at 2, 4, 8 and 10 o’clock, a beautiful 

diamond and emerald decoration is evident, enveloping the 
entire case and lending it dynamism and luxury. On the back, is 
present of a coat of arms with a crown, indeed, research shows 
that the watch was specifically ordered by King Alexander I of 
Yugoslavia. Born on December 16, 1888, in Cetinje, Montenegro, 
the king played a pivotal role in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia’s 
history. Ascending to the throne in 1921, he sought to unify the 
diverse Yugoslav population. In 1929, he suspended the consti-
tution to counter internal strife and foster national unity, facing 
opposition. Tragically, he was assassinated on October 9, 1934, 
during a state visit in Marseille, France. His legacy is marked 
by his efforts for unity in a complex geopolitical landscape. He 
died in 1934, which means he received the watch just before 
he passed. Alexander I was a true lover for watches and in the 
course of the years some rare pieces with its insignia on the back 
have appeared at auction, such as a single button chronograph 
by Vacheron Constantin with white enamel dial made in 1928, 
sold by Antiquorum the 15th December 1989 for over 270 mil-
lions of Italian lire. Historically important, the silver-toned dial 
of the watch, with its black enamel outer track, is adorned with 
applied Greek-style numerals, as said on the extract from the 
archives, and hands with Breguet style. A true work of horolog-
ical art combining technical mastery and distinctive aesthetics. 
Unusual designed Patek Philippe pocket watches such as the lot 
offered here carry a legacy of innovation and unique style, under-
scoring the fact that true beauty often lies in extraordinariness 
and originality. Furthermore, the watch comes with the extract 
from the archives confirming material, precious stones, its man-
ufacture in 1928, the subsequent sale on 29th May 1933 and, 
most of all, the diamond-set monogram and Royal crown on the 
back. We are grateful to Mr. Srdjan Stevic for the precious help 
and researches carried out at the Royal Palace of Serbia.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / New Old Stock 
Conditions and Highly Attractive, Royal Oak 
Flyback Chronograph, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Steel, With Box, Papers and Additional 
Link, Made to Celebrate the 50th Anniversary 
of the Royal Oak, Reference 26240ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Flyback Chronograph 

50th Anniversary
Reference 26240ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2022
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4401
Case N° MF9515U
Movement N° BK8604
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers and Additional Link

The present Audemars Piguet Royal Oak 26240ST, is an excep-
tional timepiece crafted in 2022 and introduced to commemo-
rate the 50th Anniversary of this illustrious line of wristwatches. 

This particular example is presented in New Old Stock condition, 
preserving its pristine state as if it just left the watchmaker’s 
workshop, with still the original plastics. The stainless steel 
case, featuring the iconic octagonal bezel and hexagonal screws, 
showcases the timeless design elements of the Royal Oak col-
lection. Meticulously brushed and polished surfaces create a 
visual masterpiece, highlighting precision and attention to detail. 
The captivating silvered “Grande Tapisserie” dial, adorned with 
the signature “waffle-like” pattern, seamlessly blends aesthetics 
with functionality. Luminous hour markers and hands, alongside 
a practical date display between 4 and 5 o’clock, underscore 
the perfect marriage of form and utility. Surely present the three 
counters for constant seconds, 30 minutes, and 12-hour regis-
tration: each featuring engine-turned and flat decoration. Adding 
to its historical significance, the reference 26 240 represents a 
pivotal moment: the first Royal Oak chronograph to introduce 
Audemars Piguet’s new in-house automatic caliber 4401. This 
groundbreaking movement, with a fly back chronograph function, 
enhances the watch’s technical prowess and adds to its collect-
ible appeal. Paired with its original stainless steel bracelet, this 
Royal Oak 26240ST, in New Old Stock condition, is not just a 
watch, it’s a symbol of innovation and craftsmanship of course 
sold with its original set of box, warranty and additional link.

€ 25,000 – 50,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Elegant 
and Rare, Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, Onyx Dial, With Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 4282-1

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 4282-1
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1976
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 16-250
Case N° 2758781
Movement N° 1275747
Dimensions 28 mm, Total Lenght 165 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

Patek Philippe, a name synonymous with precision and crafts-
manship, has a rich legacy dating back to its founding in 1839, 
and its foray into creating exquisite lady’s wristwatches has been 
a captivating chapter in that story. Throughout the early to mid-
20th century, Patek Philippe began producing a range of ladies’ 
wristwatches that went beyond the conventional boundaries 

of timekeeping, designed to be not just functional timepieces 
but also expressions of elegance and femininity. The designs 
often featured delicate links, meticulously crafted to evoke the 
gracefulness of a bracelet, seamlessly integrating horology with 
high jewelry. The lot here offered perfectly embodies what just 
said. Proud exponent of the reference 4282, it is a captivating 
yellow-gold bracelet watch that immediately draws the eye with 
its distinctive features. The focal point of this timepiece is its 
alluring onyx dial, displaying a rich and vibrant black color that 
exudes sophistication and timeless elegance. Complementing 
the onyx dial is a remarkable rope twist integral bracelet, a 
unique and distinctive design element that sets this watch apart. 
The bracelet is seamlessly integrated and sealed onto the bezel, 
creating a harmonious and unconventional aesthetic. This rope 
twist decoration adds a touch of intricacy and texture, making 
it more than just a functional component but a key element of 
the watch’s overall design. The combination of the vibrant onyx 
dial and the distinctive decoration showcases a commitment to 
uniqueness and style, making this watch a standout choice for 
those who appreciate both elegance and individuality in their 
timepieces.

€ 6,000 – 12,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very 
Rare and Well Presrved, Royal Oak, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, Black 
Tropical Brown Tapisserie Dial, With 
Certificate of Origin, Reference 5402ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 5402ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1978
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2121/1
Case N° C 1538
Movement N° 173726
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin

Audemars Piguet’s unveiling of the Royal Oak marked the gene-
sis of the contemporary luxury sports watch landscape. Crafted 
by the immortal designer Gerald Genta, this timepiece, intro-
duced at Baselworld in 1972, revolutionized horology with its 

distinctive design. It stood out as a true novelty in the Audemars 
universe, representing the brand’s inaugural venture into the 
realm of sporting pride. As the first luxury watch in steel with an 
integrated bracelet, the Royal Oak offered a precious yet sporty 
alternative, captivating watch enthusiasts like never before. 
Housed within its iconic silhouette was the extra slim cali-
ber 2121, a masterpiece based on the Jaeger-LeCoultre cal. 920, 
later gracing the Nautilus wristwatch. The inaugural reference, 
the 5402, spanned 25 years with approximately 6 050 exam-
ples produced across four batches: A, B, C, and D, each boast-
ing subtle design distinctions. Our featured timepiece belongs 
to the esteemed “C Series,” showcasing a captivating dial with 
remarkable preservation. The case, with its instantly recogniz-
able bezel, maintains its original proportions, testifying to the 
enduring allure of the Royal Oak. The black dial, adorned with 
a mini-"tapisserie” pattern, a signature of early Royal Oak dials, 
has gracefully transitioned into a rich brown hue. Applied baton 
indexes and the AP logo at 6 o’clock add a touch of sophistica-
tion, while the date window at 3 o’clock enhances functionality. 
Accompanied by its certificate of origin, this “C Series” Royal Oak 
stands as a testament to Audemars Piguet’s legacy of innovation 
and timeless elegance.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Fine and 
Rare, Hooded Lugs Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Retailed by Gübelin, With Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 1528

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Hooded Lugs
Reference 1528
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1944
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 12-120
Case N° 634722
Movement N° 925251
Dimensions 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives
Literature A similar watch is illustrated in “Patek 

Philippe Geneva” by Martin Huber 
and Alan Banbery's at page 140

In the 1940s, Patek Philippe embarked on a journey of design 
experimentation, seeking to offer clients timepieces that devi-
ated from classical norms. This creative exploration reached its 

zenith in the 1950s with whimsical creations like those designed 
by Gilbert Albert or the iconic 2442. However, nearly a decade 
earlier, in the early 1940s, Patek Philippe’s laboratories birthed 
pioneering designs, including the distinctive “Top Hat” 1450 and 

“The Hour Glass” 1593. Among these, the reference 1528 is one 
of the rarest, produced in a very limited quantities, featuring a 
classic circular case with elegant lug design, stands out as a 
remarkable piece. This excellently preserved timepiece boasts 
unmistakable and unprecedented hooded lugs, showcasing 
Patek Philippe’s commitment to innovative design even within 
the bounds of a circular case. Enhanced by a silver dial adorned 
with applied Arabic and baton indexes, the seconds subdial at 6 
o’clock is very uncommon with its large circular shape, this spec-
imen is perfect for collectors who appreciate the distinctive char-
acter of their watches. Adding an extra layer of prestige is the 
presence of the Gübelin signature on the dial, a renowned retail-
er established in Lucerne since 1854. The collaboration between 
Patek Philippe and Gübelin further elevates the uniqueness and 
desirability of this exceptional timepiece.

€ 16,000 – 32,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Outstanding 
and Very Rare, Calatrava, Wristwatch 
in Steel and Pink Gold, With the 
Extract of Archives, Reference 530

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 530
Case Material Stainless Steel and Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1942
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 12-120
Case N° 507789
Movement N° 922694
Dimensions 36.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives and Mr. Tortella 

and sons "deep-study" documentation

The iconic Patek Philippe Reference 530 is often recognized as 
a significant chronograph wristwatch, yet it holds an equally 
remarkable position as one of the most sophisticated “time-on-
ly” wristwatches from the 1940s. While it shares some features 
with the well-known Reference 570, Reference 530 stands out 
with two distinctive characteristics. Firstly, its concave bezel, a 
departure from the cylindrical design seen in Reference 570. 
Secondly, with a diameter of 36.5 mm, it surpasses its coun-

terpart, emphasizing its grandeur within the revered Calatrava 
family. As a distinguished piece in Patek Philippe’s vintage col-
lection, Reference 530 captures attention with its commanding 
size, measuring an impressive 36.5 mm. Introduced in 1937, the 
reference 530 remained available in catalogs for over a decade. 
Initially crafted in 18k yellow gold, Patek Philippe later produced 
few examples in stainless steel and rose gold, resulting in a total 
production of only 140 cases, primarily in yellow gold. Due to its 
limited production, reference 530 is highly coveted by devoted 
collectors for its rarity and substantial size, marking one of the 
earliest and largest “time-only” and chronograph wristwatches 
from the Maison. Among these exceptionally rare specimens, 
some are rarer than others. In particular, two-tone examples 
were manufactured: steel and yellow gold (three apparently 
known) and steel and pink gold, like the offered lot, where only 
two instances are known to date. The significance of this lot is 
undeniable, given its unique configuration. In well-preserved 
conditions, the watch features a bezel and crown made of pink 
gold, while the rest of the case is crafted in steel. The silvered 
dial showcases raised gold Roman and dot numerals. The extract 
from the archives accompanying the watch confirms its produc-
tion in 1942, evident in the elongated “Patek Philippe & Co” 
signature on the dial. This timepiece is a horological milestone, 
a captivating piece that narrates a story with every glance. As 
one of only two known examples made of rose gold and steel, 
it stands as a remarkable opportunity for discerning collectors.

€ 150,000 – 300,000
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GÜBELIN / Rare and Supercool, 
Openwork Bracelet Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, Concealed Dial

Brand Gübelin
Model Ladies Wristwatch
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 100354
Dimensions 16 x 19 mm, Total Lenght: 198 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1854, the inaugural watch emporium unfurled its doors in 
the picturesque city of Lucerne, standing resiliently to this day 
as a testament to horological history in the heart of Switzerland. 
The featured lot stands as a testament to audacity and artistry, 
epitomizing a complex structure that marries craftsmanship 
with bold ingenuity. Gübelin, with its enduring legacy, has woven 
a narrative of creativity, courage, and unparalleled expertise, gar-
nering international acclaim and carving its niche in the realm 
of exquisite watchmaking and precision. Venturing beyond its 
core focus on high-level jewelry, the Gübelin timepiece present-

ed here emerges as a harmonious fusion of jewelry artistry and 
horological mastery. The avant-garde openwork design of the 
yellow-gold bracelet unfolds with futuristic elegance, gracefully 
enveloping the wearer’s wrist in a spectacular display of crafts-
manship. The case and dial find their place within this intricate 
bracelet, adorned with a delicate arrangement of dots and 
baton indexes, while the hands remain veiled behind a crystal, 
adding an intriguing layer of mystery. The remarkable state of 
preservation attests to the sporadic journeys this objet d’art has 
embarked upon, subtly hinting at the few occasions it graced 
with its presence. The present lot encapsulates not just a time-
keeping instrument but also an enduring symbol of Gübelin’s 
commitment to pushing boundaries in the intersection of art and 
precision.

€ 7,000 – 14,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN / Very 
Elegant, Art-Deco Open Face Octagonal 
Pocket Watch, in Yellow Gold, With Breguet 
Numerals and Enamel Decoration

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Pocket Watch
Case Material Yellow Gold and Enamel
Year 1920's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 230064
Movement N° 372032
Dimensions 45 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The allure and sophistication of a pocket watch transcend time 
itself. Explored and adorned with various complications, pock-
et watches have served as the canvas for the ingenious ideas of 
watchmakers throughout history. When lacking of complications, 
these timepieces were embellished with unusual shapes or dec-
orations and the Art Nouveau example here offered is absolutely 
the embodiment of this concept. At first glance, what sets this 
timepiece apart is its distinctive octagonal shape, a departure 
from the classic circular design. Crafted entirely in yellow gold, 

the case is a work of art in itself. Every detail, from the band to 
the bow and winding crown are masterfully engraved, reflecting 
meticulous craftsmanship. The case back, with its channel-type 
decoration, features a smaller octagon bearing the initial, possi-
bly belonging to the first owner. The most enchanting element 
lies in the greek-geometric decoration adorning both the front 
and back bezels. This intricate detailing, with its dynamic pat-
terns, imparts a sense of movement and elegance to the entire 
watch. The silvered dial, a canvas for painted Breguet numerals 
and a subsidiary second at 6 o’clock, completes the masterpiece. 
While lacking in complications, this pocket watch transcends 
simplicity through its artistic embellishments. Each element, 
carefully crafted and thoughtfully adorned, transforms this 
time-only watch into a captivating work of art. A testament to 
the creativity of Vacheron Constantin and representative of the 
Art Nouveau, this timepiece exemplifies the timeless elegance 
that pocket watches bring, showcasing the enduring appeal of 
classical craftsmanship.

€ 6,000 – 12,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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CARTIER / Extremely Rare and Very 
Collectable, Double U-Shape, Wristwatch in 
Platinum, Special Order, Movement Provided 
by Patek Philippe, With Cartier Service Letters 
and Patek Philippe Extract from the Archives

Brand Cartier
Model Double U
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1937
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9
Case N° 14586
Movement N° 823371
Dimensions 24 x 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Cartier Service Letters and Patek 

Philippe Extract from the Archives
Literature A similar watch is illustrated in “Patek 

Philippe Geneva” by Martin Huber 
and Alan Banbery's at page 156

The distinctively shaped cases crafted by Patek Philippe have 
consistently served as a testament to the brand’s prowess in 
creating truly unique timepieces, and the featured watch is a 
remarkable embodiment of this artistry. Its design, particular-
ly in the Driver-style wristwatch introduced in the early 1930s, 
deviates from conventional approaches, elegantly conforming 
to the wearer’s wrist rather than sitting atop it like traditional 
watches. Upon initial inspection, the central lugs captivate with 
their exquisite craftsmanship and remarkably well-preserved 

condition. Produced in the 1940s and affectionately known 
among collectors as the “Double U,” this watch holds a special 
place in horological history. Our research reveals an intriguing 
story behind its origin: Cartier USA crafted this timepiece using 
the original design of the reference 467 in 1937. Produced as 
a special request, only the movement was supplied by Patek 
Philippe Geneva, as indicated by the extract. The watch was sold 
by Cartier, New York, bearing a Cartier-engraved number. The 
snap-on back adds to the allure, featuring fascinating engrav-
ings linked to the Monroe Highpoint Club. Based on our research, 
the Monroe Club was an exclusive organization founded with-
in a renowned Calculating Machine industry. Specifically, Mr. 
W. G. Zaenglein served as the club’s president for several years, 
adding an intriguing layer to the watch’s history. Mr. Zaenglein 
held prominent roles in various corporations, including Monroe 
Calculating Machine Company, Underwood Corporation, and 
Clary Corporation, showcasing his influential career. The matte 
silver dial is a visual delight, adorned with painted black squares 
and applied Arabic and baton numerals, exemplifying meticu-
lous attention to detail. What sets this lot apart is its exception-
al rarity, standing as the only known example of this model to 
feature the legendary jeweler’s signature, “Cartier,” on its dial. 
This distinctive feature propels the watch into a class of its own, 
underscoring its unique and distinguished status among time-
pieces. In summary, this Driver-style wristwatch not only show-
cases unparalleled craftsmanship but also boasts a fascinating 
history and unrivaled rarity with the prestigious Cartier signature, 
making it an extraordinary addition to any discerning collection.

€ 25,000 – 50,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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BLANCPAIN / Very Rare and Well 
Preserved, Fifty-Fathoms, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, With Black 
Glossy Dial and Center Seconds

Brand Blancpain
Model Fifty Fathoms
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1361N
Case N° 1151
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Blancpain introduced the Fifty Fathoms in 1953, setting the 
standards and characteristics for contemporary diving watches. 
Commissioned by the French Navy, Captain Robert Maloubier 
and Lieutenant Claude Riffaud provided technical specifica-
tions for a combat diver’s timepiece. The innovative design 
brought about a revolutionary unidirectional bezel, preventing 
accidental backward turns that could jeopardize a diver’s air 

supply. Boasting cutting-edge features like an anti-magnetic 
and water-resistant case, a screw-down caseback, a “double 
O-ring crown system,” an automatic movement, and a rotating 
bezel, the watch exhibited exceptional robustness and reliabil-
ity. Crafted by military professionals, the Fifty Fathoms quickly 
garnered attention from various global militaries for their diving 
units, including the U.S. Navy. Despite its military origins, these 
watches also found their way to civilian divers and enthusiasts, 
often distributed through specialized dive shops and retail-
ers. The name “Fifty Fathoms” derived from the British unit of 
measurement, representing 50 fathoms or approximately 91.45 
meters—the maximum depth achievable by a diver with the 
available oxygen mixture at that time. Offered in outstanding 
condition with a lustrous black dial, this watch provides a rare 
opportunity to own an authentic historic icon.

€ 13,000 – 26,000
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HERMES / Limited Edition to 75 Pieces, 
Highly Attractive, Dressage, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Platinum, Mother-of-Pearl Dial, 
Made to Commemorate the 75th Anniversary 
of Hermes, With Box, Hygrometer and Papers

Brand Hermes
Model Dressage
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2003
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber P1928
Case N° N°44/75
Movement N° 8050 - 007964
Dimensions 46 x 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers and Hygrometer

In a harmonious blend of heritage and innovation, Hermès pays 
homage to its watchmaking legacy with the Dressage Platinum 
Limited Edition, a masterpiece launched in 2003 to commem-
orate two significant milestones. From 1928 to the 1950s, 
Hermès entrusted Swiss watchmaker Universal Genève as its 

exclusive timepiece designer, crafting a line of distinguished 
men’s wristwatches and Art Deco cuff watches for women. Fast 
forward 75 years to 2003, Hermès marked two momentous 
occasions—the first watch sold under the Hermès brand in Paris 
and the 25th anniversary of La Montre Hermès, inaugurated in 
1978 with the establishment of workshops in Biel, Switzerland. 
To celebrate this milestone, Hermès introduced the Dressage 
collection, a hand-crafted, precision, self-winding mechani-
cal marvel, alongside a limited platinum edition. This platinum 
timepiece, a symbol of exclusivity, is limited to a mere 75 pieces, 
each engraved on the back with the words “75th anniversaire 
de la montre Hermès 1928-2003.” The perfect tonneau-form 
case, crafted in platinum, boasts a raised bezel, sapphire crys-
tal, and a display back secured by four screws, showcasing the 
intricate Automatic Hermes P1928 caliber with an impressive 
55-hour power reserve. The dial, a mesmerizing canvas of moth-
er-of-pearl, is adorned with applied circled Arabic numerals, 
creating an aura of timeless elegance. An aperture for the date 
at 3 o’clock adds a practical touch to this exquisite timepiece. 
Presented in a luxurious Indian rosewood box, this limited edi-
tion transcends the ordinary. The box, not merely a vessel but a 
work of art, features a cedar interior, humidifier, and hygrometer, 
making it versatile enough to double as a cigar box.

€ 9,000 – 18,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Well 
Preserved, Rare and Attractive, 10 Days 
Tourbillon, Rectangular Shape Wristwatch 
in Pink Gold, With Breguet Numerals 
and Warranty Book, Reference 5101R

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Tourbillon Chronomètre
Reference 5101R-001
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2009
Movement Type Manual
Caliber TO 28-20 REC
Case N° 4483309
Movement N° 3361604
Dimensions 30 x 51.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Book Warranty

It takes much more than a cursory glance to realize that refer-
ence 5101 is a highly complicated wristwatch. With an impres-
sive, angular and lavishly designed rectangular shape, the ref-
erence 5101 stands out not only with its case architecture but 

in its remarkable mechanical prowess. Launched in 2003, it is 
the first timepiece that combines two complications which are 
very difficult to accommodate in the confined space of a rect-
angular movement: two tandem mainspring barrels with 240 
hours of energy storage capacity and a tourbillon precision 
regulator composed of 72 individual parts. Later that year, the 
5101 won the “Aiguille d’Or”, or Golden Hand, prize at the Grand 
Prix d’Horologerie de Genève — the Grand Prix’s highest honor. 
The unusual case with triple-stepped sides and a long, curved 
rectangular silhouette, owes direct homage to the Art Deco era 
of design. Understated elegance has always been a hallmark of 
Patek Philippe, but the tourbillon cage is in fact concealed for a 
very practical reason: the oil used to lubricate the mechanism is 
sensitive to ultraviolet rays and will decompose when exposed 
to daylight, thus losing its beneficial tribological properties. The 
two-tone dial of this particular reference 5101 is remarkably 
clean and attractive, with two white, vertical sub dials, one indi-
cating the power reserve, the other one subsidiary seconds with 
the word “Tourbillon” and the movement number discreetly 
printed within. Offered here in exceptional condition with also its 
book warranty, the present 5101R is a rare opportunity to obtain 
one of Patek Philippe’s modern masterpieces.

€ 90,000 – 180,000
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ROLEX / Very Attractive and Glamorous, 
GMT Master, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, With Tropicalized Dial, Reference 16758

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master
Reference 16758
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1983
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3075
Case N° 8108475
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The GMT-Master, introduced in 1955 to showcase the time in two 
different zones simultaneously, has long epitomized sportiness 
and efficiency. Despite the occasional use of precious materials 
in earlier references 6542 and 1675, instances of these models 
cased in precious metals were infrequent. The yellow-gold ref-
erence 16 758 presented here is a rare exception. Alongside the 
steel reference 16 750 and the steel and gold reference 16 753, 
it was introduced in 1981 with the quick-set date feature and 

a new higher beat caliber 3075 movement. Recognized as the 
“Root Beer” when equipped with the two-tone bezel, it was also 
available with a full brown bezel, precisely like the present lot. 
This exemplary watch, offered in great original condition, exudes 
a classic appeal and makes a captivating addition to any col-
lection. The 18k yellow-gold case is nicely preserved, featuring 
lugs and a crown guard that imbue the watch with a charismatic 
appearance. The brown dial exhibits a charming topicalization, 
gradually spreading from the indexes and the outer part of 
the dial, imparting an orange light color reminiscent of flames. 
Absolutely charming and notably unusual, this watch is unde-
niably a collectible piece, offering a unique twist to the coveted 
GMT-Master line.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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ROLEX / Iconic and Well Preserved, 
Daytona, Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, 
White Dial, With Full-Set, Reference 16 520

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 16520
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1999
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4030
Case N° A955452
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers and Tag

Rolex’s first automatic Daytona, introduced in 1988, marked a 
significant milestone in the evolution of the iconic Daytona col-
lection. Powered by the zenith-based caliber 4030, this model 
boasted a larger case and was equipped with a sapphire crystal, 
distinguishing it from its predecessors. The watch, with its blend 
of technical innovation and timeless design, quickly attained cult 
status and garnered an immediate waiting list at Rolex retailers. 

The presented Daytona 16 520, leaving the Rolex manufacture 
in 1999, is a true beauty, celebrated not only for its exceptional 
quality but also for the comprehensive set of accessories that 
accompany it. Crafted entirely in stainless steel, the watch fea-
tures a solid Oyster bracelet and a three-body case with screw-
down pushers and a tachometer graduation on the bezel up to 
400 units, all of which are impeccably preserved. The white dial, 
adorned with applied luminous white-gold baton indexes and a 
black subsidiary seconds dial, adds to the watch’s visual appeal. 
The presence of accessories such as the Warranty, Booklets, Tag, 
and Box further enhances its desirability, providing a complete 
and authentic package that attests to the watch’s provenance. 
This Daytona 16 520, with its meticulous craftsmanship, techni-
cal prowess, and a wealth of accompanying accessories, stands 
as a spectacular timepiece, capturing the essence of Rolex’s 
commitment to excellence and innovation in watchmaking.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / Exceptional and Attractive, Day-
Date, Automatic Wristwatch in White Gold, With 
Emerald Green Stella Dial, Reference 1803

Brand Rolex
Model Day-Date
Reference 1803
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1973
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 3430232
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Rolex Day-Date, synonymous with prestige, was exclusively 
crafted in precious metals and adorned with the iconic President 
bracelet, establishing itself as the timepiece of choice for global 
leaders and celebrities. The watch presented here is a remark-
able specimen of Day-Date reference 1803 in white gold, featur-
ing an exceptionally rare green “Stella” dial. The enigmatic allure 
of the “Stella” Day-Date lies in its intriguing and mysterious 
history. Scholars speculate that the name “Stella” stems from 
the multilayered lacquer coating, creating vivid and rich colors 

reminiscent of sparkling stars. Initially thought to be intend-
ed for the Middle Eastern market, “Stella” dials have garnered 
international acclaim for their captivating beauty and delicate 
aesthetics. Preserved in exceptional condition, this particular 

“Stella” Day-Date boasts a distinctive green dial with a rectan-
gular day window at twelve o’clock and a date display at three 
o’clock. The waterproof white-gold case harmonizes flawlessly 
with a matching President bracelet, adding a touch of timeless 
elegance to this extraordinary timepiece. The scarcity of Rolex 
Stella watches is well known, and is extremely difficult to fin 
one on a white gold, enhancing the desirability of this incredibly 
special timepiece. The green “Stella” Day-Date, with its unique 
coloration, commands a premium in the market, captivating col-
lectors with its rarity and charm. The lacquer-coated dial retains 
its leafy green tone, exuding a dewy freshness that enhances its 
visual appeal and its attractiveness is further enhanced by the 
presence of baton indexes instead of the more common dia-
monds. As a testament to Rolex’s legacy and craftsmanship, this 

“Stella” Day-Date not only encapsulates a captivating history but 
also stands as a glamorous and scarce addition to any discerning 
collector’s repertoire. With its captivating appearance and limit-
ed availability, this timepiece emerges as a true gem in the realm 
of horology, ensuring its place as a prized possession for those 
who appreciate the finest in watchmaking.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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THE ROLEX CONNOISSEURS’ COLLECTION

ROLEX / Extremely Rare and Well 
Preserved, Bakelite GMT Master Ref. 6542, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, With “Red 
Writing” and Depth Dial, Former Property 
of Gonzalo Güell, Foreign Affairs and Prime 
Minister of Cuba Between 1956 and 1959, 
With Copy of the Original File “Compania 
de Relojes Rolex de Cuba” Habana

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master
Reference 6542
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1955
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1036
Case N° 140277
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Pictures of Gonzalo Güell and Copy of Service

In the centuries-long history of watchmaking, few models radi-
ate an iconic aura, and fewer still manage to combine this pres-
ence with incredibly rare characteristics and a fascinating histori-
cal background. Meeting these criteria is a top goal for any watch 
enthusiast, and when achieved, it marks an exceptional moment. 
Monaco Legend Group is honored to offer one of the most beau-
tiful and important specimens in its category ever presented at 
auction. This exceptional example of reference 6542 represents 
the pinnacle of the iconic GMT Master family. Born in 1954 as a 
specific request by Pan American World Airways, it was imme-
diately identified by the characteristic two-tone red and blue 
bakelite bezel. Despite the innovative design, the fragility of 
the bakelite bezel prompted Rolex to transition to more resis-
tant materials. In light of these challenges, the reference 6542 
Bakelite went out of production after a few years, resulting in lim-
ited production by Rolex standards and making it highly prized 
by collectors. During these five years, Rolex experimented pri-

marily with dial creation, unveiling examples with nearly unique 
characteristics, making them incredibly important to collectors. 
The present GMT Master is the result of these experimentations, 
and its allure extends far beyond its mere rarity, embodying a 
profound sense of history and craftsmanship. Manufactured in 
stainless steel and meticulously preserved over the years, at the 
heart of its black gilt dial stands the rare GMT MASTER signature 
in striking red. This iconic feature is extremely difficult to find, as 
very few pieces have this characteristic, making it exceedingly 
rare and sought after among collectors. But what truly sets this 
timepiece apart is a further detail on the dial. Among the limit-
ed number of reference 6542 watches that exist, only a select 
few boast the coveted depth variant, with the inscription "50 
m = 165 ft" strategically located above 6 o'clock. This exclusive 
detail, present on just a handful of examples, elevates the watch 
to a realm of unparalleled desirability and importance, making it 
a true treasure for discerning collectors. The significance of this 
extraordinary timepiece extends beyond its rare characteristics 
also thanks to its notable provenance, having been consigned to 
Gonzalo Güell y Morales de los Ríos. Lawyer, politician, and diplo-
mat, Güell served as Cuba’s Minister of Foreign Affairs and Prime 
Minister during critical times. Known for his diplomatic finesse 
and strategic leadership, Güell shaped Cuba’s international rela-
tions and fostered alliances. As Prime Minister, he championed 
initiatives for economic growth, social welfare, and national unity, 
leaving an enduring legacy of effective governance and progress. 
His contributions continue to shape Cuba’s trajectory, marking a 
pivotal chapter in its political history. In conclusion, the allure of 
the present watch lies not only in its exquisite design but also in 
its storied past and provenance. In the realm of watch collect-
ing, finding a piece of this caliber is akin to discovering a hidden 
gem. As part of the Rolex Connoisseur's collection, this example 
of the GMT Master reference 6542 stands as one of the most 
significant pieces to grace auction houses in recent decades. Its 
beauty, rarity, and historical provenance make it an exceptional 
piece of history and can truly be defined as a “chimera” in the 
horological world.

€ 250,000 – 500,000
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ROLEX / Iconic and Attractive GMT 
Master II Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
With Black Dial, Full-Set, Reference 16 710

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 16710
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2002
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3185
Case N° Y125598
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Service and Tag

The Rolex GMT Master, introduced in 1954 with the refer-
ence 6542, has evolved over the years and continues to be pro-
duced today as the GMT Master II. The GMT-Master II boasts 
a movement with the added functionality of an independently 
adjustable hour hand. This feature allows users to adjust the 
hour hand in one-hour increments without stopping the second 
hand, or affecting the minute hand or the 24-hour hand. The 

showcased timepiece is a splendid representation of the GMT-
Master II lineage, reference 16710 still impeccably preserved. 
Crafted in stainless steel, the case is enhanced by the iconic 
bracelet. The black dial is adorned with applied luminescent dot 
and baton markers, Mercedes-style hands, and a distinctive red 
arrowhead 24-hour indicator hand. The bidirectional revolving 
bezel, calibrated for 24 hours, features the classic bicolor design 
in blue and red known as the “Pepsi” bezel. Adding to its allure, 
the watch is presented with its original Rolex Box, Warranty, 
Service documentation, and Tag, showcasing its authenticity 
and provenance. This exemplar not only stands as a testament 
to Rolex’s enduring craftsmanship but also represents the time-
less appeal of the GMT Master series.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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ROLEX / Fine and Sporty, GMT Master 
II Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, With Black 
Dial, Full Set, Reference 116 710 LN

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 116710LN
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2008
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3186
Case N° M740654
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Service and Additional Links

The Rolex GMT Master, an iconic timepiece with a legacy dating 
back to 1954, continues to captivate enthusiasts, evolving into 
the contemporary GMT Master  II. The reference  116710LN, 
unveiled at the prestigious Basel World Fair in 2007, showcas-
es Rolex’s commitment to innovation and timeless design. The 
designation “LN” denotes the distinctive black bezel in French, 

“Lunette Noir.” Notable enhancements distinguish this model, 

including the “super case,” characterized by larger lugs with 
vertical satination, a departure from the diagonal pattern seen 
in its predecessor. The introduction of the green hand and text 
on the “Maxi Dial” further refines the watch’s aesthetic, featur-
ing larger hands and indexes for enhanced legibility. This exem-
plar, a testament to the enduring appeal of the GMT Master II, 
is impeccably preserved. The stainless steel case, adorned with 
the iconic bracelet, exudes sophistication, with added complex-
ity and weight, including the discreet “Easy Link” for effortless 
adjustments. The black dial boasts applied luminescent mark-
ers, Mercedes-style hands, and the distinctive green arrow-
head 24-hour indicator hand, exemplifying Rolex’s attention to 
detail. An unusual monochromatic black bezel, calibrated for 
24 hours, replaces the classic red-and-blue structure, adding a 
contemporary touch to the watch’s overall design. Accompanied 
by its original box and Rolex warranty card, this GMT Master II 
reference 116710LN not only represents a harmonious blend of 
tradition and innovation but also stands as a coveted collector’s 
item in the ever-evolving realm of horology.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Iconic and 
Attractive, World Time, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, With “Cloisonné” Enamel Dial 
and Certificate of Origin, Reference 5131J

Brand Patek Philippe
Model World Time
Reference 5131J-001
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2009
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 240 HU
Case N° 4456856
Movement N° 3925031
Dimensions 39.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin and Booklet

The iconic World-Time mechanism, born from the brilliance of 
Geneva watchmaker Louis Cottier in the 1930s, also found its 
home in the timeless creations of Patek Philippe. This legacy is 
epitomized by the iconic references 1415 HU and 2523. In 1959, 

Patek Philippe secured a patent for Cottier’s ingenious device, 
further refining it in 1999 with the introduction of caliber 240 HU, 
a movement that graces the elegant Patek Philippe Ref. 5131J 
offered here. The journey of the “modern” World-Time compli-
cation started first with the release of the Patek Philippe 5110 
in 2000, of the 5130 in 2006 and then the ref. 5131 in 2008. 
Available in yellow, white, pink gold, and platinum, this model 
pays homage to the brand’s pioneering spirit in embracing world 
time complications. The present watch, crafted in radiant yellow 
gold, captures the essence of this horological legacy. The 5131 
is the first one among the newest, to be adorned with a remark-
able cloisonné enamel dial, a testament to Patek Philippe’s 
commitment to excellence in enamel work. The dial showcases 
the names of 24 world cities on the outer ring, surrounded by 
an exquisite depiction of continents. Yellow-gold models fea-
ture the Americas, Europe, and Africa, an artistic rendering that 
elevates the watch to a work of art. The present 5131J is not 
a simple timepiece, it is a cherished piece of history. Complete 
with its Certificate of Origin, it is a tribute to Patek Philippe’s rich 
history and mastery in horology, standing as a symbol of innova-
tion, artistry, and the brand’s enduring commitment to creating 
timepieces that transcend generations.

€ 75,000 – 150,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Elegant 
and Iconic, Calatrava Wristwatch, in 
Pink-gold With Pink Dial, Certificate of 
Origin and Booklets, Reference 3796

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 3796
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1993
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 215
Case N° 2931471
Movement N° 1834757
Dimensions 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin and Booklets

What you are looking at is one of the last examples of the “old-
style” wristwatches that Patek Philippe kept within its produc-
tion until the end of the 20th century. This lot is the unusual 
reference 3796, the ’80s incarnation of the always appreciated 
reference 96. The 3796 represents in fact the last model made 

with the small diameter of 31 mm, the typical size that people 
used to wear in the first part of the century, and the unmistak-
able Calatrava style. It was in production from 1982 until 1999 
and tried to be as similar as possible to the 96 except for three 
details: the new sapphire glass instead of the plastic one of the 
past, the caliber that now is a 215 PS and the case back which is 
now waterproof and with a small flap for easier opening. It was 
replaced by references 5196 and 5296 in the late 1990s and it 
was available in all three gold colors and in platinum, with a vari-
ation of dial layouts. The pink-gold example available here is in 
excellent condition featuring a beautiful and very clear pink dial 
with applied gold baton indexes, outer pearled minute division, 
Dauphine hands and subsidiary seconds at 6. This is the chance 
to own one of the most classic Patek Philippe designs but with 
modern details giving the perfect solution.

€ 9,000 – 18,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Tasteful and 
Well Preserved, Calatrava, Wristwatch 
in Pink Gold, Silvered Dial, With Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 96

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 96
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1955
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 12–400
Case N° 307362
Movement N° 724999
Dimensions 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

If there were ever to be a ranking of the most iconic and sig-
nificant time-only watches in the history of the industry, Patek 
Philippe’s reference 96 would undoubtedly secure one of the 
top three spot. Serving as a cornerstone in Patek Philippe’s pro-
duction, it stands as the inaugural example of what has become 

one of the most elegant lines of wristwatches: the Calatrava. 
Launched in 1932, the reference 96 marked a pivotal moment 
in the definition of watches. It became the first model in history 
to bear a reference number, setting a new standard and influ-
encing the way timepieces were identified. The enduring legacy 
of the reference 96 is a testament to its timeless design and its 
central role in shaping the identity of Patek Philippe esteemed 
Calatrava collection. Over its production cycle, reference 96 has 
seen a remarkable array of variations, offering a diverse range 
of dials coupled with various case metals. These metals include 
the more common yellow gold, alongside stainless steel, pink, 
white gold, and platinum, as well as striking two-tone iterations. 
The present model, crafted in 18K pink gold and in great original 
untouched conditions, features a beautifully preserved silvered 
dial adorned with pink-gold baton indexes, a subsidiary seconds 
display and fab. Suisse on the seconds track. The crisp hallmarks 
and well-maintained baton indexes underscore the meticulous 
care given to the condition of this watch. Revered among con-
noisseurs, the reference 96 stands as the epitome of elegance 
in timepieces and serves as a true benchmark within its category.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Desirable 
and Well Preserved, Annual Calendar, Power 
Reserve, Automatic Chronograph Wristwatch 
in Platinum, Grey Dial, With Box and Original 
Certificate, Reference 5960P, Coming from 
the Personal Collection of Renato Della Valle

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Annual Calendar Chronograph
Reference 5960P-001
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2006
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber CH 28-520
Case N° 4354482
Movement N° 3500531
Dimensions 40.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklets
Literature Coming from the Personal Collection 

of Renato Della Valle

In recent years, Patek Philippe has been at the forefront of horo-
logical innovation, unveiling a captivating array of intricate time-
pieces that redefine the benchmarks for quality and beauty. In 
2006, Patek Philippe rose to the occasion with the introduction 
of the reference 5960, a timepiece that not only signifies a his-
toric milestone but also embodies the epitome of contemporary 

luxury. The Patek Philippe ref. 5960, represents a pioneering 
self-winding chronograph wristwatch with an annual calendar 
complication. It’s not just a watch, it’s Patek Philippe’s first-ev-
er-automatic chronograph, a masterpiece born out of innovation 
and precision. Initially available only in platinum with a sophis-
ticated gray dial, this horological marvel has evolved over the 
years. In 2009, a steel/blue dial variant made its debut, and the 
watch expanded its allure in pink or white gold. By 2014, a stain-
less steel version emerged, pushing the boundaries of sophisti-
cation. Powering this marvel is the in-house caliber CH 28–520 
IRM QA 24H, a testament to Patek Philippe’s commitment to 
excellence. Presented in exquisite condition, with a meticulously 
preserved case and sharply rounded pushers, this specimen in 
platinum is a nod to the era that defined Patek Philippe. What 
truly sets the reference 5960 apart is its dial design, an artistic 
expression of the movement’s novelty. The “bull’s-eye” subdial 
at 6 o’clock, seamlessly integrating minute and hour totalizers, 
is a stroke of genius. It made this watch the first serially pro-
duced Patek Philippe timepiece to feature a 12-hour counter, a 
design innovation that marries sportiness with refinement and 
elegance. Ref.5960 represents a turning point for Patek Philippe, 
a contemporary icon that combines an annual calendar, fly back 
chronograph, and in-house movement within a stylish platinum 
case. Sold with its box and certificate of origin confirming its sub-
sequent sale on the 11th of November 2006, this watch is an 
opportunity to own a landmark reference that not only shaped 
Patek Philippe’s modern chronograph and sports watch collec-
tions but also symbolizes the spirit of innovation and luxury.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Fresh to the 
Market, Extremely Rare and Astonishing, 
Nautilus “Jumbo”, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, Made for the Sultanate of Oman, 
With Extract from the Archives Confirming 
the Khanjar Logo, Reference 3700/1

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Nautilus
Reference 3700/1
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1977
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 28-255
Case N° 537361
Movement N° 1305238
Dimensions 42 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives
Literature A similar watch was sold at Christie's 

“PASSION FOR TIME - AN IMPORTANT 
PRIVATE COLLECTION OF WATCHES AND 
TIMEPIECES” Auction Geneva, 6th November 
2023 as lot 2107 for 1,134,000 CHF

The Patek Philippe reference 3700, presented here, epito-
mizes rare elegance and exclusivity, making it one of the most 
sought-after Nautilus models to ever grace an auction. Its 
breath-taking design is further accentuated by the distinguished 
gold Khanjar emblem, gracefully positioned at 6 o'clock, lend-
ing it a regal allure. This captivating timepiece exudes a sense 
of royalty and is recognized as one of the rarest Khanjar watches 
in existence, adding a layer of mystique that amplifies its allure. 
Marking its debut on the auction stage, this vintage treasure, 

enveloped in near-mythical prestige, has until now remained 
under the radar of scholarly scrutiny. Within the exclusive realm 
of yellow-gold Nautilus reference 3700 adorned with the distinc-
tive “Khanjar” dial, only four were acknowledged worldwide until 
the recent unveiling of this exceptional fifth example. The discov-
ery of this gold Nautilus “Khanjar” represents a significant find, 
remarkably preserved in its original condition. Set against a black 
channelled background, the dial features the resplendent gold 

“Khanjar” emblem of the Sultanate of Oman elegantly positioned 
above the 6 o'clock marker. This addition enhances the collec-
tion of the previously known yellow-gold examples, with close 
proximity in movement and case numbers corroborating their 
shared origin — a special order for His Majesty Sultan Qaboos 
bin Said al Said. A connoisseur of fine watches, His Majesty gifted 
numerous timepieces as symbols of appreciation, some of which 
have secured their place in the annals of modern horological 
history. These gifts, ranging from simple timepieces to exqui-
site Patek Philippe watches, were presented to loyal servants, 
members of his administration, and citizens, each marking the 
significance of the occasion. For Nautilus aficionados and col-
lectors of Omani-designated watches alike, the unveiling of this 
timepiece offers a rare opportunity to acquire one of the most 
exclusive iterations of the landmark reference 3700/1. The origi-
nal Nautilus reference 3700/1 case design, crafted under patent 
on April 23, 1976, by Favre-Perret S.A., Le Crêt du Locle, transi-
tioned to Patek Philippe's Ateliers Réunis workshops in 1981. Its 
innovative dual-part structure, secured by lateral screws and a 
pioneering rubber seal, ensures an impeccable watertight seal 
under pressure. The Extract from the Archives confirms the 
yellow-gold case, bracelet, and dial, featuring gold baton hour 
markers and, notably, the unprecedented inclusion of the Coat of 
Arms. This Patek Philippe Nautilus, distinguished by its historical 
significance, newfound rarity, and exceptional exclusivity, emerg-
es as a pinnacle of recent auction history.

€ 500,000 – 1,000,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Precious 
and Glamorous, Huitieme Chronograph 
Wristwatch, in Steel, Graduated Bezel, 
Black Dial, Reference 25 644ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Huitieme Chronograph
Reference 25644ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1980's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2126
Case N° D42605
Movement N° 407843
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

“Huitième” (or “Huitiesme” in old French, signifying “eighth”) 
stood as Audemars Piguet’s distinguished line during the 1970s 
and 1980s. However, in the present day, it tends to be over-
shadowed by the extensive popularity of the Royal Oak mod-
els. This particular model is crafted in steel, the manufacturer 
also presented it in a luxurious full gold edition, along with an 

innovative blend of tantalum and gold. The 40-mm-case size 
maintains a streamlined profile, housing the self-winding cal-
iber 2126. This movement, an evolution of Jaeger-LeCoultre’s 
caliber 899/1, features an additional chronograph module by 
Dubois Dépraz. The impeccably preserved black dial is a rare 
find, showcasing the meticulous design of the tachymeter scale 
and three counters for continuous seconds, 30-minute recording, 
and 12-hour recording. A subtle yet refined date window at 3 
o’clock adds to the dial’s sophistication. Notably distinctive is the 
graduated Arabic bezel, a departure from the typical Audemars 
Piguet inscription, adding an extra touch of beauty to the time-
piece. This Audemars Piguet Huitieme Chronograph boasts a 
conventional and wearable 40.5 mm case crafted from steel. 
An intriguing detail is the placement of the “cyclops eye” over 
the date, situated inside the crystal, a rarity in comparison to the 
more common placement on top, as seen in Rolex and various 
other watches. This unique arrangement further enhances the 
watch’s distinctive character and sets it apart in terms of both 
design and functionality.

€ 5,000 – 10,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Special and 
Refined Skeletonized Pocket Watch in White 
Gold, With Sectorial Engraved Bezel and Chain

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Pocket Watch
Case Material White Gold
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 2003
Movement N° 89618
Dimensions 42 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Chain

Founded in 1875 by Jules-Louis Audemars and Edward Auguste 
Piguet, Audemars Piguet established a workshop dedicated to 
the creation of watches endowed with intricate mechanisms 
and precision, a legacy that endures in their timepieces to this 
day. This dynamic partnership led to numerous horological 
achievements, shaping the foundation of the brand’s reputa-
tion. In 1934, Audemars Piguet reached a significant milestone 
by introducing the first skeletonized pocket watch, showcasing 
the brand’s commitment to innovation. The horological ingenuity 

continued, and in 1946, they unveiled the thinnest wristwatch, 
further solidifying their prowess in watchmaking. The pocket 
watch presented here exemplifies Audemars Piguet’s mastery in 
both aesthetics and quality. Crafted in white gold, the watch fea-
tures a polished ring and sectorial engraving on the bezel, cre-
ating a refined and visually captivating timepiece. The heart of 
this exceptional watch lies in its skeleton dial, adorned with black 
steel baton-style hour hands. This intricate design is a testament 
to Audemars Piguet’s dedication to creating horological master-
pieces. This pocket watch, with its unique style and meticulous 
craftsmanship, stands as a precious jewel in any collection. It not 
only reflects the brand’s heritage but also serves as a tangible 
proof of Audemars Piguet’s enduring skill and innovation in the 
world of watchmaking.

€ 6,000 – 12,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very 
Fine and Attractive, Jules Audemars 
Tourbillon, Wristwatch in Pink Gold, 
Diamond Bezel, Mother-of-Pearl Dial, With 
Box and Warranty, Reference 26084OR

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Jules Audemars Tourbillon
Reference 26084OR
Case Material Pink Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2000's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 2906
Case N° G00186
Movement N° 678042
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Warranty

The timepiece showcased here is a splendid addition to 
Audemars Piguet’s esteemed Jules Audemars collection, hous-
ing one of the most historically significant movements ever cre-
ated. Originating in the mid-1950s, the quest for showcasing 
technical prowess has endured through the years, culminating 
in the creation of this “Tourbillon Automatique” model in 1986. 

During its debut, it garnered acclaim as the world’s thinner and 
smaller tourbillon movement, marking a milestone in horolog-
ical innovation. This model proudly features a groundbreaking 
tourbillon, meticulously designed for a manual-wind movement, 
comprising 19 jewels and boasting an impressive 72-hour power 
reserve. The 20-meter water-resistant case is a masterpiece in 
pink gold, measuring 39 mm in diameter. Accentuating its struc-
tural elegance is a circular diamond-set bezel, adding a touch 
of refinement to its design. A truly distinctive feature is the 
exceptional dial, meticulously crafted from white Mother-of-
Pearl, adorned with a sunray-style guilloché pattern, an extraor-
dinary achievement both technically and aesthetically. The pink 
Roman gold numerals and round-cut diamond-set indexes for 
the hours infuse an opulent touch. The meticulous attention to 
detail extends to every aspect of the watch, creating a seamless 
fusion of technical innovation and aesthetic finesse. Preserved in 
remarkable condition, this timepiece is accompanied by its box 
and certificate of origin, further elevating its collectible value. As 
a testament to Audemars Piguet’s unwavering commitment to 
craftsmanship and innovation, this watch stands as an epitome 
of horological excellence within the illustrious Jules Audemars 
collection.

€ 30,000 – 60,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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TUDOR / Historic and Iconic, Submariner 
Automatic Wristwatch, in Steel, With Black 
Dial and Pointed Crown Guards, supplied 
to the Argentine Navy, Reference 7928

Brand Tudor
Model Submariner
Reference 7928
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1961
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 390
Case N° 338659, 61204-Ci
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Army's Patches and Pins
Literature This specific watch has been sold at 

Christie’s "Important Watches" Auction 
Geneva, 14th November 2011  as lot 204

In 1959, Tudor unveiled the first Oyster-Prince Submariner with crown 
guards, the reference 7928, marking a significant advancement in the 
watch’s water resistance capabilities and resulting in a smaller crown 
size. Like Rolex, the crown guards underwent significant evolution at 

Tudor, with the watch in question featuring the pointed crown guards, 
characteristic of early production models. Dubbed the “twin” of the 
Rolex Submariner ref. 5513, it shared the same bezel design and 
boasted a water resistance of up to 200 meters (660 ft). The reference 
7928 remained in production until 1967, during which its dial under-
went continual evolution, yet it consistently featured the Tudor rose 
symbol and “Oyster Prince” at the upper half, and typically, the depth 
rating “200m=660ft, Submariner, Rotor, Self-Winding” across four 
lines at the lower half. Crafted in stainless steel, this piece is excep-
tionally well-preserved, featuring an attractive dark-coloured graduat-
ed bezel, and a dial with light/gilted text and index details. Tudor div-
er’s watches, as reliable as their Rolex "sisters" but offered at a more 
accessible price, became the preferred choice for many armed forces, 
including certain units of the French and US Navy. Moreover, some 
very rare specimens were also allocated to the Argentine Forces, as 
is the case with this model. The case back is notably marked with a 
deep and clear military allocation and number: the CI is believed to 
be a stock code or possibly refers to the Cuerpo Infantería, alongside 
the standard engraving: “Case by Rolex Geneva—Original Oyster.” The 
inclusion of military divers’ patches and pins, carefully preserved by 
the previous owner, infuses this Tudor Submariner 7928 with unique 
charm and extraordinary historical significance, making it a standout 
piece for collectors and enthusiasts alike.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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ROLEX / Esteemed and Well-
preserved Oyster Perpetual Date 
Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, With 
Tropical Black Gilt Dial, Reference 6518

Brand Rolex
Model Date
Reference 6518
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1954
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1030
Case N° 32416
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

For collectors who cherish the allure of vintage watches, the 
Rolex Date Reference 6518 is a rare gem that beckons with its 
pristine condition and fully operational prowess. Crafted in stain-
less steel, this exceptional piece, produced in 1954, stands as 
a testament to Rolex’s commitment to precision and enduring 
style. The heart of this watch beats with the legendary auto-
matic high-grade movement caliber 1030, a 21-jewel marvel 

that ensures precision and reliability, a true hallmark of Rolex 
craftsmanship. The gilt black dial is turning to a very nice trop-
ical brown color, it is adorned with dart applied indexes, exudes 
a timeless charm, while the distinctive red and black date dis-
play adds a touch of sophistication. Embrace the functionality 
of a center second, self-winding mechanism, housed within 
a meticulously crafted three-body case. This vintage marvel, 
signed with the prestigious “Oyster Perpetual, Officially Certified 
Chronometer” designation, is a collector’s dream. The case, 
with its screw-down back and crown, epitomizes water-resistant 
durability—a hallmark of Rolex’s commitment to precision time-
keeping. Complete with an original Rolex steel bracelet, this rare 
find is not just a watch: it’s a timeless statement of refined taste 
and understated luxury.

€ 3,000 – 6,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Well 
Preserved and Rare, Perpetual Calendar, Moon 
Phases, Chronograph, Wristwatch in White 
Gold, Black Baton Index Dial, With Certificate of 
Origin and Solid Case Back, Reference 3970 EG

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Perpetual Calendar Chronograph
Reference 3970EG-020
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2003
Movement Type Manual
Caliber CH 27-70
Case N° 4216241
Movement N° 3046905
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin, Solid 

Caseback, Setting Pin and Tag

Since its inception in 1941 with the legendary 1518, Patek 
Philippe’s dynasty of chronographs with perpetual calendar 
and moon phases has stood as a pinnacle of horological art-
istry. Evolving through iconic models like the 2499, the brand 
introduced the equally legendary Ref. 3970 in 1986, a master-
piece that bridged tradition and modernity. Among its variants, 
the reference 3970 in white gold stands out as a rare gem, and 
the present specimen with baton indexes black dial elevates 

its desirability to unprecedented heights. The journey of Patek 
Philippe’s perpetual calendar chronographs reached a signifi-
cant milestone with the introduction of the ref. 3970: featuring 
a Lemania movement, a 36 mm diameter and innovative dial 
elements like the leap year indicator at 3 o’clock and a 24-hour 
indicator at 9 o’clock, it seamlessly blended tradition with mod-
ern design. The 3970E, where E stands for Etanche or water-re-
sistant, was produced in yellow, pink, white gold, and platinum. 
Among these, the white-gold variant is already a rarity, and the 
present example, adorned with baton indexes on a black dial, 
stands as an exceptional and highly collectible variation, expo-
nent of the third series. Unlike many Ref. 3970s in white gold 
with silver dials or diamond-set indexes, the present one exudes 
a sportive and masculine vibe. The combination of the slight 
warmth of the white-gold case and indexes and the sleek, inky-
black dial creates an irresistible aesthetic. The present 3970 EG 
is not only exceptionally well-preserved and its rare configura-
tion is confirmed on the Certificate of Origin, adding to it unique-
ness. Only a handful of examples with this specific configuration 
has surfaced, making it an extremely sought-after timepiece. 
The watch not only comes with its original warranty but also 
includes the second, solid case back. This remarkable package 
enhances the overall appeal, providing collectors with a com-
prehensive and authentic ownership experience. In the realm of 
Patek Philippe’s horological legacy, the reference 3970 EG with 
a baton indexes black dial is not just a timekeeping instrument: it 
is an embodiment of rarity, innovation, and unmatched elegance.

€ 100,000 – 200,000
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OMEGA / Exceptional and Very Rare 
Hinged Single Button Chronograph Aviators 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With Enamel Dial

Brand Omega
Model Monopusher chronograph
Reference KOT 741 AL
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1920's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber CHRO 18
Case N° 256795
Movement N° 5751651
Dimensions 45 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Omega has consistently demonstrated its mastery in crafting 
exceptional chronographs, and this wristwatch presented here 
stands as a testament to the brand’s prowess in the early 20th 
century. Originating from the 1920s, this oversized single-button 
chronograph holds a unique place in Omega’s historical lineup 

and boasts an impeccable state of preservation since its initial 
sale. The 18k yellow-gold case with a hinged back immediately 
captures attention, showcasing its distinctive design elements. 
Notably, the placement of the chronograph button between the 
lower lugs at the 6 o’clock position sets it apart from the more 
conventional locations on the band or within the crown. This 
atypical positioning adds an intriguing touch to the overall aes-
thetics. A true rarity, the dial of this timepiece remains in original 
and nice condition, underscoring its exceptional status. Crafted 
in enamel, the dial features multiple scales in vibrant colors, 
including red, blue, and black, each retaining its original luster. 
The dynamic interplay of these hues adds a visual richness to the 
dial, making it a standout feature. In essence, this Omega chro-
nograph is a captivating blend of historical significance, innova-
tive design, and remarkable preservation. Its distinctive charac-
teristics and exceptional condition make it a prized collectible 
for enthusiasts and connoisseurs alike, offering a glimpse into 
Omega’s legacy of creating masterful timepieces.

€ 10,000 – 20,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Attractive and Desirable, 
Submariner “Starbucks”, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, Green Bezel and 
Black Dial, Reference 126610LV

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 126610LV
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2020's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3235
Case N° 6663D7Z0
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Missmatching Warranty

In 2020, Rolex unveiled a new chapter in its storied history with 
the release of the Submariner ref. 126610LV, an instant classic 
following the iconic Hulk ref. 116610LV. The latter, famous for its 
striking green-on-green design, had itself succeeded the legend-
ary 50th-anniversary reference 16610LV, affectionately known 
as the “Kermit.” The influence of the Kermit is unmistakable in 

the ref. 126610LV, featuring a black dial that pays homage to its 
predecessor. This latest iteration introduces a newly designed 
case, boasting a contemporary 41 mm diameter. The revamped 
lugs showcase a slightly concave and slimmer profile, injecting 
a touch of refinement into the watch’s aesthetics. Powering this 
horological marvel is the new calibre 3525, extending the power 
reserve to an impressive 70 hours compared to its predeces-
sor’s 48 hours. The scratch-resistant green Cerachrom bezel, a 
standout feature from the Hulk, remains a hallmark celebrated 
for its durability, offering enhanced resistance and a vibrant color 
that stands the test of time. A luminescent capsule on the zero 
marker ensures legibility in all lighting conditions. The knurled 
edge of the bezel is thoughtfully designed, providing excellent 
grip even underwater, a testament to the Submariner’s function-
ality. Fondly nicknamed the “Starbucks” for its distinctive color 
scheme, the watch offered here is in impeccable overall condi-
tion, showing no evident signs of use. The Rolex Submariner ref. 
126610LV represents a timeless evolution paying homage to its 
predecessors while embracing modernity. With its impeccable 
design, enhanced features, and iconic color scheme, this watch 
stands as a symbol of Rolex’s unwavering commitment to excel-
lence and innovation.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Extremely 
Well Preserved and Attractive, Code 
11.59, Automatic Wristwatch in Pink and 
White Gold, Dark Grey Degradè Dial, With 
Box and Papers, Reference 15210CR

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Code 11.59
Reference 15210CR
Case Material White and Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2020
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4302
Case N° K72455
Movement N° AW4458
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

Debuting at the prestigious Watches & Wonders event in 2019, 
Audemars Piguet introduced the groundbreaking CODE 11.59 
collection, pushing the boundaries of watchmaking design. This 
captivating reference 15210CR features an octagonal middle 
part crafted in radiant pink gold, seamlessly framed by a round 

top and back encased in white gold. The design is further accen-
tuated by meticulously hollowed-out lugs, adding a touch of 
refinement. With a diameter of 41 mm, the watch showcases a 
mesmerizing smoked grey “fumè” lacquered dial, a hallmark of 
sophistication and uniqueness. The minimalist dial highlights the 
Audemars Piguet logo positioned under 12 o’clock, a function-
al date window delicately placed between 4 and 5 o’clock, and 
applied rose gold hour markers that elegantly contrast against 
the grey canvas. The black lacquered inner bezel proudly dis-
plays the minutes markers, adding a subtle yet distinctive ele-
ment. At its heart beats the in-house automatic Caliber 4302, a 
marvel of precision and innovation. The movement features an 
instantaneous jumping date function, accompanied by an AP 
semi-skeleton rose gold rotor. Boasting a freesprung balance 
and an impressive 70-hour power reserve, the Caliber 4302 
showcases meticulous finishing, with Geneva stripes on the 
beveled-edge bridges and perlage on the baseplate. Presented 
in impeccable condition, this exceptional timepiece comes 
complete with the original green Audemars Piguet box, along 
with instruction & warranty booklets, and the Audemars 
Piguet international warranty card. A harmonious blend of cut-
ting-edge design, craftsmanship, and horological prowess, this 
CODE 11.59 model stands as a distinctive and coveted addition 
to any discerning collector’s ensemble.

€ 13,000 – 26,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Well 
Presserved and Very Rare, Calatrava Indirect 
Center Seconds, Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
With Extract from Archives, Reference 570

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Calatrava
Reference 570
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1949
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 12 SC
Case N° 301830
Movement N° 861832
Dimensions 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

In stark contrast to its smaller counterpart, the reference 96, 
which boasts a width of 30 mm, the reference 570 emerged as 
the largest time-only watch within the esteemed Patek Philippe 
collection, remaining in production from 1938 until 1972. This 
elegant model, a pinnacle of horological sophistication, was 
crafted in various materials, in yellow gold and some excep-
tionally rare specimens in rose gold, white gold, stainless steel, 

and platinum. The present lot showcases a catching tropical 
dial, featuring a superb two-tone finish. Adorned with applied 
yellow-gold baton and Arabic numerals, central seconds, and an 
outer minute division in another silvered tone color, the dial is 
complemented by leaf hands. Notably is the undirected central 
seconds, is particularly rare, as Patek Philippe manufactured 
them for only a brief period. Starting in 1950, the 12SC caliber 
was replaced by the 27 SC, which was employed until the con-
clusion of this model’s production. Undoubtedly, this reference 
stands as one of the most iconic timepieces of the 1940s. Its 
allure is undeniable, captivating enthusiasts, collectors, and 
watch connoisseurs alike. The 18k large yellow-gold case pre-
sented here is among the most charismatic examples to grace 
the auction market in recent years. Its state of preservation is 
exemplary, showcasing a sharp hallmark on the side case that is 
remarkably deep and crisp. Accompanied by the Patek Philippe 
Extract from the Archives, this document attests to the authen-
ticity of the movement, case material, caliber, reference, and the 
watch’s sale on 30th March 1950. This provenance adds an extra 
layer of significance to an already extraordinary timepiece, as at 
that time Patek introduced the short Patek Philippe signature, 
this lot still preserve the original long Patek Philippe & Co writing 
on the dial, making it a coveted addition to any discerning col-
lector’s portfolio.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / Iconic and Desirable, GMT-
Master, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, Black 
Dial, With Box and Service, Reference 1675

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master
Reference 1675
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1968
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1575
Case N° 1943937
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Copy of Service and Tag

The GMT-Master represents a timepiece originally crafted in 
1954 to cater to the specific needs of pilots, providing a reliable 
instrument for two distinctive time zones. Following the resound-
ing success of the very first GMT-Master, Rolex introduced its 
successor in 1959, the iconic reference 1675, which remained 
in production until 1980. The one here offered presents a capti-
vating example of this reference: dive in its timeless elegance, as 

the stainless steel case showcases very nice condition, comple-
mented by a meticulously preserved chapter ring with vivid and 
eye-catching color. The matte black dial, featuring open minutes, 
is in remarkable conditions, adding a layer of character to the 
entire timepiece. What sets this watch apart is not only its aes-
thetic allure but also the inclusion of the classic stainless steel 
Oyster bracelet, enhancing its overall appeal. This bracelet not 
only exemplifies the enduring craftsmanship of Rolex but also 
adds to the watch versatility and comfort. In addition to its capti-
vating features, this GMT-Master 1675 stands as a testament to 
Rolex’s commitment to innovation and precision in watchmaking. 
It’s not just a timekeeping device: it’s a journey through horo-
logical history, encapsulating the essence of a bygone era while 
remaining relevant in the contemporary watch landscape. With 
its distinctive features, great condition, and a touch of nostalgia, 
this timepiece is a true collector’s desire, embodying the brand’s 
dedication to excellence and timeless design.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN / Well 
Preeserved and Desirable, Rectangular 
Curved-Shape Wristwatch, in White Gold, 
Onyx Dial, Full-Set, Reference 35204

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Rectangular Watch
Reference 35204
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1980s
Movement Type Manual
Caliber K1050/B
Case N° 528320
Movement N° 660801
Dimensions 20 x 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklet

For over 265 years, Vacheron Constantin has continuously ele-
vated and redefined the art of fine watchmaking. Since its estab-
lishment in 1755, the Maison, founded by Jean-Marc Vacheron, 
has seen the evolution of watchmaking across generations. The 
legacy of Vacheron Constantin is woven through various anec-

dotes and historical events that contribute to the Maison’s unpar-
alleled reputation. This timepiece, showcasing the Maison’s 
commitment to excellence, boasts a manual movement, Cal. 
K1050/B. The 20 jewels within the movement contribute to its 
precision and reliability. The rectangular curved case, crafted 
entirely in white gold and adorned with hooded lugs, reflects 
the Maison’s dedication to sophisticated design. The thinness 
of the case adds a touch of elegance to the timepiece, creating 
a harmonious balance of form and function. The snap-on case 
back not only contributes to the watch’s streamlined appear-
ance but also attests to the craftsmanship within. The true rarity 
and preciousness of this timepiece lie in its onyx stone dial. The 
geometric design of the dial showcases an exceptional level of 
artistry and meticulous attention to detail. The onyx stone not 
only adds a distinctive touch to the watch but also underscores 
the Maison’s commitment to using unique materials in their cre-
ations. In summary, it is a masterpiece that encapsulates the 
enduring legacy of Vacheron Constantin. This authentic piece 
stands as a testament to the Maison’s continuous pursuit of 
excellence, blending tradition with innovation to create timepiec-
es that transcend time itself.

€ 4,000 – 8,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Well Preserved 
and Fine, Chronograph Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, With Black Lacquered 
Multiscale Dial, Reference 2508

Brand Rolex
Model Chronograph
Reference 2508
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1936
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 14'
Case N° 38313
Dimensions 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Introduced in the late 1930s, reference 2508 stands as one of 
Rolex’s earliest modern chronographs. Its design not only rep-
resents a pinnacle of aesthetics but also embodies a harmonious 
balance of style. Some specimens of this model are considered 
among the most beautifully crafted chronographs ever made. 
This extraordinary chronograph is an exceedingly rare Rolex 

model, challenging to come by in auctions, and even more so 
in such impeccable condition with distinctive features. The ref-
erence 2508, a chronograph trailblazer from Rolex, made its 
debut in the mid-1930s and remained in production until the 
late 1940s. The design encapsulates the militaristic style prev-
alent during its creation, showcasing solidity and resilience. The 
yellow-gold case boasts razor-sharp edges, and the first series 
olive-shaped pushers, a distinctive feature that later models 
replaced with rectangular pushers. Preserving its original black 
color remarkably well after over 80 years, the dial features 
applied baton and Arabic numerals, creating a striking contrast 
against the background. The feuille hands and inner-minute 
track further enhance the dial’s aesthetic appeal. Additionally, 
the dial features two scales, an outer telemeter scale based on 
kilometers and an inner spiral tachymeter. With nearly a century 
behind it, this timepiece would impress even the most seasoned 
collector, having been virtually untouched over the years. The 
remarkable condition is evident on the yellow-gold case back, 
where both the serial numbers and monogram remain perfect-
ly legible. This beautiful 2508 represents a must-have for every 
true watches lover.

€ 35,000 – 70,000
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ROLEX / Very Rare and Refined, 
Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, Rare Baguette and Brilliant 
Diamond-Set Dial, Reference 1803

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 1803
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 1970
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 2433231
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Rolex Day-Date stands as an enduring icon, a timepiece that 
has evolved through nearly seven decades, showcasing various 
interpretations. Initially conceived as Rolex’s pinnacle of luxury, 
exclusively available in precious metals with only a few steel pro-
totypes known, it has transformed into the epitome of versatility 
within the Rolex lineup. Among the plethora of Day-Date watch-
es, the Reference 1803 emerges as a standout, representing the 

essence of this generation. This particular timepiece is an exqui-
site embodiment of a pink-gold Day-Date, featuring a remarkably 
rare silvered dial with a distinctive diamond configuration. Unlike 
the conventional day date with diamond dials that typically sport 
brilliant cuts for the indexes and a lone baguette diamond at six 
and nine o’clock, this dial boasts a unique arrangement. Brilliant 
and baguette-cut diamonds alternate for each index, creating a 
captivating pattern of radiance. Preserved in notable condition, 
the pink-gold case exudes elegance, seamlessly merging with 
the silver dial and complemented by luminous hands. The bril-
liance is further accentuated by the alternation of brilliant and 
baguette-cut diamonds, elevating the watch’s aesthetic with a 
precious touch. This exceptional timepiece not only encapsu-
lates the rich history of the Rolex Day-Date but also stands as a 
testament to the brand’s commitment to excellence and innova-
tion over the years.

€ 25,000 – 50,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Elegant and Extremely Well Preserved Art 
Deco Square Shape Wristwatch in Platinum, 
With Fancy Lugs, Black Diamond-Set Dial, 
Extract from the Archives, Reference 4449

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Fancy Lugs
Reference 4449
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1951
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 458/3B
Case N° 321004
Movement N° 488537
Dimensions 24.5 x 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

With a rich legacy spanning over 260 years, Vacheron Constantin 
embodies a captivating tale of innovation, audacity, efficiency, 
and enduring elegance—a narrative that shows no signs of wan-
ing. Established in 1755 by Jean-Marc Vacheron in Geneva, the 

brand has consistently pursued excellence, marked by ground-
breaking achievements. In 1770, Vacheron Constantin intro-
duced the world’s first horological complication, followed by the 
creation of the inaugural engine-turned dial in 1781. The com-
pany adopted the double name Vacheron & Constantin in 1819, 
a designation that officially evolved into Vacheron Constantin 
in 1970. Crafted in 1951, the featured Vacheron Constantin 
resonates with the sinuous lines characteristic of the Art Deco 
era that prevailed during its creation. The platinum two-body 
case boasts flame-shaped fluted lugs and a snap-on case back, 
bearing a distinct and deeply etched hallmark on the side. The 
well-preserved black dial showcases applied diamond-set 
indexes for the hours, adorned with the signature Vacheron 
Constantin logo in its original light paint. This timepiece stands 
as a harmonious blend of sophistication and audacity, exuding 
intrigue through its distinctive and almost unique dial. The sub-
stantial platinum case, with its prominent fancy lugs and crisp, 
deep hallmark, reveals minimal signs of wear—a testament to 
its meticulous preservation. A true gem, the present Vacheron 
Constantin is exceptionally rare and preserved in exceptional 
astonishing conditions, offering a glimpse into the brand’s his-
tory and its unwavering commitment to horological excellence.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Possibly Unique 
Configuration, Outstanding and Extremely 
Attractive, Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Ornated with Turquoise Cabochons, With 
Extract from The Archives, Reference 4238/1

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 4238/1
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold and Turquoise
Year 1973
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 16-250
Case N° 2743238
Movement N° 1263857
Dimensions 25 X 21 mm, Total Lenght: 195 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

As a trailblazing creative designer and pioneer in horology, Patek 
Philippe has consistently astonished enthusiasts with its abili-
ty to defy aesthetic norms prevalent during the periods of its 
watch designs. The present lady’s yellow-gold wristwatch with 
a fancy integrated bracelet stands as an elegant and charming 

testament to the bold designs of the 1970s, an era marked by 
innovation in bracelet and case finishings. The bracelet itself is 
a work of art, showcasing an unusual configuration of links that 
subtly and delicately adorns the wrist. Reminiscent of the buckle 
at the end of a strap, these yellow-gold components are slen-
der and refined, creating a perfect adornment for a discerning 
lady’s wrist. The links, slightly domed, feature oval turquoise 
stones placed alternately on the right and left, introducing a 
dynamic motif that adds movement to the entire structure. The 
rectangular case seamlessly aligns with the bracelet’s style, all 
interconnected by two small links, creating a harmonious com-
position. The electric blue dial, a striking contrast to the gold, 
captivates the viewer and disrupts the established pattern with 
its vivid allure. This particular reference 4238/1 is incredibly 
rare, marking its debut on the auction market (to the best of our 
knowledge), enhancing its allure for collectors seeking unique-
ness and historical significance. For the discerning collector, this 
Patek Philippe Lady’s Yellow Gold Wristwatch is a captivating 
ode to the elegance of the 1970s, an exquisite blend of design 
and craftsmanship that transcends time and captivates the con-
noisseur’s eye.

€ 30,000 – 60,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Charismatic and Extremely Well 
Preserved, Day-Date “Jurassic Park”, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Diamond-Set Fossil 
Dial, Warranty and Tag, Reference 18238

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18238
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1995
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° W320467
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty and Tag

The Rolex Day-Date requires no introduction, an iconic, elegant, 
and versatile model that stands as a milestone for the brand, 
explored in various ways over time. One constant has prevailed: 
the use of precious materials, emphasizing the model’s signifi-
cance. In a brief period, Rolex elevated its magnificence further 
by producing a limited number of natural stone dials. Among 

these, the Fossil dial is exceptionally rare, often referred to as 
“Jurassic Parks” in the collector’s realm. These dials are prized 
for their scarcity, stemming from the challenging manufacturing 
process. Fossil face Day-Dates, with their unique characteristics, 
are a testament to the intricate craftsmanship involved. Only a 
few exist, showcasing two distinct shades. The rarity of Fossil 
dials is attributed to their delicate production process. Crafting 
them involves carving a thin slice of fossil, incorporating 10 dia-
mond settings, gold frames for apertures and the coronet, along 
with printing and finishing all without compromising the surface 
integrity. This particular timepiece, a reference 18 238, is pre-
sented in perfect condition, accompanied by its original warran-
ty and tag. The 36 mm tonneau case, crafted in full 18k yellow 
gold, retains its original proportions and is complemented by a 
precious President bracelet. The presence of the original Rolex 
sticker on the back confirms that the watch has seen only occa-
sional wear.

€ 20,000 – 40,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Stunning and Iconic, Daytona 
Automatic Chronograph Wristwatch 
in White Gold, With “Racing” Dial, Box 
and Papers, Reference 116 509

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 116509
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 2005
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4130
Case N° D209375
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklets

Debuted at the Basel Fair in 2000, the Ref. 116 509 stands out 
as the inaugural white-gold Daytona featuring a matching white-
gold bracelet. Embodying the quintessential athletic allure syn-
onymous with the Daytona line, it encases the caliber 4130, a 
pivotal movement for Rolex as its first in-house chronograph 
movement. Robust, steadfast, and exuding a luxurious charm, 

this timepiece seamlessly merges functionality with sophistica-
tion, defining it as a distinguished tool watch. Crafted from the 
highest quality white-gold alloy, this 18K masterpiece possess-
es a distinctive trait that elevates its allure — a captivating black 

“Racing” dial with smoked aesthetics and red markers. While it 
was available with either silvered or black dials, the chosen black 

“Racing” dial evokes the spirit of the renowned Daytona circuit, 
adding a sporty touch to the ensemble. Presented in exceptional 
condition, the 116 509 retains its original proportions with no 
apparent signs of wear, attesting to its meticulous preserva-
tion. This timepiece is offered with its original box, Warranty and 
booklets, further enhancing its desirability and completeness.

€ 24,000 – 48,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Iconic 
and Very Desirable, Nautilus “Jumbo”, 
Automatic Wristwatch in White Gold, 
With Box and Certificate of Origin, 
Reference 3711G, Coming from the 
Personal Collection of Renato Della Valle

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Nautilus
Reference 3711/1G
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 2005
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 315/190
Case N° 4279267
Movement N° 3256184
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Certificate of Origin
Literature Coming from the Personal Collection 

of Renato Della Valle

Among Patek Philippe’s distinguished creations, the Nautilus 
has garnered a special place in people’s hearts in recent years 
due to its unique design. Introduced in 1976 during the chal-
lenging quartz crisis in the Swiss watches industry, the Nautilus, 
designed by Gérald Genta, with its iconic porthole-inspired 
design, stood resilient and remains highly sought after today. 
Crafted in various materials and featuring diverse complica-
tions, the Nautilus consistently showcases its distinctive case 

shape with protruding “ears” and an eight-sided curved bezel. 
At its launch, Patek Philippe marketed the model as potential-
ly the most expensive steel watch on the market, a claim that 
holds true even today, as subsequent references rank among the 
most expensive steel watches in series production. The featured 
Nautilus is an exceptional specimen of the rare reference 3711G. 
This model, part of production reference 3711, was exclusively 
crafted between 2004 and 2005, alongside its discontinuation 
in 2006 with the introduction of Nautilus Ref. 5711. Believed to 
have approximately 700 examples of the Ref. 3711 produced, 
with only 100 in white gold, it stands as one of the rarest and 
most challenging Nautilus timepieces to acquire. The well-pre-
served white-gold case, featuring a beautiful bezel and bracelet, 
contributes to its overall appeal. The dark dial maintains puri-
ty with dotted minute tracks. Preserved in excellent condition, 
it becomes a collector’s highlight. Notably, it comes with a set 
that includes the original Box and Certificate of Origin, meticu-
lously kept by the previous owner. The watch powered by the 
Cal. 315 SC movement with a sweep center seconds function 
and date display is consigned by the family of the original owner. 
Originating from the private collection of Renato della  Valle. 
Renato Della Valle, with a prolific career in business, real estate, 
and innovation, has left an indelible mark. Starting in 1961 at “il 
Giorno” newspaper, he later joined Gabetti, significantly boosting 
company revenues. In 1969, he founded Della Valle Immobiliare, 
while his tenure as CEO at Giorgio Armani and founding ventures 
like SIB and Diffusion Phone showcase his diverse business acu-
men. With forays into technology and pharmaceuticals, Renato 
Della Valle’s entrepreneurial journey continues with Drug-PIN, 
where he presently serves as CEO and a primary investor.

€ 100,000 – 200,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Massive 
and Limited Edition, Royal Oak Offshore 

“Terminator 3”, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Titanium, Dark Grey Grand Tapisserie Dial, 
With Box and Booklet, Reference 25863TI

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Offshore "Terminator 3"
Reference 25863TI
Case Material Titanium
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2004
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2226/2840
Case N° F00293
Movement N° 561621
Dimensions 48 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Booklet and Tag

The Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Offshore “Terminator 3”, refer-
ence 25863TI, boldly emerges as a triumph of audacious design 
and technical brilliance, proudly carrying the legacy of the iconic 
Royal Oak Offshore collection. Crafted from lightweight yet dura-
ble titanium, the watch embodies a futuristic charm perfectly 

aligned with its evocative “Terminator 3” moniker. The mast-
odontical 48 mm case, featuring the distinctive octagonal bezel 
and signature hexagonal screws, demands attention. Unusual 
push buttons protected by security levers, mirroring the wind-
ing crown, add an extra layer of intrigue. The case back proudly 
displays the special “T3” decoration, engraved alongside the 
notation that the present lot is part of a limited series of 1000 
pieces. The dark grey dial, intricately adorned with the Grand 
Tapisserie decoration, exudes mystery, with subsidiary dials 
positioned at 6, 9, and 12 o’clock. A date window sits discreetly 
at 3 o’clock, while oversized Arabic numerals ensure legibility. 
The bold design is not merely an aesthetic choice: it houses a 
high-performance automatic movement 2226/2840, delivering 
precision and reliability in every heartbeat. This timepiece pays 
homage to the Royal Oak Offshore lineage while establishing its 
identity as a limited edition, adding an extra layer of exclusivity. 
The Terminator 3 engraving on the case back solidifies its con-
nection to the iconic film franchise, infusing a touch of cinematic 
allure into the world of horology. In the realm of luxury watches, 
the Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Offshore “Terminator 3” stands 
as a fusion of innovation, design, and cinematic inspiration. It is 
a collector’s item that not only tells the time but also tells a story 
of bold adventure and horological excellence.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Absolutely Rare and Attractive, “Tank 
Brick”, Rectangular Shape Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, With Pink Dial, Reference 4108

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Tank Brick
Reference 4108
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 263544
Movement N° 419906
Dimensions 25 x 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

A tale of innovation, daring, efficiency, and elegance spanning 
over 260 years that shows no intention of fading away. Such is 
the legacy of Vacheron Constantin, a watch brand cherished by 
enthusiasts for its unwavering commitment to improvement. 
Since its founding in 1755 by Jean-Marc Vacheron in Geneva, 
the company has been a crucible of experimentation, giving 
life to high-level innovations such as the world’s first horolog-

ical complication in 1770 and, nine years later, designing the 
inaugural engine-turned dial. The double name of Vacheron & 
Constantin made its debut in 1819, but it wasn’t until 1970 that 
the company officially adopted the name Vacheron Constantin. 
Two decades prior, the company birthed a splendid example of 
the Tank Brick, akin to the present lot. This dress watch stands 
as a stunning testament that would seamlessly grace the wrist of 
a discerning and refined collector. The timeless rectangular case 
in pink gold boasts a generously sized flat bezel. Despite its age, 
the watch is in remarkable condition. The dial exudes absolute 
beauty with its pink backdrop, Arabic pink gold applied index-
es, and a black-painted outer minute scale with seconds at six 
o’clock. Rose gold baton hour and minute hands, along with the 
signature “VACHERON & CONSTANTIN,” “GENEVE,” complete 
the dial configuration. Interestingly, this model shares similari-
ties with another we auctioned with a different signature on the 
dial, the Audemars Piguet Tank. Audemars Piguet and Vacheron 
Constantin enjoyed a close relationship in the mid-20th cen-
tury. The design’s origins can be traced back to offerings from 
Audemars Piguet in the 1930s, produced in limited numbers 
until the 1950s. Despite the low production, both AP and VC 
crafted various configurations.

€ 5,000 – 10,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Fine and 
Attractive, Aquanaut Sweep Center Seconds, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Pink Gold, With 
Travel Box, Certificate of Origin, Additional 
Strap and Setting Pin, Reference 5167R

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Aquanaut
Reference 5167R
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Rubber Strap
Year 2019
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 324 SC
Case N° 6374086
Movement N° 7277881
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Travel Box, Certificate of Origin, 

Additional Strap and Setting Pin

In today’s turbulent modern watch market, the demand for 
sports models is surging, creating a challenging scenario where 
Patek Philippe struggles to meet the high demand. While 
the Nautilus continues to reign supreme as one of the most 

sought-after models, its “cousin,” the Aquanaut, is steadily 
climbing the ranks of coveted timepieces. Introduced in 1997, 
the Aquanaut emerged as a more affordable and casual alterna-
tive to the Nautilus, encapsulating the essence of a true sports 
watch with its three-body case and the distinctive octagonal 
bezel inspired by the visionary design of the legendary Gerald 
Genta. Among the various versions of the Aquanaut, one of 
the most sophisticated is undoubtedly the Aquanaut 5167R. 
Unveiled in 2016, this Patek Philippe timepiece is a relative-
ly recent addition to the esteemed Aquanaut line. With a case 
dimension of 40  mm, it expertly strikes a balance between 
durability and practical size. The geosphere guilloche cut style of 
the dial gives it a captivating and slightly metallic luster, enhanc-
ing visibility. Large Arabic numerals, finished in luxurious rose 
gold, adorn the dial, providing both prominence and opulence. 
The strategically placed date window at the 3 o’clock numer-
al maintains the watch’s balance seamlessly. Powering the 
Aquanaut 5167R is the 324 SC caliber, boasting 29 jewels and 
a composition of 213 parts. Its interdirectional winding ensures 
superior efficiency, complemented by an anti-magnetic silicon 
hairspring. The use of unlubed ceramic rotor bearings contrib-
utes to the watch’s high efficiency, and it boasts a 35–45 hour 
power reserve, ensuring reliable performance over an extended 
period.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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DANIEL ROTH / Fine and Elegant, 
Classic, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
With Guillochè Dial, With Box, Reference 207J

Brand Daniel Roth
Model Classic Seconds at Six
Reference 207J
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1918
Case N° N° 54
Dimensions 30 x 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Daniel Roth, one of the earliest pioneers in 20th-century inde-
pendent watchmaking, is gaining newfound admiration for his 
attractive and innovative timepieces. Recently, the market for 
Roth’s watches has experienced a surge in interest, capturing 
the attention of passionate collectors. The “Classic” timepiece 
presented here, part of Roth’s late 1990s production, exempli-
fies the visionary craftsmanship that defined his career. Housed 

in a solid 18  ct gold “double ellipse” case, powered by the 
self-winding calibre 1918, it bears the serial number 54. The 
meticulously shaped case, with its stepped rounded bezel and 
elegant lugs, boasts a refined size of 30 mm. The hand-engine-
turned dial showcases an anthracite “pinstripe guilloché” deco-
ration, a testament to Roth’s meticulous attention to detail. The 
layout features a constant seconds counter at 6 o’clock, com-
plemented by flame-blued hands with polished arrowheads 
and a seconds counterpoise, all in the distinguished Daniels 
pattern. This “Classic” model definitely encapsulates Roth’s sig-
nature style. In the realm of independent watchmaking, Daniel 
Roth’s name stands tall alongside luminaries like Dufour, Journe, 
Andersen and Daniels, transcending the industrialized horology 
of their era. The year 2000 marked a significant turning point 
when Roth’s legacy continued under the ownership of Bulgari. 
In 2011 the brand was acquired by group LVMH and in 2023, 
they announced a revival of Daniel Roth, clarifying that no more 
than “a few hundred watches a year” will be produced under the 
Daniel Roth name making it again as a top-level brand. This par-
ticular example is a distinctive piece from the limited production 
during the brief period when Roth remained at the helm, realiz-
ing his original vision. A rare gem for collectors seeking a piece of 
independent horological history.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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CHOPARD / Very Attractive, Lady’s 
Bracelet Wristwatch, in Yellow and White 
Gold, With Turquoise Stone Dial

Brand Chopard
Model Bracelet Lady's Watch
Case Material Yellow and White Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow and White Gold
Year 1980's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 89658
Dimensions 31 x 24 mm, Total Lenght 170 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1860, the visionary artisan watchmaker Louis-Ulysse Chopard, 
hailing from Sonvilier and son of a farmer, embarked on a jour-
ney of creating innovative works of art. Remarkably, at the young 
age of 24, he began his conquest, initially capturing the Swiss 
horological scene and later extending his influence worldwide, 
even reaching the esteemed court of Tsar Nicholas II of Russia. 
With the transition of the business to his son, Paul-Louis, the 
legacy of crafting high-quality and reliable watches continued, 
notably with the relocation of production facilities to the watch-
making capital, Geneva. Chopard gradually specialized in craft-

ing exquisite jewel watches, earning itself a distinguished place 
in the horological landscape. This unique vintage Chopard lady 
wristwatch showcases an elegant turquoise dial, adorning a 
textured yellow-gold bracelet with white-gold details. Operating 
mechanically, the captivating turquoise stone dial eschews tradi-
tional numerals. The oval-shaped multicolor turquoise stone dial 
harmonizes with gold hour and minute hands, creating a visual 
symphony. The earliest evidence of turquoise gemstones comes 
from ancient Egyptian tombs, which contain elaborate turquoise 
jewelry dating back to 3000 BCE. Egyptians set turquoise in gold 
necklaces and rings, used it as inlay, and carved it into scarabs. 
The yellow-gold case, measuring 31 mm × 24 mm, encapsu-
lates timeless beauty. The integral 18K yellow gold woven link 
bracelet, with its textured finish, comfortably fits a wrist size of 
approximately 15 cm. Hallmarks such as “L.U.C,” 18 karat gold, 
serial number, and model number embellish the watch’s snap 
back, fold-over clasp, and crown, attesting to its authenticity 
and superior craftsmanship. This Chopard lady’s wristwatch 
transcends its functional role, transforming into a stunning piece 
of jewelry. The amalgamation of its unique vintage design and 
opulent material positions it as a timeless treasure—a testament 
to Chopard’s enduring commitment to elegance and innovation, 
destined to be cherished for years to come.

€ 3,000 – 6,000 – NO RESERVE
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very 
Fine and Iconic, Nautilus, Automatic 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, With 
Travel Box, Reference 5980A

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Nautilus
Reference 5980A
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2007
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 28-520/522
Case N° 4374532
Movement N° 3665977
Dimensions 43.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Travel Box

In 2006, Patek Philippe introduced the groundbreaking ref. 
5980A, marking the debut of the Nautilus chronograph and 
Patek’s inaugural automatic chronograph. Featuring a case 
diameter of 43.5 mm, this timepiece has become one of Patek’s 
most iconic watches. Designed by the legendary Gérald Genta, 
the Nautilus reference 5980A in steel, unveiled in 2006, exhib-
its the distinctive rounded octagonal shape of the bezel, a case 
boasting ingenious porthole architecture, and a dial adorned 

with a horizontal relief pattern. The present watch is presented 
in impeccable conditions, showcasing the fusion of elegance 
and sportiness that defines this extraordinary iteration of the 
reference 5980. Complementing the sophisticated steel case 
is an alluring ribbed dial, featuring a subsidiary dial positioned 
at 6 o’clock, introducing a subtle contrast that enhances the 
watch’s overall charm. The flyback chronograph caliber 28–520 
C within the timepiece is remarkably slim, with a thickness of 
just 6.63 mm. This slim profile is attributed to its straightforward 
chronograph construction, excluding a running seconds count-
er. In lieu of a running seconds counter, the design incorporates 
a single elapsed minute counter with a co-axial 12-hour scale 
positioned at six o’clock. This innovative configuration integrates 
the fourth wheel in the vertical clutch assembly at the center. 
The absence of a running seconds counter eliminates the need 
for additional gears to relocate the seconds to a sub-dial. This 
gear train setup optimally realizes the advantages of a vertical 
coupling system, ensuring the chronograph functions optimally 
with minimal impact on amplitude. The clutch and chronograph 
seconds wheel seamlessly fit into the power flow of the gear 
train, making it especially suited for the distinctive dial design. 
This thoughtful engineering not only enables the use of the chro-
nograph seconds as an active running seconds with no ampli-
tude loss but also minimizes wear as both the fourth wheel and 
chronograph seconds wheel rotate in synchronized harmony.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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PIAGET / Very Elegant and 
Rare, Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, With Concealed Dial

Brand Piaget
Model Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 1010 N 41
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 107747
Dimensions 10 x 19 mm, Total Lenght: 150 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with a 
rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. In 
the mid-20th century, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-
thin movements, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and 
the world’s thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. 
Beyond technical prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss pre-
cision with artistic innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watch-
es. Crafted in radiant yellow gold, the exquisite Piaget ladies 
bracelet watch here offered is a testament to the brand’s mas-

tery in merging horology and haute joaillerie: it seamlessly com-
bines functionality with a touch of mystery, making it a captivat-
ing addition to any discerning collector’s repertoire. The bracelet 
itself is a work of art, composed of meticulously crafted folded 
rings that link to each other and delicately encircle the wrist. 
Piaget’s dedication to precision is evident in every link, creating 
a seamless blend of sophistication and comfort. The true marvel 
of this watch lies in its innovative design. A discreetly concealed 
window opens to reveal a square silver dial, adorned with baton 
hour markers that add a touch of modernity to the classic design. 
This subtle unveiling also adds an element of surprise, capturing 
the essence of Piaget’s commitment to pushing the boundaries 
of traditional watchmaking. Piaget has long been celebrated 
for its enduring connection to the world of fine jewelry and the 
brand’s expertise in crafting luxurious bracelets is deeply rooted 
in its heritage. This ladies’ bracelet watch not only tells the time 
but also narrates a story of Piaget’s passion for creating wearable 
art. Preserved in remarkable conditions, this Piaget yellow-gold 
ladies’ bracelet watch, beyond being a functional timekeeping 
instrument, it stands as a wearable work of art.

€ 7,000 – 14,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Stunning and Iconic, Daytona, 
Automatic Chronograph Wristwatch in 
Steel, Turquoise “Beach” Dial, With Box 
and Booklets, Reference 116520

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 116520
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2002
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4030
Case N° Y389877
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Booklets

A true icon since its inception in 2000, the Daytona 116 520 
seamlessly blends enduring craftsmanship with timeless sophis-
tication. Meticulously crafted from stainless steel, this timepiece 
stands as a testament to Rolex’s unwavering dedication to 
excellence. The 40 mm polished steel case exudes strength and 
refinement, accentuated by the signature tachymeter bezel that 

pays homage to the watch’s racing heritage. Powering this horo-
logical marvel is the Rolex Caliber 4130, a chronometer-certified 
movement synonymous with precision and boasting an impres-
sive 72-hour power reserve and the first fully manufactured by 
Rolex. Incorporating the design principles of a genuine racing 
chronograph, this Daytona 116 520 is a truly rare find. It show-
cases a striking and innovative aesthetic: it is indeed equipped 
with the captivating turquoise dial. It’s uncommon to encounter 
a stainless steel Daytona with an Oyster bracelet featuring a dial 
from the revered Daytona Beach series, suggesting a unique cus-
tomization, possibly a special request by a very important cos-
tumer of a boutique. The fusion of the robust turquoise dial with 
the substantial steel case and bracelet creates a commanding 
presence that undoubtedly captures the attention of discerning 
collectors. This distinctive combination renders the timepiece an 
extraordinary and noteworthy addition to any collection, stand-
ing as a testament to individuality within the realm of Rolex’s 
iconic Daytona series.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Extremely 
Rare and Important, Openface World Time 
Pocket Watch in Pink Gold, With Extract 
From the Archives, Reference 605

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Pocket Watch World Time
Reference 605
Case Material Pink Gold
Year 1964
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 17''170 HU
Case N° 2622963
Movement N° 931112
Dimensions 44.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives
Literature A similar watch was sold at Sotheby's “The 

Nevadian Collector” Auction Hong Kong, 25th 
April 2022 as lot 2005 for 321,000 USD

Patek Philippe’s association with Louis Cottier started in 1936 
when he designed the groundbreaking ref. 605 HU pocket watch. 
Initially conceived as a pre-production model for Walser, Wald 
& Co., Patek Philippe’s agent in Argentina, this inaugural World 
Time pocket watch was delivered on November 13, 1937, and 
currently graces the esteemed Patek Philippe Museum. Between 
1937 and 1964, Cottier crafted approximately a hundred ref. 605 
HU (Heures Universelles) pocket watches. During this period, 
around 68 were fashioned in yellow gold, and a mere 26 were 
created in pink gold (with only 15 known), rendering these 

examples exceptionally rare. Despite being one of the most cap-
tivating and innovative timepieces of its era, this reference faced 
initial lukewarm reception, evidenced by negative sales trends. 
However, as time elapsed, this remarkable watch earned the 
respect and importance it rightfully deserves. In its early stages, 
dials were available in silver, champagne, or pink. It wasn’t until 
the mid-1940s that the first examples with cloisonné enamel 
inner dials emerged as an alternative, featuring various world 
map decorations based on the retailer’s location. Despite the 
intricacies involved in crafting these enameled dials, specimens 
without a cloisonné center dial represent some of the most 
valuable options for collectors. For this reason, the 605 HU pre-
sented here becomes highly appealing, boasting the extremely 
rare pink gold case and silvered dial, a combination cherished 
by collectors. The 44.5 mm case with snap-on back is remark-
ably well-preserved, considering its manufacturing date in 
1964, marking this watch as one of the last ever produced. The 
silvered dial features applied pink gold dot indexes and Roman 
quarter-hour numerals, an outer Arabic dark and light revolving 
chapter ring for day and night hours, and the world time chapter 
ring. This chapter ring bears the names of locations around the 
world and revolves with the bezel in accordance with the Louis 
Cottier world time patent. Further rarity of the present watch 
are the original pink hands with its iconic shape. Accompanied 
by the Patek Philippe Extract from the Archives, confirming the 
production of the present watch in 1964 and its subsequent sale 
on 27 May 1966.

€ 60,000 – 120,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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JAEGER LECOULTRE / Very 
Rare and Attractive, Mystery, Square-
shape Bracelet Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, With Engraved Bezel and Dial

Brand Jaeger LeCoultre
Model Mystery
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 95953
Dimensions 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1833, following the invention of a groundbreaking machine 
capable of cutting watch pinions from steel, Antoine LeCoultre 
(1803–1881) laid the foundation for a horological legacy that 
would transcend time. As innovation continued to shape the 
trajectory of LeCoultre’s journey, a pivotal moment occurred in 
1884 when he introduced the first instrument capable of mea-
suring the micron. Four years later, LeCoultre’s revolutionary 
lever-winding mechanism earned him prestigious awards at the 
inaugural Universal Exhibition in London. Among its most intrigu-
ing creations, the presented lot stands out as an innovative mas-

terpiece with an uncommon shape and intricate workmanship 
known as “Mystery.” The square-shaped case, preserved in great 
condition, boasts a unique structure. An inner square, housing 
the movement, is ingeniously connected to an outer round-
ed square bezel in yellow gold by two superimposed sapphire 
crystals. Both gold components feature an unusual engraved 
decoration, with the outer part displaying 60-minute indications 
and the inner part showcasing 12-hour markers, both painted 
in black to make the reading easier. This layout is something 
almost never seen on the auction market since the vast majority 
of Oyster have round case, this makes the present lot extremely 
rare. The case bears french hallmarks meaning that the watch 
was destined to the French market. The blue pencil hands com-
plete the distinctive aesthetic. The bracelet further enhances the 
watch’s uniqueness, featuring two case attachments merging 
into a single line with exceptionally attractive interlaced crafts-
manship. Powered by a manual-winding movement, this Jaeger-
LeCoultre wristwatch is a stellar example of 1970s design, epit-
omizing the brand’s commitment to pushing the boundaries of 
horological creativity.

€ 6,000 – 12,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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GERALD GENTA / Rare and Very 
Elegant, Asymmetric Shape Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, With Mother-of-Pearl Dial and 
Hobnail Engraving Bezel, Reference G 3210.7

Brand Gerald Genta
Model Asymmetric
Reference G 3210.7
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1980's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 21
Case N° 50970
Movement N° 1757
Dimensions 36.5 x 24 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Charles Gerald Genta, one of the most luminary watchmak-
er born in Geneva on May 1, 1931, embarked on an illustrious 
career in horology from a remarkably young age. Recruited by 
Universal Geneve at 23, a distinguished watchmaking manufac-
turer celebrated for its superlative chronographs, Genta found-
ed his eponymous company in 1969, creating extraordinary 

timepieces for discerning clients, including the present lot. The 
exceptional timepiece presented in this auction is a testament to 
Genta’s years of experimentation and innovation. The dial, craft-
ed from the highly coveted mother-of-pearl, exudes an exqui-
site allure. Painted black Roman and baton numerals graceful-
ly adorn the dial, meticulously following the distinct rhomboid 
shape of the case. The asymmetrical design, a departure from 
conventional shapes, is particularly groundbreaking, catering 
to the needs of drivers who find themselves with hands on the 
steering wheel. The distinctive case shape has garnered signifi-
cant popularity in recent years and have been used a lot by many 
brands. As is often the case, Genta demonstrated foresight by 
reintroducing this design from the past long before it became a 
widespread trend. Adding to its distinctive charm, the bezel of 
this watch is adorned with the iconic hobnail decoration, a fea-
ture often associated with revered brands like Patek Philippe 
and rarely found on other timepieces. The rhomboid shape and 
hobnail embellishment converge to create a truly remarkable 
and unique watch. This timepiece, remarkably well-preserved, 
is an exceptional addition to any watch collector’s repertoire. 
Its rarity, combined with the innovative design and meticulous 
craftsmanship, makes it a standout piece that pays homage to 
Charles Gerald Genta’s enduring legacy in the world of horology.

€ 12,000 – 24,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Outstanding 
and Highly Impressive, Grand Complication, 
Minute Repeater, Perpetual Calendar and 
Moon Phase Automatic Wristwatch in Platinum 
and Pink Gold, Semi-Skeletonized Dial, With 
Extract from The Archives Reference 5104

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Grand Complication
Reference 5104
Case Material Platinum and Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2010
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber R27 PS QR LU
Case N° 4503188
Movement N° 5000141
Dimensions 43 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives and Pochette

The Patek Philippe Reference 5104 stands as a paragon among 
horological masterpieces, first revealed as a prototype at 
Baselworld in 2006, within the esteemed Grand Complication 
series. Envision a timepiece that transcends traditional bound-
aries, distinguished by a captivating two-tone engraved case and 
a semi-skeletonized dial. Its unique allure stems from the har-
monious combination of two high complications—the perpetual 
calendar and the minute repeater. Officially launched in 2007, 
the Reference 5104 broke new ground with its unconventional 

transparent dial, signifying a daring evolution for Patek Philippe. 
Ceased in 2013, this horological marvel is a rarity, with just 
around 100 pieces thought to have been painstakingly produced, 
rendering it a highly sought-after collector's piece. The transpar-
ent sapphire dial offers a glimpse into the intricate choreogra-
phy of the self-winding Calibre R 27 PS QR, an engineering feat 
consisting of 515 components. The addition of a retrograde date 
feature, marked by a red-tipped crescent hand, brings a contem-
porary flair, while the four transparent registers for leap years, 
months, moon phases, and days ensure optimal legibility. These 
features are accentuated with white texts and graphics against a 
black metalized rectangle highlighting the correct date, marry-
ing functionality with aesthetic elegance. Housed in an exquisite 
43 mm platinum case, the Reference 5104 is further adorned 
with 18K pink gold hollowed inlays along the casebands and 
lug sides, setting it apart from its Grand Complication contem-
poraries. The timepiece's crisp and resonant chime stands as a 
testament to its meticulous construction, securing the Reference 
5104's status as one of the most revered minute repeaters of the 
21st century. The condition of this example is truly exceptional, 
underscoring the Reference 5104's emblematic significance. It 
represents not only a pinnacle of excellence but also an invi-
tation to partake in the legacy of one of Patek Philippe's most 
ground-breaking Grand Complication models. Accompanied 
by the Patek Philippe Extract from the Archives, this confirma-
tion of the watch's production in 2010 and its subsequent sale 
on September 2 of the same year adds a layer of provenance, 
enhancing its allure for collectors and aficionados of fine watch-
making.

€ 600,000 – 1,200,000
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ROLEX / Very Well Preserved and 
Attractive, Prince, Wirstwatch in Steel and Pink 
Gold, With Pink Mirror Dial, Reference 1541

Brand Rolex
Model Prince
Reference 1541
Case Material Stainless Steel and Pink Gold 
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1928
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 016134
Dimensions 23 x 40 mm 
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Rolex Prince, introduced in 1928, stands as a testament to 
Rolex’s early foray into distinctive and refined timepiece designs. 
This particular model, the reference  1541, showcases the 
brand’s commitment to innovation, elegance, and functionality 
during the Art Deco era. The Prince was not only a timekeeping 
instrument but also a symbol of luxury in a time marked by the 
economic challenges of the Great Depression. The design of the 
Rolex Prince is a departure from the conventional wristwatch-
es of its time. The rectangular case, coupled with a large dial for 

hours and minutes positioned slightly above the seconds, creat-
ed a distinctive and eye-catching appearance. This unique design 
earned the Prince the nickname “doctor’s watch” due to its prac-
ticality in checking patients’ heartbeats, showcasing Rolex’s ver-
satility in catering to various needs. The reference 1541 present-
ed here is a stunning example of the Prince, featuring a stainless 
steel case with elegantly flared pink gold sides. The combination 
of steel and pink gold adds a touch of luxury to the watch, mak-
ing it both refined and visually striking. The soft, curved design of 
this early model reflects the era’s aesthetics, and its preservation 
in gorgeous condition with visible serial numbers on the back is 
a testament to its historical significance. The two-tone pink dial 
with a mirror effect enhances the watch’s charm, creating an 
attractive visual impact with each glance. This unique combina-
tion of features makes the reference 1541 not only a collectible 
and appreciable early specimen of the Rolex Prince but also a 
captivating piece of horological history.

€ 8,000 – 16,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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SEIKOSHA / In Original Condition 
and Historically Important, Tensoku-
Doke, Oversized Wristwatch in Nickel, 
Made for the Kamikaze Fighter Pilot

Brand Seikosha
Model Tensoku-Doke
Case Material Nikel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1940's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 22114
Dimensions 48.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The showcased timepiece stands as an exceptionally rare and 
historically significant artifact from World War  II, offering a 
glimpse into a pivotal era. Preserving its remarkable condition 
and remaining fully intact, this extraordinary Tensoku-Doke, 
crafted by Seikosha, is famously known as the “Kamikaze” watch. 
Originating as the wristwatch worn by Kamikaze pilots in the heat 
of action during WWII, its historical importance is undeniable. 
This offering becomes all the more extraordinary when consider-
ing its scarcity. Only a handful of these timepieces were ever pro-

duced, and fewer still have managed to survive the test of time. 
Many of these watches were lost in the wreckage or perished in 
the chaos of wartime operations, making the present example an 
exceptional rarity. The fact that it has endured to this day adds to 
its allure and historical significance. Examining this timepiece, its 
impressive condition is evident, a testament to its resilience and 
careful preservation over the years, it still present the name of 
the military pilot engraved on the case back. The matte black dial 
exudes a timeless elegance, adorned with bold Arabic numerals 
and an outer red track indicating five minutes/seconds intervals. 
Each detail of this military watch contributes to its unique char-
acter, providing a tangible connection to the events and individu-
als of a pivotal period in history.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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ROLEX / Charismatic and Very 
Well Preserved, “Octopus” Day-Date, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Champagne Diamond-set Dial and 
Bezel, Full-Set, Reference 18048

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18048
Case Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Year 1985
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3055
Case N° 9132145
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers, Pochette and Tag

The Day-Date reference 18 048 stands as a fascinating piece in 
the Rolex lineup, distinguished by its opulent features. Crafted in 
limited quantities, this Rolex model boasts a luxurious diamond 
bezel, adding a touch of exclusivity to its allure. Presented in 18k 

yellow gold, the three-body solid tonneau case is exceptionally 
well-preserved, showcasing clear and deep hallmarks that attest 
to its authenticity. A standout feature of this reference is the orig-
inal Rolex “President” bracelet, a masterpiece in its own right. 
This bracelet is further enhanced with the addition of baguette-
cut diamonds and round faceted diamonds, arranged in a pat-
tern reminiscent of the suction cups of an octopus. This exquisite 
detailing elevates the overall aesthetic of the timepiece, mak-
ing it a true marvel to behold. The dial of the Day-Date 18 048 
exudes charm with its champagne background, adorned with 
brilliant and baguette diamonds as applied indexes. The English 
calendar disc adds a distinctive touch, complemented by the 
elegance of yellow-gold baton hands. Powering this luxurious 
timepiece is the automatic caliber  3055, ensuring precision 
and reliability. Adding to its desirability and completeness, the 
watch is accompanied by its original papers and box, providing 
a valuable documentation of its authenticity and provenance. 
The Champagne Diamond-Set Dial not only enhances the visual 
appeal of the watch but also contributes to its overall sophistica-
tion, making it a coveted piece among collectors and enthusiasts 
alike.

€ 100,000 – 200,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Precious and 
Attractive, Skeletonize Pocket Watch in Yellow 
Gold, With Diamond and Saphhire Set Case

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Pocket Watch
Case Material Yellow Gold, Diamonds and Sapphires
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 5020
Case N° B64460
Movement N° 227537
Dimensions 44 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In the realm of horology, Audemars Piguet stands as an epitome 
of precision and innovation. The present yellow-gold skeleton-
ized pocket watch marks yet another masterpiece from the Le 
Brassus based manufacturer, a brand with a storied heritage in 
creating some of the most remarkable timepieces the world has 
ever seen. Audemars Piguet’s journey has always been marked 
by a relentless pursuit of perfection. With a history steeped in 
craftsmanship, the brand has consistently pushed the boundar-
ies of what is possible in watchmaking. Renowned not only for 

its impressive pocket watches but also for the groundbreaking 
Royal Oak introduced in 1972, the brand has always dared to 
innovate and push the boundaries of design. The pocket watch 
presented here is a testament to Audemars Piguet’s daring 
creativity. Its extremely unusual octagonal shape, with slight-
ly curved sides of varying sizes, creates a mesmerizing pat-
tern reminiscent of a flower’s corolla. The front of the case is 
adorned with 44 diamonds, and at each quarter, two sapphires 
are strategically placed, for a total of eight stones. This aesthetic 
arrangement elevates the watch to a level of artistic sophistica-
tion rarely seen. The fully skeletonized dial unveils the intricate 
cal. 5020, showcasing Audemars Piguet’s technical prowess. 
The hand-engraved bridges stand as a testament to the brand’s 
dedication to traditional artisanal craft, seamlessly merging with 
horological excellence. Offered in attractive overall condition, 
this pocket watch encapsulates a wonderful and important era 
for Audemars Piguet. As the brand seamlessly combined innova-
tion with tradition, this particular example stands as a testament 
to the value and significance of the craftsmanship that defined 
Audemars Piguet during this period.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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LONGINES / Fine, Early and Rare, 
Cornes de Vache, Chronograph Wristwatch 
in Steel, Rectangular Buttons, With 
Multicolor Scales Dial, Reference 23505

Brand Longines
Model Cornes De Vache Chronograph Flyback
Reference 23505
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1940's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 30CH
Case N° 7564096
Movement N° 7564096
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The 30 CH caliber marked a shift towards a more sporty design 
compared to its predecessor, aligning with the evolving trends 
and demands of post-World War II society. Longines, responding 
to the desire for robust yet aesthetically pleasing cases, crafted 
sophisticated and elegant versions of wristwatches, including the 
one presented here. This particular timepiece, a notable repre-

sentative of the reference 23 505, is affectionately referred to by 
collectors as “Cornes de Vache” due to its distinctive and iconic 
lug shape. Constructed from stainless steel, the three-body case 
features a rounded bezel and a snap-on case back, maintaining 
excellent preservation. The matte silver dial enhances its allure 
with applied steel triangle and Arabic indexes. Subsidiary dials 
for seconds and the 30-minute register, along with outer 1/5th of 
a second/minute track, red telemeter scale, and outermost blue 
tachometer scale, contribute to its overall sophistication. This 
wristwatch not only embodies the technical prowess of the 30 
CH caliber but also stands as a testament to Longines’s commit-
ment to combining reliability with refined aesthetics, making it a 
coveted addition for discerning collectors.

€ 3,000 – 6,000
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BREGUET / Very Well Preserved and Rare, 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, Silver Sector, 
Tachymetric Scale Dial, With Breguet Certificate

Brand Breguet
Model Chronograph
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1947
Movement Type Manual
Case N° B4923
Movement N° 4923
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Original Letter from Breguet Archives 

and Original Certificate of Breguet
Literature This specific watch is published in 

Paul White’s Book "I Cronografi da 
Polso - Volume 1" at Page 120-121

Chronographs have been an integral part of Breguet’s rich 
history and tradition since its inception, initially in the form of 
pocket watches and later evolving into wristwatches. The ear-

liest Breguet chronograph wristwatches date back to 1935, and 
those from this era hold immense appeal among collectors. 
Among the most iconic timepieces, the present model stands 
out as a manifestation of the brand’s revolutionary design prin-
ciples: pure forms, harmonious proportions, and elegant dials. 
This particular specimen, crafted in 1947, emanates charm and 
sophistication, capturing attention with the remarkable condition 
of its steel case. The tonneau-shaped, three-body composition 
with a snap-on back and two square pushers for the chrono-
graph function exemplifies Breguet’s commitment to exquisite 
craftsmanship. The dial possesses a distinctive “fanée” charm, 
as affectionately referred to by collectors, showcasing the pas-
sage of time without diminishing its inherent beauty. On the con-
trary, this patina enriches the watch with history and emotion. 
The external tachymeter scale retains its original blue hue, while 
the seconds scale maintains its deep blackness. The sector dial, 
adorned with Arabic and baton black-painted indexes, creates a 
captivating visual rhythm, accentuated by the patina that grace-
fully ages each element. This timepiece stands as a testament to 
Breguet’s enduring style and craftsmanship, earning it a well-de-
served place of merit in any discerning collection.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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ROLEX / Very Fascinating and Well 
Preserved, Datejust, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, With Pink Dial, Reference 1601

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 1601
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 1972
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1570
Case N° 2997304
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Datejust, an enduring symbol of elegance, commenced its 
illustrious journey in 1945 with Rolex’s production of the ref-
erence 4467, a tribute to the manufacture’s 40th anniversary. 
This milestone model featured a coin-edge bezel and a date 
aperture, accompanied by an innovative bracelet design named 
the “Jubilee.” Fast forward 14 years, and Rolex continued the 
legacy with the introduction of the reference 1601, a model 
that retained the same DNA while boasting an upgraded caliber 

and a reeded bezel. The present remarkable specimen, crafted 
in 1972, stands as a testament to the Datejust’s timeless allure. 
What sets this Datejust apart is its rare and delightful pink-on-
pink style. The pink dial adorned with applied baton indexes and 
hands harmoniously complements the pink-gold Oyster case. 
The three-body case is remarkably well-preserved, exhibiting 
no apparent signs of wear but proudly displaying deep and clear 
hallmarks on the lugs. Completing the ensemble is a stunning 
Oyster riveted bracelet, adding a touch of refinement to the over-
all aesthetic. Powering this Rolex beauty is the caliber 1570, fea-
turing the distinctive “œil-de-perdrix” decoration. This Datejust 
Reference 1601 not only encapsulates Rolex’s commitment to 
precision and craftsmanship but also serves as a timeless icon, 
a status symbol that transcends eras. With its perfect blend of 
pink and gold, this Rolex masterpiece is a piece of horological 
history that continues to captivate watch enthusiasts and collec-
tors alike.

€ 9,000 – 18,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Attractive and Well 
Preserved, Submariner “Hulk”, in 
Stainless Steel, With Green Bezel and Dial, 
Reference 116610LV, Box and Paper

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 116610LV
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2019
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3135
Case N° 3AD54345
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers and Tag

The Rolex Submariner  116610LV is a contemporary classic 
that made its debut in 2010 and instantly became a collec-
tor’s favorite. This timepiece, known for its distinctive green 
dial and bezel combination, took the spotlight as it succeeded 
the iconic 50th-anniversary reference 16610LV, fondly called 
the “Kermit.” The subtle yet impactful changes to the bezel and 

dial gave the watch an entirely new character. Rolex’s decision 
to infuse a vibrant green color into these elements transformed 
the overall aesthetic dramatically, resulting in the birth of the 

“Hulk.” The watch features a green metallic dial with exquisite 
Soleil finishing, delivering a mesmerizing three-dimensional 
effect. Setting a new standard for durability, the scratch-resistant 
green Cerachrom bezel not only enhances resistance but also 
preserves its vibrant color for an extended lifespan. This exam-
ple, highly coveted by enthusiasts, is showcased in impeccable 
condition, featuring a robust 40 mm case with broader lugs and 
a sturdy Oyster bracelet. The Rolex Hulk, celebrated for its versa-
tility and style, has secured its place as a timeless favorite among 
the public. Don’t miss the chance to acquire one of Rolex’s most 
beloved creations, complete with all accessories: original box, 
warranty, booklets, and tag.

€ 9,000 – 18,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Limited 
Edition to 50 Pieces and Attractive, Royal 
Oak, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Made for the “Foundation Time for 
the Trees”, With Box and Extract From 
the Archives, Reference 15100 BA

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 15100 BA
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 2000
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2225
Case N° E-26628
Movement N° 479706
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Extract from The Archives

The Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Foundation Time for the 
Trees 15 100 BA stands out within the Royal Oak lineup, tak-
ing a unique approach compared to its counterparts from 
Audemars Piguet. Rather than being crafted to dazzle with intri-
cate complications or lavish materials, this timepiece carries 
a distinctive purpose, it is a watch for a cause. The Audemars 

Piguet Foundation, established in 1992, is driven by a mission 
to support reforestation and forest conservation. Collaborating 
globally with non-profits and NGOs, the foundation is dedicat-
ed to safeguarding Earth’s natural environment. Its initiatives 
have resulted in the planting of over 12 000 trees, with active 
projects in locations such as Brazil, Madagascar, and Indonesia. 
The Royal Oak Foundation Time for the Trees, commercialized 
in 1999 and limited to 450 pieces in steel and 50 in gold, is a 
testament to the brand’s commitment to environmental con-
servation. This specific lot, crafted in gold, is powered by the 
caliber 2225, derived from the JLC 889 movement, operating at 
28 800 vibrations per hour. What sets this special edition apart 
is its subtlety. At first glance, it appears to be a typical silvered 
dial Royal Oak. However, upon closer inspection, the intricate 
oak motif subtly reinforces the model’s name and aligns with 
the Audemars Piguet Foundation’s mission. The watch’s rugged 
aesthetics, characterized by a brushed finish and sharp edges, 
make it arguably one of the most robust luxury sports watches 
among the “Holy Trinity” of watchmaking, alongside Vacheron 
Constantin and Patek Philippe. Noteworthy is the transparent 
case back, allowing enthusiasts to admire the gold oscillating 
weight. Preserved in remarkable condition, this gold variant of 
the Royal Oak Foundation Time for the Trees comes complete 
with its original box and the extract from the archives, underscor-
ing the watch’s significance beyond its horological excellence.

€ 35,000 – 70,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Possibly Unique, 
Fresh to the Market and Extremely Important, 
Khanjar Logo Dome Table Clock in Brass, 
Decorated with Cloisonné Enamel Depicting 
Muscat’s landscapes, With Travel Box and 
Extract from the Archives, Reference 1174

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Dome Table Clock
Reference 1174
Case Material Gilded Brass and Enamel
Year 1978
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber 33
Case N° 1803498
Dimensions 12.5 x 22 cm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Extract from the Archives

The Patek Philippe Dome Clock here offered goes beyond being 
just a timekeeping device: it’s a convergence of technologi-
cal innovation and artistic craftsmanship, showcasing Patek 
Philippe’s commitment to pushing the boundaries of horology. 
Patek Philippe’s Electronic Division, established in 1948, aimed 
at advancing photoelectric and electronic timekeeping technol-
ogy. This division’s work culminated in the creation of the Dome 
Clock, a stunning piece that seamlessly combines technological 
prowess with aesthetic beauty. Dome clocks from Patek Philippe 
are often regarded as “secret specialties.” They are highly 
sought after by collectors due to their rarity, intricate craftsman-
ship, and unique aesthetic appeal. The Dome Clock’s distinct 

shape, resembling a domed cylinder, sets it apart. In this case, 
the clock stands about 22 cm tall, and its cloisonné versions 
require an extensive amount of enameling, making them more 
complex than many wristwatches. This particular Dome Clock, 
crafted in 1978, is likely a unique piece created for the Middle 
East market, possibly commissioned by the Sultan of Oman, His 
Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said al Said. The dial features the 
iconic Omani emblem of the Khanjar in black, the first ever seen 
on a dome clock, and the outer part of the dome showcases a 
unique landscape. The representation of Al Jalali and Al Mirani 
forts in Muscat is a testament to the clock’s customization, high-
lighting the cultural and geographical significance of the region. 
Built during the 16th-century Portuguese colonial period, Al 
Jalali Fort and Al Mirani Fort stand as iconic landmarks at the 
entrance of Muscat’s harbor in Oman. Originally constructed for 
defense, these forts later played roles as prisons and residenc-
es, now symbolizing Oman’s rich history and architectural heri-
tage. The cloisonné technique used in this Dome Clock involves 
meticulously bending fine gold wire to form a design, fixed to a 
base plate coated with a layer of enamel. The result is a stunning 
visual narrative of Muscat’s landscapes executed by enameler 
M. Meuris, with vivid colors and intricate details that captivate 
the viewer, where vibrant shades of blue represent the sea and 
sky, while rocks and buildings are rendered in nuanced tones of 
brown. This possibly unique dome clock is accompanied by the 
Patek Philippe Extract from the Archives, confirming its produc-
tion in 1978 and subsequent sale on May 17 of the same year, 
along with the Patek Philippe box, and stands as a testament to 
Patek Philippe’s ability to seamlessly blend technology, artistry, 
and cultural significance in horological creations.

€ 180,000 – 360,000
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ROLEX / Attractive and Rare, GMT-
Master Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
With Black Gilt Dial, Reference 1675

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master
Reference 1675
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1965
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1565
Case N° 1174130
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

In 1954, Rolex made a significant mark in horological his-
tory with the introduction of the inaugural GMT model, the 
Reference  6542. This groundbreaking timepiece featured 
the iconic Bakelite bezel insert, an immediately recogniz-
able element that set the stage for Rolex’s enduring legacy 
in the world of dual-time zone watches. Over the years, the 
Reference 6542 gained widespread acclaim and laid the founda-

tion for subsequent GMT models. Building on the triumph of the 
Reference 6542, Rolex introduced the reference 1675 a mere 
five years later. This model represented a pivotal moment in the 
evolution of the GMT line, addressing certain limitations of its 
predecessor. Notable improvements included the replacement 
of the Bakelite ring with a more durable steel bezel, enhancing 
the watch’s overall resilience. Additionally, the introduction of 
crown guards marked a crucial advancement in protecting the 
crown from potential impacts, reinforcing the timepiece’s robust 
design. The timepiece offered here is a captivating exemplar of 
the reference 1675, distinguished by its unique features. The 
stainless steel case is not only in excellent condition but also 
boasts a beautiful bezel that showcases the watch’s enduring 
elegance. The particularly striking black gilt dial adds a touch of 
sophistication, underscoring the luxurious appeal of this remark-
able watch. The stainless steel Jubilee bracelet further enhances 
its charm, providing a timeless and comfortable aesthetic. This 
timepiece is accompanied by its original box, contributing to its 
overall allure for discerning collectors and enthusiasts. With its 
rich history and distinctive features, this Rolex GMT Master ref-
erence 1675 stands as both a symbol of horological excellence 
and a coveted collector’s item.

€ 12,000 – 24,000
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ROLEX / Very Attractive and Iconic, 
Submariner, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Steel and Yellow Gold, With “Sultan” 
Diamond and Sapphire-set Indexes Dial, 
Box and Papers, Reference 16613

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner "Sultan"
Reference 16613
Case Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Year 1999
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3135
Case N° A559888
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers, Tag, Additional Link and Cloth

The here offered Rolex Submariner 16 613 is the perfect time-
piece that marries the robust functionality of a dive watch with 
the opulent charm of a “Sultan” dial. The Submariner series has 
long been celebrated for its underwater prowess, and the 16 613 
takes this legacy to a new level of sophistication, making a bold 

statement on the wrists of those who appreciate the intersection 
of luxury and adventure. The first thing that captivates the eye is 
the Sultan dial, a rare and distinctive feature that sets the Rolex 
Submariner 16 613 apart from its counterparts. The regal silver 
hue of the dial creates a harmonious connection with the golden 
accents of the hour markers and hands and is further elevated by 
the diamonds and sapphire set indexes. Crafted from Rolex’s sig-
nature Rolesor, a combination of stainless steel and 18-karat yel-
low gold, the 40 mm case of the reference 16 613 exudes a per-
fect balance between strength and luxury. Very nicely preserved 
with still the original box and papers, the watch has a solid Oyster 
bracelet and the iconic unidirectional rotatable bezel, a hallmark 
of the Submariner series, boasting a blue and gold color scheme. 
With its timeless design, impeccable craftsmanship, and a nod 
to luxury with the Sultan dial, the present Submariner 16 613 
reigns supreme as a symbol of prestige in the world of horology.

€ 9,000 – 18,000
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ROLEX / Charismatic and Highly 
Attractive, Day Date, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Platinum, With Baguette 
Diamond Set Bezel and Dial, 18366

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18366
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 1990
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° E419571
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Since its introduction in 1956, the Rolex Day-Date collection has 
graced the wrists of world leaders, visionaries, and influential 
personalities. The Reference 18 366, a pinnacle of opulence and 
precision, continues this legacy with meticulous craftsmanship 
and a commitment to sophistication that defines Rolex’s brand 

ethos. Regarded as the ultimate symbol of prestige, this excep-
tional timepiece represents a further ascent in Rolex’s dedica-
tion to horological excellence. The platinum Day-Date Reference 
18 366 stands as one of the most lavish iterations of this iconic 
model, elevated with factory baguette diamonds adorning its 
bezel. This stunning timepiece is accentuated by an electric 
blue dial, creating a captivating contrast that exudes elegance. 
The baguette diamond hour markers further enhance its allure, 
creating a unique and truly uncommon combination that makes 
it a rare gem for Rolex enthusiasts and collectors alike. Fitted 
with its original and luxurious platinum Rolex President bracelet, 
complete with solid platinum end links and a concealed deploy-
ant clasp, this timepiece epitomizes luxury and comfort. Nicely 
preserved, this one-of-a-kind special example is absolutely gor-
geous, making it an irresistible choice for the discerning collector 
who appreciates the blend of sophistication, rarity, and modern 
elegance within the realm of Rolex craftsmanship.

€ 40,000 – 80,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Rare and Collectible, 
Datejust, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel 
and Yellow Gold, Made for the Royal Saudi 
Arabian Forces, Reference 16013

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust
Reference 16013
Case Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel and Yellow Gold
Year 1985
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3035
Case N° 8995505
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Since the launch of the Rolex Datejust in 1945, for the following 
decades, the Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust has always been 
the modern archetype of the classic men’s wristwatch. During 
the late 1970s, Rolex introduced the calibre 3035 movement 
with the Datejust reference 16 000 series. The new generation of 
Datejust watches added the convenience of the quick-set date 
function. The present example of ref. 16 013 is a rare example 

of a due toned watch supplied to the Royal Saudi Arabian Forces. 
Rolex advertised custom watches with corporate logo dials as 
early as the 1950s, anyway dials with government crests didn’t 
become common until the early 1970s. From that moment on, 
the fascination of the Arab world with fine timepieces raided diz-
zyingly and that is further highlighted by the fact that some mil-
itary institution and governmental departments requested and 
obtained bespoke timepieces bearing insignia or department 
names on the dial. The present watch perfectly exemplifies this 
practice. Manufactured in yellow gold and stainless steel and 
preserved in incredible condition, the dial of this timepiece is 
special having been personalized with the Royal Saudi Arabian 
Forces crest at 6 o’clock. These ’Royal Saudi Arabian Armed 
Forces’ dials were gifted to government officials from Saudi-
Arabia and thus very rare to find.

€ 5,000 – 10,000
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CHOPARD / Very Attractive, Lady’s 
Open Work Bracelet Wristwatch, in Yellow 
Gold, Onyx Dial, Reference 2027-1

Brand Chopard
Model Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 2027-1
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 35162 - D6312
Dimensions 33 x 24 mm, Total Lenght: 170 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1860, the enterprising watch artisan Louis-Ulysse Chopard, 
hailing from Sonvilier and the son of a farmer, embarked on a 
journey of crafting innovative timepieces that quickly gained 
acclaim. By the age of 24, he had not only made a mark in 
Switzerland but had also captivated the global market, earn-
ing recognition even at the court of Tsar Nicholas II of Russia. 
In 1963, Chopard was acquired by German goldsmith and 
watchmaker Karl Scheufele III and his wife, Karin. Under their 
ownership, Chopard added jewelry to its offerings. The popular 

Happy Diamonds wristwatch debuted in 1976 — it launched a 
collection, which now features bracelets, rings and other items. 
The distinctive watch sees dozens of glittering diamonds, loosed 
from their settings, moving freely around the dial. The story goes 
that the in-house designer Ronald Kurowski was inspired by the 
kinetic glimmers of sunlight on a waterfall in the Black Forest. 
In this new setting, Chopard found its niche in crafting genuine 
jewel watches, gradually solidifying its position among the elite. 
The lot we are delighted to present is a testament to Chopard’s 
dedicated technical and manufacturing exploration, coupled 
with a quest for distinctive design. The unique ornamentation, 
drawing inspiration from stylized forms, seamlessly integrates 
with the yellow-gold case, shaping both the watch’s exterior and 
dial. The result of years of experimentation is evident in this lot, 
featuring a dial crafted from one of horology’s most prized hard 
stones — onyx. Its rich, deep black hue is accentuated by the 
absence of traditional indexes, leaving the yellow signature and 
gold dauphine hands as the sole adornments, creating a truly 
captivating timepiece.

€ 8,000 – 16,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ULYSSE NARDIN / Outstanding 
and Extremely Rare, Set of 3 and All 
Numbered 001, Planetarium Copernicus, 
Tellerium Johannes Kepler and Astrolabium 
Galileo Galilei, Automatic Wristwatches 
in Platinum, Full Set With an Additional 
Special Order Trilogy Big Box

Brand Ulysse Nardin
Model Planetarium Copernicus, Tellerium Johannes 

Kepler, Astrolabium Galileo Galilei
Reference 809-20, 889-99, 979-20
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber UN-80, UN-87, UN-97
Case N° N°001
Movement N° 80.7.276, 88.9.001, 91.7.324
Dimensions 40 mm, 43 mm, 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Warranty

In the realm of haute horology, Ulysse Nardin’s Trilogy of Time 
stands as an extraordinary testament to the marriage of art, 
astronomy, and innovation. Conceived by the visionary haute 
horologist Ludwig Oechslin, the trilogy, introduced between 
1985 and 1992, pays homage to three luminaries in the world 
of astronomy: Galileo Galilei, Copernicus, and Johannes Kepler. 
The first masterpiece in the trilogy, the Astrolabium Galileo 

Galilei, emerged in 1985, drawing inspiration directly from 
Oechslin’s astrolabe clock. This intricate timepiece, a small rev-
olution in the realm of highly complicated watches, is able to go 
indicate equinoctial time, local time, months, signs of the zodiac, 
elevation and azimuth of the sun & moon on planisphere, diurnal 
and nocturnal hours, moon phases. It goes beyond convention-
al timekeeping, revealing sunrise and sunset, dawn and dusk, 
moon phases, moonrise and moonset, as well as solar and lunar 
eclipses. In 1988, the Planetarium Copernicus joined the trilogy, 
displaying the astronomical positions of the five main planets in 
relation to the Sun and Earth plus months, signs of zodiac, sun 
and moon indication, domed sapphire crystal representing 12 
planetary sectors from Earth’s Perspective. The final master-
piece, the Tellurium Johannes Kepler, unveiled in 1992, capti-
vates with its ability to rotate the Earth as seen from above the 
North Pole and manufactured in shiny enamel, dual time, month, 
signs of the zodiac, moon phases and day/night indication. A tiny 
flexible spring indicates the Sunlit portion of the Earth, offering 
insights into sunrise, sunset, moon phases, and eclipses. These 
three astronomical wonders are not merely timepieces: they 
are embodiments of historical and scientific brilliance. This set, 
incredibly rare and important, is distinguished as number 1, as 
testified by the engravings on the back. Preserved in remarkable 
conditions, each piece in this set comes with its individual box, 
plus another one that contains all of them and collectively, they 
encapsulate a chapter in history and science, showcasing Ulysse 
Nardin’s dedication to pushing the boundaries of innovation in 
watchmaking.

€ 90,000 – 180,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Fine 
and Attractive, Aquanaut, Chronograph 
Wristwatch in Steel, Full-Set, Reference 5968A

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Aquanaut Chronograph
Reference 5968A
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Rubber Strap
Year 2019
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 28-520
Case N° 6358795
Movement N° 7279832
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

In 1997, Patek Philippe introduced the Aquanaut, a contem-
porary classic adored for its unique design and adaptability. 
Drawing inspiration from the Nautilus, this watch featured a 

robust “tropical” strap designed to withstand wear, saltwater, 
and UV radiation. Patek Philippe has explored various iterations 
of this model, incorporating different complications and offering 
both male and female versions, showcasing its versatility. The 
case of the current model is crafted from stainless steel, impec-
cably maintained, and boasts the iconic embossed dial with 
applied white-gold numerals and luminous indexes. Breaking 
new ground in the sporty and modern Aquanaut collection, the 
Reference 5968 introduces the first chronograph—a fitting com-
plication for this youthful and dynamic timepiece line. Driven 
by a self-winding flyback chronograph movement (Caliber CH 
28–520 C), the Reference 5968 captivates with its striking aes-
thetic. The orange chronograph displays boldly contrast with 
the black dial, creating a visually compelling timepiece. The 
self-winding mechanical movement features a fly back chrono-
graph, central chronograph hand, 60-minute counter, and a date 
aperture. The steel case is equipped with a screw-down crown 
and a sapphire crystal case back. The Aquanaut fold-over clasp, 
made of composite material in vibrant orange, adds a contempo-
rary finishing touch to this chronograph masterpiece.

€ 70,000 – 140,000
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OMEGA / Very Rare and Attractive, 
Seamaster Soccer Timer, Tonneau-shaped 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, Retailed 
by Tiffany & Co, Reference ST145.019

Brand Omega
Model Seamaster Soccer Timer
Reference ST145.019
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 861
Movement N° 29114257
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The showcased wristwatch stands as a splendid exemplar from 
the illustrious Omega Seamaster lineage. Originally introduced 
in 1948, the Seamaster series gained renown for its waterproof 
features, catering to the needs of sailors and marine profession-
als. This particular timepiece, identified as reference 145 019, 
represents a distinctive iteration from the 1970s when Omega 
incorporated steel casing, infusing the watch with a heightened 

sense of sportiness. A standout feature of this reference is its 
designation as the highly sought-after “Soccer Timer.” This dis-
tinction arises from its unique 24-hour inner rotating bezel, set-
ting it apart within the Seamaster family. The tonneau-shaped 
water-resistant case, adorned with a Seamaster logo, screw-
down crown, and two round chronograph buttons on the band, 
attests to its robust design and functionality. The well-preserved 
condition of the case showcases Omega’s commitment to dura-
bility. The black and red contrast on the sub-registers for con-
stant seconds, 30 minutes, and 12 hours adds to the watch’s 
exceptional legibility, facilitating accurate timing, particularly 
useful for measuring the half-time duration of a soccer game. 
The vibrant orange handset provides a striking visual against 
the grey dial, enhancing both style and readability. An intriguing 
detail enriching the dial’s narrative is the presence of the “Tiffany 
& Co.” inscription. This signifies the association with Tiffany & 
Co., a prestigious retailer of watches and jewels in New York City, 
underscoring the timepiece’s provenance and further enhancing 
its appeal to collectors and enthusiasts alike.

€ 6,000 – 12,000
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CORUM / Large and Tasteful, Buckingham, 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With Satin 
Champagne Dial Retailed by Ruser

Brand Corum
Model Buckingham
Reference 5879
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1980's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 4207
Movement N° 48287
Dimensions 35 x 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Corum Buckingham is a timepiece that echoes the vision-
ary spirit of René Bannwart, cofounder of Corum, and his com-
mitment to pushing the boundaries of watchmaking. Founded 
in 1955 in La  Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland, Corum quickly 
established itself as a trailblazer in the Swiss watch industry. A 
pivotal moment in Corum’s legacy unfolded in 1965 with the 
introduction of the Buckingham model: a daring venture into 
large-sized watches that proved both innovative and immense-

ly popular. This auction presents a classic embodiment of the 
iconic Buckingham model, a testament to Corum’s enduring 
legacy. Crafted with precision, the thin, square two-body case 
in yellow-gold showcases the brand’s unwavering commitment 
to quality. Very nicely preserved, the watch features a deep 
engraving on the back, attesting to the enduring craftsmanship 
that defines Corum. The champagne dial exudes timeless ele-
gance, marrying essential design elements with refined details 
such as satin finish, the horizontal positioning of the baton index-
es, a departure from the classic vertical arrangement and the 
prestigious signature at 12 o’clock of the jeweler Ruser. In the 
heart of Beverly Hills on Rodeo Drive, William Ruser’s boutique 
quickly gained acclaim for its stunning sculptural pieces adorned 
with pave-set diamonds and gemstones. His influence extend-
ed to Hollywood, providing jewelry for stars like Joan Crawford, 
Marlene Dietrich and Lana Turner. Corum acknowledged his 
significance, allowing him to sign their timepiece dials, adding 
a touch of exclusivity and allure to these watches. A union of 
simplicity and elegance, this Corum Buckingham model is an 
intelligent choice for enthusiasts seeking a harmonious blend of 
everyday functionality and style. This watch stands as a tribute 
to Corum’s legacy, an iconic symbol of innovation and style that 
transcends the boundaries of time.

€ 3,000 – 6,000

TIFFANY & CO.
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ULYSSE NARDIN / Extremely 
Fine and Rare, Numbered 03, Automaton 
Jaquemarts, Minute Repeater, Wristwatch 
in White Gold, Blue Champlevé Enamel Dial, 
With Box and Papers, Reference 701-22

Brand Ulysse Nardin
Model Jaquemarts Minute Repeater
Reference 701-22
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1992
Movement Type Manual
Case N° N°3
Movement N° N°3
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Tag

Ulysse Nardin, renowned for its striking and innovative designs, 
has consistently pushed the boundaries of horological crafts-
manship with collections like the Marine, Classic, Freak, and the 
Jaquemart, exemplified by the present timepiece. The Minute 
Repeater from the San Marco collection is a masterful fusion 
of beauty and technology, showcasing meticulous craftsman-
ship and sophistication in every detail. Introduced in the 1980s, 
Ulysse Nardin’s San Marco pays homage to late 17th-century 
watchmaking by incorporating minute repeaters with an autom-

aton, featuring dials adorned with jacquemarts, an unprecedent-
ed achievement in the world of horology. Ulysse Nardin’s minute 
repeaters are not just technical marvels: they possess visual and 
auditory charm, combining automata with chiming to announce 
hours, quarters, and minutes. The inclusion of Jacquemart 
automata on the dial adds a playful and captivating dimension 
to these timepieces, as demonstrated by the present example 
crafted in 18k white gold. The use of Jacquemart automata has 
historical roots dating back to the Western Middle Ages when 
men manually struck bells in clock towers to announce the 
time. Subsequently, these individuals were replaced by life-size 
mechanical figures called Jacquemarts, designed to strike bells 
in large public clocks, amusing the public. In this watch, as the 
hour is chimed, the automaton on the dial appears to simulta-
neously strike a bell. The figure is a reproduction of one of the 
mythical Jaquemarts, designed by Paolo Savin in the 15th centu-
ry for the Campanile of St. Mark’s Square in Venice. Appropriately, 
the watch is housed in the so-called “San Marco” watch case. 
This limited edition timepiece, meticulously crafted in solid white 
gold, remains beautifully preserved. The engravings on the back 
are still visible, and the dial is a breathtaking display of royal blue 
champlevé enamel decoration, adorned with applied baton and 
Roman indexes, featuring the iconic automata that strikes the 
bell. An exceptionally attractive and rare addition to any collec-
tion, this timepiece is accompanied by its original box, warranty, 
and tag, further enhancing its desirability.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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THE ROLEX CONNOISSEURS’ COLLECTION

ROLEX / Extremely Rare and Very 
Well Preserved, Glamorous and Very 
Remarkable, “Centregraph” Single-Button 
Fly-Back Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, 
Reference 3346, Published in John Goldberger 
Book “100 Superlative Rolex Watches”

Brand Rolex
Model Centegraph
Reference 3346
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1941
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 10 1/2
Case N° 142589
Dimensions 32 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature This specific watch is published in John 

Goldberger Book “100 Superlative 
Rolex Watches” at page 92-93

For dedicated Rolex aficionados, the Split-Seconds Chronograph, 
specifically identified as reference 4113, is often celebrated as 
the quintessential vintage Rolex, frequently dubbed the "Holy 
Grail." With a mere twelve crafted and only eight known to have 
surfaced, these timepieces can command astonishing prices 
at auctions, occasionally surpassing the million-dollar mark. 
However, delving even further into the realm of rarity and obscu-
rity reveals a Rolex that eclipses the elusive nature of the refer-
ence 4113, the Rolex Zerograph or Centregraph, designated as 
reference 3346. The designations Zerograph and Centregraph 
were interchangeably employed for timepieces boasting iden-
tical functions, distinguished by either reference number 3346 
(featuring a calibrated bezel) or 3462 (showcasing a milled 
bezel). This experimental timepiece was produced in an exceed-
ingly limited quantity, marking a brief yet significant chapter in 
Rolex’s storied history. Both the Zerograph and Centregraph 
serve as precision instruments, meticulously crafted to calcu-

late intermediate consecutive times. This functionality proves 
pivotal in scenarios demanding the instantaneous halt, reset to 
zero, and restart of the seconds hand in a single operation, be 
it for sports, car racing, motorbike events, cycling, or even for 
calculating manufacturing process times. The fly-back func-
tion, facilitating the instant reset of the chronograph hand, is 
particularly advantageous in sports, aviation, or any endeavour 
necessitating precise timing intervals. Only a handful of these 
watches have surfaced at auctions, solidifying their status as 
some of the most exceptionally rare timepieces globally. The 
rotating bezel, calibrated to 60 units with black enamelled 
Arabic five-minute divisions and red baton quarters, found its 
way into series production in the 1950s, notably with the Turn-
O-Graph model. The showcased lot is an exemplary specimen, 
featuring a screwed-down back and crown, a revolving bidirec-
tional inward-tilting bezel graduated to 60 units, adorned with 
red markers for the quarters, and a serrated edge bezel rim. The 
dial is a visual masterpiece, boasting a matte silver finish with 
Arabic numerals, an outer black seconds track, an outer minutes 
division, and tachymeter scale. Remarkably, the Zerograph and 
Centregraph were never made available for public sale, under-
scoring their significance in Rolex’s innovative history, with many 
subsequent Rolex advancements drawing inspiration from this 
exact model. Furthermore, Zerographs are very rare, like almost 
all vintage watch prototypes, from them a tiny production is 
under the name of Centregraph. Our research shows that there 
has only ever been 9 reference 3346 Zerograph or Centregraph 
that has appeared on the market including this newly discov-
ered piece, clearly indicating an extremely small production 
range. Reference 3346 having appeared at auction include seri-
al numbers 142587 (Christie's, May 14, 2002, lot 48), 146262 
(Antiquorum, May 9, 2021, lot 292), 146271 (Antiquorum, 
November 12, 2006, lot 365), 146275 (Antiquorum, January 18, 
1992, lot 41), 146276 (Christie's, May 13, 2013, lot 179), and 
others with unrecorded serials at various auctions. Our watch, 
with the serial number 142589, is only two numbers from the 
example passed by Christie’s on May 14, 2002, as lot 48 with 
the name Centregraph.

€ 200,000 – 400,000
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PIAGET / Probably Unique and 
Attractive, Bracelet Wristwatch in White Gold, 
Personalized Diamond Dial, Reference 9081.A6

Brand Piaget
Model Bracelet Watch
Reference 9081.A6
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1976
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P2
Case N° 277422
Movement N° 7612443
Dimensions 31 mm, Total Lenght: 188 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-
tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th cen-
tury, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin movements, 
setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s thinnest 

automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond technical 
prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision with artistic 
innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. Renowned for 
pushing the boundaries of creativity and craftsmanship, Piaget 
showcases techniques like the iconic bark finish on its time-
pieces, exemplified by the featured reference 9081 A6. Crafted 
between 1970 and 1976, the reference 9081 A6 stands as an 
exceptionally rare piece, with only 23 units produced. This white-
gold watch becomes even more distinctive with the meticulous 
application of the renowned bark finish, underscoring Piaget’s 
unwavering commitment to exclusivity and innovation. Piaget’s 
dedication to personalized luxury is exemplified in its special 
production pieces, often tailored as unique masterpieces for 
esteemed clients, frequently hailing from the Middle East. In the 
case of this specific watch, delivered in 1976 to Piaget’s reseller 
Mouawad, it was commissioned as a special order with a cop-
per-colored dial featuring an inner Arabic inscription adorned 
with brilliant-cut diamonds, possibly translating to “Allah.” The 
watch is powered by the extra-thin self-winding Piaget 9P move-
ment, introduced in 1957 with a mere 2 mm thickness. This like-
ly unique timepiece, with its rich history and exceptional crafts-
manship, stands as a testament to Piaget’s enduring legacy in 
the realm of haute horlogerie.

€ 5,000 – 10,000
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CARTIER / Precious and Iconic, 
Tank Americaine, Automatic Wristwatch 
in White Gold, With Diamond-set Case 
and Bracelet, Reference 1726

Brand Cartier
Model Tank Americaine
Reference 1726
Case Material White Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material White Gold and Diamonds
Year 2005
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2671
Case N° CC844941
Dimensions 22 x 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

The Tank Américaine, conceived by the Cartier New York bou-
tique in 1989, is an exclusive model crafted solely in precious 
metals, drawing a curious parallel with the Rolex Day-Date. Its 
distinctive features include an elongated, convex case with 
robust lugs and a screw back. Representing the mid-size variant, 
reference 1726 like the present one caters to both gentlemen 

and ladies with its proportions. This particular watch stands out 
as one of Cartier’s most opulent creations. The 18k white-gold 
case is adorned with a matching bracelet, featuring links of vari-
ous sizes, all embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds. The metic-
ulous craftsmanship extends to the dial, which boasts engine 
guilloché engraving, iconic black Roman numerals, and elegant 
blued sword hands. Notably, the crown, traditionally adorned 
with a sapphire, now dazzles with a diamond, ensuring a har-
monious visual flow. The silvered dial discreetly incorporates a 
date window within the minute track at the six o’clock position. 
This watch is truly exceptional, showcasing a rarely seen con-
figuration. Accompanied by the warranty, it serves as a magnif-
icent testament to Cartier’s elevated craftsmanship, combining 
sophistication and extravagance in a truly remarkable timepiece.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Attractive 
and Extremely Sought-After, Royal Oak 
Chronograph, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Black Ceramic, Grand Tapisserie Dial, With 
Box and Papers, Reference 26240CE

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Chronograph
Reference 26240CE
Case Material Black Ceramic
Bracelet Material Black Ceramic
Year 2022
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4401
Case N° LM8690H
Movement N° BK6009
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklets

The narrative of the Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Chronograph 
unfolds with its evolution since the late ’90s. A pivotal moment 
occurred in 2016 when the case size transitioned from 39 mm 

to 41 mm with the reference 26 320. Six years later, in 2022, 
a significant chapter was written when, to commemorate the 
50th anniversary of the Royal Oak, was introduced the Royal 
Oak Chronograph Black Ceramic reference 26240CE. This time-
piece, measuring 41 mm, is meticulously crafted in black ceram-
ic, creating a striking contrast with delicate pink gold accents. 
Underneath the surface, the watch is powered by the latest 
Calibre 4401 movement, offering a view of its intricate workings 
through the sapphire case back. The “50 years oscillating weight 
is a symbolic nod to the enduring legacy of the Royal Oak. The 
black dial, adorned with the “Grande Tapisserie” motif, is home 
to luminescent-coated pink gold Royal Oak hands and applied 
hour markers, creating a balanced and sophisticated aesthetic. 
The timepiece seamlessly integrates with a black ceramic brace-
let, completing the cohesive design. Water-resistant up to 50 
meters, the Royal Oak Chronograph Black Ceramic effortlessly 
marries style with durability, making it an ideal companion for 
everyday wear. In unworn condition and produced in a very lim-
ited quantity, this timepiece stands as a testament to Audemars 
Piguet’s precision and innovation, encapsulating the essence of 
the Royal Oak 50-year journey.

€ 60,000 – 120,000
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PIAGET / Possibly Unique and Very 
Attractive, Rectangular Shaped Bracelet 
Wristwatch in White Gold, Diamond-
Set Dial and Bracelet, Highlighted 
by Green Calibrated Emeralds

Brand Piaget
Model Rectangular Shaped Bracelet Wristwatch
Case Material White Gold, Diamond and Emeralds
Bracelet Material White Gold, Diamond and Emeralds
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P2
Movement N° 9308351
Dimensions 25 x 25, Total Lenght: 200 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-
tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th cen-
tury, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin movements, 
setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s thinnest 
automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond technical 
prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision with artistic 

innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. Its iconic time-
pieces like the Altiplano, Possession, and Polo reflect the brand’s 
commitment to pushing boundaries. While Piaget has garnered 
renown for its intricate wristwatches, it has equally excelled in 
crafting elegant and sophisticated jewelry watches tailored for 
both men and women. Among these, the showcased bracelet 
watch stands as an exemplar of exceptional craftsmanship. This 
particular Piaget style, seldom encountered in the market, ele-
vates the timepiece into the realm of a true gem. Fabricated from 
a precious 18k white-gold bracelet, the watch is a testament 
to Piaget’s commitment to luxury. The bracelet is exquisitely 
adorned with a lavish array of brilliant-cut diamonds, collectively 
weighing approximately 10 carats. Adding a distinctive touch of 
color to the ensemble, baguette-cut emeralds grace the com-
position, becoming the defining chromatic element of the entire 
watch. The pave-set diamond dial, intricately positioned within a 
square case nestled in the heart of the flexible bracelet, further 
enhances the watch’s allure. Despite the sturdy white-gold con-
struction, the timepiece remains remarkably lightweight when 
worn on the wrist. Presented in a condition akin to new, this mas-
terpiece epitomizes glamour and is impeccably suitable for both 
male and female wrists. Additionally, the presence of the Piaget 
inscription on the glass adds a further layer of authenticity to this 
remarkable piece of wearable art.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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CARTIER / Attractive and Rare, 
Tank, Wristwatch in Platinum, Engine 
Turned Dial, With Service and Receipts

Brand Cartier
Model Tank
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 9P
Case N° 016005
Movement N° 620321
Dimensions 21 x 28 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Service and Receipts

A Cartier vintage Tank is a horological masterpiece that epitomiz-
es the timeless elegance and sophistication for which Cartier is 
renowned. The Tank collection, introduced in 1917, has become 
an icon in the world of watchmaking, and the vintage platinum 
model stands as a testament to the brand’s commitment to 
craftsmanship and design. Cartier, a pioneer in using platinum 
in jewelry making, ventured into watchmaking, transforming the 

precious metal into a canvas for artistic experimentation. Crafted 
in precious platinum, the watch offered here emanates a luxu-
rious aura, capturing the essence of refinement and exclusivity. 
Powered by the 9P Piaget caliber, the rectangular case, a sig-
nature feature of the Tank collection, exerts a subtle yet com-
manding presence on the wrist, showcasing a perfect balance 
between form and function. The finely preserved case boasts 
lapidated edges, straight lugs, a snap-on back, and a winding 
crown set with a faceted sapphire. Made by Cartier France, it 
bears French hallmarks for the platinum, making it extremely 
appealing. The sleek lines of the vintage Tank, coupled with the 
distinctive cabochon-encrusted crown, reflect the brand’s dedi-
cation to creating a timepiece that transcends trends and stands 
as a symbol of enduring style. The dial is a study in simplicity and 
sophistication, featuring Cartier’s iconic Roman numerals and 
blued steel hands against a backdrop of radial engine-turning 
decoration. Whether worn for special occasions or as an every-
day accessory, this Cartier timepiece exudes timeless appeal, 
effortlessly blending vintage charm with contemporary style still 
presenting the period original white-gold deployant. Collectors 
and enthusiasts alike hold the Cartier vintage platinum Tank in 
high regard for its rarity, impeccable craftsmanship, and the rich 
legacy it represents.

€ 7,000 – 14,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Iconic and 
Very Attractive Ellipse Bracelet Automatic 
Wristwatch in White Gold, Blue Dial, With 
Certificate of Origin, Reference 3589

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Golden Ellipse
Reference 3589-1
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1980
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 28-255
Case N° 527712
Movement N° 1285183
Dimensions 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin

Introduced in 1968, the Patek Philippe Golden Ellipse stands 
as an iconic design within the Patek Philippe collection, distin-
guished by its bold and captivating proportions. The collection 
made its debut in 1968 with references 3546 and 3548, listed 
in the catalog until 1976, paving the way for subsequent models. 

The evolution continued with the introduction of references 3746 
and 3748, both equipped with the caliber 215, marking a signif-
icant chapter until 1979. Notably, the ultra-thin ref. 3589 made 
its entrance in 1970, remaining part of the collection until 1979. 
The featured reference 3589, presented here, boasts a white-
gold case meticulously preserved, enhancing its timeless appeal. 
The deep royal blue dial, adorned with applied baton and Roman 
numerals, adds an extra layer of sophistication to this exem-
plary timepiece. Powering this elegant watch is the esteemed 
LeCoultre-based movement, caliber 28–255, recognized as 
one of the most esteemed automatic movements of its era. Of 
particular significance, the reference 3589 was the first in Patek 
Philippe’s collection to adopt the LeCoultre base caliber 28 255, 
a movement that would later find its place in the renowned 
Nautilus ref. 3700. This historical connection adds an extra layer 
of prestige to this already distinguished timepiece, making it a 
sought-after treasure for collectors and enthusiasts alike.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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THE ROLEX CONNOISSEURS’ COLLECTION

ROLEX / Extremely Well Preserved and 
Important, Triple Calendar, Moon Phases 
Padellone, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, With Argenté Dial, Reference 8171, With 
Original Box, Papers and Booklets, Former 
Property of the Rolex Connoisseurs Collection

Brand Rolex
Model Padellone
Reference 8171
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1960
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 10 1/2
Case N° 666990, Inside the caseback N°995
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers and Tag
Literature A similar watch was sold at Phillips “The 

Geneva Watch Auction: NINE” Auction, 11-12 
May 2019 as lot 68 for CHF 980,000

In the realm of horology, the Rolex reference 8171, affectionate-
ly known as the "Padellone," stands as a beacon of admiration, 
desire, and exclusivity. Its technical sophistication and substan-
tial size have enchanted collectors and enthusiasts for genera-
tions. Rolex's foray into moon phase complications birthed only 
two wristwatch models: the 6062 and the revered 8171, with the 
latter distinguished by its snap-on back. The charm of the 8171, 
endearingly termed the “Padellone” by Italian collectors, is time-
less and remains a highly sought-after piece. Crafted in a limited 

series from 1949 through to a late batch in the ’60s, which saw 
very few pieces produced, the Padellone was offered in yellow 
and pink gold, as well as in stainless steel, totalling around 1000 
pieces. The watch in question is an extraordinarily rare iteration 
with an 18k yellow-gold case, exhibiting impeccable conditions. 
This Padellone is among the rarest, as the inside case back 
bears the sequential production number among the 1000 units 
produced. With its number 995, this watch occupies a special 
position as one of the last produced, serving as a remarkable 
time capsule from the 1960s. This Padellone transcends being 
merely a watch: it is a slice of horological history, preserved in 
pristine condition as a forgotten gem from a bygone era. Its dial 
style, marked by a one-tone design and thinner indexes than the 
standard models, mirrors the changing tastes of the ’60s. Moving 
away from the two-tone aesthetic, this watch signifies the final 
batch produced in that period. The dial, crafted by the renowned 
firm Stern, remains in untouched condition, displaying the triple 
calendar dates in a captivating blue hue reminiscent of the moon 
phases at 6 o’clock. The yellow-gold dauphine hands and index-
es bring a radiant element to the dial, shimmering under the 
light. Originating from a connoisseur’s collection, this Padellone 
seems almost untouched and is accompanied by the original box, 
certificate, and brochure. The inclusion of the original sales strap 
adds a touch of vintage yet contemporary elegance. Number 995 
out of the 1000 units produced, representing one of the very last 
specimens manufactured, this Padellone is an extraordinary 
manifestation of Rolex’s craftsmanship and occupies a unique 
spot in horological history as a well-preserved artifact from the 
1960s. It offers collectors a rare window into the golden age of 
watchmaking.

€ 400,000 – 800,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very Rare 
and Attractive, Calatrava-Style, Wristwatch 
in Steel, Gorgeous Two-Tone Dial and 
Elastic Gay Freres Bracelet, With Box

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Calatrava
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1946
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 13VZSS
Case N° 34
Movement N° 48713
Dimensions 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Connecting Audemars Piguet solely to the iconic Royal Oak over-
simplifies its rich history. Long before Gerald Genta’s ground-
breaking design in 1970, spanning over 140 years, Audemars 
Piguet held a preeminent role in watchmaking. The presented 
mid-century Audemars Piguet time-only piece is a captivat-
ing testament to the brand’s multifaceted legacy. Surprising in 

its simplicity, it exudes charm with subtle distinctive features. 
The stainless steel case, remarkably preserved, reflects the 
Calatrava-style reminiscent of watches from its era and was sold 
to the US market in 1946. The vintage sophistication is height-
ened by the screw-back case. An exquisite detail is the riveted 
elastic bracelet, a correct period piece signed and crafted by Gay 
Freres, showcasing meticulous attention to historical accuracy. 
Equally captivating is the two-tone dial with its distinctive cop-
per/ocher hues. Adorned with applied dots and painted Roman 
indexes inside a black track, the dial stands out for its unique 
aesthetic. Another noteworthy feature is the sub-seconds at 6 
o’clock, a rarity during an era dominated by watches with sweep 
center seconds. The watch is powered by the manual winding 
caliber 13VZSS, iconic for the 1940s timepieces manufactured 
by Audemars Piguet. Preserved in remarkable condition, this 
special Audemars Piguet piece is a true gem for connoisseurs 
and enthusiasts alike. Beyond its aesthetic allure, it serves as a 
historical testament to Audemars Piguet’s craftsmanship and 
innovation, offering a fascinating glimpse into the brand’s diverse 
and storied horological journey.

€ 9,000 – 18,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very Fine and 
Attractive, Pocket Pendant Watch in Yellow Gold, 
Two-tone Dial and Warranty, Reference 5690 BA

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Pocket Pendant Watch
Reference 5690BA
Case Material Yellow Gold
Year 1980
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 5020
Case N° B38340
Movement N° 214673
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

Today, the mere mention of Audemars Piguet invariably con-
jures images of the iconic Royal Oak and its myriad variations. 
However, delving into their historical repertoire unveils a rich 
tradition of horological excellence encompassing both intricate 
timepieces and elegantly understated designs. This legacy 
extends to their collection of simple yet exceptionally refined 
pocket pendant watches, eschewing extravagance for an imme-

diate impact, an ethos exemplified by the tasteful specimen pre-
sented here. Under the reference 5690 BA, this pocket watch 
boasts a slender octagonal case meticulously crafted in yellow 
gold, evoking the iconic silhouette of the Royal Oak. Reminiscent 
of its sister reference 5691, which marked the debut of the first 
pocket pendant watch with this distinctive shape, the watch fea-
tures a snap-on back. The two-tone champagne dial harmoniz-
es with the case, adorned with black-painted Roman numerals 
and an outer minute scale. Housing a manual movement, this 
timepiece serves as a testament to Audemars Piguet’s commit-
ment to traditional craftsmanship. The closed case back shrouds 
the watch in an air of mystery, while the sapphire crystal glass 
ensures unparalleled clarity and durability. Radiating the charm 
unique to yellow gold, this pocket pendant watch is accompa-
nied by the original certificate of manufacture and quality, attest-
ing to its authenticity and meticulous craftsmanship.

€ 5,000 – 10,000

314 315



PATEK PHILIPPE / Extremely 
Rare and Attractive, Perpetual Calendar 
Chronograph, Bracelet Wristwatch 
in Platinum, With Extract from the 
Archives, Reference 3970/2

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Perpetual Calendar Chronograph
Reference 3970/2
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 1993
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 27-70 Q
Case N° 2887010
Movement N° 876509
Dimensions 36.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives and Pochette
Literature This specific watch has been sold in 

Christie’s “Important Pocket Watches 
and Wristwatches” Geneva Auction, 12th 
November 2007, as lot 71 for CHF 235,000

A symphony of timeless elegance, the Patek Philippe 3970/2 
emerges as a beacon in the illustrious chronograph family 

with perpetual calendar and moon phases in the Patek’s uni-
verse. Born in 1993 as the culmination of a legacy that began 
with the legendary 1518 in 1941 and continued with the iconic 
2499 in 1950, this watch represents the evolution of precision 
and sophistication in horology. Forged entirely in platinum, the 
3970/2 stands as a testament to Patek Philippe’s unwavering 
commitment to craftsmanship and luxury. Its integrated plati-
num bracelet, intricately woven, elevates the timepiece to a pin-
nacle of refinement. In a departure from its predecessors, the 
3970/2 hosts a Lemania movement, bringing a new dimension 
to its 36.5 mm diameter. The solid screw back not only enhances 
the watch’s aesthetics but also ensures its waterproof resilience, 
a nod to its versatility. The argenté dial, adorned with applied 
baton numerals, invites the viewer into a world of understated 
beauty. Day and month windows grace the upper portion, while 
the date surrounds the subdial, unveiling the captivating moon 
phases display. Sunken counters at 3 and 9 o’clock contribute to 
the dial’s harmonious balance. Certified by the extract confirming 
material, its manufacture in 1993 and its sale on July 23rd of the 
same year, this Patek Philippe 3970/2 is one of the first the have 
been manufactured and represents a masterclass in horological 
artistry. Despite its relative youth, it has ascended to a state of 
absolute prestige among perpetual calendar chronographs with 
moon phases, beckoning collectors to acquire a piece of history.

€ 120,000 – 240,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Very 
Attractive and Slim, Flying Saucer, Round 
Shape Wristwatch in Platinum, With 
Diamond-set Bezel and Black Dial

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Flying Saucer
Case Material Platinum and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 2003
Case N° 26027
Movement N° 84319
Dimensions 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Pochette

The Audemars Piguet Disco Volante, known for its ultra-thin 
design and captivating aesthetics, stands as a testament to 
the brand’s pursuit of innovation and sophistication during the 
1950s. This particular lot, crafted in platinum, is a remarkable 
example of this iconic timepiece, distinguished not only by its 
slim profile but also by the lavish embellishments that set it 
apart. The 35 mm platinum case of this Disco Volante features 

a rare and opulent bezel adorned with diamonds. Three rows 
of brilliant-cut stones, varying in three sizes, add an extra layer 
of luxury to the watch. This design choice not only highlights 
Audemars Piguet’s commitment to craftsmanship but also show-
cases the brand’s ability to create watches that are also exquisite 
works of art. The overall preservation of the case is nice, with 
clear and visible serial numbers on the back, attesting to the 
watch’s authenticity and history. The black dial, with its baton 
indexes and sector configuration, adds depth and presence to 
the watch when worn on the wrist. The color choice and dial 
layout contribute to the overall aesthetic complexity and allure 
of the Disco Volante. At the heart of this timepiece beats the 
ultra-thin caliber 2003, a movement introduced by Audemars 
Piguet in 1953. This movement, developed in collaboration with 
Jaeger-LeCoultre and Vacheron Constantin, reflects the technical 
prowess of the era and remains an integral part of the watch’s 
appeal. The present Audemars Piguet Disco Volante in platinum 
with a diamond-adorned bezel is a masterpiece that captures 
the essence of mid-20th-century watchmaking innovation and 
design excellence.

€ 12,000 – 24,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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HUBLOT / Very Stylish MDM 
Chronograph, Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
With White Dial, Reference 1620.3, from the 
Personal Collection of Renato Della Valle

Brand Hublot
Model MDM Chronograph
Reference 1620.3
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Rubber Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Quartz
Caliber 1270
Case N° 213019
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature Coming from the Personal Collection 

of Renato Della Valle

Founded in 1980, Hublot has emerged as a disruptive force 
in the watchmaking industry, challenging traditional norms 
with innovative design techniques and revolutionary materials. 
Carlo Crocco, the Italian watchmaker behind Hublot, opened 
MDM Geneva in the same year and unveiled the groundbreak-
ing Hublot watch at the prestigious Baselworld watch fair. The 

Hublot watch caused a sensation at Baselworld by departing 
from the conventional use of gold, leather, and exotic materi-
als in luxury watch bands. While the design was radical for the 
luxury watch space, commercial success initially faced challeng-
es. However, by 1993, Hublot watches gained recognition and 
became favorites among celebrities. In 2004, with Hublot’s pop-
ularity waning, Jean-Claude Biver took over as CEO, revitalizing 
the brand with the introduction of the “Big Bang” Chronograph 
at Basel in April 2005. In the preceding years, the MDM Geneva 
collection explored various avenues, incorporating complications 
and occasionally featuring the use of gold to embellish creations. 
One notable piece from this era is the MDM Chronograph offered 
here. Part of the MDM (Montres de Marque) collection, this watch 
has been part of the personal collection of the Italian business-
man Renato Della Villa, who has impeccably preserved it. The 
yellow-gold case retains its satin finish, and the graduated bezel 
features deep engravings with clear black paint. The white dial 
boasts three subdials for constant seconds, a 30-minute regis-
ter, and a 12-hour register, with the date window located at 6 
o’clock. Powered by a quartz movement, this watch epitomizes 
90s fashion, representing a model that adorned the wrists of 
many influential individuals and is experiencing a resurgence in 
the market today.

€ 4,000 – 8,000

318 319



AUDEMARS PIGUET / Extremely 
Well Preserved and Important, Royal Oak 
Offshore, Minute Repeater, Perpetual 
Calendar, Split-second Chronograph, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Pink Gold, With 
Box and Warranty, Reference 26571RO

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Offshore Grande Complication
Reference 26571RO
Case Material Pink Gold and Black Ceramic
Bracelet Material Rubber Strap
Year 2016
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2885
Case N° N°2/3, I42316
Movement N° 924970
Dimensions 44 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Service Box, Pochette, Warranty 

and Additional Rubber Strap

The Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Offshore 26571RO is a tour de 
force within the esteemed Royal Oak collection, presenting itself 
in a lavish 18 kt rose gold encasement. This model is distin-
guished by its black ceramic bezel, lending a sporty yet elegant 
nuance to its overall appearance. The octagonal bezel, embel-
lished with visible screws, is a nod to the iconic Royal Oak design, 
blending architectural grace into the timepiece. The interplay 
between brushed and polished finishes on the sizeable 44 mm 
case alongside the black ceramic highlights a sophisticated 

contrast and depth. This Offshore variant is celebrated for its 
delicately open-worked dial, offering a captivating glimpse into 
the complex movement that animates the watch. Against this 
backdrop, the applied rose gold hour markers and hands stand 
out, ensuring readability while adding a layer of luxury. The dial's 
complexity is further showcased through four subsidiary dials 
that display an array of functions including day, date, month, 
week, leap year, chronograph counters, and a moon phase indi-
cator, articulating the timepiece's multifaceted nature. A stand-
out feature is the sliding pusher situated along the case's side, 
which activates the minute repeater complication. This highly 
revered function, capable of emitting a harmonious chime upon 
activation, underscores one of horology's most intricate achieve-
ments, exemplifying Audemars Piguet's commitment to innova-
tion and excellence. Opting for a rubber strap over the traditional 
case-matching bracelet imparts a sense of practicality and con-
temporary flair to this significant watch, making it not only more 
wearable but also enhancing its sporty appeal. This choice effec-
tively transforms the substantial timepiece into an accessory 
that balances comfort with avant-garde style. At the heart of the 
Royal Oak 26571RO beats the self-winding Calibre 2885 move-
ment, an in-house masterpiece comprising 648 parts, illustrating 
the brand's prowess in fine watchmaking. As a limited-edition 
release of merely 3 pieces within the Royal Oak Offshore Grande 
Complication series, the 26571RO, with its black ceramic bezel, 
robust pink gold case, and rubber strap, epitomizes a seamless 
blend of heritage and contemporary design. It emerges as a 
highly sought-after piece among elite collectors and aficionados, 
contributing yet another illustrious page to Audemars Piguet’s 
storied legacy.

€ 350,000 – 700,000
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ROLEX / Extremely Well Preserved and 
Attractive, Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, Blue “Buckley” Dial, With 
Rolex Certificate, Reference 1803

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 1803
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1972
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 2990065
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

The Rolex Day-Date reference 1803 presented here is a capti-
vating example of the brand’s vintage timepieces, known for 
their innovation and intriguing designs. Launched as the first 
automatic, waterproof chronometer wristwatch indicating both 
the date and the day of the week, the Day-Date solidified Rolex’s 
position as a pioneer in the watchmaking industry. This particu-

lar reference 1803 showcases Rolex’s commitment to precision 
and craftsmanship. Available in yellow, white, or pink-gold cases, 
the watch offered here is presented in yellow gold, a classic and 
timeless choice. The well-preserved shape of the watch, evi-
denced by the deep hallmarks on the back, attests to the careful 
wear and maintenance by its previous owner. One of the stand-
out features of this Day-Date is the remarkable woven texture of 
the bracelet, showcasing the mastery of Rolex craftsmen. The 
intricate detailing on the bracelet adds to the overall allure of 
the timepiece, making it not only a functional accessory but also 
a work of art. The electric blue “Buckley” dial further elevates 
the watch’s aesthetic appeal. The gilt-painted Roman numerals 
and the Spanish calendar provide a unique and charming touch 
to the dial. The deep, vibrant blue color creates a striking con-
trast against the gold case and adds a sense of sophistication to 
the watch. For Rolex enthusiasts and collectors, this Day-Date 
reference 1803 in yellow gold with its distinctive features and 
well-preserved condition is a noteworthy addition to any collec-
tion. The original reeded bezel has been lately changed with a 
smooth one on specific request of the first buyer. It represents 
a timeless piece of Rolex’s history, showcasing the brand’s ded-
ication to creating both technically advanced and aesthetically 
pleasing timepieces.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / Fascinating and Sought After 
Daytona Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, 
With White Dial, Reference 116520

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 116520
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2009
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4130
Case N° V697837
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Cosmograph Daytona made its debut in 1963, initially cater-
ing to professional racing drivers and swiftly transcending into 
a universally acclaimed icon. From the 1960s until 1987, the 
Daytona exclusively featured manual winding. In the subse-
quent period from 1988 to 2000, Rolex transitioned to auto-
matic movements, giving rise to the legendary Zenith Daytona 
with the calibre 4030. Serving as the successor to Rolex’s inau-
gural automatic chronograph, the reference 116 520 emerged 

in 2000, introducing the brand’s first in-house automatic wind-
ing system, caliber  4130, signifying a substantial technical 
advancement known for its precision and accuracy. Replacing 
the reference  16 520, the reference  116 520 brought forth 
not only a new case design but, more significantly, a COSC-
certified movement entirely crafted within Rolex’s manufacture. 
Daytona watches housed in stainless steel cases persist as one 
of the most sought-after Rolex timepieces due to overwhelming 
demand. This particular example, in excellent condition, offers 
a rare opportunity to acquire one of the most elusive models in 
recent years. Preserved meticulously, it features a tachymetric 
scale-engraved bezel and scratch-resistant sapphire crystal, 
complemented by a white dial adorned with applied luminous 
white-gold indexes and silvered counters. The ensemble is com-
pleted with an Oyster bracelet featuring high-polish center links 
and an Oysterlock clasp, resulting in an irresistibly stylish design.

€ 15,000 – 30,000

322 323



PARMIGIANI / Very Attractive and 
Rare, Triple Complications, Toric Minute 
Repeater GMT, Wristwatch in Pink Gold, 
Calibrated Baguette Diamond-Set Bezel, With 
Box and Papers, Reference PF008345

Brand Parmigiani
Model Toric Minute Repeater GMT
Reference PF008345
Case Material Pink Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2000's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 250
Case N° M°9004
Movement N° 006965
Dimensions 42 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Certificate of Authenticity

All Parmigiani Fleurier watches are handmade, taking at least 
four hundred hours to put together. In order to create exclusiv-
ity, only a few thousand pieces are produced every year. Driven 

by the “golden ratio”, the example here offered is a specimen of 
Toric that reflects the watchmaker’s vision of a timeless wrist-
watch made to withstand the test of time. Extremely important, 
this timepiece is fully made in pink gold, featuring a 42 mm case 
diameter, powered by a beautiful manual-winding movement. 
Inside this caliber the minute repeater complication is the most 
important feature: sliding the side band at 9 o’clock the minute 
repeating function start, with striking hours, quarters and min-
utes on two gongs. The silvered worked “Grains d’orge” dial is 
beautiful with applied Arabic rhodium plated and dot indexes for 
the hours and including lots of functions: hours, minutes, outer 
date plus two subsidiary dials of different sizes with engine-
turned decoration, one for the constant seconds and the other for 
GMT dual time indication. Moreover on the case stands out the 
baguette diamond-set bezel that embellished all the structure 
making this watch a true jewel. To complete the structure of the 
watch, the movement and the dial are shown through two sap-
phire glass, with the case, a water resistance of 3 atmosphere 
and the caliber is charged by the pink-gold crown set with a gen-
uine cabochon. This watch comes with the box and certificate of 
authenticity, a masterpiece that shows the breadth of expertise 
inherent in Haute Horlogerie.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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ROLEX / Attractive and Iconic, GMT-
Master “Exclamation Point”, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, With Black Gilt Dial, 
Box and Service, Reference 1675

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master
Reference 1675
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1961
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1565
Case N° 698895
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Service

In 1954, Rolex unveiled the inaugural GMT model, 
Reference 6542, featuring its distinctive Bakelite bezel insert. 
Just five years later, building on the triumph of this model, the 
brand introduced the reference 1675, which brought significant 
innovations, addressing some of the limitations of its predeces-
sor. Notably, the Bakelite ring was replaced with a more dura-

ble steel bezel, and crown guards were introduced to shield the 
crown from potential impacts. The offered timepiece is an exqui-
site example of the reference 1675, boasting unique character-
istics. The stainless steel case remains in excellent condition, the 
dial showcasing a well-preserved chapter ring and captivating 
gilt printing is beautiful. Important to underline is the dot radi-
um index at six o’clock called from collector “Exclamation Point” 
and very rare to find on this reference as it is a transitional dial 
from Radium to Tritium. This watch’s rarity is further heightened 
by the presence of pointed crown guards, affectionately dubbed 

“Cornino,” and the original small arrow tip on the 24-hour hand 
— a distinctive feature often replaced in subsequent servicing. 
Additionally, this luxurious timepiece comes equipped with the 
alluring stainless steel Oyster riveted bracelet, accompanied 
by its original box and a Rolex service documentation, further 
enhancing its desirability and collectibility.

€ 14,000 – 28,000
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ROLEX / Very Fine and Attractive, 
Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, Roman Numerals “Sand” 
Dial, With Warranty, Reference 1803

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 1803
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1972
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 3144392
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

Since its debut in 1956, the Rolex Day-Date has been synony-
mous with glamour and luxury, gracing the wrists of presidents, 
dignitaries, and individuals in boardrooms and galas worldwide. 
A perennial flagship model for Rolex, the Day-Date contin-
ues to captivate collectors with its iconic and easily recogniz-
able aesthetic, embodying a legacy of timeless sophistication. 

The offered lot presents a remarkable specimen of Day-Date 
Reference 1803, introduced in 1959. Noteworthy for its unprec-
edented slimmer case and a newly crafted movement, the cal. 
1555, which later evolved into the successor cal. 1556 after 
1965. Crafted in yellow gold with the iconic reeded bezel, this 
particular example stands out for its charming warm sand colour 
dial adorned with painted Roman numerals. This distinctive 
tone adds an extra layer of allure, a rarity among Day-Date vari-
ants, making this lot especially intriguing for passionate collec-
tors. The harmonious combination of the yellow-gold President 
bracelet with the Oyster case enhances the overall elegance, 
both components nicely preserved. Adding to its historical prov-
enance, this Rolex Day-Date comes with its original warranty 
signed by Joyeria Sucre, Venezuela, a testament to its journey 
from the past to the present. More than a timepiece, this Day-
Date 1803 is a timeless symbol of elegance, a coveted piece 
that transcends eras and continues to be an enduring icon in the 
world of luxury watches.

€ 9,000 – 18,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU

326 327



CARTIER / Extremely Rare and 
Attractive, Santos, Automatic Wristwatch 
in White and Yellow Gold, Diamond-
set Case and Bracelet, With Box

Brand Cartier
Model Santos
Case Material White, Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material White, Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Year 1980's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2671
Dimensions 28 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

The Santos collection, born in 1904 for aviator Alberto Santos-
Dumont, has transcended its origins to become an enduring 
symbol of elegance and timeless style. This particular Cartier 
Santos iteration, crafted in white gold with interlinks in yellow 
gold, each adorned with brilliant-cut diamonds, is an exquisite 
timepiece that seamlessly fuses luxury, sophistication, and 
the iconic design synonymous with Cartier. The white-gold 
case, enriched by yellow gold interlinks featuring brilliant-cut 
diamonds, creates a visually striking contrast, elevating the 

watch’s aesthetic allure. Meticulous craftsmanship is evident 
in the details, with yellow-gold screws securing the white front 
bezel. The front bezel itself is a captivating blend of white and 
yellow gold, further adorned with additional diamonds that add 
opulence to the composition. Even the lugs are elegantly embel-
lished with diamonds, contributing to the overall brilliance of 
the watch. Rumor wants this series of watches to be made for 
a Royal family during the ’80s. Crafted directly by the artisans of 
the Parisian boutique, this creation stands as an incredible mas-
terpiece. Adhering to the classical Cartier layout, the white dial 
features the signature inner minutes track and Roman numer-
als. A discreet yet functional date window at 3 o’clock adds a 
practical element. The harmonious combination of elements 
ensures clarity, readability, and a timeless aesthetic synonymous 
with Cartier watches. Powering this exceptional timepiece is an 
automatic movement, marrying traditional craftsmanship with 
modern convenience. Beyond its technical prowess, this Cartier 
Santos in white and yellow gold with diamonds is a testament to 
Cartier’s enduring legacy in watchmaking. It captures the spirit 
of aviation, luxury, and innovation that has defined the Santos 
collection for over a century.

€ 15,000 – 30,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Extremely Rare and Very 
Collectible, Rectangular Hooded Cylindrical 
Lugs Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With 
Arabic Radium Dial, Reference 3140

Brand Rolex
Model Precision
Reference 3140
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1937
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 360
Case N° 41465
Dimensions 22 x 38 mm, Total Lenght: 222 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Extremely attractive and unusual shape for the period, this 
specimen is preserved in excellent condition overall. It can be 
considered without a doubt a very rare watch as reference 3140 
appears few times and not many other examples have appeared 
on the market over the last 20 years. Beyond its extreme rar-
ity, reference  3140 impresses with its absolutely stunning 
looks. The unusual hooded lugs are extremely fascinating with 

the bricks bracelet, keep the geometric style of the watch, fully 
made in yellow gold in a rectangular shape case. Elements of 
such an unconventional design are incorporated in the dial as 
well: it is extremely clean and readable, with bold Arabic numer-
als filled with the radium materials used for the luminescence for 
that age and at six o’clock the subsidiary dial for constant sec-
onds complete. Preserved in excellent conditions with beautiful 
dial presenting a super cool tropicalization right at the center, 
vibrant colors and absolutely sharp edges with deep engravings. 
Its crisp corners which allow the beholder to properly appreciate 
the groundbreaking design of this masterpiece as it was original-
ly conceived more than eighty years ago. The opulent art deco 
appearance of this model stands in stark contrast to the robust, 
masculine tool watches the company is renowned for today. 
Nevertheless, style transcends labels, and an exceptional object 
like this could effortlessly enhance anyone’s wrist, be it decades 
ago or in contemporary times.

€ 7,000 – 14,000
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ROLEX / Rare and Precious 
Submariner Automatic Wristwatch in 
Yellow Gold, Blue Tropical Nipple Dial 
and Warranty, Reference 16 808

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 16808
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1982
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3035
Case N° 7538212
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Pochette, Warranty, Booklets and Tag

Over the years, Rolex has introduced various references within 
its Submariner collection, showcasing a rich evolution in design 
and materials. The journey began with the 6204 in 1953 and 
progressed through iconic models such as the 6538 Big Crown or 
Coroncione, the 5513, and the 1680 — the inaugural model fea-
turing a date indication. Initially crafted in stainless steel, Rolex 

later expanded its offerings to include models made entirely of 
alternative materials, such as yellow gold, challenging the origi-
nal notion of a predominantly robust steel watch and introducing 
an element of elegance and versatility. In 1979, Rolex initiated 
another significant shift with the introduction of a new reference 
that embraced the innovation of a sapphire crystal, departing 
from the classic plexiglass. This marked the birth of the 16 800 
in stainless steel and the 16 808 in full 18k yellow gold, exem-
plified by the present lot. Noteworthy for their quick date change 
feature, these references remained in production until 1987, and 
finding examples in excellent condition with their original guar-
antee, like the present one, is a rare occurrence. The meticulous-
ly preserved case, adorned with crown guards, a Triplock winding 
crown, and a screw back, retains its original crispness. The unidi-
rectional blue bezel, designed for checking decompression time 
spans, proudly maintains its vibrant color without evident signs 
of wear. The blue dial, featuring the esteemed nipple configura-
tion, has acquired a rare brown/tropical patina, adding a unique 
touch to this model. The dial is complemented by applied dot 
indexes for hours and minutes, along with the iconic Mercedes 
hands. Powering this timepiece is the automatic caliber 3035, 
contributing to its precision and reliability.

€ 25,000 – 50,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Outstanding 
and Precious, Haute Joaillerie, Automatic 
Wristwatch in White Gold, With Calibrated 
Baguette-diamond Bezel, Pavè Diamond and 
Sapphires Set Indexes Dial, Reference 3825/1G

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Haute Joaillerie
Reference 3825/1G
Case Material White Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 240
Case N° 2792508
Movement N° 1192775
Dimensions 34 x 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Service and Box Service

The Patek Philippe Reference  3825/1, stands as one of the 
most elusive and sought-after bracelet watches ever crafted by 
Patek Philippe considering its huge shape and automatic move-
ment. With only a limited number produced, it remains a sym-
bol of exclusivity in the world of haute horlogerie. This particular 
timepiece, part of the esteemed Patek Philippe Haute Joaillerie 

family, is presented in exceptional and impeccable condition 
with an incredible set of baguette-cut diamonds on the bezel 
and full pave dial. Diamonds have long held a significant role in 
Patek Philippe’s memorable history, and this watch is a splen-
did testament to the brand’s mastery in both watchmaking and 
the art of precious stone setting. Gem-set watches, as popular 
today as they were in the 1970s and 1980s, possess a timeless 
allure. This glamorous Ref. 3825/1G is no exception, show-
casing the craftsmanship and expertise of Patek Philippe. The 
bezel is adorned with 52 high-grade baguette diamonds while 
the dial has a precious brilliant-cut diamond-set configuration, 
capable of create a captivating frame for the timepiece. The ele-
gant white-gold case and bracelet further enhance the luxurious 
appeal. Adding a touch of color and sophistication, the round 
and baton indexes are embellished with sapphires of exceptional 
quality, adding a glamorous and attractive element to the watch. 
This lavish creation is not just a timekeeping instrument: it is a 
masterpiece that transcends into the realm of high jewelry. For 
passionate collectors who appreciate the fusion of horology and 
exquisite craftsmanship, this Patek Philippe Reference 3825/1G 
is an absolute must-have, representing the pinnacle of serial 
craftsmanship and artistic creation.

€ 50,000 – 100,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / As New Condition and Sought-
After, “Freccione” Explorer II Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, Reference 1655

Brand Rolex
Model Explorer II
Reference 1655
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1981
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1570
Case N° 6655236
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Explorer I was catered specifically to mountain climbers, 
embodying the spirit of exploration. On the other hand, the 
Explorer II, distinguished by its 24-hour graduated bezel and 
a large, luminescent 24-hour hand arrow, found its purpose 
among those venturing into prolonged periods of darkness, like 
spelunkers. In 1971, the inaugural Explorer II reference 1655 
was introduced, laying the foundation for watches of its kind. 
Examining the dial of the presented “Freccione” reference 1655, 

a notable distinction emerges — the presence of a “T Swiss 
<25 T” designation below 6 o’clock, a departure from the earlier 
generation dials that featured “T Swiss T.” This timepiece exem-
plifies the excellence of its lineage, boasting exquisite indexes 
with luminous material that has evolved into an intriguing hue 
over time. The Explorer II on offer captivates with its pristine 
condition, featuring a flawless, well-preserved case and a dial 
that has aged beautifully. Adding to its allure, this Explorer II 
retains the original Rolex Sticker on the case back, providing 
confirmation of its great overall condition. This exceptional time-
piece not only stands as a testament to Rolex’s commitment 
to precision and durability but also serves as a collector’s gem, 
capturing the essence of exploration and adventure.

€ 20,000 – 40,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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CHOPARD / Special and Very Attractive, 
Lady’s Bangle Wristwatch, in Yellow Gold, 
With Champagne Dial, Reference 5047-1

Brand Chopard
Model Lady’s Bangle Wristwatch
Reference 5047-1
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 2512
Case N° 51423
Dimensions 22 x 42 mm, Total Lenght: 178 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In the 1970s, Chopard, a brand renowned for luxury and innova-
tion, took the lead in crafting highly unconventional and artistic 
watches for women. The present watch exemplifies the brand’s 
unmatched creativity during this period, showcasing a captivat-
ing blend of design ingenuity and horological ability. Encased 
in radiant yellow gold, the watch’s sinuous and lightweight 
design is a testament to Chopard’s commitment to redefining 
the norms of traditional watchmaking. The meticulous crafts-

manship shines through in the exquisite rendering of the oval 
shape, varying in proportions to create a visually captivating and 
harmonious composition. Chopard’s dedication to both artistry 
and precision is evident in every detail of this vintage timepiece. 
Impeccably preserved, with deep and legible serial numbers on 
the back, the watch seamlessly marries form and function. The 
dial, adorned in an elegant champagne color, is clean and pure, 
devoid of any indexes, showcasing a minimalist approach that 
enhances its timeless appeal. Beyond being a mere timekeep-
ing instrument, this Chopard creation transcends into the realm 
of jewelry, adorning the feminine wrist with unparalleled grace 
and elevating its overall allure. A collector’s delight, this vintage 
Chopard bangle watch not only serves as a historical relic from 
a creatively rich era but also stands as a timeless embodiment 
of elegance and sophistication. This timepiece pays homage to 
Chopard’s legacy of seamlessly blending innovation and intricacy 
in craftsmanship, making it a cherished addition for those who 
appreciate the harmonious union of artistic design and horolog-
ical excellence.

€ 7,000 – 14,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Rare and Well Preserved, Day 
Date, Automatic Wristwatch in Platinum, 
Diamond-set Bezel and Agate Dial, With Box, 
Warranty and Service, Reference 18346

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18346
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 1991
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° X801904
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Booklet and Service

The present Rolex reference 18 346, stands out as an exception-
al timepiece with distinct characteristics. Encased in platinum, 
the watch is distinguished by a beautiful diamond bezel and a 
weighty president platinum bracelet. The reference number 
denotes that the “4” corresponds to the diamond bezel, while 
the “6” indicates the use of platinum in its construction. Notably, 

what makes this watch truly remarkable is its particularly rare 
white agate dial, extremely difficult to find on a platinum case. 
White agate, a captivating and revered gemstone from the 
chalcedony family, is known for its milky white or translucent 
appearance, often adorned with delicate patterns and bands 
that create an enchanting interplay of light. The dial design is 
elegantly minimalist, featuring only two windows for the date 
and day at 3 and 12 o’clock, respectively. The Arabic numerals 6 
and 9 are tastefully embellished with brilliant-cut diamonds, 
mirroring the sophistication of the diamond bezel. In terms of 
condition, this watch is exceptionally well-preserved, show-
casing crisp and sharp finishes. The numbers between the lugs 
are deep and legible, and the hallmarks are prominently visi-
ble beneath. The use of platinum, recognized as the noblest of 
metals, adds a heavy, lavish, and luxurious touch to the time-
piece. Platinum is a rare choice for serially produced Day-Date 
models, further accentuating the exclusivity of this watch. This 
Rolex reference 18 346, preserved in excellent condition, is truly 
a spectacle. Accompanied by its Rolex warranty, a service dated 
September 24, 2019, and the original box, this timepiece is a 
testament to precision, craftsmanship, and enduring elegance. 
It appeals to collectors who appreciate rare and distinguished 
examples of horological artistry.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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CARTIER / Attractive and Rare, Reverso, 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Two Independent 
Movements, With White and Champagne Dial

Brand Cartier
Model Reverso
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 034237
Dimensions 23 x 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In the 1970s, Cartier unveiled a captivating creation that echoed 
the Art Deco spirit and introduced a true Reverso with a distinct 
Tank layout. This vintage timepiece, reminiscent of the iconic 
Reverso design, offers a unique dual-time functionality, embody-
ing Cartier’s timeless elegance. Crafted in the ’70s, this Cartier 
Dual Time Zone Reverso is a remarkable example featuring two 
independent dials in contrasting colors. The first dial is a classic 

white, while the second adopts a warm champagne hue, provid-
ing two distinct time zones, each powered by its independent 
movement. This innovative design reflects the era’s fascination 
with dual-time functionality. Encased in a slender yellow-gold 
case, this timepiece showcases Cartier’s commitment to sophis-
tication and precision. The case, remarkably preserved with 
no evident signs of wear, emphasizes the sleek and timeless 
design that Cartier is renowned for. The essential dial features 
black Roman numerals, an inner-minute track, and the signa-
ture “Cartier Paris,” maintaining a remarkable condition for both 
colors. The Cartier deployant clasp in yellow gold secures the 
strap, ensuring both comfort and a secure fit. This vintage piece 
captures the essence of Cartier’s design prowess, combining 
functionality with enduring elegance. As a vintage icon from the 
’70s, this Cartier Dual Time Zone Reverso stands as a testament 
to Cartier’s ability to blend innovation with timeless aesthetics. 
With its dual-time functionality, slender yellow-gold case, and 
pristine dials, this vintage timepiece remains a sought-after col-
lector’s gem, representing a distinctive chapter in Cartier’s rich 
horological history.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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OMEGA / Precious and Attractive, 
De Ville, Bracelet Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, With Brushed Gold Dial

Brand Omega
Model De Ville
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 620
Case N° C57408
Movement N° 32390237
Dimensions 20 x 39 mm, Total Lenght 180 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In 1967, the Omega De Ville transitioned from being a 
“Seamaster” model to establishing itself as a distinct line, 
marked by its refined aesthetic codes and impeccable design. 
This collection seamlessly blended Omega’s reliable movements 
with exquisite craftsmanship, captivating watch enthusiasts with 
its diverse and subtle models. The lot offered here is a notewor-
thy creation that embodies the distinctive style of the De Ville 
bracelet watches series. Crafted from 18k yellow gold, the solid 

rectangular case features a thick glass recalls the classic layout 
of the master Andrew Grima, yet exhibiting a finer and more 
suitable line. Each of the creations by Andrew Grima was often a 
mix between jewelry and a timepiece and produced in very lim-
ited quantities. Sometimes with more extravagant designs and 
some other more classical (such as the present example) these 
watches have created their own group of elite collectors and 
when at auction these pieces are very sought after. The watch, 
still in fresh conditions with subtle signs of oxidation, showcases 
the timeless appeal that De Ville has maintained over the years. 
Adding a touch of artistic intricacy, the bracelet of this timepiece 
is exceptionally unusual, creating a subtle woven decoration 
that mimics the art of knitting. Executed with great intricacy, it 
produces a fascinating and elegant effect, elevating the watch’s 
overall aesthetic. The dial, protected by a massive and solid 
glass, boasts a brushed gold color with painted logo, model 
name, applied gold indexes, and black pointed baton hands. 
This Omega De Ville is a testament to the collection’s evolution, 
embracing feminine, bracelet-like variants while retaining the 
brand’s commitment to detail and timeless elegance. A unique 
and refined addition for collectors appreciating both craftsman-
ship and artistic subtleties.

€ 3,000 – 6,000
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OMEGA / Stylish and Precious, 
Constellation, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, With Quadripartite Tropical Red Dial

Brand Omega
Model Constellation
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1970's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 712
Case N° 8311
Movement N° 26523287
Dimensions 35 x 22 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Named after the eight stars emblazoned on its crest, the 
Constellation was launched by OMEGA in 1952. Because of 
its high-quality construction and unfaltering precision, the 
Constellation quickly became known as “the Swiss watch”. 
This substantial Omega Constellation boasts an impressive 
yellow-gold bracelet adorned with a rare and distinctive bark 
finishing decoration. Particularly noteworthy is the dial’s trans-
formation, evolving from its original black color to the current 

captivating red hue, enriched with darker and lighter shades. 
This remarkable alteration, possibly influenced by exposure to 
sunlight or other natural elements, contributes to the dial’s dis-
tinctive appearance, creating an eye-catching visual effect that 
elevates the watch’s charm. Preserved in exceptional condition, 
this timepiece stands as a one-of-a-kind example, distinguished 
by its unique characteristics. Its alluring features and distinct 
hints make it a perfect addition to any collector’s ensemble, 
offering a truly exceptional and captivating presence on the wrist.

€ 3,000 – 6,000 – NO RESERVE
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CARTIER / Extremely Rare and Attractive, 
Grand Carrè, Coins Rondi Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Nicely Patinated Silver Roman Numbers 
Dial, With Copy of Cartier Archives File

Brand Cartier
Model Grand Carrè Coins Rondi
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1925
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 22580-15331
Dimensions 31 X 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Copy of Cartier Archives File

The showcased timepiece stands as a distinguished represen-
tative of the Cartier Carrè family, identified on its certificate as 

“Grand Carrè or Coins Rondi” on the Cartier archives, a model 
that has garnered widespread appreciation from the renowned 
Parisian brand throughout its production history. Over the years, 
this model has been crafted in various metals and finishes, 
showcasing the brand’s commitment to versatile and timeless 
designs. What sets this particular lot apart is its remarkable 
state of preservation, making it an exceptional and sought-af-

ter creation, especially considering that it represents one of the 
earliest models ever produced within this collection. The square 
yellow-gold case is a testament to Cartier’s commitment to pre-
cision and elegance, featuring delicate cut corners that add a 
touch of sophistication to its design. The dial, in all its delicacy, 
exhibits a charming patina, characterized by a matte silver finish 
adorned with radial Roman numerals and an outer minute track. 
The blued-steel Breguet hands, maintaining their bright color, 
contribute to the overall allure of the timepiece. The historical 
significance of this watch is further emphasized by an intriguing 
engraving on the case back. Secured by four screws, the inscrip-
tion reads: “Capt. F. J. Heraty—U.S. ARMY.” The watch is indeed 
a present made in sign of appreciation and respect between two 
prominent figures of the U.S. Army and thus and incredible piece 
of history. Further peculiarity is important to underline that the 
owner was fortunate to possess a copy of the archives sever-
al years ago, which we were able to publish here. Overall, this 
Cartier Grand Carrè timepiece not only stands as a symbol of 
timeless elegance but also carries a historical narrative, linked to 
the military service of Capt. F. J. Heraty in the U.S. Army.

€ 40,000 – 80,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Iconic 
and Sought After, Royal Oak Automatic 
Wristwatch, in Steel, Box, Warranty 
and Booklets, Reference 15202ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 15202ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2000's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2121
Case N° N°1634, F07324
Movement N° 572119
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklets

The Audemars Piguet Royal Oak Ref. 15 202, also known as the 
Extra-Thin or Jumbo, is a reissue of the iconic Royal Oak intro-
duced by Audemars Piguet in 2000. The original Royal Oak, 
debuting in 1972, revolutionized luxury watches with its steel 
construction, luxurious finishing, and larger 39 mm case, earn-

ing it the nickname “Jumbo.” Despite the introduction of various 
models over the years, the demand for the original design per-
sisted. In 1992, Audemars Piguet marked the Royal Oak launch 
with a “Jubilee” model, Ref. 14 802, maintaining the 39 mm case 
size. The Ref. 15 202, released in 2000, added a display case 
back, gaining popularity despite its higher price. Distinguished 
by its two-handed ultra-thin movement, the Jaeger-LeCoultre-
derived Cal. 2121, it retained the “Jumbo” nickname despite 
the addition of the sapphire back, keeping it exceptionally thin 
at 8.1 mm. Ref. 15 202 originally sported the “AP” logo at 12 
o’clock like the company’s other products and the present lot, 
but this was moved above 6 o’clock starting in 2012 to match 
the original Royal Oak. At that time, the company also switched 
from a white date wheel like the present lot to a black one to 
blend in better with the blue and black dials. Originally available 
in steel and rose gold, yellow gold joined the lineup in 2017. A 
novel addition in 2018 was the Ref. 15202IP, featuring a titani-
um case, platinum bezel, and bracelet inserts, along with a dis-
tinctive smoked blue dial.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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ROLEX / Rare and Precious, Submariner, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With 
Black Nipple Dial, Reference 16808

Brand Rolex
Model Submariner
Reference 16808
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1983
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3035
Case N° 8391931
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Over the years, Rolex has introduced numerous referenc-
es, beginning with the 6204 in 1953 and progressing through 
iconic models like the 6538 Big Crown or Coroncione, the 5513, 
and the 1680—the inaugural model featuring a date indication. 
Initially crafted in stainless steel, Rolex later expanded its rep-
ertoire to include models fashioned from alternative materials, 
such as yellow gold. This departure from the original concept 
of a predominantly robust steel watch to one exuding elegance 

and versatility marked a shift in design philosophy. In 1979, 
Rolex introduced a significant evolution with the launch of the 
16 800 in stainless steel and the 16 808 in full 18k yellow gold, 
mirrored by the present lot. This new reference brought about 
a notable innovation by replacing the classic plexiglass crystal 
with a sapphire crystal. The 16 808, like its predecessor, features 
a quick date change function and remained in production until 
1987, making well-preserved examples, such as the present one, 
highly sought after by collectors. The case, adorned with crown 
guards leading to the Triplock winding crown and a screw-down 
back, remains remarkably crisp, underscoring its excellent con-
dition. The Oyster yellow-gold bracelet, accompanied by the 
original Rolex clasp, complements the case beautifully. The uni-
directional black bezel, designed for checking decompression 
time spans, retains its original color without evident signs of 
wear. The black dial, distinguished by the esteemed nipple con-
figuration with applied dot indexes for hours and minutes, fea-
tures Mercedes hands. Powering this timepiece is the automatic 
caliber 3035, adding a layer of precision to its impressive lineage.

€ 20,000 – 40,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Extremely Well Preserved and Very 
Rare, Cornucopia, Wristwatch in Pink 
Gold, With Oversized Flared Lugs and 
Guillochè Dial, Reference 4695

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Cornucopia
Reference 4695
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 458/3B
Case N° 332252
Movement N° 502184
Dimensions 40 x 24 mm
Signed Dial, Case and Movement

In the horological landscape of the 1950s, a transformative wave 
of innovation swept across the watch world, leaving an indelible 
mark on case design. This period heralded the advent of ground-
breaking designs, introducing bold and dynamic cases that 
reflected the spirit of post-war optimism and technological prog-
ress. From the iconic sporty contours of dive watches to the sleek 
elegance of dress watches, this era marked a paradigm shift in 

the artistry of watchmaking. Vacheron Constantin’s Cornucopia, 
as collectors affectionately refer to it, is a wonderful example of 
this newfound exuberance. Innovative and audacious, the case 
is amplified thanks to the prominent, flared lugs, with a truly 
original and ground breaking design. The robust and surprising-
ly light case blends harmoniously with the solid and imposing 
lugs, creating a magnificent oxymoron. This unique combination 
of strength and lightness not only gives the watch an imposing 
presence, but also enhances its aesthetics. Preserved in excep-
tional overall condition, with an original, crisp silver guilloché dial, 
the gold case of the present watch still shows a deep and clear 
hallmark, a guarantee of preservation. Much appreciated among 
true vintage collectors, the model completely revolutionized the 
watch design of its time, going against certain tenets that had 
previously been considered golden rules. The present timepiece 
undeniably stands out as a pivotal creation from the mid-50s era, 
showcasing the perfect marriage of a square form with striking 
lugs and represents the most beautiful specimens in pink gold 
that has ever appeared. The mesmerizing guilloché dial and its 
remarkable preservation collectively elevate it among the very 
best ever seen of this kind, embodying a timeless allure that is 
truly unparalleled.

€ 25,000 – 50,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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VACHERON CONSTANTIN 
/ Extremely Rare and Well Preserved, 
Minute Repeating, Perpetual Calendar, 
Split Second, Moon Phases Chronograph 
Pocket Watch in Yellow Gold

Brand Vacheron Constantin
Model Pocket Watch Grande Complication
Case Material Yellow Gold
Year 1925
Movement Type Manual
Caliber RA 19'''
Case N° 228459
Movement N° 400293
Dimensions 52 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature The present watch has been sold in 

Sotheby's Geneva Auction of 12 November 
2013 as lot 268 for 125.000 CHF

Vacheron Constantin stands as the epitome of enduring watch-
making excellence, boasting an illustrious 266-year history 
marked by the creation of some of the most intricate wrist and 
pocket watches in the industry. In the modern time, precisely in 
1993, a significant milestone was reached with the introduction 
of a new family of super-complicated pocket watches, exclusive-
ly available through special client orders as part of the presti-
gious “Complications” collection. In the past despite Vacheron 
Constantin’s rich tradition in crafting complicated timepieces, 

only a handful of watches featuring a perpetual calendar, min-
ute repetition, and split-seconds chronograph have graced the 
market like the present lot from the ’20s. The dial of this excep-
tional timepiece bears a most unusual signature, spanning the 
entire base beneath the outer tracks. The complexity of the dial’s 
configuration posed challenges for placing the full Vacheron & 
Constantin signature on the main body. Thus, the strategic place-
ment at the lowest part of the dial reflects a logical and innova-
tive design initiative. This pocket watch, a sublime embodiment 
of horological mastery, serves as a testament to the brand’s 
unwavering dedication to precision and elegance. Encased in 
polished 18k yellow gold, the watch exudes timeless sophisti-
cation. It’s beating heart, the cal. RA 19“' nickel lever movement, 
features 39 jewels and a bimetallic compensation balance, all 
concealed by a gold cuvette for an added layer of refinement. 
The white enamel dial, adorned with Arabic numerals, orches-
trates a symphony of complications. Subsidiary dials for day, 
month (combined with a 30-minute register), and leap-year indi-
cation in French offer a multifaceted temporal display. The date 
and constant seconds share the stage with an aperture for moon 
phases, while the outer track is calibrated for the chronograph, 
seamlessly blending beauty and functionality. Turning the time-
piece reveals a case back bearing a unique engraved monogram, 
adding a personalized touch to the golden canvas. Every element 
of this masterpiece is meticulously signed, from the case to the 
dial, the movement, and the cuvette, underscoring the unparal-
leled craftsmanship and artistry synonymous with the enduring 
legacy of Vacheron Constantin.

€ 100,000 – 200,000
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BREGUET / Very Attractive and 
Well Presserved, Classique Tourbillon, 
Wristwatch in Platinum and Pink Gold, 
With Guillochè Dial, Reference 3450

Brand Breguet
Model Classique Tourbillon
Reference 3450
Case Material Platinum and Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1993
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 558
Case N° 466E
Movement N° 048
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Renowned for its legacy in crafting exceptional timepieces, 
Breguet, the esteemed Swiss watchmaker, stands as a beacon 
of precision and innovation. Among its extraordinary creationsis 
listed the tourbillon, a complication invented by Abraham-Louis 
Breguet himself in June 1801. Breguet’s innovative response 
to the influence of gravity on the escapement (the heart of the 
watch) resulted in the creation of the tourbillon. This rotating 
cage, housing the escapement, averages out positional errors as 

it turns, significantly enhancing the overall precision of the watch. 
Though patented in 1801, it took until 1805 for commercialized 
examples of the tourbillon to become available. Over the last 
two centuries, this ingenious invention has remained remarkably 
consistent, a testament to its enduring effectiveness. Breguet’s 
modern descendants, one hundred and ninety years later, intro-
duced the reference 3450, available in various materials. The 
presented version, a precious iteration in platinum and pink 
gold, showcases the brand’s iconic style, including the coin edge 
band with borders in pink gold, concave bezel, and straight lugs. 
Complemented by the warmth and elegance of pink gold, the 
case reflects the meticulous craftsmanship and design philoso-
phy synonymous with Breguet. The semi-skeletonized dial, hand 
guilloché from solid silver, embodies classic Breguet aesthetics. 
The ornate engraving serving as the backdrop to the tourbillon 
cage and extending to the movement further underscores the 
brand’s commitment to artistic detailing. This specific Tourbillon, 
an early example with a warm-toned dial, remains remarkably 
preserved, capturing the spirit of traditional watchmaking. The 
combination of platinum and pink gold, coupled with the intri-
cate tourbillon mechanism, epitomizes Breguet’s dedication to 
creating timepieces that seamlessly marry technical advance-
ment with aesthetic allure. With limited availability and excep-
tional craftsmanship, these watches become highly coveted 
among collectors and connoisseurs of fine watchmaking.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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EBERHARD / Nice and 
Attractive, Tazio Nuvolari Split-second 
Chronograph Wristwatch, in Steel, Black 
Dial, With Papers, Reference 31055

Brand Eberhard
Model Tazio Nuvolari Rattrappante
Reference 31055
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Case N° 94-0051
Dimensions 39.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Papers

Eberhard & Co. boasts a storied chronograph legacy dating 
back to 1919, highlighted by the introduction of its inaugural 
single-push chronograph. The brand’s unwavering dedication 
to innovation persisted in 1935 with the debut of the two-but-
ton chronograph. Demonstrating a remarkable leap forward, 
Eberhard unveiled its first split-seconds chronograph just four 
years later, underscoring its commitment to pushing the bound-

aries of timekeeping complications. One of Eberhard & Co.’s 
standout collections is the “Tazio Nuvolari,” a tribute to the 
iconic racing legend. The mechanical automatic winding chro-
nograph in this collection reflects a distinctive design inspired 
by vintage racing car instrument panels. A unique pearl finish 
on the case back, secured with screws, and an engraved bezel 
contribute to an added touch of sophistication. Each timepiece 
is made truly exceptional with the engraving of Tazio Nuvolari’s 
signature and the stylized image of the mascot tortoise, a gift 
from Gabriele D’Annunzio, “To the fastest driver in the world, the 
slowest animal.” The watch’s functionalities encompass hours, 
minutes, subsidiary seconds, and chronograph features. Crafted 
from stainless steel, the case boasts a diameter of 39.5 mm 
and a height of 14.7 mm, featuring a sapphire glass and a back 
secured with eight screws. The engraved bezel perfectly com-
plements the black dial adorned with luminous Arabic numer-
als. Key indicators include a 30-minute counter at 3 o’clock, an 
hour counter at 6 o’clock, and subsidiary seconds at 9 o’clock. 
Eberhard & Co.’s enduring commitment to precision and distinc-
tive design shines through in the Tazio Nuvolari collection, solidi-
fying the brand’s lasting legacy in the realm of chronographs.

€ 2,500 – 5,000
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GERALD GENTA / Precious and 
Attractive, Success, Automatic Chronograph 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Carbon Fiber Dial, 
With Box and Warranty, Reference G 3488.7

Brand Gerald Genta
Model Success
Reference G 3488.7
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1185
Case N° 64962
Dimensions 35 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Additional Links

Gérald Genta, an indisputable luminary in horological histo-
ry, has left an enduring legacy with iconic designs such as the 
Patek Philippe Nautilus, Audemars Piguet Royal Oak, and IWC 
Ingenieur. In 1969, he founded his eponymous company, craft-
ing extraordinary timepieces for discerning clients, including 
this captivating reference  G.3488.7 chronograph from the 

1990s. Instantly recognizable, this timepiece is a testament to 
Genta’s adoration for geometric shapes and nautical themes. 
The 35 mm 18k yellow-gold octagon-shaped case evokes the 
elegance of a ship’s steering wheel, with a distinctive large 
crown and bezel adorned with visible screws reminiscent of ship 
portholes. The sapphire crystal, featuring a mesmerizing gem-
stone-like faceted effect, adds an extra touch of sophistication. 
The case seamlessly connects to a sumptuous 18k yellow-gold 
bracelet with double lines of inner links. The G.3488.7 stands 
out not only for its exquisite case and bracelet design but also 
for its magnificent dial. Genta, ahead of his time, chose deep 
black carbon fiber for the dial, a high-tech material that other 
watch houses would later experiment with in the 2000s. The 
dial hosts three sub-registers with silver outer rings for constant 
seconds, 30 minutes, and 12-hour totalizer chronograph func-
tions. A discreet date window hides between the 4 and 5 o’clock 
positions. The sporty look pays homage to some of Genta’s 
iconic creations while forging its path for discerning collectors. 
This Gérald Genta G.3488.7 Chronograph is a masterpiece that 
encapsulates Genta’s innovative spirit, nautical influence, and 
timeless design. A must-have for collectors seeking a blend of 
sophistication, innovation, and historical significance.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Very Attractive 
and Iconic, Perpetual Calendar, Moon 
Phases, Chronograph Wristwatch, in 
Pink Gold, With Box, Papers and Solid 
Caseback, Reference 5270/1R

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Perpetual Calendar Chronograph
Reference 5270/1R
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 2021
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 29-535 PSQ
Case N° 6345993
Movement N° 7289113
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers and Solid Caseback

Continuously in production to this day, the legacy of chrono-
graphs with perpetual calendars and moon phases commenced 
in 1941 with the legendary 1518, succeeded shortly after by the 
equally iconic 2499 in 1950 and subsequently by the 3970. In 
2004, Thierry Stern introduced the 5970 as the successor to 

the revered reference 3970. Fast forward to 2011, and Patek 
Philippe unveiled the 5270 Perpetual Calendar Chronograph as 
the natural evolution from the 5970. While sharing a visual affin-
ity with its predecessor, the 5270 is a meticulously redesigned 
timepiece, featuring a larger 41 mm case, a revamped dial with 
a distinct layout, and most notably, an entirely in-house devel-
oped movement—the CH 29–535 PS. Replacing the old Calibre 
27–70 CH, the CH 29–535 PS retains a similar aesthetic while 
boasting groundbreaking technical advancements. The extraor-
dinary pink-gold case presented here showcases elegance, cou-
pled with a sophisticated black dial adorned with applied facet-
ed gold baton indexes. Apertures for days of the week, months, 
moon phases, leap year, and day/night indications enrich the dial, 
complemented by gold feuille hands. The addition of contrasting 
elements such as the tachymeter scale, seconds track, chrono 
counter, small seconds, and date with white numerals ensures 
optimal legibility. Noteworthy details include sandblasted chro-
nograph hands, round 30-minute chronograph sub-dial, round 
small seconds, and a bosom-shaped aperture for the moon 
phase indicator. Interestingly, the leap year indicator maintains a 
white background within a circular aperture instead of the tradi-
tional black. This offering encompasses an iconic piece of history, 
meticulously crafted for genuine enthusiasts and connoisseurs.

€ 130,000 – 260,000
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MOVADO / Elegant and Valuable, 
Polyplan Curved Oversized Wristwatch 
in White Gold, Reference 4009, Coming 
From the Collection of Arman

Brand Movado
Model Polyplan
Reference 4009
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1930's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 401202
Movement N° 401060
Dimensions 22 x 54 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Paper
Literature Coming From the personal collec-

tion of Armand Pierre Fernandez

Armand Pierre Fernandez, known as Arman, was a French 
painter and sculptor renowned for his unique artistic approach. 
His works often featured shattered musical instruments, and 
he gained recognition for his accumulations of objects such 
as shoes, coins, watches, brushes, paint tubes, and more. This 

lot comes directly from his personal collection. In the realm of 
horology, the Movado “Polyplan” made its debut in 1912, repre-
senting a pinnacle of luxury. Crafted in 18K and 14K gold, as well 
as silver cases, this exquisite timepiece was available in vari-
ants with or without subsidiary seconds. The exclusivity of the 
Polyplan was reflected in its price, with only approximately 1 500 
examples believed to have been produced. The movement of the 

“Polyplan 400” calibre is a marvel of design, featuring an angled 
plate tailored to fit the curved case. Placing the compensation 
balance beneath the dial allowed for a larger balance, enhancing 
the accuracy of the watch. The unique regulator arm, accessible 
from the back, eliminated the need to remove the movement for 
adjustments. Characterized by an Art Nouveau-style dial harmo-
nizing with a modernistic, slender case design, the Polyplan has 
long been a coveted piece among collectors. Notably, the wind-
ing crown’s placement at 12 o’clock distinguishes this model. 
Rare and highly sought after, especially in 18K white gold, the 
Polyplan remains a testament to Movado’s commitment to pre-
cision and distinctive aesthetics. The large curved case, adorned 
with Arabic black numerals on a silvered dial, showcases the art-
istry of this exceptional timepiece. The inscription on the hinged 
case back adds a touch of elegance to the overall design, creat-
ing a masterpiece both in form and function.

€ 8,000 – 16,000
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OMEGA / Extremely Well Preserved 
and Collectible, Chronomètre Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, With Pink Two Tone Sector Dial

Brand Omega
Model Chronometre
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 30 T2 SC R
Case N° 10633857
Movement N° 9919243
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The late 1940s to the early 1950s marked a captivating era in 
the world of horology. During this period, Omega embarked on 
a journey of experimentation, crafting a diverse range of chro-
nometers and producing variants with nuanced details. This 
vintage Omega chronometer stands as an exclusive exemplar 
of a time-only wristwatch, making it an outstanding choice for 
discerning Omega collectors, possibly boasting a unique dial 
configuration. Encased in an impressive pink gold original French 
case with French hallmarks, it adds to its allure. Notably, Omega, 

during that time, had the authorization to produce cases direct-
ly in France. The renowned caliber 30 mm, Omega’s inaugural 
movement with a red gilt finish, was conceived by Henri Kneuss, 
introduced in 1939, leaving an indelible mark on watchmaking 
history for a quarter of a century. The chronometer iteration, 
now identified as 30 SC T2 RG, achieved remarkable feats at 
the Neuchâtel, Geneva, and Kew Observatory Contests, earning 
acclaim as the most precise wristwatch caliber ever tested. The 

“RG” designation, signifying “Regulation,” highlighted the special 
index regulation. Beyond housing one of Omega’s iconic move-
ments, the presented lot boasts a pink-gold case, exceptional-
ly well-preserved with visible hallmarks. While pink dials were 
a common feature in pink gold watches from the 1940s, this 
timepiece stands out with its extremely rare dial configuration. 
Notably, the dial not only features the distinctive two-tone pink 
color but also incorporates black printing for the Arabic index-
es and for the outer minutes and seconds scale, divided into 
four sectors, reminiscent of the highly sought-after sector dials. 
Omega wristwatches equipped with this caliber are unequivocal-
ly positioned among the mid-twentieth-century elite in the realm 
of “time-only” wristwatches. They seamlessly blend historical 
and aesthetic charm, making this particular watch a holy grail 
discovery, especially with its opulent and rare dial configuration.

€ 6,000 – 12,000
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ROLEX / Attractive and Rare, Bark 
Finishes Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, Diamond and Ruby Set 
Dial, With Warranty, Reference 18248

Brand Rolex
Model Day-Date
Reference 18248
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1989
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° L281585
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty, Booklet and Tag

While the DNA of the Day-Date model has remained consistent 
over the years, Rolex has continually upgraded it with advanced 
calibers and added embellishments, showcasing the brand’s 
commitment to innovation and excellence. The reference 18 248, 
part of the Day-Date collection, is a testament to the model’s 
evolution and adaptability to changing tastes and technologies. 

The lot here offered is part of this family with an elegant case and 
precious dial. Manufactured in yellow gold, it has a worked “bark” 
finished bezel the is balanced by the Rolex president bracelet 
featuring the same decoration on the centre links, adding way 
more appeal. The “bark” finished bezel includes rectangular hour 
markers that line up perfectly with the painted Roman numerals 
on the dial. Moreover, the dial displays a charming champagne 
sunburst finish, and is fitted with ruby-set hour markers and dia-
mond-set minute divisions, classifying it as one of the ultimate 
luxury pieces produced by Rolex in the 1980s, a true apogee for 
the collector of high end and bejeweled timepieces. In excellent 
condition and with original guarantee, this is a rare opportuni-
ty to own a Rolex Day-Date that goes beyond the standard gold 
timepiece.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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ROLEX / Very Rare and Important, Sea-
Dweller, Automatic Diver’s, Wristwatch in 
Steel, Made for Comex, With Box, Certificate, 
Attestation of the Original Owner, Copy of 
Comex Original Papers, Compression Tables 
and Original Comex Medal, Reference 16 600

Brand Rolex
Model Sea-Dweller “COMEX”
Reference 16600
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1997
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3135
Case N° T969456, N° 3322
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers, Letters, Tag, Calendar, 

Compression Tables, Medal and Anchor

Rolex has consistently embraced water as a favored element 
for crafting innovative and increasingly efficient timepieces ever 
since it achieved a breakthrough in 1927. That pivotal moment 
marked the introduction of the first completely waterproof watch, 
worn by the British swimmer Mercedes Gleitze. Over the years, 
Rolex continued to enhance the water-resistant capabilities of 

its timepieces. In 1967, a significant milestone was reached with 
the presentation of the first evolution of the Submariner 5514, 
giving rise to the creation of the Sea-Dweller model, specifical-
ly the reference 1665. The featured lot is an exemplary Sea-
Dweller reference 16 600, representing the final reference with 
the aluminum bezel insert akin to the original version on the 
1665. Remarkably, this particular timepiece appears to have 
never been worn, maintaining perfect condition with distinc-
tive engravings and logos created for Comex. This classic Rolex 
model, now discontinued, remains an excellent choice for every-
day wear. Its black dial, adorned with applied dot and baton 
indexes, exudes elegance, while the graduated bezel retains 
sharp edges. The successful collaboration between Comex 
and Rolex commenced in the early 1970s, leading to the cre-
ation of specialized “Submariner” models tailored to meet the 
stringent technical and professional requirements of deep-sea 
divers. The Sea-Dweller ref. 16 600, released in 1988, marked 
the final reference to feature the “COMEX” logo on the dial. The 
collaboration continued until 1997, with 200 examples featur-
ing the logo produced between 1992 and 1997, designated by 
batch numbers from 3200 to 3400. During this period, the ref. 
16 600 played a crucial role in HYDRA-LUDION missions 1 and 
2, contributing to the exploration of new deep diving processes 
utilizing hydrogen instead of helium. Moreover this watch comes 
in a full-collector’s set that includes Box, Papers, Letters, Tag, 
Calendar, Compression Tables, Medal and Anchor.

€ 60,000 – 120,000
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ROLEX / Fresh to the Market and 
Well Preserved, Daytona, Chronograph 
Wristwatch in Steel, With White and Black 
Paul Newman “Panda” Dial, Reference 6262

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona "Paul Newman"
Reference 6262
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1971
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 727
Case N° 2750778
Dimensions 37 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Among collectors, the manually wound Daytona models remain 
highly coveted. These timepieces can be categorized based on 
various characteristics, such as caliber distinctions. Notably, 
there are four later references equipped with caliber  727, 
introduced in the late 1960s, and three earlier models featur-
ing different calibers (72B, 722, 722-1). Another criterion for 

categorization is the type of bezel, with steel/gold options for 
6239/6262 and 6265 or acrylic for 6240, 6241, 6264, and 
6263. Additionally, the presence of either screw-down pushers 
(6240, 6263, and 6265) or pump pushers (all other referenc-
es) distinguishes these models. One of the most captivating 
phenomena in the watch collecting market is the Daytona “Paul 
Newman.” Originally intended for the American market, it quickly 
gained admiration among Italian enthusiasts. Within Rolex, the 
year 1970 witnessed the launch of two Cosmograph references 
with pump pushers: the 6262 with a silver bezel and the 6264 
with an acrylic bezel. These references, closely resembling the 
previous generation, boasted the upgraded caliber 727. This 
particular reference 6262 showcases a highly rare variant of 
the “Paul Newman” dial known as the “Panda” variation. The 

“Panda” configuration features a white matte dial that starkly 
contrasts with the black subsidiary dials and outer chapter ring. 
In excellent condition, this watch with its uncommon dial varia-
tion is sure to captivate discerning Daytona collectors. Adding to 
its allure is the fact that this timepiece originates from a private 
collection where it has been meticulously preserved for over 25 
years.

€ 130,000 – 260,000
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CARTIER / Fascinating and Rare, Art-
Deco Pendule de Nuit in Brass Finishes, Enamel 
Black and Red Cabochons, With Internal Light

Brand Cartier
Model Pendule de Nuit
Case Material Brass and Enamel
Year 1940's
Movement Type Manual
Dimensions 26 x 26 x 10 cm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In the illustrious history of Cartier, there exist rare and exception-
al creations that transcend the boundaries of conventional time-
pieces. One such extraordinary piece is the Cartier Pendule de 
Nuit, a testament to Cartier’s mastery in combining art with func-
tionality. Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, the Pendule 
de Nuit represents a fascinating exploration into the realms 
of luxury and innovation. The showcased lot is a remarkable 
example of the Pendule de Nuit, meticulously crafted in brass 
and adorned with coloured enamel inserts reminiscent of coral 
and onyx, making it not only visually stunning but also notably 
heavy, weighing over 6kg. This exquisite timepiece is a true work 
of art, showcasing Cartier’s commitment to pushing the bound-
aries of design and aesthetics. The large structure of the pen-
dulum reflects the opulence and sophistication characteristic of 
the 1940s. Enhancing its allure is the clock’s mechanical nature, 

powered by an esteemed EWC (European Watch and Clock Co.) 
movement, ensuring precision and reliability. Its dimensions are 
substantial, measuring 26 x 26 cm, which emphasizes its pres-
ence and craftsmanship. What sets the Pendule de Nuit apart is 
its unique ability to illuminate the darkness, creating an enchant-
ing ambiance. As the lights dim, thanks to an electric plug, this 
Cartier creation comes to life, casting a soft and alluring glow that 
not only allows one to discern the time but also transforms the 
environment into a captivating spectacle. The dial of the Pendule 
de Nuit is especially desirable, featuring large Arabic numerals 
that reflect the colours used to embellish the case — red and 
black — elegantly set on a gilded track surrounded by a silvered 
background, and signed with the coveted “PARIS” mark, denot-
ing its distinguished provenance and craftsmanship. The incor-
poration of coloured enamel inserts adds vibrancy and sophisti-
cation, mirroring the intricate beauty of coral and onyx. Cartier’s 
attention to detail is evident in the careful choice of materials 
and the meticulous craftsmanship applied to each piece. This 
Pendule de Nuit goes beyond the practical aspect of timekeep-
ing: it creates an atmosphere of luxury, charm, and wonder. Like 
many Cartier creations, this piece stands as a testament to the 
brand’s ability to seamlessly blend innovation with timeless ele-
gance. The Cartier Pendule de Nuit is a collector’s dream, a rare 
gem that weaves a narrative of Cartier’s legacy in crafting excep-
tional and unique pieces that transcend the ordinary.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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ROLEX / Rare and Highly Special, Cellini 
Queen Midas, Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Black and Diamond-set Dial, Diamond-
Set Bezel and Bracelet, Reference 4662

Brand Rolex
Model Cellini Queen Midas
Reference 4662
Case Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Year 1981
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 1601
Case N° 6934617
Dimensions 25 x 30 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

In an endeavor to offer a refined alternative to the dynam-
ic Oyster family, Rolex embarked on the creation of a distinct 
collection, resulting in the introduction of the Cellini series. 
Throughout Rolex’s illustrious history, various Cellini models have 
been crafted, drawing inspiration from the legacy of one of Italy’s 
most eminent artists, the goldsmith and sculptor Benvenuto 
Cellini. Active during the Renaissance, Cellini left an indelible 
mark as one of the era’s preeminent artists. The Cellini collec-

tion pays homage to traditional watchmaking practices while 
seamlessly incorporating elements of modern technology and 
aesthetics. Among the distinguished members of this family are 
iconic models like the King Midas and the Quartz. Additionally, 
Rolex has ventured into creating feminine versions within the 
Cellini line, exemplified by the Queen Midas, a distinctive model 
with a unique shape and ornate detailing, such as the showcased 
reference 4662. Crafted entirely in yellow gold and paired with 
a Rolex bracelet, this Queen Midas model exudes opulence and 
sophistication. The bezel, a masterpiece of lavish design, fea-
tures an octagonal shape adorned with brilliant-cut diamonds, 
adding an extra layer of elegance. The octagonal theme is con-
tinued on the black dial, which is surrounded by round-cut and 
single-cut diamonds, mirroring the bezel’s aesthetic. The slender 
yellow-gold hands and Rolex-Geneva plaques, positioned at 12 
o’clock, contribute to the overall composition, creating a harmo-
nious and luxurious timepiece. Enhancing its allure, this watch 
is accompanied by a sumptuous yellow-gold bracelet, with dia-
monds adorning the inner links, further emphasizing the metic-
ulous craftsmanship and attention to detail characteristic of the 
Rolex Cellini collection.

€ 12,000 – 24,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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BLANCPAIN / Very Precious and Rare, 
Lady’s Bracelet 1960′ Watch in White Gold, 
Baguette Diamond-set Case and Bracelet, 
With Service and Blancpain Certificate

Brand Blancpain
Model Lady's Bracelet Wristwatch
Case Material White Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material White Gold and Diamonds
Year 1960's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber R.59
Case N° 8272
Movement N° 584339
Dimensions 8 x 20 mm, Total Lenght: 168 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Service and Certificate from the 

Institute de Gemmologie Monaco

Blancpain, a venerable Swiss watchmaking maison founded in 
1735, boasts a rich history spanning centuries. Throughout its 
illustrious journey, Blancpain has crafted timepieces reflecting 
the pinnacle of precision and elegance. One of its remarkable 
contributions to the world of haute horlogerie is the iconic Fifty 
Fathoms, a trailblazing diver’s watch introduced in 1953, setting 

standards for underwater exploration. While Blancpain is recog-
nized for its classical and technical achievements, it has occa-
sionally ventured into the realm of bracelet watches adorned 
with precious stones. These rare creations, featuring meticu-
lously set diamonds and other gemstones, showcase Blancpain’s 
versatility and willingness to embrace opulence without com-
promising its core values of craftsmanship and technical mas-
tery. The specimen presented here stands as a pinnacle within 
Blancpain’s limited venture into bracelet watches. Crafted from 
solid yet delicately refined white gold, this elegant lady’s time-
piece is exceptionally well-preserved. The entire front section of 
the bracelet is adorned with meticulously arranged baguette-cut 
diamonds, creating a seamless, radiant effect. The petite dial 
features applied indexes and a subtle yet finely executed linear 
decoration, elegantly sectoralizing the surface. The maison’s 
forays into high jewelry timepieces represent moments where 
horological mastery meets the brilliance of gemstones, creating 
exceptional and exclusive timepieces for those who appreciate 
the marriage of precision and luxury and the lot here offered, 
also coming with service and certificate with documented imag-
es, is a true marvelous.

€ 18,000 – 36,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Rare and Sought 
After, Nautilus, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Pink Gold, With Box, Travel Box, Papers 
and Additional Links, Reference 5711/1R

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Nautilus
Reference 5711/1R
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Pink Gold
Year 2022
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 26-330
Case N° 6521271
Movement N° 7438740
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Travel Box, Papers and Additional Links

First released in 1976 as Reference 3700, the Patek Philippe 
Nautilus marked a revolutionary step towards blending luxury 
with modernism by adopting steel and a seamlessly integrated 
bracelet. Through the years, this iconic watch saw subtle modi-
fications, yet its signature design remained consistent. Drawing 
inspiration from the Reference 3700, the Reference 5711 epit-

omizes the heritage of opulent sporty steel timepieces, mar-
rying the functionality of time and date within its distinctive 
octagonal casing. Launched in 2006 and retired in 2021, the 
Reference 5711 has garnered immense popularity among col-
lectors. Evolving from the original Jumbo Nautilus model, the 
5711 variant introduced a sweep center second-hand and a 
marginally larger case featuring a sapphire crystal case back that 
beckons the viewer to admire the internal workings. This partic-
ular model is constructed in a tripartite pink gold case coupled 
with a bracelet, launched at BaselWorld 2015 after 9 years. It 
boasts a gradient brown dial adorned with signature horizontal 
lines that capture and play with light, reminiscent of teak decks 
on yachts, further enhancing the aesthetic appeal of the time-
piece. This specific Reference 5711R is kept in an exceptionally 
pristine condition, showing minimal signs of wear. Now equipped 
with a sweep center seconds alongside the previously noted 
date function, this version swiftly garnered the interest of Patek 
Philippe enthusiasts and is currently esteemed as an essential 
piece for any modern collection. Additionally, it comes com-
plete with the Patek Philippe Certificate of Origin and all original 
accompanying accessories.

€ 90,000 – 180,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Precious and Beautiful, 
GMT Master II, Automatic Wristwatch 
in White Gold, Red and Blue Bezel, 
Reference 116719BLRO, Box and Papers

Brand Rolex
Model GMT Master II
Reference 116719BLRO
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 2016
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3185
Case N° L0G22088
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Booklets and Tag

In 2014, Rolex created a seismic shift in the watch world with 
the unveiling of the GMT-Master II “Pepsi” in 18K white gold 
at Baselworld. This departure from the traditional stainless 
steel case immediately stirred excitement and intrigue among 
enthusiasts. The iconic “Pepsi” red and blue bezel, a nod to the 
vintage GMT model 6542, was introduced with a modern twist, 

crafted from Rolex’s patented Cerachrom material for enhanced 
durability and resistance to color fade. What sets this particular 
timepiece apart is its 18K white-gold case, adding a substan-
tial weight without compromising its comfortable wearabili-
ty. The choice of white gold elevates the GMT-Master II into a 
realm of luxury, combining robustness with a refined aesthetic. 
Discontinued in 2018, this model saw a transition in dial color 
from black to blue during the same year as the launch of the ref. 
126710BLRO. The specimen here offered is in excellent overall 
condition and comes with its full set of accessories. Beyond its 
captivating appearance, the GMT-Master II in 18K white-gold 
boasts improved functionality. The rotatable “Pepsi” bezel now 
clicks in one-hour intervals, facilitating time-telling across three 
zones effortlessly. The date change is linked to the local time, 
ensuring the wearer is always in sync with their surroundings. 
Not only does this watch showcase Rolex’s dedication to push-
ing the boundaries of design and technology, but it also brings a 
sense of luxury and exclusivity to those who appreciate both the 
heritage and modernity that Rolex represents. With Chromalight 
hour markers and hands emitting a long-lasting blue glow, legi-
bility is enhanced in all lighting conditions, making this timepiece 
an extraordinary companion for the modern explorer.

€ 25,000 – 50,000
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IKEPOD / Limited Edition and 
Glamorous, Hemipode Dual Time, Automatic 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Pink Gold, 
With Box and Papers, Reference HDR99

Brand Ikepod
Model Hemipode Dual-Time
Reference HDR99
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Rubber Strap
Year 1998
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 7750
Case N° N°0
Dimensions 44 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

Launched in 1994, Ikepod watches stand as the realization of 
one of the most famous and influential designers of the past 50 
years: Marc Newson. Renowned for their round shape and use 
of high-end materials, Ikepod watches encapsulate Newson’s 
distinctive design language. Originally designed in 1998, the 
Hemipode chronograph ref. HDR99, presented here, embodies 

Ikepod’s characteristic circular, rounded case and understated 
bezel, encircling a dark dial featuring four matching-color sub-
dials at 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock with white markings. Noteworthy 
is the indication of a second time zone through the counter at 6 
o’clock. This particular reference boasts a monocoque construc-
tion in 18K pink gold, housing an ETA 7750 calibre movement. 
The movement can be admired through an off-center window 
opening on the case back, showcasing Newson’s own engraved 
signature and the unique serial number #0. Enhancing the time-
piece’s aesthetics is a smooth rubber strap, complemented by an 
elegant rectangular box for carrying the case and accompanying 
papers. Mark Newson’s illustrious design career, which includes 
the iconic “Lockheed Lounge Chair,” coupled with his involve-
ment in the design of the Apple Watch after leaving IKEPOD in 
2008, ensures that his watch designs for Ikepod are increasingly 
appreciated as classics by art and design collectors. Recognizing 
Newson’s pivotal influence on contemporary style, this Ikepod 
Hemipode Dual Time chronograph ref. HDR99 emerges not only 
as a timekeeping instrument but also as a wearable work of art.

€ 4,000 – 8,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Extremely 
Rare and Attractive, Perpetual Calendar 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
With Certificate of Origin and Extract 
from Archives, Reference 3971E

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Perpetual Calendar Chronograph
Reference 3971E
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990
Movement Type Manual
Caliber CH 27-70 Q
Case N° 2856563
Movement N° 875553
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Certificate of Origin and Extracts 

from the Archives

With a lineage tracing back to the legendary 1518 in 1941 and 
evolving into the iconic 2499 in 1950, Patek Philippe’s perpet-
ual calendar chronographs have been a constant presence in 
the horological realm. In 1986, the torch was passed to the 
reference 3970, and its rarer counterpart, the reference 3971, 
marking a significant shift with a new case size (36 mm) and a 
new Lemania base ébauche, which replaced the Valjoux move-

ment used for the previous five decades. The presented watch 
is a very fine example of the reference 3971E, with a very nice-
ly preserved case in yellow-gold, showing deep hallmarks and 
adorned with an elegant dial configuration. This dial features 
applied rectangular hour markers (instead of the later baton one) 
and “feuille” hands, creating a harmonious and timeless design. 
Day and month windows grace the upper portion, slightly above 
the Patek signature, while the date surrounds the subdial hous-
ing the captivating moon phases display. This reference 3971E 
stands as a testament to Patek Philippe’s commitment to crafts-
manship and innovation. Only a limited number of these models 
are available, as the series was soon discontinued in 1990, giv-
ing way to the third series of reference 3970. The gorgeous yel-
low-gold case, coupled with the unique dial configuration, makes 
this watch not just a timekeeping instrument but an icon and a 
piece of horological history. Accompanied by a Patek Philippe 
certificate of origin and an extract from the archives, confirming 
its production in 1990 and subsequent sale on 10th May 1990, 
this watch is one of the last 3971E and represents a treasure 
for true enthusiasts and collectors. Reference 3971, introduced 
in 1986 and discontinued in 1990—First Series, 1986–1988: 
snap on sapphire back, rectangular indexes and “feuille” hands. 
Approximate only around 100 pieces. —Second Series, 1987–
1990, usually name 3971E (E for “étanche” or “water-resis-
tant”): screw-down sapphire case back, rectangular indexes, 

“feuille” hands. Approximate only around 170 pieces.

€ 110,000 – 220,000
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BREGUET / Early and Very 
Rare, Classique Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Two-tone Roman Guillochè dial, 
With Breguet Email Certification

Brand Breguet
Model Classique
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1951
Movement Type Manual
Case N° B577
Movement N° 197136
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Breguet Email Certification

The legacy of the Breguet brand stretches back over four cen-
turies, weaving a narrative rich with inventions and innovations 
that have become integral to the history of watchmaking. In 
1775, the visionary Abraham-Louis Breguet established Montres 
Breguet S.A. in Paris, marking the beginning of a journey that 
would shape the course of horological evolution. Renowned for 
crafting mesmerizing complications and sought-after pocket 
watches, Breguet further solidified its influence by pioneering 
the creation of the first true wristwatch between 1810 and 1812. 
Breguet’s unique design and style have earned an enduring 

place in the hearts, wrists, and pockets of timepiece enthusiasts. 
This timeless watch draws inspiration from the decorative codes 
employed in the early days of horology. Historical watch deco-
ration was driven by functional considerations, addressing con-
cerns such as preventing premature tarnishing and reinforcing 
the inherently delicate nature of clear or polished surfaces. The 
beauty of this watch lies in its yellow-gold case, featuring curved 
lugs, a rounded bezel, and a snap-on case back. The Guilloche 
two-tone silver dial is a captivating focal point, adorned with 
painted radial black Roman numerals on a plain reserve, an outer 
minute division, a subsidiary dial for seconds, and elegant gold 
Breguet hands. This exquisite piece reflects Breguet’s unwav-
ering commitment to timeless aesthetics and pays homage to 
the brand’s heritage while embracing contemporary horological 
excellence. Moreover, according to Breguet’s archives, the watch 
has been sold on April 16th, 1951 to Mr. Julien Levy. Julien Levy 
(1906–1981), was a prominent American art dealer, curator, and 
photographer known for his influential role in promoting surre-
alism and avant-garde art in the United States during the 20th 
century. In 1931, he established the Julien Levy Gallery in New 
York, becoming a pioneer in exhibiting works by artists such as 
Salvador Dalí and Max Ernst.

€ 40,000 – 80,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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ROLEX / Iconic and Well Preserved, 
Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Green Lacquered Stella Diamond-
Set Dial, Full-Set, Reference 18238

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date 
Reference 18238
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1989
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° L879161
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Booklets

The Rolex Day-Date, introduced in 1956, marked a groundbreak-
ing moment for the brand as it was the first wristwatch to display 
both the day and date through apertures on the dial. This model, 
considered one of Rolex’s most iconic creations, has served as 
a canvas for creative exploration, resulting in the production of 
unique and rare variations. Encased in a meticulously preserved 

yellow-gold case under the reference 18 238, complete with 
its original bracelet, this particular reference made its debut in 
1988, showcasing the innovative caliber 3155. The presented 
timepiece stands out as an enchanting example of the refer-
ence 18 238, boasting a captivating green Stella dial adorned 
with exceptionally rare diamond-set hour markers. One of the 
most appreciated and sought after by passionate and collector is 
surely the “Stella”, which is enamel and usually with a vivid color. 
A true rarity in the Rolex Day-Date collection, this exquisite dial 
adds a touch of luxury and exclusivity to the timepiece. The ref-
erence 18 238 was a trailblazer, being the first Day-Date to incor-
porate the “Double Quick Set” mechanism, a remarkable feature 
facilitated by the in-house Rolex caliber 3155. This ingenious 
improvement allows for the rapid and instantaneous adjustment 
of both the day and date indications by simply turning the crown. 
This specimen, crafted in yellow gold and paired with the iconic 
President bracelet, has been impeccably preserved, attesting 
to its extraordinary condition. Furthermore, this lot comes with 
its original Box, Warranty, and Booklets, adding to its collector’s 
appeal. Beyond its precise timekeeping capabilities, this Rolex 
Day-Date exemplifies the brand’s commitment to innovation and 
elegance.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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ROLEX / Rare and Catching, Day-
Date, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Diamond-Set Blue Degrade Vignette 
Dial, Warranty, Reference 18238

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18238
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1991
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° X759530
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

Rolex, renowned as the epitome of distinguished timepieces, 
stands as arguably the most illustrious brand globally. Among 
its revered models, the Day-Date emerges as the quintessence 
of opulent timekeeping, seamlessly blending a day and date 
function. Introduced in 1956 as an exclusive model, it was ini-
tially crafted solely in precious metals, exemplifying Rolex’s 

commitment to luxury horology. The featured lot presents an 
exceptional example of the coveted reference 18 238, boasting 
an exquisite 18k yellow-gold case and bezel. Noteworthy for its 
rarity, this Day-Date captivates with a dial that retains its mint 
conditions. The blue vignette degraded layout exudes full charm, 
complemented by the elegance of diamonds applied as index-
es, a German calendar disc, and yellow-gold baton hands with a 
centered seconds display. The timeless design of the yellow-gold 
case has gracefully endured the passage of time, maintaining its 
remarkable condition. The accompanying yellow-gold President 
bracelet complements the overall aesthetic. Moreover it comes 
with its original warranty, further attesting to the watch’s endur-
ing appeal. Powering this exceptional timepiece is the automatic 
caliber 3155, a testament to Rolex’s dedication to precision and 
reliability. In essence, this Rolex Day-Date not only represents 
a masterful blend of craftsmanship and functionality but also 
stands as a testament to the brand’s legacy of creating enduring 
and luxurious timepieces.

€ 15,000 – 30,000
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BREGUET / Impressive and Collectable, 
Classique “Grande Complication”, Equation 
of Time Automatic Wristwatch in Platinum, 
With Box and Papers, Reference 3477

Brand Breguet
Model Classique “Grande Complication”
Reference 3477
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 502QP
Case N° 2931K
Movement N° 10453
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

Within the esteemed Classique Grande Complication collection, 
the lot here offered stands as a testament to horological excel-
lence, featuring some of the most significant complications in 
the annals of watchmaking. Beyond the perpetual calendar and 
power reserve indicator, it boasts an extraordinary addition: the 
perpetual equation of time. Abraham-Louis Breguet, a luminary 
in the world of horology, was not only fascinated by the subject 

of the equation of time, but devoted his craftsmanship to per-
fecting it between 1790 and 1830. Over two centuries later, the 
present watch advances this tradition, incorporating a perpetual 
calendar complication with an automatic movement patent-
ed in 1991. The watch, a variant of the rare reference 3477, is 
encased in platinum, elevating its exclusivity compared to the 
more common yellow-gold iteration. The case design reflects the 
unmistakable Breguet style, featuring a coin-edge band, subtle 
bezel, and straight lugs. The dial, adorned with engine-turned 
decoration interspersed with plain surfaces, not only houses a 
power reserve indicator and perpetual calendar but also intri-
cately displays the rare equation of time complication. Watches 
equipped with an equation of time complication go beyond ordi-
nary timekeeping, illustrating the nuanced difference between 
mean solar time and true solar time, a reflection of Earth’s irreg-
ular orbit around the sun. The reference 3477, with its platinum 
construction and complex features, stands as a rare and excep-
tional piece in the realm of wristwatches. For collectors seeking 
the extraordinary, this Breguet Classique Grande Complication is 
a captivating and valuable addition, infusing sophistication and 
rarity into any discerning collection.

€ 30,000 – 60,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PIAGET / Number 1 of a Limited Edition 
of 6 Pieces, Extremely Attractive, Cushion 
Shape Black Tie “Andy Warhol”, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Platinum, Onyx Baguette Indexes 
Dial, With Full Set, Reference G0A47543

Brand Piaget
Model Black Tie "Andy Warhol"
Reference G0A47543
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2023
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 534P
Case N° N°1/6, 1329798
Movement N° P11823
Dimensions 43 x 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers and Additional Strap

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-
tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th 
century, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin move-
ments, setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s 
thinnest automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond 
technical prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision 
with artistic innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. In 
the realm of luxury watchmaking, the 1970s marked Piaget’s era 
of exceptional creativity and boundless design. The introduction 
of the Piaget Black Tie during this period was a groundbreak-
ing moment. This oversized timepiece, boasting a revolutionary 
Beta21 quartz movement with a sweep-second-hand, became 
a symbol of innovation and quality. Its distinctive design, with a 
massive triple-stepped case and a large rectangular movement, 

set it apart from other watches of its time. The Beta21 move-
ment was a technological pioneer, and its introduction in the 
Piaget Black Tie showcased the brand’s commitment to pushing 
the boundaries of watchmaking. The watch came in various dial 
options, materials, and configurations, making it one of the high-
est-quality Beta21 watches. Notably, Andy Warhol was captivat-
ed by its unusual design, making it one of the most recognizable 
watches in his collection. In 2015, Piaget revisited the timeless 
design of the Black Tie, making subtle updates while retaining its 
overall identity. The new iteration featured an automatic move-
ment and a 5-stepped case with different stone dials, including 
Lapis Lazuli, Onyx, Meteorite, Jade, and Malachite. This reaf-
firmed Piaget’s title as Masters of Stone since 1963. Fast forward 
to December 2023 where, during the Dîner des Collectionneurs 
organized by Piaget, a new special creation of the Black Tie was 
unveiled. This limited series of 6 pieces was created for one of 
the most influential figures in the Italian and global watchmaking 
market: Andrea Foffi. Known for his eclectic taste, he has gained 
worldwide fame for his passion and vast knowledge of vintage 
watches, in particular for the Omega Speedmaster (to which he 
has dedicated his latest book on the Speedmaster collection that 
he owns) and in general for chronographs of brands other than 
just Rolex and Patek, becoming a great expert. Finally, in 2023 
Foffi collaborated with Piaget to bring his vision to life. The result 
is a blend of elegance and flair, featuring a Black Tie case with 
the iconic 5 steps crafted in platinum. The unique onyx dial is 
adorned with baguette-cut hour markers, a deliberate choice 
to stand out from traditional dials that often feature alternating 
baguette and brilliant-cut diamonds. The juxtaposition of plat-
inum, the deep black onyx, and the brilliance of the diamonds 
creates a captivating visual impact while maintaining underlying 
elegance. The offered example, number one in the collection, is 
presented in a new old stock (NOS) condition, complete with its 
set, and represents a unique and exceptional object. This limited 
edition, produced for one of the key figures in the watchmaking 
market, is a collector’s item not to be overlooked.

€ 60,000 – 120,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Impressive 
and Precious, Code 11.59 Flying Tourbillon, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Pink Gold, Aventurine 
Dial, With Box and Papers, Reference 26396OR

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Code 11.59 Flying Tourbillon
Reference 26396OR
Case Material Pink Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2021
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2950
Case N° MC2032Y
Movement N° BC9431
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Papers

In 2019, Audemars Piguet, the renowned Swiss manufacturer, 
unveiled the Code 11.59 series, a groundbreaking collection 
distinguished by a remarkable case and caliber. The nomen-
clature of “Code  11.59” reflects the ethos behind its cre-
ation: Challenge: Pushing the limits of craftsmanship — Own: 
Embracing roots and legacy — Dare: Following firm convictions 

— Evolve: Never standing still — 11.59: The last minute before 
a new day. Within the extensive Code 11.59 family, featuring a 

myriad of materials and complications, the Self-winding Flying 
Tourbillon emerged as an early standout. Initially presented in 
white gold with a smoked blue enamel dial and rose gold with 
an inky-black enamel dial, two new models have lately joined 
the lineup, incorporating the shimmering beauty of aventurine 
alongside the elegance of enamel. The present lot, an exception-
al example of Reference 26396OR, showcases a robust and ele-
gant 41 mm pink gold case. The hollowed lugs, blending brushed 
surfaces with polished bevels, infuse dynamism into the overall 
design. The dual-curved sapphire crystal, impeccably execut-
ed, creates captivating distortions. Driving the Code 11.59 by 
Audemars Piguet Self-winding Flying Tourbillon is the in-house 
Calibre 2950, a movement introduced specifically for this col-
lection. A notable evolution in these two new models lies in the 
dial design, fusing the refinement of enamel with the shimmer-
ing effect of aventurine glass, creating a unique star-lit sky effect. 
The complex process involves hand-applying a thin layer of glass 
sand mixed with water on crushed aventurine glass, followed by 
heating at over 800 °C in a special kiln, repeated multiple times 
to achieve remarkable transparency, depth, and light. This par-
ticular specimen plays on the timeless combination of black and 
gold, featuring a black aventurine enamel dial as a backdrop for 
hand-finished 18k pink gold hour markers, Arabic numerals, and 
hands. The flying tourbillon cage, subtly accented in pink gold, 
graces the 6 o’clock position. Offered in unworn conditions, this 
watch comes complete with its original box and papers.

€ 70,000 – 140,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Highly 
Impressive, Sought-After and Untouched, 
Royal Oak, Perpetual Calendar, Moon Phases, 
Leap and Week Year Indication, Openworked 
Automatic Wristwatch in Black Ceramic, 
With Box and Papers, Reference 26585CE

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Quantieme Perpetuel
Reference 26585CE
Case Material Black Ceramic
Bracelet Material Black Ceramic
Year 2021
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 5135
Case N° WN9773X
Movement N° BC8954
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Papers and additional links

Firstly, as a time-only watch and later in the years with many 
other complications such as perpetual calendar, chronograph 
or minute repeater, the Royal Oak is undoubtedly the watch par 
excellence by Audemars Piguet. In order to bring something new, 

in 2011 the brand released a Royal Oak perpetual calendar in 
black ceramic with grande tappiserie dial on a black ceramic 
bracelet. Exceptionally well received, the watch became one 
of the most popular serially produced Royal Oak models. That 
watch was joined by a sister model in 2019, with the launch of 
a skeletonized or “openwork” version that immediately became 
the most desired and hard to acquire edition of the Royal Oak. 
A feat of technical mastery, this specimen dresses the artistic 
openworked sapphire dial and the movement’s visible pink gold 
components in black ceramics. With a completely refreshed 
appeal and an excellently executed black ceramic case with a 
fine brushed finish, the idea of an all-black appeal combined 
with the complex perpetual calendar complication is perhaps 
the perfect fusion between the past and present. Of course, the 
in-house cal. 5135 with a total of 374 components is impressive 
in its own right, but the ability to see its inner workings in such a 
legible manner only added to the appeal. The present example is 
offered in basically new overall condition with no evident signs of 
use and wear and is complete with its warranty. The combination 
of cutting edge materials and a contemporary interpretation of a 
classic design from one of the most historic and storied horolog-
ical Maison’s makes this one the greatest modern watches from 
any brand and arguably one of the most sought-after contempo-
rary Royal Oak models in the market today.

€ 160,000 – 320,000
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ROLEX / In New Old Stock Conditions 
and Very Attractive, Day-Date, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Meteorite 
Dial, Warranty, Reference 18 238

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 18238
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1992
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° N125887
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty and Booklets
Literature This specific watch is published in the 

Giorgia and Guido Mondani's Book 
“Rolex, Day Date” on the front cover.

The Rolex Day-Date requires no introduction — an iconic, elegant, 
and versatile timepiece that has stood as a beacon for the brand 
since its inception. Explored in various iterations, the one con-

stant has been the use of precious materials, emphasizing the 
model’s significance. Elevating its magnificence further, Rolex 
briefly produced a limited number of Day-Date watches featur-
ing natural stone dials, a testament to the brand’s commitment 
to luxury and innovation. One of the most prestigious variations 
among collectors is the meteorite dial with diamonds. Crafted 
from meteorite and worked with an acid wash to accentuate the 
unique “Widmanstätten” pattern, these dials boast a lustrous 
silvery effect that perfectly complements the yellow-gold case. 
Rolex sourced the renowned Gibeon meteorite, discovered in 
1836 by Captain J. E. Alexander along the banks of the Great 
Fish River in Namibia. This meteorite, millions of years old, is 
believed to have fallen to Earth in prehistoric times and is pro-
tected by Namibian law. The extraordinary yellow-gold Day-
Date reference 18 238, crafted in 1992, stands as a testament 
to Rolex’s commitment to innovation and exclusivity. The case 
retains its original brushed surfaces, showcasing intact shapes 
and preserving its remarkable condition. Accompanied by its 
original warranty, this timepiece further enhances its provenance 
and desirability among collectors. A fusion of history, innovation, 
and luxury, this Rolex Day-Date with a meteorite dial is a truly 
exceptional and sought-after collector’s piece.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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ROLEX / In New Old Stock Conditions 
and Sought-After, Daytona, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, With Box, Warranty 
and Tag, Reference 16520

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 16520
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2000
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4030
Case N° P121201
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers and Tag

In the realm of horology, certain timepieces transcend their 
functional purpose to become icons of style and desirability. The 
Rolex Cosmograph Daytona 16 520 stands as a testament to this 
phenomenon, having evolved into a highly coveted masterpiece 
over its remarkable 30-year legacy. Introduced as the first refer-
ence of the automatic era, the 16 520 marked a pivotal moment 

in the history of the Cosmograph Daytona. Available in steel, all 
gold (reference 16 528), or steel and gold (reference 16 523), its 
larger 40 mm case adorned with crown guards represented a 
bold departure from its predecessors. The automatic Daytona 
quickly established itself as a symbol of sophistication and 
precision. The example presented here is a true beauty among 
16 520 that captures the essence of this iconic timepiece. 
Crafted entirely in stainless steel and adorned with a solid Oyster 
bracelet, the three-body case boasts screw-down pushers and 
a tachometer graduation on the bezel, extending to 400 units. 
Notably, this particular piece is in impeccable New Old Stock 
condition, a rare find for discerning collectors. The white dial 
serves as a canvas for applied luminous white-gold baton index-
es and black subsidiary seconds, creating a striking and legible 
display of timekeeping excellence. The meticulous preservation 
of this timepiece is further highlighted by its inclusion of the 
original box, warranty, and the Rolex green sticker adorning the 
case back. As a final touch of exclusivity, this Rolex Cosmograph 
Daytona 16 520 bears the distinguished P serial, signifying its 
place among the last ever manufactured. This peculiar charac-
teristic adds an extra layer of appeal for collectors, making this 
timepiece not just a watch but also a cherished artifact of horo-
logical history.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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VAN CLEEF & ARPELS / Attractive 
and Oversize, Quantieme Perpetuel, Automatic 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, With White Dial

Brand Van Cleef & Arpels
Model Quantieme Perpetuel
Reference 112007
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1990's
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 900
Case N° 33222
Movement N° 2313184
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Van Cleef & Arpels, a distinguished name in the world of exqui-
site jewelry and ladies’ watches, has ventured into the intricate 
realm of perpetual calendar wristwatches with a distinctive and 
artistic approach. Although not traditionally synonymous with 
perpetual calendars, Van Cleef & Arpels’ exploration of this 
complex complication underscore its commitment to horolog-
ical excellence and artistic expression. The perpetual calendar 
wristwatches from Van Cleef & Arpels, including the one pre-

sented here, are very rare and marked by a harmonious fusion 
of technical precision and aesthetic sophistication. This compli-
cation meticulously tracks the date, day, month, and leap year 
cycle and is seamlessly integrated into the design with a focus 
on elegance and wearability. This particular example is notably 
rare, as only a limited number has been produced by Van Cleef 
& Arpels, and even fewer have appeared on the auction market. 
Encased in yellow gold, the perfectly round and curved case is 
complemented by a solid yellow-gold bracelet. The substantial 
39 mm case features a back secured with eight screws, bearing 
the engraved initials of Van Cleef & Arpels. Well preserved and 
elegant, the case bend reveals the setting buttons for adjusting 
the date on the pristine dial. Against a clean white background, 
the four subdials for day, date, month, leap year, and moon 
phases are gracefully displayed. The outer part of the dial show-
cases applied Roman and baton numerals in yellow gold, add-
ing a touch of refinement. Notably, the watch is powered by the 
automatic caliber. While Van Cleef & Arpels may not match the 
prolific output of some dedicated watchmakers in perpetual cal-
endar production, its foray into this realm brings forth a unique 
blend of artistic flair and jewelry expertise. The result is not just 
a functional timepiece but a captivating work of art that reflects 
the brand’s commitment to both technical mastery and aesthetic 
allure.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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ROLEX / Very Well Preserved and 
Impressive, Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in 
Platinum, XL Diamonds Dial, Diamond-set Bezel 
and Bracelet, With Warranty, Reference 118346

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 118346
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 2006
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3155
Case N° Z123430
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Warranty

The present Day-Date, a reference  118 346, stands as one 
of the most luxurious versions of this iconic Rolex model, first 
introduced in 1956. This exceptional timepiece combines the 
opulence of a substantial platinum case and bracelet with rare 
and captivating design elements, making it a true pinnacle of 
preciousness and elegance. What sets this Day-Date apart is 
the exquisite bezel adorned with 52 brilliant-cut diamonds, a full 
pave dial, and a diamond-set bracelet. The watch, crafted from 

the noblest of metals, platinum, has been notably preserved in 
both the bracelet and case. Platinum, with its silvery whiteness 
and vibrant effulgence, is not only rare but also supremely strik-
ing, adding to the allure of this distinguished timepiece. The Day-
Date collection is known for its strong identity and flawless leg-
ibility, devoid of unnecessary clutter. This particular case takes 
luxury to new heights with a dial embellished in an incredible set 
of diamonds, creating a luminous and precious carpet. To ensure 
continuity in design, Rolex further enhances the inner links of the 
President bracelet with additional diamonds, transforming this 
watch into a true expanse of precious stones. The dial as well 
exudes an exceptional allure, showcasing a distinctive pattern 
that sets it apart from the majority of timepieces in the market. 
What makes it truly exceptional is the use of larger diamonds, 
nearly double the standard size, earning it the endearing moni-
ker “XL diamond dial.” A Day-Date transcends its intrinsic value 
with personal meaning and is cherished by its wearer. This spe-
cific specimen, sold with its warranty that confirms its sale in St. 
Moritz, goes beyond being a timekeeping instrument: it becomes 
an emotional symbol, a testament to the impeccable craftsman-
ship and enduring elegance of Rolex.

€ 70,000 – 140,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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PIAGET / Extremely Attractive, 
Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, With Rubies and Diamonds Set 
Bracelet and Bezel, Reference 4300

Brand Piaget
Model Lady’s Bracelet Wristwatch
Reference 4300
Case Material Yellow Gold, Rubies and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold, Rubies and Diamonds
Year 1970's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 4P1
Case N° 308160
Movement N° 834045
Dimensions 23 x 34 mm, Total Lenght 175 mm 
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Celebrating its 150th anniversary, Piaget is a Swiss brand with 
a rich history deeply intertwined with watchmaking excellence. 
Established in 1874 by Georges Edouard Piaget, the brand ini-
tially specialized in crafting precision watch movements before 
transitioning into a renowned watchmaker. In the mid-20th cen-
tury, Piaget made waves by introducing ultra-thin movements, 
setting records with Caliber 9P in 1957 and the world’s thinnest 

automatic movement, Caliber 12P, in 1960. Beyond technical 
prowess, Piaget seamlessly blends Swiss precision with artistic 
innovation, particularly in high-jewelry watches. The focus on 
utilizing hard or precious stones became a hallmark, fostering an 
atmosphere of luxury coupled with creativity, meticulous atten-
tion to detail, and fully integrated expertise, characteristics that 
would define Piaget forever. The present lot is a testament to 
Piaget’s commitment to exceptional craftsmanship and design, 
especially during the avant-garde spirit of the 1970s. These 
watches were distinguished by their elegant bracelets, artfully 
designed to gracefully embrace the wrist. The present refer-
ence 4300 is a possibly unique creation adorned with a mes-
merizing ensemble of rubies and diamonds. Possibly destined 
to the Middle East market, the visual impact is nothing short of 
a scene-stealer, with the carrè rubies mounted in striking dual-
ism against the round shape of the diamonds, creating a cap-
tivating visual contrast. The yellow-gold rings, intricately linked 
to each other, form a lavish and striking structure, making the 
entire ensemble a work of art. The dial, embellished with a full 
diamond pavé set, further enhances the opulence of this excep-
tional timepiece. Preserved in excellent overall condition, this 
jewel watch serves as a magnificent demonstration of high-level 
craftsmanship and impeccable aesthetic taste and stands as a 
timeless expression of sophistication and innovation.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Iconic 
and Sought After, Royal Oak, Automatic 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
With Box, Extract from the Archives 
and Service, Reference 25860 BA

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Chronograph
Reference 25860BA
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1999
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2385
Case N° N° 162, E-04615
Movement N° 470692
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Extract from the Archives and Service

The Royal Oak stands as an unequivocal icon in the realm of 
wristwatch design since its debut in 1972. Evolving over the 
years, this legendary sport-chic timepiece has seen various iter-
ations, including the elegant chronograph version, exemplified 
by the present piece. While Audemars Piguet introduced their 

sporty Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph in 1993, it wasn’t until 
1998 that they revisited the more traditional line with the release 
of the Royal Oak Chronograph, similar to the present watch. 
Crafted mostly in stainless steel, the Royal Oak Chronograph 
reference 25 860 also saw select examples produced in yellow 
gold. The offered specimen is a striking representation of this, 
featuring a solid yellow-gold case and bracelet, imparting both a 
robust appeal and a dressier demeanor compared to its sporti-
er counterpart, the Royal Oak Offshore. The 39 mm three-body 
case, with its iconic octagonal bezel and eight hexagonal nuts, 
is a masterclass in design, enhanced by the original satin finish 
on the bracelet and case. The “tapisserie” dial, adorned with 
luminous baton indexes, houses subsidiary dials for seconds, 
along with 12-hour and 30-minute registers. The date aperture 
between 4 and 5 adds practicality to the exquisite design. The 
reference  25 860 is powered by the caliber  2385, based on 
the Frederic Piguet caliber 1185. Notably, this movement held 
the distinction of being the thinnest self-winding chronograph 
movement at the time, allowing for the classic thin profile of 
the original Royal Oak to be maintained. In very nice condition 
and accompanied by the box and extract from the archives, this 
watch is a rare and exceptional example, one of the very few ever 
produced.

€ 30,000 – 60,000

392 393



AUDEMARS PIGUET / Highly 
Historical and Well Preserved, Royal 
Oak, Automatic Wristwatch in Steel, With 
Tapisserie Dial, Reference 5402ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 5402ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2121
Case N° B1701
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Audemars Piguet’s launch of the Royal Oak marked the inception 
of today’s luxury sports watch market. Revered as few others in 
horological history, it stands as yet another masterpiece from the 
immortal designer Gerald Genta. Unveiled at Baselworld in 1972, 
it created an immediate sensation, presenting an unprecedent-

ed offering in the watch industry and serving as a groundbreak-
ing addition to the Audemars universe, embodying the brand’s 
inaugural foray into genuine sporting elegance. Distinguished 
as the premier luxury watch in steel with an integrated brace-
let, the Royal Oak aimed to provide customers with a timepiece 
that seamlessly combined opulence and athleticism. It promi-
nently featured the ultra-slim caliber 2121, rooted in the Jaeger-
LeCoultre cal. 920, a movement later adopted by the Nautilus 
wristwatch. The initial iteration, the 5402, enjoyed a production 
span of 25 years, yielding approximately 6 050 examples across 
four distinct batches: A, B, C, and D, each boasting nuanced 
design elements that set them apart. Introduced in 1972, the 
Royal Oak swiftly gained acclaim, with the initial 2 000 units of 
the “A-Series” swiftly selling out. Subsequent releases in the 

“B-Series” and “C-Series” were meticulously numbered on the 
case back. The showcased specimen hails from the “B-Series” 
and is noteworthy for its impeccable original condition. As an 
icon of watch design, the original Royal Oak reference 5402ST 
continues to ascend in popularity among discerning collectors.

€ 40,000 – 80,000
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GRUEN / Incredibly Well Preserved and 
Collectable, Art Deco Precision, Wristwatch 
in White and Yellow Gold, Highlighted 
With Engraved Sides and Bracelet

Brand Gruen
Model Precision
Case Material White and Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material White Gold
Year 1930's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 119
Case N° 102268
Movement N° 646981
Dimensions 22 x 43 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

Founded in 1874 by German-born watchmaker Dietrich Gruen 
and his son Fred Gruen in Cincinnati, Ohio, USA, the brand 
swiftly became a symbol of precision, uniqueness, and metic-
ulous craftsmanship. Renowned for introducing groundbreaking 
innovations, Gruen left an indelible mark on the watch industry. 
Among their notable creations was the “VeriThin” pocket watch, 
one of the earliest examples of a thin, elegant timepiece. This 
dedication to innovation, combined with a keen eye for design 

and detail, propelled Gruen to popularity during the early to mid-
20th century. The lot offered here is a splendid representation 
of Gruen’s signature style. The rectangular case, a testament to 
Art Deco elegance, is crafted in the precious two-tone variant of 
yellow and white gold. The stepped lugs showcase a captivating 
alternation of these materials, creating a charming chromatic 
effect that exudes luminosity. The tile bracelet, a work of art in 
white gold, carries a personalized engraving on the back with 
the letters “ECB,” signifying Everett C. Brown, the name etched 
on the case. Notably, this wristwatch was a gift from the mem-
bers of the Chicago Live Stock Exchange (a company founded 
in 1882 which operated in Chicago) on May 8th, 1930, adding a 
touch of historical significance. Exceptionally well-preserved for 
its over 90 years of existence, this timepiece bears witness to a 
bygone era, where each brand had its distinct style, and Gruen’s 
was defined by meticulous attention to detail. From the deep 
engravings, including geometric decorations on the case’s back 
and sides, to the overall craftsmanship, this Gruen wristwatch 
is a piece of history, a vintage American gem that captures the 
essence of a bygone era.

€ 6,000 – 12,000 *

* A 20% import VAT is due on the final price including premium, 
only if it is delivered within the EU
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / Limited 
Edition to 300 Pieces and Sought After, Royal 
Oak “City of Sails”, Chronograph Wristwatch 
in Titanium, With Blue and Yellow Dial, With 
Extract From the Archives, Reference 25860IS

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Chronograph
Reference 25860IS
Case Material Titanium
Bracelet Material Titanium
Year 2000
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2385
Case N° E-29036
Movement N° 471540
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from The Archives

Audemars Piguet made a bold foray into the realm of sporty chro-
nographs with the launch of the Royal Oak Offshore Chronograph 
in 1993. However, their return to the more conventional Royal 
Oak line took shape in 1998, marked by the introduction of the 

Royal Oak Chronograph, akin to the exquisite timepiece present-
ed here. Over the ensuing decades, this model has seen diverse 
iterations, spanning from timeless time-only pieces to perpetual 
calendars and commemorative chronographs, exemplified by 
the watch at hand. In the year 2000, Audemars Piguet unveiled 
the exclusive City of Sails, Be Happy edition, commemorating the 
inaugural Swiss Challenge in the America’s Cup held in Auckland, 
New Zealand. The inaugural version, ref. 25 860, boasted a 
39 mm dimension and housed the ultra-thin Cal. 2385. This cali-
ber remains a cornerstone in all Royal Oak chronograph watches, 
derived from the F. Piguet movement, Cal. 1185, also utilized in 
prestigious timepieces like the Vacheron Constantin Overseas 
Chronograph and Breguet Marine Chronograph. Limited to a 
mere 300 timepiece, the chronograph is meticulously crafted 
from titanium, a durable yet challenging metal to work with. 
Nonetheless, its lightweight nature ensures a comfortable wear-
ing experience. The watch captivates with its blue tapisserie dial, 
evoking the vastness of the ocean, adorned with yellow-hued 
hour markers and hands. The case back bears a unique engrav-
ing, “City of Sails,” a moniker synonymous with Auckland, New 
Zealand, renowned for its rich maritime heritage.

€ 30,000 – 60,000

396 397



PATEK PHILIPPE / Absolutely 
Stunning and Very Rare, Chronograph 
Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, Pink Dial, 
Retailed by Hausmann & Co, With Extract 
from the Archives, Reference 533

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Chronograph
Reference 533
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1938
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 13'''
Case N° 618896
Movement N° 862193
Dimensions 33 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives

When one reflects upon the most iconic and distinguishable 
chronographs from Patek Philippe, the unmistakable refer-
ence 533 immediately comes to mind. Manufactured from 1937 

to 1957, it perfectly encapsulates the prevailing style of the time: 
small in size with a diameter of 33 mm, slender, elegant, and 
meticulously detailed. This timepiece holds a special place in 
the hearts of collectors and enthusiasts alike, sought after for its 
inherent charm. Reference 533, with an estimated production 
of approximately 350 pieces, including a select few encased in 
exquisite pink gold, stands as a rare and highly coveted horolog-
ical treasure. Renowned for its distinctive flat, angular bezel and 
elongated lugs, this reference embodies a timeless aesthetic 
that requires impeccable preservation to reveal its true beauty. 
This specific reference 533 presented here is a true marvel. The 
pink dial introduces a touch of uniqueness to this exceptional 
timepiece. Demonstrating an unparalleled level of preservation, 
it proudly displays a clear and legible hallmark on the caseband, 
retaining the sharp finishes and clean lines that define its original 
elegance. Elevating its allure is the association with Hausmann 
& Co., a prestigious retailer nestled in the historic heart of Rome. 
This particular timepiece is among the select few yellow-gold 
reference 533 watches retailed by Hausmann & Co. to appear at 
auction, underscoring its absolute rarity and significance in the 
realm of horology.

€ 70,000 – 140,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE / Fresh to 
The market, Extremely Rare and Well 
Preserved, Perpetual Calendar Wristwatch 
in Yellow Gold, Big Arabic Applied Numerals, 
Reference 1526, With Box, Certificate of 
Origin, Historic Picture, Additional Glass, 
Copy of the Original Invoice and Dossier

Brand Patek Philippe
Model Perpetual Calendar Moon Phase
Reference 1526
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1942
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 12-120
Case N° 628743
Movement N° 921619
Dimensions 34 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Certificate of Origin, Historic 

Picture, Additional Glass, Copy of Original 
Invoice, Dossier and and Mr. Tortella and 
sons "deep-study" documentation

400



Patek Philippe's Reference 1526 is a monumental creation in the 
history of watchmaking, renowned for its widespread acclaim 
and significance within the horological community. Introduced 
in 1940, this reference heralded a significant breakthrough as 
the first serially produced wristwatch equipped with a perpetual 
calendar complication, underscoring Patek Philippe's technical 
ingenuity and their dedication to advancing the art of watchmak-
ing. Produced until 1952, this iconic model was predominant-
ly crafted in yellow gold, with a few exceptional pieces in rose 
gold and a single known example in steel. The Reference 1526 
epitomizes elegance, combining a Calatrava-style case with a 
pioneering minimalist dial that beautifully marries aesthetics 
with functionality. The watch in question is arguably one of the 
most significant to emerge on the market in recent times, distin-
guished by exceptional features and truly remarkable accesso-
ries. It boasts a splendid 34 mm case in exceptionally well-pre-
served yellow gold, displaying signs of beginning oxidation that 
attest to the extraordinary care it has received from its previous 
owner. Its pronounced, thick lugs and slender bezel amplify its 
presence on the wrist, while the dial, in impeccable condition, 
offers a serene and refined counterpoint to the yellow-gold case. 
One of the standout features of this watch is the "big" numer-
als adorning the dial. These numerals are noticeably larger than 
those typically seen, with very few pieces made featuring such 

sizable Arabic numeral configurations—likely only two observed. 
This distinctive marker style, found only on the Reference 1518 
or 1526 like this lot, was produced for a brief period before Patek 
Philippe opted for smaller sizes. The dial layouts of the 1526 
and 1518 are almost identical, yet the numerals on the 1526's 
case are more pronounced, emphasizing the dial's significance 
even further. Finding such a model in this pristine condition is 
exceedingly rare, especially accompanied by a complete set that 
includes the original box, certificate of origin, historic photograph, 
an additional glass, an exceptionally rare copy of the original 
invoice, and comprehensive documentation by Mr. Tortella and 
sons. The significant numerals on the dial, along with the exten-
sive set and the remarkable condition, elevate this timepiece's 
rarity and exceptional status. The detailed history and documen-
tation provided with this watch make it a true collector's dream, 
with each element of the ensemble adding to the narrative of 
a timepiece that transcends mere timekeeping to become a 
sought-after treasure for those who value horological excellence 
and the unique stories behind each watch. This Patek Philippe 
Reference 1526 stands as one of the most exquisite examples 
ever to grace watch auctions, if not the most beautiful.

€ 400,000 – 800,000
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ROLEX / Iconic and Glamorous, Daytona, 
Automatic Chronograph Wristwatch 
in Steel, With Black Dial and Cream 
Registers, With Box, Reference 16520

Brand Rolex
Model Daytona
Reference 16520
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 1996
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 4030
Case N° T629277
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Unveiled in 1988, the Rolex Cosmograph Daytona  16 520 
marked a pivotal moment in the history of this iconic timepiece: 
it proudly embraced a significant advancement by becoming 
Rolex’s first Daytona model with a self-winding caliber, a nod 
to the brand’s dedication to horological innovation. Powered by 
the robust Zenith El Primero-based caliber 4030, it is recognized 

as one of the finest self-winding chronograph movements of its 
era and was Rolex’s choice for ensuring precision and reliability. 
The present timepiece, being part of this automatic movement 
family, stands as a collector’s delight. With the venerable Zenith 
El Primero lineage coursing through its veins, this Daytona ref. 
16 520 offers enthusiasts a chance to own a piece of horologi-
cal history. It boasts a stunning black dial, a canvas of timeless 
elegance with applied indexes and red signature. Enhancing its 
vintage allure thanks to its unpredictable aging, the creamy-col-
ored registers create a striking contrast, adding character and 
depth to the overall aesthetic. The timepiece is presented in 
very good conditions: the case, dial, and bracelet have gracefully 
stood the test of time, preserving the watch in a state that not 
only reflects its enduring beauty but also ensures its continued 
performance as a reliable timekeeping companion. The present 
Rolex Cosmograph Daytona ref. 16 520 transcends the bound-
aries of mere functionality, offering a journey through time being 
a milestone of one of the most recognizable models ever man-
ufactured.

€ 16,000 – 32,000
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BREGUET / Precious and Stylish, 
Classique Tourbillon Wristwatch in 
White Gold, With Two-Tone Guillochè 
Dial, Box and Paper, Reference 3357BB

Brand Breguet
Model Classique Tourbillon
Reference 3357BB
Case Material White Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2010
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 558.1
Case N° 3450 L
Movement N° 1066
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box and Paper

Breguet stands as one of the oldest and most esteemed Swiss 
watchmaking manufacturers, boasting a rich history and an 
unparalleled reputation for crafting high-quality timepieces. The 
Breguet Classique collection is renowned for its elegant and 
refined designs. Breguet has been at the forefront of horolog-

ical innovation, credited with pioneering various watchmaking 
technologies. Notably, Abraham-Louis Breguet introduced the 
tourbillon mechanism in 1801, a groundbreaking invention 
designed to enhance the precision of watches by counteracting 
the effects of gravity on the movement components. This intri-
cate mechanism involves a rotating cage housing the balance 
wheel, escapement, and anchor, continuously revolving to opti-
mize timekeeping accuracy. The lot presented here stands as 
one of the finest examples ever to grace auctions, celebrated for 
its exceptional condition and rarity. Encased in 18k white gold, 
the three-body case features a transparent case back, straight 
lugs adorned with gold screws, and sapphire crystals, creat-
ing a visually stunning ensemble. The two-tone guilloché silver 
dial, adorned with painted black radial Roman numerals on an 
off-center plain reserve showcasing the Breguet secret signa-
ture, and a visible tourbillon cage at 6 o’clock, contributes to the 
watch’s extraordinary appeal. The dial is further enhanced by the 
presence of blued steel Breguet hands, reflecting a harmonious 
blend of precision and artistry. The movement features hand-en-
graved floral patterns, and the inscription “Brevet Du 7 Messidor 
An 9” adds a touch of historical significance. This exceptional 
dress watch comes as a complete set with its original box and 
papers, underscoring its authenticity and provenance.

€ 35,000 – 70,000

404 405



AUDEMARS PIGUET / Highly 
Rare and Iconic, Royal Oak “Jumbo”, 
Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow Gold, 
Black Petite Tapisserie and Diamond-set 
Dial, With Service, Reference 5402BA

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak
Reference 5402BA
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1979
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 2121-1
Case N° N°414, B34740
Movement N° 197984
Dimensions 39 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Service

Designed in a single night by the renowned Gérald Genta, the 
inaugural Royal Oak model made its debut in 1972 at the Basel 
Fair, marking the culmination of two years of meticulous devel-
opment. This exceptional timepiece revolutionized the percep-
tion of steel in the realm of luxury watches. By introducing the 

concept of “casual chic,” it inscribed a new chapter in the annals 
of Audemars Piguet and Haute Horlogerie. In 1977, the Royal 
Oak ventured into the realm of precious materials, including yel-
low gold, white gold, and two-tone varieties. Among these, the 
Royal Oak 5402, designated with the letters BA for yellow gold, 
was introduced in 1977 and produced in 736 units, available 
for purchase from 1977 to 1990. Boasting various dial variants, 
some adorned with gems, this model has become a collector’s 
dream, with certain variations being particularly rare. The show-
cased 5402BA, bearing the serial B and crafted in 1979, stands 
as an exemplary piece. The bracelet and clasp are nicely pre-
served, showcasing their enduring quality. The back retains the 
crisp engraving of the 414 number, attesting to the watch’s over-
all condition. The case, along with the distinctive bezel, main-
tains its great proportions and exudes timeless elegance. While 
the dial has begun to undergo tropicalization, adding a unique 
character, the guilloche mini-"tapisserie” pattern— a texture 
characteristic of early Royal Oak dials—remains well-defined. 
Enhancing its allure, the dial features the rare variant of 11 bril-
liant-cut diamonds indexes, with the iconic AP logo gracing the 
12 o’clock position and a discreet date window at 3 o’clock. This 
offering represents a sumptuous example of one of the most 
revered models ever produced, showcasing the enduring appeal 
and timeless design of the Royal Oak.

€ 50,000 – 100,000
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ROLEX / Incredibly Rare and Important, 
Day-Date, Automatic Wristwatch in Platinum, 
Diamond Set Dial and Bezel, With Khanjar Logo, 
Platinum Jubilee Bracelet, Reference 1804

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 1804
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 1974
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 1556
Case N° 3700304
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box
Literature This specific watch is published in John 

Goldberger Book “100 Superlative 
Rolex Watches” at page 163

The Rolex Day-Date, introduced in 1956 after being patented 
in 1955, earned its reputation as a charming yet underrated 
timepiece due to its revolutionary feature for its era: the simul-
taneous display of both the day of the week and the date. This 
particular Day-Date, identified as the reference 1804 and craft-
ed in platinum, stands out as an extraordinary example with its 
distinctive diamond-set bezel and unique dial. The inclusion of 
the final digit “4” in the reference denotes the use of diamonds 
on the bezel, a departure from the more common fluted design. 

Production of the 1804 Day-Date commenced in 1959, and 
this specific model, adorned with a diamond bezel, exempli-
fies Rolex’s dedication to luxury and innovation. The watch is 
impeccably preserved, featuring crisp bevels and sharp edges 
that attest to its enduring quality. Its waterproof case is comple-
mented by an astonishing and ultra rare Big Logo platinum jubi-
lee bracelet. The captivating silver dial of this extraordinary time-
piece is adorned with diamonds in both brilliant and baguette 
cuts, the latter being twice the size of the standard stones. This 
deliberate choice is in harmony with the unique indexes crafted 
for platinum dials, resulting in an alluring visual appeal that sets 
this timepiece apart, adding a touch of sophistication to its over-
all aesthetic. Adding to its rarity, a distinctive red Khanjar logo 
graces the dial at 6 o’clock. This symbol, integral to the national 
emblem of Oman, elevates the watch’s significance and impor-
tance. The presence of the red Khanjar suggests that this watch 
was specially commissioned by His Majesty Qaboos bin Said Al 
Said, the Sultan of Oman. Such timepieces were presented as 
prestigious gifts to his closest dignitaries and servants. This plat-
inum Day-Date, featuring the iconic Khanjar logo, represents an 
extremely limited production within the reference 1804 series, 
making it one of the most sought-after and collectible Day-Dates 
ever created by Rolex. Its allure lies in a unique combination of 
horological excellence, rare design elements, and historical sig-
nificance, rendering it a coveted gem for discerning collectors 
and the pinnacle of all the Omani Day Dates. Notably, this specif-
ic watch has been documented in John Goldberger’s book “100 
Superlative Rolex Watches” on pages 62–63, further solidifying 
its status as an exceptional timepiece in horological history.

€ 100,000 – 200,000
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CARTIER / Very Rare and 
Attractive, Tank Mini, Wristwatch in 
Platinum With Diamonds-Set Case

Brand Cartier
Model Tank Mini
Case Material Platinum and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 017105 - 45622
Movement N° 445046
Dimensions 18 x 25 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case

The Cartier Tank stands as one of the most iconic and endur-
ing wristwatches in the annals of horology. Originating in 1917 
during World War I, the Tank is celebrated for its distinctive 
rectangular case, drawing inspiration from the shape of military 
tanks deployed on the Western Front. Conceived by Louis Cartier, 
the Tank reflects a seamless fusion of form and function, captur-
ing attention with its clean lines, bold geometric design, and a 

revolutionary departure from the round watches prevalent in its 
era. Throughout its rich history, Cartier has showcased its mas-
tery in using various precious materials in timepieces, including 
the esteemed platinum, a metal known for its rarity, durability, 
and resistance to tarnish. Platinum’s lustrous and white appear-
ance makes it an ideal choice for crafting high-end luxury watch-
es. The lot here offered combines these two exceptional qual-
ities: the timeless Tank design and the use of noble platinum. 
Crafted in the 1950s, this watch, powered by a European Watch 
e clock movement and fully manufactured in Paris, features the 
hallmark Cartier dial layout with painted Roman numerals, an 
inner track for minutes and the signature at 12 o’clock. However, 
what sets this timepiece apart is the exquisite decoration with 
brilliant-cut diamonds adorning the case. The incorporation of 
platinum in Cartier Tank watches not only enhances their exclu-
sivity but also adds a layer of sophistication and allure, especially 
when accompanied by diamonds and still presenting the orignal 
buckle. Vintage platinum Tank models, particularly adorned with 
diamonds, are highly prized by collectors for their rarity, pre-
ciousness, and enduring appeal, showcasing Cartier’s enduring 
legacy of luxury.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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UNIVERSAL GENEVE / Historically 
Important and Rare, Military Split-Second 
Chronograph Wristwatch in Steel, 16-Minute 
Register, Made for the Italian Air Force, 
Reference 22560, Copy of Military Files 
and Assignment Cufflinks, Directly from 
the Descendant of the Original Owner

Brand Universal Geneve
Model Military Rattrapante
Reference 22560
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1950's
Movement Type Manual
Caliber 55 VBR
Case N° 22560-41
Movement N° 2606
Dimensions 44.5 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Pictures of the last military Owner and 

from the Italian Military State Archives, 
Military assignment cufflinks

Literature A similar watch was sold at Phillips “START-
STOP-RESET: 88 Epic Stainless Steel 
Chronographs” Geneva Auction, 14th 
May 2016 as lot 64 for CHF197,000

Consigned by the family of the original owner and making its 
inaugural appearance at auction, this exceptional Universal 
split-seconds aviator chronograph, accompanied by remarkable 
family provenance, stands out as one of the most significant 
examples known to date. The inception of split-seconds chrono-
graph mechanisms dates back to the late 19th century, initially 
found in pocket watches and used for intermediate timekeep-
ing events like lap times during horse racing. However, with the 
evolution of wristwatches and the advent of the pocket watch 
wrist, single push-button (monopusher) chronographs became 
available. In a pivotal moment in horological history, Patek 

Philippe sold the world’s first split-seconds chronograph wrist-
watch in 1923, setting the stage for subsequent designs. The 
featured chronograph, boasting a distinctive 24-hour dial, was 
originally retailed by Rome dealer A. Cairelli. In the mid-1950s, 
responding to an order from the Italian government, A. Cairelli 
supplied a series of watches for the Aeronautica Militare Italiana 
(AMI), the Italian Air Force. This included two similar watches, 
chronographs from Universal Genève and Zenith, delivered in 
few quantities over the following decade. The oversized 44 mm 
case, deemed exceptionally large in the 1950s and still con-
sidered so today, adds to the watch’s allure. Sharing the same 
caliber as the Rolex split-second chronograph ref. 4113, also 
up for auction, this Universal Genève exemplifies the rare and 
expensive split-seconds technology of the 1940s. The military 
provenance is proudly displayed on the case back with the clear 
engraving, “AMI CHRONOMETRO PER NAVIGAZ. ASTRONOM. 
TYPE HA-1. N.CATEG.19620 MM. 200 073”. This military (MM) 
inscription uniquely distinguishes the piece, enhancing its desir-
ability. Additionally, copies of photographs from the state archive 
of the air force depict the original owner, the fighter jet pilot of 
the Regio Aeronautica Militare. Additionally, the soldier’s assign-
ment pins, affiliated with the 10° Stormo BT “Bombardamento 
Terrestre”, further enhance the narrative. The historical journey 
of the 10° Stormo BT, particularly during the Mediterranean and 
North Africa conflicts, unfolds a compelling chapter. In the initial 
period preceding the outbreak of the conflict, the wing’s planes 
were engaged in combat against land objectives in Malta. This 
necessitated frequent clashes with British air squadrons based 
on the island. Simultaneously, the wing targeted naval objectives, 
participating in the numerous convoys passing from Gibraltar 
to Alexandria, Egypt. In North Africa, the objectives shifted to 
opposing the English forces resisting Rommel’s Italian-German 
alliance. Even in this challenging context, the wing faced formi-
dable adversaries in the form of the fearsome English hunters, 
equipped with more modern aerial technology. For collectors, 
the current watch stands as the definitive example of the model, 
undoubtedly earning its status as a “flown” timepiece regularly 
employed as a navigation tool on fighter aircraft missions.

€ 25,000 – 50,000
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ROLEX / Glamorous and Striking, Day 
Date, Automatic Wristwatch in Everose Gold, 
With Olive Green Dial, Reference 228235, Box, 
Papers and Additional Everose Gold Bracelet

Brand Rolex
Model Day Date
Reference 228235
Case Material Everose Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 2017
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3255
Case N° 5K62N651
Dimensions 40 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty, Papers, Tag and 

Additional Everose Gold Bracelet

In a nod to its rich heritage and a celebration of 60 years of Day-
Date excellence, Rolex presented the Day-Date ref. 228 235, a 
timepiece that seamlessly marries tradition with contemporary 
elegance. Departing from its iconic 36  mm diameter, Rolex 

ventured into larger dimensions (41 mm) with the Day-Date II 
in 2008, ultimately evolving into the refined 40 mm variant we 
encounter today. The embodiment of sophistication, the pres-
ent 228 235 captures for the marriage of the Everose gold case, 
adorned with a meticulously crafted fluted bezel, and the sump-
tuous canvas of an olive-green dial, epitomizing a seamless 
fusion of sophistication and indulgence. The lustrous Everose 
used for this example, a fusion of gold and proprietary alloys, 
not only radiates a warm glow but also stands as a testament 
to the brand’s commitment to excellence in material selection. 
The 40 mm case offers a harmonious balance between classic 
proportions and modern sensibilities and has been evidently 
well-preserved and sparingly worn. The dial, bathed in a cap-
tivating olive-green sunburst hue, is a visual masterpiece that 
pays homage to Rolex’s iconic association with the color green 
and shows the meticulous attention to detail from the finely 
rendered Roman numerals in Everose gold to the day and date 
windows framed in precious metal. In the tapestry of horological 
opulence, the present Day-Date, offered with still the original box 
and papers, stands as an exemplar, weaving together the strands 
of supreme elegance and ultimate luxury with a finesse that is 
truly unparalleled.

€ 30,000 – 60,000
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CARTIER / Extremely Rare and 
Important, Helm Shape, Wristwatch in 
Platinum, Baguette Diamond-set Hour Index 
and Platinum Bracelet, With Box, Published in 
Osvaldo Patrizzi book “White Cartier Bianco”

Brand Cartier
Model Helm
Case Material Platinum and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Platinum
Year 1951
Movement Type Manual
Case N° 37065
Movement N° 444824
Dimensions 31 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box
Literature This specific watch is published 

in Osvaldo Patrizzi book "White 
Cartier Bianco" at page 48 - 49

In the late 1940s, the world of wristwatches witnessed a piv-
otal shift as round timepieces began to overshadow the Art 
Deco-inspired form watches that had dominated the preceding 
decades. Cartier, a trailblazer in luxury watchmaking, capitalized 
on this trend by crafting extraordinary timepieces that would 
etch a permanent mark on horological history. Among these 
post-war innovations was a remarkable wristwatch featuring 
a distinctive circular bezel, secured by circular fixtures, which 
inspired its nickname, the "Helm Watch." Also known by the 
French term "Gouvernail," meaning rudder, and affectionately 
called "Timone" by Italian collectors, this unique timepiece cap-
tured the essence of a ship's rudder, infusing a nautical charm 

into its already distinctive design. The rarity and allure of the 
Helm Watch are further enhanced by its platinum construc-
tion and the exquisite addition of diamond baguette indexes 
on the case, making the present lot a true jewel among Helm 
watches and arguably one of the most significant and fascinat-
ing examples to grace the auction scene in recent years, testa-
ment to Cartier's exceptional craftsmanship and aesthetic vision. 
Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, Helm watches were produced 
in various designs and sizes, including both wristwatches and 
pocket watches, albeit always in extremely limited quantities. 
Predominantly, Helm watches were fashioned in yellow gold, 
rendering the platinum variant exceedingly rare and highly 
coveted. Further research reveals that only a few Cartier Helm 
platinum watches from the 1940s and 1950s are known to exist, 
with the timepiece in question believed to be one of merely four 
featuring diamond hour markers from that period. Manufactured 
in 1951, the exceptional craftsmanship of this watch is evident 
in every detail—from the solid platinum tile bracelet to the iconic 
Vendome lugs, from the satin-finish silvered dial to the metic-
ulously set diamonds marking the hours, with a notable pair of 
baguettes at twelve o'clock. Powered by a manual European 
Watch & Clock movement and preserved in remarkable condi-
tion within a prestigious collection for many years, this Helm not 
only exemplifies Cartier's innovative design and flair but also 
embodies the brand's enduring legacy of creating timeless and 
prestigious timepieces. Today, this watch stands as one of the 
most prestigious and captivating vintage designs on the mar-
ket, a true collector's dream that encapsulates the glamour of 
a bygone era and ranks among the rarest timepieces to ever 
emerge. Additionally, this specific watch is featured in Osvaldo 
Patrizzi's book "White Cartier Bianco" on pages 48–49, further 
solidifying its significance and allure.

€ 250,000 – 500,000
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URBAN JÜRGENSEN / Very 
Elegant and Rare, Perpetual Calendar 
Automatic Wirstwatch in Yellow Gold, Silvered 
Guilloché Dial, Reference 2, Coming from the 
Personal Collection of Renato Della Valle

Brand Urban Jürgensen
Model Reference 2
Case Material Yellow Gold
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1992
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber FP 71
Case N° 4125
Movement N° 060-100
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Literature Coming from the Personal Collection 

of Renato Della Valle

The Urban Jürgensen brand, initially established as “Larpent 
& Jürgensen” in 1740 by Jürgen Jürgensen in Denmark, has 
undergone various transformations over time. Following Jürgen’s 
passing in 1811, his son Urban continued the legacy, leading to 
a name change in 1814 to Jules Jürgensen. The brand primar-
ily manufactured watches in Switzerland and remained within 
the family until 1912. After subsequent changes in owner-
ship, including a sale to a U.S.-based company in 1936, Jules 
Jürgensen watches continued production in Switzerland until 
1957. In 1974, watch distributor Mort Clayman acquired the 
company, which eventually ceased operations after his passing 

in 2010. In 2011, Dr. Helmut Crott obtained the rights, and in 
2021, Finnish watchmaker Kari Voutilainen, along with inves-
tors, took control of the Urban Jürgensen company, appoint-
ing Voutilainen as CEO. This yellow-gold Urban Jürgensen 
Reference 2 is part of a small yet significant collection of Urban 
Jürgensen watches, featuring dials meticulously finished by the 
late Derek Pratt. A limited series introduced in the early ’90s, 
these wristwatches housed a contemporary Frédéric Piguet 
movement with additional complications developed by Pratt. 
With its modest 38  mm size and sleek profile complement-
ed by a refined Frédéric Piguet caliber, it stands as one of the 
most sophisticated offerings of the modern Urban Jürgensen 
era. Unassuming in both style and case size, only 175 examples 
were ever produced, with 122 believed to be encased in gold 
and the remainder in platinum. This is the No. 060, a very beau-
tiful and rare round case 18k yellow-gold wristwatch with a per-
petual calendar. The silver guilloche dial with Roman numerals, 
subsidiary dial for the date, apertures for the day and month, and 
moon phases is intact, powered by an automatic movement and 
is consigned by the family of the original owner. Originating from 
the private collection of Renato della Valle. Renato Della Valle, 
with a prolific career in business, real estate, and innovation, has 
left an indelible mark. Starting in 1961 at “il Giorno” newspaper, 
he later joined Gabetti, significantly boosting company revenues. 
In 1969, he founded Della Valle Immobiliare, while his tenure 
as CEO at Giorgio Armani and founding ventures like SIB and 
Diffusion Phone showcase his diverse business acumen. With 
forays into technology and pharmaceuticals, Renato Della Valle’s 
entrepreneurial journey continues with Drug-PIN, where he 
presently serves as CEO and a primary investor.

€ 20,000 – 40,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET / In NOS 
Condition, Highly Innovative and Attractive, 
Royal Oak, Double Balance Wheel Automatic 
Wristwatch in Steel, Skeletonized Dial, With 
Box and Papers, Reference 15407ST

Brand Audemars Piguet
Model Royal Oak Double Balance
Reference 15407ST
Case Material Stainless Steel
Bracelet Material Stainless Steel
Year 2020
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3132
Case N° LT8818P
Movement N° AV5154
Dimensions 41 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box, Warranty and Booklets
Literature A similar watch was sold at Sotheby's 

“Important Watches: Part I” Geneva Auction, 
10th May 2022 as lot 161 for 189,000 CHF

In 2016, Audemars Piguet unveiled the Royal Oak reference 
15407ST, a masterpiece that seamlessly blends technical inno-
vation, artistic skeletonization, and the timeless design elements 
of the Royal Oak collection. This timepiece garnered enthusias-
tic acclaim upon its launch, standing out for its double balance 

technology and remarkable visual aesthetics. Distinguishing 
itself from the Millenary series and previous escapements, the 
Royal Oak 15407ST employs a unique reverse double balance 
spring to enhance isochronous design, reflecting Audemars 
Piguet’s commitment to pushing horological boundaries. Despite 
its apparent simplicity, displaying only hours, minutes, and cen-
ter seconds, it is the technical brilliance that has elevated the ref. 
15 407 to a coveted status in the market. At its core, the watch 
features two superimposed balance wheels, each accompanied 
by its own hairspring. This technical marvel not only enhances 
precision but also adds to the watch’s allure. Housed within 
the contemporary 41 mm stainless steel Royal Oak case, the 
skeletonized caliber 3132 captivates with its intricate details. All 
bridges are coated with a ruthenium finish, casting a gunmet-
al sheen over the entire movement, with the exception of the 
hand-finished solid pink gold balance bridge, showcasing tradi-
tional Swiss watchmaking craftsmanship. Beyond its technical 
prowess, the watch delights both visually and tactfully. Despite 
the potential power consumption associated with the double 
escapement design, the 3132 movement maintains a respect-
able 45-hour power reserve, ensuring practicality for daily 
wear. Presented in brand new overall condition, this reference 
15407ST is offered by its original owner, complete with plastic 
covers and a full set of accessories. This timepiece is an embod-
iment of Audemars Piguet’s commitment to excellence, seam-
lessly combining technical innovation and visual elegance in a 
single, highly sought-after timepiece.

€ 80,000 – 160,000
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IWC / Very Rare and Attractive, Yacht 
Club II, Automatic Wristwatch in Yellow 
Gold, Diamond-set Bezel, With Extract from 
the Archives and Service, Reference 9129

Brand IWC
Model Yacht Club II
Reference 9129
Case Material Yellow Gold and Diamonds
Bracelet Material Yellow Gold
Year 1979
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber 3254
Case N° 2241958
Dimensions 38 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Extract from the Archives and Service

In 1868, the visionary American engineer and watchmak-
er Florentine Ariosto Jones founded the International Watch 
Company (IWC) with a groundbreaking vision: to seamless-
ly blend Swiss craftsmanship with cutting-edge engineering 
technology from the U.S. Fast forward to the 1970s, a pivotal 
era in watch design, when IWC sought the collaboration of the 
legendary watch designer Gerald Genta. Renowned for his dis-

tinctive style that left an indelible mark on Swiss watches of the 
’70s, Genta crafted his iteration of the IWC Yacht Club, a design 
that shared the stage with his iconic creations for Patek Philippe 
Nautilus and Audemars Piguet Royal Oak. The IWC Yacht Club II 
Ref. 9129, produced in the latter half of the 1970s, specifically in 
1979, stands as a beacon of rarity in the watch collector’s realm. 
Uniquely configured, this timepiece is a treasure in very nice con-
ditions, showcasing sharp angles and fully crafted in resplendent 
yellow gold. The screw-back case and solid gold bracelet add 
to the robust elegance of this rare find. The champagne dial, 
adorned with baton hour indexes, harmonizes seamlessly with 
the yellow-gold composition. A discreet date window at 3 o’clock 
adds practicality without compromising the watch’s aesthetic 
allure. The true rarity lies in the bezel, unusually embellished 
with 12 brilliant-cut diamonds, each marking the hours with cap-
tivating brilliance. It’s essential to note that the present watch 
stands as the automatic iteration of the Yacht Club II, propelled 
by the caliber 3254. This extraordinary watch is accompanied by 
an IWC service and an extract from the archives, confirming its 
material, movement, and sale in 1979 in Muscat. A true collec-
tor’s gem, the IWC Yacht Club II Ref. 9129 is a timeless embod-
iment of innovation, craftsmanship, and the artistic vision of two 
horological pioneers—Florentine Ariosto Jones and Gerald Genta.

€ 10,000 – 20,000
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THE ROLEX CONNOISSEURS’ COLLECTION

ROLEX / Fresh to the Market, Possibly 
Unique Configuration and in Outstanding 
Conditions, Datejust “Ovettone” Automatic 
Wristwatch in Platinum, Retailed by 
Serpico y Laino, Reference 6304

Brand Rolex
Model Datejust "Ovettone"
Reference 6304
Case Material Platinum
Bracelet Material Leather Strap
Year 1955
Movement Type Automatic
Caliber A.296
Case N° 102956
Dimensions 36 mm
Signed Dial, Movement and Case
Accessories Box

Launched in 1945, the Rolex Datejust stands as an enduring icon 
in the world of horology, boasting a storied history that positions 
it among the most iconic and influential timepieces ever creat-
ed. Debuting in the mid-1940s, the Datejust marked a signifi-
cant moment as Rolex’s inaugural self-winding wristwatch with 
a date function. Drawing inspiration from the beloved 1930s 
Bubblebacks, its larger case size earned it the endearing nick-
name “Ovettone.” In 1953, Rolex introduced the models 6304 
and 6305, both entirely in steel, succeeding the brief produc-
tion run of references 6104 and 6105. The primary distinction 

between the two lay in the bezel, reeded for the 6305 and 
smooth for the 6304. The present Rolex Datejust, a captivating 
6304, boasts an exceptionally rare platinum Oyster case that 
exhibits minimal wear over its remarkable 60-year existence. 
This platinum model is one of only three or four known exam-
ples and the only one to bear the signature of Serpico Y Laino, a 
renowned Venezuelan retailer active from 1925 to 1966, adding 
an extra layer of exclusivity. Preserved almost in a new-old-stock 
condition, this exceptional timepiece was sold with a strap, con-
firmed by the never seen platinum buckle, the only one known 
with this feature, a rarity among counterparts typically sold 
with Jubilee bracelets. Safely housed in one of the most distin-
guished Rolex collections, its outstanding quality and rarity posi-
tion it as one of the most coveted timepieces in today’s market. 
Further enhancing its allure is the signature on the dial from the 
renowned Venezuelan retailer Serpico Y Laino, celebrated as one 
of the premier watches retailers in South America. The case back 
bears the “S&L” insignia, showcasing another layer of exclusiv-
ity. Remarkably, the inscriptions are deeply etched and clear, 
underscoring the watch’s near-pristine condition and minimal 
wear by its previous owner. The special matte dark grey dial has 
the special configuration with applied baguette and brilliant cut 
diamond indexes and still presents the OCC (Officially Certified 
Chronometer) at 6 o’clock identifying the automatic movement. 
This Rolex Datejust 6304 in platinum stands as a truly exception-
al and rare gem, seamlessly blending history, craftsmanship, and 
exclusivity in an unparalleled timepiece.

€ 500,000 – 1,000,000
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BUYER’S PREMIUM

The buyer will pay to the order of Monaco 
Legend Group, in addition to the hammer 
price, a buyer’s premium of:
 › Until €1.000.000: 30% incl. VAT (25% 

excl. VAT).
 › Major of €1.000.001: 24% incl. VAT 

(20% excl. VAT).

Lots marked with *:
a 20% import VAT is due on the final price 
(including buyer’s premium), ONLY if it is 
delivered within the EU.

LAW AND JURISDICTION

These general terms & conditions, and all 
that relates to the sale are governed by 
Monégasque law and, in particular, by Law 
No. 1014 of 29 December 1978 concerning 
public auctions of furniture. Any dispute 
regarding the existence, validity, and 
enforceability for any bidder or buyer falls 
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts 
of the Principality of Monaco.

VAT FOR NON-EUROPEAN BUYERS

Non-European buyers will directly receive 
the invoice excluding VAT under certain 
conditions: the item(s) must have been 
shipped outside of Europe within a delay of 3 
months from the date of the sale and Monaco 
Legend Group must appear as a shipper on 
the export document and the buyer as the 
consignee. The exportation has to be done 
within the legal delays and a maximum 
of 3 months of the date of the sale. In this 
case, Monaco Legend Group will be the only 
organizer of the expedition.

CURRENCY CONVERSION 

Auctions are conducted in Euro in Monaco.

INDICATIVE NATURE OF THE ESTIMATES

Estimates are listed for each lot and are 
an indication of the price range the lot is 
expected to fetch. Estimates do not include 
the buyer’s premium or sales tax.

NO RESERVE 

Unless the no reserve lots, all lots in the 
catalogue are offered subject to a reserve. 
This is a confidential value established 
between Monaco Legend Group and the 
seller. 

CONDITION OF THE LOTS 

Lot descriptions provide technical data 
carefully compiled by our experts for each 
lot in the sale and are often enhanced by 
historical or biographical comments.
Auction catalogue can be viewed online on 
www.monacolegendauctions.com

We are at your disposal to provide you a 
detailed report on the conditions of the lots.
All lots are sold in the condition in which 
they were offered for sale with all their 
imperfections and defects. Dimensions, 

colors and weight of the products are 
provided for information purposes only and 
are not binding.
No claim can be accepted for minor 
restoration or small damages. It is the 
responsibility of each prospective bidder to 
inspect each lot prior to the sale and to rely 
on their own judgment to acquaint with the 
characteristics and the potential repairs or 
restorations. No claim can be considered 
once the auction is pronounced.
Restored or repainted dials regarded as 
protective measures and not as vices will 
not be reported. The conditions of the 
bracelets and the water resistance of the 
screwed-back watches are not guaranteed, 
and neither are the deployment clasps 
and tang buckles. It is important to note 
most of the waterproof watches have been 
opened to identify the type and quality of the 
movement.
There is no guarantee the watches are still 
resistant to water and it is recommended to 
consult your watchmaker before using the 
item.
The dimensions of the watches are provided 
for information purposes only.
The absence of any indication of the 
existence of restoration work or of an 
accident by no means exempt the jewelry/
watch from having a defect.
Precious and semi-precious stones may 
have been subject to treatments with 
the intention to showcase them. (i.e.: oil 
treatment of emeralds, heat treatment for 
rubies and sapphires, whitening of pearls).
The jewelry/watches advertised in our 
catalogue as yellow-gold or white-gold with 
no hallmark are always in gold 18K, that 
is 750‰ — Gold 14K: 585‰ — Gold 9k: 
375‰.
Relining, inlay work and varnishing are 
considered a protective measure and not a 
vice, they will not be reported.

Please note that MLG strongly encourages 
in-person inspection of items by the 
bidder. Statements by MLG regarding 
the condition of objects are for guidance 
only and should not be relied upon as 
statements of fact, and do not constitute 
a representation, warranty, or assumption 
of liability by MLG. All lots offered are sold 

“AS IS”

AUCTION PREVIEWS 

Previews are conducted by Monaco Legend 
Group prior to each auction and details of 
these exhibitions are found at the beginning 
of the catalogue or online. Previews are 
open to the public and prospective buyers 
are encouraged to view and examine 
lots offered for sale prior to making their 
purchases. Our specialists are available to 
give advice and Condition Report.

REGISTERING TO BID IN THE AUCTION

Before you can bid, you will need to register 
for the auction.
The following documents must be provided 
in order to validate the registration request:

Private collector:
 › Two Government-issued proof of 

identity, such as a passport and ID 
card/driving license/residence card

 › Proof of address document not older 
than 3 months, such as: utility bill, 
bank statement, credit card bill

 › The copy of your credit card
 › A recent purchase invoices from 

another auction houses or watch 
dealers

 
Company:
 › A proof of Company identity, such as 

a certificate of incorporation and VAT/
Tax number

 › A Government-issued proof of identity, 
such as a passport and ID card/
driving license/residence card, as well 
as the ID card of all the company’s 
shareholders with over 25% of shares

 › Proof of address document of all the 
company’s shareholders with over 
25% of shares not older than 3 months, 
such as: utility bill, bank statement, 
credit card bill

 › A recent purchase invoices from 
another auction houses or watch 
dealers

New clients are encouraged to register 72 
hours in advance of a sale to allow sufficient 
time for your information to be processed.

BIDDING IN THE SALEROOM [IN 
PERSON]

You can register in advance or directly at the 
auction venue up to 2 hours before the start 
of the sale.
Bidders are advised to have the auction 
catalogue to hand during the sale for 
reference.

ABSENTEE BIDDING [WRITTEN BIDS]

If you are unable to bid in person at the 
auction, you can submit an absentee bid 
(written bid). Absentee bid form can be 
found in the auction catalogue, on our 
website (monacolegendauctions.com) or 
can be requested to Monaco Legend Group.
Absentee bids will be processed on your 
behalf at auction by Monaco Legend Group 
staff. Monaco Legend Group staff will 
execute the bids at the lowest possible price, 
taking into account the reserve and other 
bids. Always indicate your absentee bid 
excluding the buyer’s premium and VAT. 
This service is free of charge.
Bids submitted in a foreign currency will be 
converted to Euro using the exchange rate 
on the day of the sale.
Monaco Legend Group cannot be held 
responsible for errors, omissions or late-
arriving bids. In the event that two identical 
bids are received, the first bid received by 
Monaco Legend Group will take precedence. 
It is very important that the bidder lists a 
daytime telephone number in case any part 
of the bid form is unclear.
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ABSENTEE BID 
CANCELLATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED IN 
WRITING BEFORE THE START OF THE 
AUCTION.

GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS

TELEPHONE BIDS

You may also participate in Monaco Legend 
Group auctions by telephone. This service 
is free of charge and telephone bids will be 
executed by a Monaco Legend Group staff 
member in the saleroom. All telephone bids 
must be confirmed in writing on a completed 
telephone bid form.
Telephone bid form can be found in 
the auction catalogue, on our website 
(monacolegendauctions.com) or can be 
requested to Monaco Legend Group.

Please provide the telephone number(s) at 
which you can be reached during the sale. 
Monaco Legend Group will call you during the 
auction approximately 3 to 10 lots before the 
lot(s) on which you wish to bid.
Language assistance for telephone bidding is 
available in English, French and Italian.

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL TELEPHONE BID 
CANCELLATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED IN 
WRITING. CLIENTS ARE ADVISED TO MAKE 
ARRANGEMENTS FOR TELEPHONE BIDS AT 
LEAST ONE DAY BEFORE THE SALE.

ONLINE BIDDING WITH MONACO 
LEGEND GROUP 

Our online bidding platform has live-
streaming video of the auction accessible 
from a computer or a mobile device. You can 
bid before and during the sale from anywhere 
in the world.

From a mobile device on iOS or Android, 
you must use our App: “Monaco Legend 
Group Live” in order to place a bid during a 
live auction. 

Users will need to have an account created 
on Monaco Legend Auctions Live and being 
approved for the auction in order to place a 
bid. See “Registering to bid in the auction”.
 
To create an account, please visit 
monacolegendauctions.com website. New 
clients should create an account at least 48 
hours in advance of the sale.

ONLINE BIDDING WITH INVALUABLE

Invaluable platform has live-streaming video 
of the auction accessible from a computer 
or a mobile device. You can bid before and 
during the sale from anywhere in the world.
From a mobile device on iOS or Android, you 
might have to download App in order to place 
a bid. 

Users will need to have an account created 
and being approved for the auction in order 
to place bid. See “Registering to bid in the 
auction”.

Please visit invaluable.com. New clients 
should create an account at least 48 hours in 
advance of the sale.
For users of Invaluable platforms, an 
additional fees of 5% will be charged in 
addition to the hammer price and buyer’s 
commission.

AUCTION PROCESS

Lots offered for sale are auctioned in 
numerical order as they appear in the 
catalogue. The lot being auctioned is 
announced by the auctioneer, as well as 
shown live or illustrated on a screen at the 
front of the saleroom. 

SUCCESSFUL BIDS 

When the auctioneer’s hammer falls, the final 
bid has been reached and the auctioneer will 
record the bidder’s paddle number, or the 
absentee bid number. If your bids have been 
successful, you will be notified by means 
of an invoice sent by e-mail. You are also 
welcome to call Monaco Legend Group the 
day after the auction to request the outcome 
of your bids.

RESULTS OF THE SALE

If you would like to know the result of your 
absentee bids, please contact:
Monaco Legend Group: +377 97 775 335

PAYMENT

Payment is due immediately after the sale.
Payment may be made by the following 
methods:

 › Cash in euros up to €29, 999 
 › Credit cards VISA or MASTERCARD 

subject to conditions
 › Bank transfers to Monaco Legend Group

COLLECTION OF PURCHASES 

Purchases can only be collected after 
payment. All lots can be collected 
immediately after the session upon 
presentation of written consent from the 
Accounting Department of Monaco Legend 
Group. We recommend the buyers to take 
delivery of their lots after the sale.

PREEMPTION RIGHT

The Monaco state in entitled to use a right of 
pre-emption on works of art. In accordance 
with the laws in force in Article 2-1 of the Law 
No. 1014 of 29 December 1978 concerning 
public sales of furniture. The use of this right 
comes immediately after the hammer stroke, 
the representative of the State expressing 
then the intention of the State to substitute 
for the last bidder, provided he confirms the 
pre-emption decision within fifteen days. 
In the absence of confirmation at the end 
of this period, the object will return to the 
highest bidder Monaco Legend Group SAM 
will not bear any liability/responsibility for 
the conditions of pre-emption by the State of 
Monaco.
 

IMPORT/EXPORT RESTRICTIONS AND 
TAXES 

Buyers are advised that we will remove bands 
made of materials derived from endangered 
or otherwise protected species (i.e. alligator, 
caiman, lizard, snake. . .) prior to shipping 
lots abroad. Buyers are responsible for 
compliance with any applicable export and 
import regulations. Moreover certain items 
made of tortoiseshell, ivory may be subject to 
importation restrictions in certain countries.
Please consult your local customs authority for 
information on importing items made of these 
materials. The Buyer is responsible for the 
payment of all applicable import and export 
duties and taxes related to the lots purchased.

CITES REGULATIONS

∆: The documents provided by the study 
“Monaco Legend Group” for the CITES 
articles of the species listed in the annexes 
A, B or C of the regulation  CE338/97 are 
only valid in the EU. All the exits to a third 
country shall be subject to an exportation 
or reexportation permit granted by the 
CITES Management Authority. In the buyer’s 
country of residence. We advise you to 
approach the CITES Management Authority 
of the country of destination to obtain 
confirmation of the possibility of importing 
such articles. Some countries can prohibit 
the issuing of the documents according to 
their own specific legislation. These actions 
have to be taken by the buyer and at their 
own expense. Contact Monaco Legend 
Group for more information.

PROTECTION OF CULTURAL PROPERTY 

Monaco Legend Group SAM follows a policy 
to prevent the sale of looted or stolen cultural 
property.

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE 

it will be shipped directly to their location 
as per buyer’s instructions, with Ferrari 
Logistiques SAM, Monaco, unless otherwise 
instructed.
Please note that buyers are responsible for all 
shipping fees and any other applicable fees 
including value-added tax, customs duties, 
etc. for the importation to their respective 
countries.

MONACO LEGEND GROUP BANK DETAIL 
(PAYMENT IN EUROS ONLY)

Compte
SAM MONACO LEGEND GROUP
Banque
BPMED MONACO ENTREPRISES 
IBAN.
MC 58 1460 7007 6460 9218 9452 273 
BIC
CCBPMCM1XXX 
Compte N.
60921894522



COMMISSION ACHETEUR 

L’acheteur devra payer à l’attention de Monaco 
Legend Group, en plus du prix d’adjudication, 
une commission acheteur correspondant au 
pourcentage suivant :
 › Jusqu’à  1.000.000 € : 30% TTC  (25% HT).
 › Au-delà de 1.000.001 € : 24% TTC 

(20% HT).

Lots marqués d’un  *:
Une TVA d’importation de 20 % sera due 
sur le prix final (incluant la commission 
acheteur), UNIQUEMENT si le bien est livré 
au sein de l’UE.

LOI ET JURIDICTION

Les présentes conditions générales et tout ce 
qui concerne la vente sont régis par le droit 
monégasque et, en particulier, par la loi n° 
1014 du 29 décembre 1978 relative aux ventes 
publiques de meubles aux enchères. Tout litige 
relatif à l’existence, la validité et l’opposabilité 
pour tout enchérisseur ou acheteur relève de 
la compétence exclusive des tribunaux de la 
Principauté de Monaco.

TVA POUR LES ACHETEURS NON 
EUROPÉENS

Les acheteurs non européens recevront 
directement la facture hors TVA sous certaines 
conditions : le ou les articles doivent avoir 
été expédiés hors d’Europe dans un délai 
de 3 mois à compter de la date de la vente et 
Monaco Legend Group doit apparaître comme 
expéditeur sur le document d’exportation et 
l’acheteur comme destinataire. L’exportation 
doit se faire dans les délais légaux et dans un 
délai maximum de 3 mois à compter de la date 
de la vente. Dans ce cas Monaco Legend Group 
sera le seul organisateur de l’expédition.

CONVERSION DES DEVISES 

Les ventes aux enchères se déroulent en euros 
à Monaco.

CARACTÈRE INDICATIF DES ESTIMATIONS

Les estimations sont indiquées pour chaque lot 
et constituent une indication de la fourchette 
de prix à laquelle le lot est susceptible 
d’aboutir. Les estimations ne comprennent 
pas la commission acheteur ni l’éventuelle TVA 
d’importation si le lot fait l’objet de cette TVA. 

SANS RÉSERVE 

À l’exception des lots sans réserve, tous les lots 
du catalogue sont proposés sous réserve. Il 
s’agit d’une valeur confidentielle établie entre 
Monaco Legend Group et le vendeur.

ÉTAT DES LOTS 

Les descriptions des lots fournissent des 
données techniques soigneusement 
compilées par nos experts pour chaque lot de 
la vente et sont souvent complétées par des 
commentaires historiques ou biographiques.
Le catalogue de la vente peut être consulté en 
ligne sur www.monacolegendauctions.com
Nous sommes à votre disposition pour vous 
fournir un rapport détaillé sur l’état des lots.
Tous les lots sont vendus dans l’état dans lequel 
ils ont été proposés à la vente avec toutes 

leurs imperfections et défauts. Les dimensions, 
couleurs et poids des produits sont donnés à 
titre indicatif et ne sont pas contractuels.
Aucune réclamation ne peut être acceptée 
pour des restaurations mineures ou de petits 
dommages. Il appartient à chaque enchérisseur 
potentiel d’inspecter chaque lot avant la 
vente et de se fier à son propre jugement pour 
prendre connaissance des caractéristiques et 
des réparations ou restaurations potentielles. 
Aucune réclamation ne pourra être prise en 
compte une fois l’adjudication prononcée.
Les cadrans restaurés ou repeints considérés 
comme des mesures de protection et non 
comme des vices ne seront pas signalés. L’état 
des bracelets et l’étanchéité des montres à 
fond vissé ne sont pas garantis, de même 
que les boucles déployantes et les boucles à 
ardillon. Il est important de noter que la plupart 
des montres étanches ont été ouvertes pour 
identifier le type et la qualité du mouvement.
Il n’y a aucune garantie que les montres 
soient toujours résistantes à l’eau et il est 
recommandé de consulter votre horloger avant 
d’utiliser l’article.
Les dimensions des montres sont données à 
titre indicatif.
L’absence d’indication de l’existence de travaux 
de restauration ou d’un accident ne dispense 
en aucun cas le bijou/montre de présenter un 
défaut.
Les pierres précieuses et semi-précieuses 
peuvent avoir été soumises à des traitements 
dans le but de les mettre en valeur. (ex : 
traitement à l’huile des émeraudes, traitement 
thermique des rubis et saphirs, blanchiment 
des perles). Ces traitements sont traditionnels 
et acceptés par le marché international. 
Les bijoux annoncés dans notre catalogue 
comme étant en or jaune ou en or blanc sans 
poinçon sont toujours en or 18K, soit 750 ‰ — 
Or 14K : 585 ‰ — Or 9k : 375 ‰.
Le regarnissage, l’incrustation et le vernissage 
sont considérés comme une mesure de 
protection et non comme un vice, ils ne seront 
pas signalés.

Veuillez noter que MLG encourage vivement 
l’enchérisseur à inspecter les objets 
en personne. Les déclarations de MLG 
concernant l’état des objets sont données 
à titre indicatif et ne doivent pas être 
considérées comme des déclarations de fait, 
et ne constituent pas une représentation, 
une garantie ou une prise de responsabilité 
de la part de MLG. Tous les lots proposés 
sont vendus « en l’état »

EXPOSITIONS VENTES AUX ENCHÈRES 

Des expositions avant la vente aux enchères 
sont organisées par le Monaco Legend Group 
avant chaque vente aux enchères et les détails 
de ces expositions se trouvent au début du 
catalogue ou en ligne. Les avant-premières sont 
ouvertes au public et les acheteurs potentiels 
sont encouragés à voir et à examiner les lots 
mis en vente avant d’effectuer leurs achats. Nos 
spécialistes sont disponibles pour prodiguer 
des conseils et des rapports d’état.

S’INSCRIRE POUR PARTICIPER À LA VENTE 
AUX ENCHÈRES

Avant de pouvoir enchérir, vous devez vous 
inscrire à la vente aux enchères.
Si vous participez à la vente aux enchères par 
téléphone, en ligne ou par correspondance 
selon notre plateforme live, les documents 

suivants doivent être fournis afin de valider la 
demande d’enregistrement :

Pour une personne physique :
 › Coordonnées complètes 
 › Deux pièces d’identité délivrées par le 

gouvernement, telles qu’un passeport 
et une carte d’identité/un permis de 
conduire/une carte de séjour avec photo 
pour les personnes qui ne sont pas 
présentes physiquement à la vente ; un 
seul document d’identité si vous vous 
déplacez à la vente aux enchères 

 › Un justificatif de domicile datant de 
moins de trois mois, tels que : facture de 
services publics, relevé bancaire, facture 
de carte de crédit 

 › Une copie recto de votre carte de crédit 
 › Copie des coordonnées bancaires et/

ou dépôt de garantie conditionnant la 
participation 

 › Copie d’une facture d’achat récente 
provenant d’une autre maison de vente 
aux enchères ou de négociants en 
horlogerie.

Pour une société : 
 › Un certificat d’incorporation ou un 

registre du commerce indiquant le 
numéro de TVA Intracommunautaire pour 
les sociétés au sein de L’UE 

 › Une preuve d’identité délivrée par le 
gouvernement, telle qu’un passeport 
et une carte d’identité/un permis de 
conduire/une carte de séjour avec photo 
des actionnaires de la société détenant 
plus de 25 % des parts de la société

 › Un justificatif de domicile des 
actionnaires, détenant plus de 25 % des 
parts, datant de moins de trois mois, tels 
que : facture de services publics, relevé 
bancaire, facture de carte de crédit 

 › Copie d’une facture d’achat récente 
provenant d’une autre maison de vente 
aux enchères ou de négociants en 
horlogerie.

Les nouveaux clients sont encouragés à 
s’inscrire 72 heures avant une vente afin 
de laisser suffisamment de temps pour le 
traitement de leurs informations.

ENCHÉRIR DANS LA SALLE DE VENTE [EN 
PERSONNE]

Vous pouvez vous inscrire à l’avance ou 
directement sur le lieu de la vente jusqu’à 2 
heures avant le début de la vente.
Il est conseillé aux enchérisseurs d’avoir 
le catalogue de la vente à portée de main 
pendant la vente pour s’y référer et de bien 
prendre connaissance des conditions de vente 
également.
 
ENCHÈRES PAR CORRESPONDANCE 
[OFFRES ÉCRITES]

Si vous n’êtes pas en mesure d’enchérir en 
personne lors de la vente aux enchères, 
vous pouvez soumettre une offre par 
correspondance (offre écrite). Le formulaire 
d’offre par correspondance se trouve dans le 
catalogue de la vente aux enchères, sur notre 
site Internet (monacolegendauctions.com) ou 
peut être demandé à Monaco Legend Group.
Les enchères par correspondance seront 
traitées en votre nom lors de la vente aux 
enchères par le personnel de Monaco Legend 
Group. Le personnel de Monaco Legend Group 

CONDITIONS GÉNÉRALES DE VENTE

exécutera les offres au prix le plus bas possible, 
en tenant compte de la réserve et des autres 
offres en salle au moment de la vente. Indiquez 
toujours votre enchère absente hors prime 
d’acheteur et hors TVA.
Ce service est gratuit.
Les offres présentées en devises étrangères 
seront converties en euros sur la base du taux 
de change du jour de la vente.
Monaco Legend Group ne peut être tenu 
pour responsable des erreurs, omissions ou 
retards d’enchères. Dans le cas où deux offres 
identiques seraient reçues, la première offre 
reçue par Monaco Legend Group sera prioritaire. 
Il est très important que le soumissionnaire 
indique un numéro de téléphone pendant la 
journée au cas où une partie du formulaire 
d’offre ne serait pas claire.

VEUILLEZ NOTER QUE TOUTES LES 
ANNULATIONS D’ENCHÈRES PAR 
CORRESPONDANCE DOIVENT ÊTRE REÇUES 
PAR ÉCRIT AVANT LE DÉBUT DE LA VENTE 
AUX ENCHÈRES. 

ENCHÈRES PAR TÉLÉPHONE

Vous pouvez également participer aux ventes 
aux enchères de Monaco Legend Group 
par téléphone. Ce service est gratuit et les 
enchères téléphoniques seront exécutées 
par un membre du personnel de Monaco 
Legend Group dans la salle de vente. Toutes 
les enchères téléphoniques doivent être 
confirmées par écrit sur un formulaire 
d’enchère téléphonique dûment rempli.
Le formulaire d’enchère téléphonique se trouve 
dans le catalogue de la vente aux enchères, sur 
notre site Internet (monacolegendauctions.
com) ou peut être demandé à Monaco Legend 
Group.
Veuillez indiquer le(s) numéro(s) de téléphone 
auxquels vous pouvez être joint pendant la 
vente. Monaco Legend Group vous appellera 
pendant la vente aux enchères environ 3 à 10 
lots avant le(s) lot(s) sur lequel (lesquels) vous 
souhaitez enchérir.
L’assistance linguistique pour les enchères par 
téléphone est disponible en anglais, français et 
italien. 

VEUILLEZ NOTER QUE TOUTES LES 
ANNULATIONS D’ENCHÈRES PAR TÉLÉPHONE 
DOIVENT ÊTRE REÇUES PAR ÉCRIT. IL EST 
CONSEILLÉ AUX CLIENTS DE PRENDRE DES 
DISPOSITIONS POUR LES ENCHÈRES PAR 
TÉLÉPHONE AU MOINS UN JOUR AVANT LA 
VENTE.

ENCHÉRIR EN LIGNE AVEC MONACO 
LEGEND GROUP 

Notre plateforme d’enchères en ligne dispose 
d’une vidéo en direct de la vente aux enchères 
accessible depuis un ordinateur ou un appareil 
mobile. Vous pouvez enchérir avant et pendant 
la vente depuis n’importe où dans le monde.

Depuis un appareil mobile sous iOS 
ou Android, vous devez utiliser notre 
application  : « Monaco Legend Group Live » 
afin de placer une enchère pendant une 
vente aux enchères en direct.

Les utilisateurs devront avoir un compte créé 
sur Monaco Legend Auctions Live et être 
approuvés pour la vente aux enchères afin de 
pouvoir placer une enchère. Voir « S’inscrire 
pour enchérir dans la vente aux enchères ». Ce 

service est gratuit. 
Pour créer un compte, veuillez-vous vous 
rendre sur le site monacolegendauctions.com. 
Les nouveaux clients doivent créer un compte 
au moins 48 heures avant la vente.

ENCHÈRES EN LIGNE AVEC INVALUABLE

La plateforme Invaluable propose une vidéo 
en direct de la vente aux enchères, accessible 
depuis un ordinateur ou un appareil mobile. 
Vous pouvez enchérir avant et pendant la vente 
depuis n’importe où dans le monde.
Depuis un appareil mobile sous iOS ou Android, il 
se peut que vous deviez télécharger l’application 
pour placer une enchère. 
Les utilisateurs devront avoir créé un compte et 
avoir été approuvés pour la vente aux enchères 
afin de pouvoir enchérir. Voir « S’inscrire pour 
participer à la vente aux enchères ».
Veuillez consulter le site invaluable.com. Les 
nouveaux clients doivent créer un compte au 
moins 48 heures avant la vente.

Pour les utilisateurs des plateformes 
Invaluable, des frais supplémentaires de 5 % 
seront facturés en plus du prix d’adjudication 
et de la commission de l’acheteur.

PROCESSUS DE VENTE AUX ENCHÈRES

Les lots mis en vente sont adjugés dans l’ordre 
numérique tel qu’il apparaît dans le catalogue. 
Le lot mis aux enchères est annoncé par le 
commissaire-priseur, ainsi que montré en 
direct ou illustré sur un écran à l’avant de la 
salle de vente. 

LES ENCHÈRES RÉUSSIES 

Lorsque le marteau du commissaire-priseur 
tombe, l’enchère finale a été atteinte et le 
commissaire-priseur enregistre le numéro de 
la palette de l’enchérisseur ou le numéro de 
l’enchère par correspondance. Si vos enchères 
ont été retenues, vous en serez informé par le 
biais d’une facture envoyée par e-mail. Vous 
pouvez également appeler Monaco Legend 
Group le lendemain de la vente aux enchères 
pour connaître le résultat de vos enchères.

RÉSULTATS DE LA VENTE

Si vous souhaitez connaître le résultat de 
vos enchères par correspondance, veuillez 
contacter :
Monaco Legend Group : +377 97 775 335

PAIEMENT

Le paiement est dû immédiatement après la 
vente.
Le paiement peut être effectué par les 
méthodes suivantes :
 › Espèces en euros jusqu’à 29.999 
 › Cartes de crédit VISA ou MASTERCARD 

soumises à conditions 
 › Virement bancaire à Monaco Legend Group

RETRAIT DES ACHATS 

Les achats ne peuvent être retirés qu’après 
paiement. Tous les lots peuvent être 
retirés immédiatement après la séance sur 
présentation d’une autorisation écrite du 
service comptable de Monaco Legend Group. 
Nous recommandons aux acheteurs de 
prendre livraison de leurs lots après la vente.

DROIT DE PRÉEMPTION

L’État monégasque dispose d’un droit 
de préemption sur les œuvres d’art. 
Conformément à la législation en vigueur 
l’article 2-1 de la loi n° 1014 du 29 décembre 
1978 relative aux ventes publiques de 
meubles. L’exercice de ce droit intervient 
immédiatement après le coup de marteau, 
le représentant de l’État exprimant alors 
l’intention de l’État de se substituer au dernier 
enchérisseur, à condition qu’il confirme la 
décision de préemption dans un délai de 
quinze jours. À défaut de confirmation à l’issue 
de ce délai, l’objet reviendra au plus offrant. 
Monaco Legend Group SAM ne supportera 
aucune responsabilité quant aux conditions de 
préemption par l’État de Monaco.

RESTRICTIONS ET TAXES A 
L’IMPORTATION/EXPORTATION 

Les acheteurs sont informés que nous 
retirerons les bracelets fabriqués à partir de 
matériaux provenant d’espèces menacées ou 
protégées (alligator, caïman, lézard, serpent…) 
avant d’expédier les lots à l’étranger. Les 
acheteurs sont responsables du respect de 
toute réglementation applicable en matière 
d’exportation et d’importation. En outre, 
certains articles en écaille de tortue ou en 
ivoire peuvent faire l’objet de restrictions à 
l’importation dans certains pays.
Veuillez consulter les autorités douanières 
locales pour obtenir des informations sur 
l’importation d’articles fabriqués dans ces 
matériaux. L’acheteur est responsable 
du paiement de tous les droits et taxes 
d’importation et d’exportation applicables aux 
lots achetés.

CITES LES RÈGLEMENTS

∆ : Les documents fournis par l’étude « Monaco 
Legend Group » pour les articles CITES des 
espèces inscrites aux annexes A, B ou C du 
règlement CE338/97 ne sont valables que 
dans l’UE. Toutes les sorties vers un pays tiers 
doivent faire l’objet d’un permis d’exportation 
ou de réexportation délivré par l’organe de 
gestion de la CITES. Dans le pays de résidence 
de l’acheteur. Nous vous conseillons de vous 
adresser à l’organe de gestion CITES du pays 
de destination pour obtenir confirmation 
de la possibilité d’importer de tels articles. 
Certains pays peuvent interdire la délivrance 
des documents en vertu de leur législation 
spécifique. Ces mesures doivent être prises 
par l’acheteur et à ses propres frais. Contactez 
Monaco Legend Group pour plus d’informations.

PROTECTION DES BIENS CULTURELS 

Monaco Legend Group SAM applique une 
politique visant à empêcher la vente de biens 
culturels pillés ou volés.

EXPÉDITION ET ASSURANCE 

La marchandise sera expédiée directement à 
l’adresse de l’acheteur, selon les instructions de 
ce dernier, par Ferrari Logistiques SAM, Monaco, 
sauf instructions contraires. 
Veuillez noter que les acheteurs sont 
responsables de tous les frais d’expédition et 
de tous les autres frais applicables, y compris la 
taxe sur la valeur ajoutée, les droits de douane, 
etc., pour l’importation dans leurs pays respectif.



HOW TO CONSIGN

1. Valuation
Your goods will be carefully 
examined by our top experts.
Davide Parmegiani, world authority in 
the market for timepieces, together 
with his associate Claude Cohen 
will give you a precise and realistic 
estimate for your timepiece or jewelry.

We would be pleased to provide you 
with a preliminary evaluation directly by 
e-mail: info@monacolegendgroup.com.
We can also welcome you 
by appointment in our 
Showroom in Monte-Carlo.
For important collections we 
can travel worldwide.

Our experts will recommend an 
estimate range and a minimum 
price, agreed with you, below which 
we will not sell your item during 
the auction (reserve price).

Our estimates are free and confidential.

2. Promotion
We do global marketing and 
advertising, making sure your goods 
are seen by the right people.

We are in contact with collectors 
from all over the world.

Your goods will be published 
online, in printed catalogues
and exhibited during the auction preview.

Get the best value of your collectibles.

3. Sale
Our auctions take place in our 
showroom or in a prestigious 
location of Monte-Carlo such as 
the Meridien Beach Plaza Hotel.

The event is broadcast live on our 
online auction platform as well as 
on other online auction platforms. 

We can also buy or sell for you 
your goods through private 
sales if appropriate.

Please contact us for more information about the consignment:
info@monacolegendgroup.com  – +377 97 77 53 35

LAST NAME(S)  FIRST NAME 

COMPANY NAME  EU VAT REGISTRATION N° 

ADDRESS 

ZIP / POSTAL CODE  CITY  COUNTRY 

E-MAIL (REQUIRED)  LANGUAGE 

PHONE  MOBILE 

Please bid on my behalf for the following lot(s) up to the maximum price(s) (excluding the buyer premium and any applicable taxes) 
mentioned above, purchasing as much below my indicated limit(s) as possible. I hereby agree and acknowledge that Monaco Legend 
Group is not responsible for failing to execute such bids or for any errors or omissions in connection therewith. By signing this form, I 
have read, understood and agree to be bound by the Terms & Conditions and important notices contained in the catalogue for this sale. I 
hereby agree and acknowledge that I am obligated to purchase and shall have no right to revoke acceptance of any and all lots for which 
I am the highest bidder.

   ABSENTEE BID OR PHONE BIDDING

   PRESENT IN PERSON             ONLINE BIDDING

   MONACO LEGEND GROUP NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
           Keep me up to date with Monaco Legend Group latest information about our events, products and services.

20-21 APRIL 2024 | MONACO

LOT N° BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PHONE
BID

ABSENTEE BID 
WITH LIMIT IN EURO*

€

€

€

€

€

13, bd Princesse Charlotte, 98000 MONACO – tel. +377 97 77 53 35
info@monacolegendgroup.com – monacolegendauctions.com

* Excluding Buyers’ premium and VAT.

Please return this document along with a government-issued photo ID at least 48 hours before the Auction to Monaco Legend 
Group, by email info@monacolegendgroup.com (preferred), by post or in person at our Monaco office: 
Monaco Legend Group - 13 bd princesse charlotte - 98000 MONACO.
The registration will be completed only once the photo ID is received. For new clients, to register, bank references will be required.

date  signature 

By signing this document, you accept the Terms & Conditions and you consent to our Privacy Policy.

Please fill in the form below for the lots you are interested in

REGISTER & ABSENTEE/PHONE BID FORM

431



Apartments features and services :

> Completly renovated with noble materials

> Fully-tastefully furnished and decorated

> Shuttle service 

> Concierge service

> Maintenance service

Pavillon Diana
Pavillon Maurice

www.monacolegendproperties.com



AUCTION
EXCLUSIVE
TIMEPIECES

HÔTEL MÉRIDIEN
BEACH PLAZA MONACO 

SATURDAY 20 APRIL 2024
Session 1 at 2:30 p.m.

SUNDAY 21 APRIL 2024
Session 2 at 10:30 a.m.
Session 3 at 2:30 p.m.

... next auction in October
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